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Documentation and Release Notes

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks
®
technical documentation,

see the product documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at

http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the

documentation, follow the product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject

matter experts. These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the

nuances of network architecture, deployment, and administration. The current list can

be viewed at http://www.juniper.net/books .

Supported Platforms

For the features described in this document, the following platforms are supported:

• QFX Series

Using the Examples in This Manual

If you want to use the examples in this manual, you can use the loadmerge or the load

merge relative command. These commands cause the software to merge the incoming

configuration into the current candidate configuration. The example does not become

active until you commit the candidate configuration.

If the example configuration contains the top level of the hierarchy (or multiple

hierarchies), the example is a full example. In this case, use the loadmerge command.
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If the example configuration does not start at the top level of the hierarchy, the example

is a snippet. In this case, use the loadmerge relative command. These procedures are

described in the following sections.

Merging a Full Example

Tomerge a full example, follow these steps:

1. From the HTML or PDF version of the manual, copy a configuration example into a

text file, save the file with a name, and copy the file to a directory on your routing

platform.

For example, copy the following configuration toa file andname the fileex-script.conf.

Copy the ex-script.conf file to the /var/tmp directory on your routing platform.

system {
scripts {
commit {
file ex-script.xsl;

}
}

}
interfaces {
fxp0 {
disable;
unit 0 {
family inet {
address 10.0.0.1/24;

}
}

}
}

2. Merge the contents of the file into your routing platform configuration by issuing the

loadmerge configuration mode command:

[edit]
user@host# loadmerge /var/tmp/ex-script.conf
load complete

Merging a Snippet

Tomerge a snippet, follow these steps:

1. From the HTML or PDF version of themanual, copy a configuration snippet into a text

file, save the file with a name, and copy the file to a directory on your routing platform.

For example, copy the following snippet to a file and name the file

ex-script-snippet.conf. Copy the ex-script-snippet.conf file to the /var/tmp directory

on your routing platform.

commit {
file ex-script-snippet.xsl; }

2. Move to the hierarchy level that is relevant for this snippet by issuing the following

configuration mode command:
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[edit]
user@host# edit system scripts
[edit system scripts]

3. Merge the contents of the file into your routing platform configuration by issuing the

loadmerge relative configuration mode command:

[edit system scripts]
user@host# loadmerge relative /var/tmp/ex-script-snippet.conf
load complete

For more information about the load command, see the Junos OS CLI User Guide.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page xxiii defines notice icons used in this guide.

Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware damage.Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Table 2 on page xxiii defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
theconfigure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on the
terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• JunosOSSystemBasicsConfiguration
Guide

• RFC 1997,BGPCommunities Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies book names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft titles.

Italic text like this

Configure themachine’s domain name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for which
you substitute a value) in commands or
configuration statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include the
stub statement at the[edit protocols
ospf area area-id] hierarchy level.

• Theconsoleport is labeledCONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configurationhierarchy levels;
or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metricmetric>;Enclose optional keywords or variables.< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between themutually
exclusive keywords or variables on either
side of the symbol. The set of choices is
often enclosed in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamicMPLS onlyIndicates a comment specified on the
same lineas theconfiguration statement
to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community namemembers [
community-ids ]

Enclose a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identify a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

J-Web GUI Conventions

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents J-Web graphical user
interface (GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of J-Web
selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)
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Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback, comments, and suggestions so that we can

improve the documentation. You can send your comments to

techpubs-comments@juniper.net, or fill out the documentation feedback form at

https://www.juniper.net/cgi-bin/docbugreport/ . If you are using e-mail, be sure to include

the following information with your comments:

• Document or topic name

• URL or page number

• Software release version (if applicable)

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the JuniperNetworksTechnicalAssistance

Center (JTAC). If you are a customer with an active J-Care or JNASC support contract,

or are covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access

our tools and resources online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies,

review the JTAC User Guide located at

http://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf .

• Product warranties—For product warranty information, visit

http://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/ .

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day,

7 days a week, 365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online

self-service portal called the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides youwith the

following features:

• Find CSC offerings: http://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: http://www2.juniper.net/kb/

• Find product documentation: http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: http://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:

http://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:

https://www.juniper.net/alerts/
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• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:

http://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Open a case online in the CSC Case Management tool: http://www.juniper.net/cm/

Toverify serviceentitlementbyproduct serial number, useourSerialNumberEntitlement

(SNE) Tool: https://tools.juniper.net/SerialNumberEntitlementSearch/

Opening a Casewith JTAC

You can open a case with JTAC on theWeb or by telephone.

• Use the Case Management tool in the CSC at http://www.juniper.net/cm/ .

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see

http://www.juniper.net/support/requesting-support.html .
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CHAPTER 1

Before You Begin

• QFabric SystemOverview on page 3

• Understanding QFabric System Terminology on page 7

• Understanding Interfaces on the QFabric System on page 11

QFabric SystemOverview

The architecture of legacy data centers contrasts significantly with the revolutionary

Juniper Networks data center solution.

This topic covers:

• Legacy Data Center Architecture on page 3

• QFX Series QFabric System Architecture on page 5

Legacy Data Center Architecture

Service providers and companies that support data centers are familiar with legacy

multi-tiered architectures, as seen in Figure 1 on page 4.
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Figure 1: Legacy Data Center Architecture
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The access layer connects servers and other devices to a Layer 2 switch and provides an

entry point into the data center. Several access switches are in turn connected to

intermediate Layer 2 switches at the aggregation layer (sometimes referred to as the

distribution layer) to consolidate traffic. A core layer interconnects the aggregation layer

switches. Finally, the core switches are connected to Layer 3 routers in the routing layer

to send the aggregated data center traffic to other data centers or a wide area network

(WAN), receive external traffic destined for the data center, and interconnect different

Layer 2 broadcast domains within the data center.

The problems that exist with the multi-tiered data center architecture include:

• Limited scalability—The demands for electrical power, cooling, cabling, rack space,
and port density increase exponentially as the traditional data center expands, which

prohibits growth after minimal thresholds are met.

• Inefficient resource usage—Up to 50 percent of switch ports in a legacy data center
are used to interconnect different tiers rather than support server and storage

connections. In addition, traffic that ideally should move horizontally between servers

within a data center often must also be sent vertically up through the tiers to reach a

router and down through the tiers to reach the required destination server.

• Increased latency—By requiring the devices at each tier level to performmultiple

iterations of packet and frame processing, the data plane traffic takes significantly

longer to reach its destination than if the sending and receiving devices were directly

connected. This processing overhead results in potentially poor performance for

time-sensitive applications, such as voice, video, or financial transactions.
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QFX Series QFabric SystemArchitecture

In contrast to legacy multi-tiered data center architectures, the Juniper Networks QFX

Series QFabric System architecture provides a simplified networking environment that

solves the most challenging issues faced by data center operators. A fabric is a set of

devices that act in concert to behave as a single switch. It is a highly scalable, distributed,

Layer 2 and Layer 3 networking architecture that provides a high-performance,

low-latency, and unified interconnect solution for next-generation data centers as seen

in Figure 2 on page 5.

Figure 2: QFX Series QFabric SystemArchitecture
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A QFabric system collapses the traditional multi-tiered data center model into a single

tier where all access layer devices (known in theQFabric systemmodel asNode devices)

are essentially directly connected to all other access layer devices across a very large

scale fabric backplane (known in the QFabric systemmodel as the Interconnect device).

Suchanarchitecture enables theconsolidationofdata center endpoints (suchas servers,

storage devices, memory, appliances, and routers) and provides better scaling and

network virtualization capabilities than traditional data centers.
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Essentially, a QFabric system can be viewed as a single, nonblocking, low-latency switch

that supports thousandsof 10-Gigabit Ethernetportsor 2-Gbps, 4-Gbps, or8-GbpsFibre

Channel ports to interconnect servers, storage, and the Internet across a high-speed,

high-performance fabric. TheentireQFabric system ismanagedasasingleentity through

a Director group, containing redundant hardware and software components that can be

expanded and scaled as the QFabric system grows in size. In addition, the Director group

automatically senses when devices are added or removed from the QFabric system and

dynamically adjusts the amount of processing resources required to support the system.

Such intelligence helps the QFabric system use theminimum amount of power to run

the system efficiently, but not waste energy on unused components.

As a result of the QFabric system architecture, data center operators are now realizing

the benefits of this next-generation architecture, including:

• Low latency—Because of its inherent advantages in this area, the QFabric system
provides an excellent foundation for mission-critical applications such as financial

transactions and stock trades, aswell as time-sensitive applications such as voice and

video.

• Enhanced scalability—The QFabric system can bemanaged as a single entity and

provides support for thousands of data center devices. As Internet traffic continues to

growexponentiallywith the increase in high-quality video transmissions and rise in the

number of mobile devices used worldwide, the QFabric system can keep pace with

the demands for bandwidth, applications, and services offered by the data center.

• Virtualization-enabled—The QFabric systemwas designed to work seamlessly with

virtual servers, virtual appliances, and other virtual devices, allowing for even greater

scalability, expandability, and rapid deployment of new services than ever before.

Migrating to virtual devices also results in significant costs savings, fueled by reduced

space requirements, decreasedneeds for power andcooling, and increasedprocessing

capabilities.

• Simplicity—Although the QFabric system can scale to hundreds of devices and

thousands of ports, you can still manage the QFabric system as a single system.

• Flexibility—You can deploy the QFabric system as an entire system or in stages.

• Convergence—Because the congestion-free fabric is lossless, all traffic in a QFabric
system can be converged onto a single network. As a result, the QFabric system

supports Ethernet, Fibre Channel over Ethernet, and native Fibre Channel packets and

frames.

Flat, nonblocking, and lossless, the network fabric offered by theQFabric systemhas the

scale and flexibility to meet the needs of small, medium, and large-sized data centers

for years to come.

Related
Documentation

Understanding QFabric System Terminology on page 7•

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15

• Understanding the QFabric System Software Architecture on page 31
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Understanding QFabric System Terminology

Tounderstand theQFabric systemenvironmentand its components, you shouldbecome

familiar with the terms defined in Table 3 on page 7.

Table 3: QFabric System Terms

DefinitionTerm

Three-stage switching network in which switch elements in themiddle stages
are connected to all switch elements in the ingress and egress stages. In the
case of QFabric system components, the three stages are represented by an
ingress chipset, a midplane chipset, and an egress chipset in an Interconnect
device (such as a QFX3008-I Interconnect device). In Clos networks, which
are well known for their nonblocking properties, a connection can bemade
from any idle input port to any idle output port, regardless of the traffic load
in the rest of the system.

Clos network fabric

Hardwarecomponent thatprocesses fundamentalQFabricsystemapplications
and services, such as startup, maintenance, and inter-QFabric system device
communication. A set of enhanced Director devices with hard drives can be
joined to formaDirector group,whichcan thenbeenhancedwithotherDirector
devices that provide additional memory and processing power. (See also
Director group.)

Director device

Set of Director devices that host and load-balance internal processes for the
QFabric system. The Director group handles tasks such as QFabric system
network topology discovery, Node and Interconnect device configuration,
startup, and DNS, DHCP, and NFS services. Operating a Director group is a
minimum requirement to manage a QFabric system.

The Director group runs the Director software for management applications
and runs dual processes in active/standbymode for maximum redundancy
and high availability. (See also Director software and Director device.)

Director group

Software that handles QFabric system administration tasks, such as fabric
management and configuration. The Junos OS-based Director software runs
on the Director group, provides a single, consolidated view of the QFabric
system, and enables the main QFabric system administrator to configure,
manage, monitor, and troubleshoot QFabric system components from a
centralized location. To access the Director software, log in to the default
partition. (See also Director device and Director group.)

Director software

Virtual Junos OS Routing Engine instance used to control the exchange of
routesand flowofdatabetweenQFabric systemhardwarecomponentswithin
a partition. The fabric control Routing Engine runs on the Director group.

fabric control Routing Engine

Virtual Junos OS Routing Engine instance used to control the initialization and
maintenanceofQFabric systemhardwarecomponentsbelonging to thedefault
partition. The fabric manager Routing Engine runs on the Director group.

fabric manager Routing Engine

QFabric system services processed by the virtual Junos Routing Engines
operatingwithin theDirector group.Theseservices, suchas fabricmanagement
and fabric control, support QFabric system functionality and high availability.

infrastructure
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Table 3: QFabric System Terms (continued)

DefinitionTerm

QFabric systemcomponent thatactsas theprimary fabric for dataplane traffic
traversing the QFabric system between Node devices. An example of an
Interconnectdevice isaQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice. (SeealsoNodedevice.)

Interconnect device

Carrier-class network management system for provisioning, monitoring, and
diagnosing Juniper Networks routing, switching, security, and data center
platforms.

Junos Space

Set of one to eight Node devices that connects to an external network.network Node group

Virtual Junos OS Routing Engine instance that handles routing processes for
a network Node group. The network Node group Routing Engine runs on the
Director group.

network Node group Routing Engine

Routing and switching device that connects to endpoints (such as servers or
storage devices) or external network peers, and is connected to the QFabric
system through an Interconnect device. You can deploy Node devices similarly
to theway a top-of-rack switch is implemented. An example of a Node device
is the QFX3500 Node device. (See also Interconnect device and network Node
group.)

Node device

Collection of physical or logical QFabric system hardware components (such
as Node devices) that provides fault isolation, separation, and security.

In their initial state, allQFabric systemcomponentsbelong toadefault partition.

partition

Highly scalable, distributed, Layer 2 and Layer 3 networking architecture that
provides a high-performance, low-latency, and unified interconnect solution
for next-generation data centers. A QFabric system collapses the traditional
multi-tier data center model, enables the consolidation of data center
endpoints (suchasservers, storagedevices,memory, appliances, and routers),
and provides better scaling and network virtualization capabilities than
traditional data centers.

Essentially, a QFabric system can be viewed as a single, nonblocking,
low-latency switch that supports thousands of 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports or
2-Gbps, 4-Gbpsor8-GbpsFibreChannelports to interconnect servers, storage,
and the Internet across a high-speed, high-performance fabric. The QFabric
systemmust have sufficient resources and devices allocated to handle the
Director group,Node device, and Interconnect device functions and capabilities.

QFabric system
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Table 3: QFabric System Terms (continued)

DefinitionTerm

Internal networkconnection that carries control trafficbetweenQFabric system
components. The QFabric system control plane includes management
connections between the following QFabric system hardware and software
components:

• Node devices, such as the QFX3500 Node device.

• Interconnect devices, such as the QFX3008-I Interconnect device.

• Director group processes, such as management applications, provisioning,
and topology discovery.

• Control plane Ethernet switches to provide interconnections to all QFabric
systemdevices and processes. For example, you can use EX Series EX4200
switches running in Virtual Chassis mode for this purpose.

Tomaintain high availability, theQFabric system control plane uses a different
network than the QFabric system data plane, and uses a fabric provisioning
protocol and a fabric management protocol to establish andmaintain the
QFabric system.

QFabric system control plane

Redundant, high-performance, and scalable data plane that carries QFabric
system data traffic. The QFabric system data plane includes the following
high-speed data connections:

• 10-Gigabit Ethernet connections between QFabric system endpoints (such
as servers or storage devices) and Node devices.

• 40-Gbps quad small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) connections
between Node devices and Interconnect devices.

• 10-Gigabit Ethernet connections between external networks and a Node
device acting as a network Node group.

Tomaintain high availability, the QFabric system data plane is separate from
the QFabric system control plane.

QFabric system data plane

Device connected to a Node device port, such as a server, a storage device,
memory, an appliance, a switch, or a router.

QFabric system endpoint

Distributed, multistage network that consists of a queuing and scheduling
systemthat is implemented in theNodedevice, andadistributedcross-connect
systemthat is implemented in Interconnectdevices. TheQFabric systemfabric
is part of the QFabric system data plane.

QFabric system fabric

Node device that connects to either endpoint systems (such as servers and
storage devices) or external networks in a QFabric system. It is packaged in an
industry-standard 1U, 19-inch rack-mounted enclosure.

The QFX3500 Node device provides up to 48 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces
to connect to the endpoints. Twelve of these 48 interfaces can be configured
to support 2-Gbps, 4-Gbps or 8-Gbps Fibre Channel, and 36 of the interfaces
can be configured to support Gigabit Ethernet. Also, there are four uplink
connections to connect to Interconnect devices in a QFabric system. These
uplinks use 40-Gbps quad small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+)
interfaces. (See alsoQFX3500 switch.)

QFX3500 Node device
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Table 3: QFabric System Terms (continued)

DefinitionTerm

Standalone data center switch with 10-Gigabit Ethernet access ports and
40-Gbps quad, small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) uplink interfaces.
You can (optionally) configure some of the access ports as 2-Gbps, 4-Gbps,
or 8-Gbps Fibre Channel ports or Gigabit Ethernet ports.

The QFX3500 switch can be converted to a QFabric system Node device as
part of a complete QFabric system. The switch is packaged in an
industry-standard 1U, 19-inch rack-mounted enclosure. (See alsoQFX3500
Node device.)

QFX3500 switch

Node device that connects to either endpoint systems (such as servers and
storage devices) or external networks in a QFabric system. It is packaged in an
industry-standard 1U, 19-inch rack-mounted enclosure.

The QFX3600 Node device provides 16 40-Gbps QSFP+ ports. By default, 4
ports (labeledQ0 throughQ3) are configured for 40-Gbps uplink connections
between your Node device and your Interconnect device, and 12 ports (labeled
Q4 throughQ15) use QSFP+ direct-attach copper (DAC) breakout cables or
QSFP+ transceivers with fiber breakout cables to support 48 10-Gigabit
Ethernet interfaces for connections toeither endpoint systems(suchas servers
and storage devices) or external networks. Optionally, you can choose to
configure the first eight ports (Q0 throughQ7) for uplink connections between
your Node device and your Interconnect device, and ports Q2 throughQ15 for
10-Gigabit Ethernet or 40-Gigabit Ethernet connections to either endpoint
systems or external networks. (See alsoQFX3600 switch.)

QFX3600 Node device

Standalone data center switch with 16 40-Gbps quad, small form-factor
pluggable plus (QSFP+) interfaces. By default, all the 16 ports operate as
40-GigabitEthernetports.Optionally, youcanchoose toconfigure the40-Gbps
ports to operate as four 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports. You can use QSFP+ to four
SFP+breakout cables toconnect the 10-Gigabit Ethernetports toother servers,
storage, and switches.

The QFX3600 switch can be converted to a QFabric system Node device as
part of a complete QFabric system. The switch is packaged in an
industry-standard 1U, 19-inch rack-mounted enclosure. (See alsoQFX3600
Node device.)

QFX3600 switch

Set of two Node devices that connect to servers or storage devices. Link
aggregation group (LAG) interfaces can span the Node devices within a
redundant server Node group.

redundant server Node group

Method used in the QFabric system to upgrade the software for components
in a systematic, low-impact way. A rolling upgrade begins with the Director
group, proceeds to the fabric (Interconnect devices), and finishes with the
Node groups.

rolling upgrade

JuniperNetworks-proprietaryprocessingentity that implementsQFabricsystem
control plane functions, routing protocols, systemmanagement, and user
access. Routing Engines can be either physical or virtual entities.

The Routing Engine functions in a QFabric system are sometimes handled by
Node devices (when connected to endpoints), but mostly implemented by
the Director group (to provide support for QFabric system establishment,
maintenance, and other tasks).

Routing Engine
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Table 3: QFabric System Terms (continued)

DefinitionTerm

Private collectionof routing tables, interfaces, and routingprotocol parameters
unique to a specific customer. The set of interfaces is contained in the routing
tables, and the routing protocol parameters control the information in the
routing tables.

(See also virtual private network.)

routing instance

Set of one or more Node devices that connect to servers or storage devices.server Node group

Unique Layer 2 broadcast domain for a set of ports selected from the
components available in a partition. VLANs allowmanual segmentation of
larger Layer 2 networks and help to restrict access to network resources. To
interconnect VLANs, Layer 3 routing is required.

virtual LAN (VLAN)

Layer 3 routing domain within a partition. VPNsmaintain privacy with a
tunneling protocol, encryption, and security procedures. In a QFabric system,
a Layer 3 VPN is configured as a routing instance.

virtual private network (VPN)

Related
Documentation

QFabric SystemOverview on page 3•

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15

• Understanding the QFabric System Software Architecture on page 31

• Understanding Fibre Channel Terminology

Understanding Interfaces on the QFabric System

This topic describes:

• Four-Level Interface Naming Convention on page 11

• QSFP+ Interfaces on page 12

• Link Aggregation on page 14

Four-Level Interface Naming Convention

When you configure an interface on the QFabric system, the interface name needs to

follow a four-level naming convention that enables you to identify an interface as part

of either a Node device or a Node group. Include the name of the network or server Node

group at the beginning of the interface name.

The four-level interface naming convention is:

device-name:type-fpc/pic/port

where device-name is the name of the Node device or Node group. The remainder of the

naming convention elements are the same as those in the QFX3500 switch interface

naming convention.

An example of a four-level interface name is:

node2:xe-0/0/2
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QSFP+ Interfaces

The QFX3500 Node device provides four 40-Gbps QSFP+ (quad small form-factor

pluggable plus) interfaces (labeledQ0 throughQ3) for uplink connections between your

Node device and your Interconnect devices.

TheQFX3600Nodedeviceprovides 1640-GbpsQSFP+ interfaces.Bydefault, 4 interfaces

(labeledQ0 throughQ3) are configured for 40-Gbps uplink connections between your

Node device and your Interconnect devices, and 12 interfaces (labeledQ4 throughQ15)

useQSFP+direct-attach copper (DAC)breakout cables orQSFP+ transceiverswith fiber

breakout cables to support 48 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces for connections to either

endpoint systems (suchas servers and storagedevices) or external networks.Optionally,

you can choose to configure the first eight interfaces (Q0 through Q7) for uplink

connections between your Node device and your Interconnect devices, and interfaces

Q2 through Q15 for 10-Gigabit Ethernet or 40-Gigabit Ethernet connections to either

endpoint systems or external networks (see “Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600

Node Devices” on page 391). Table 4 on page 12 shows the port mappings for QFX3600

Node devices.

Table 4: QFX3600Node Device Port Mappings

40-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

10-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

40-Gigabit Data Plane
Uplink InterfacesPort Number

Not supported on this portNot supported on this portfte-0/1/0Q0

Not supported on this portNot supported on this portfte-0/1/1Q1

xle-0/1/2xe-0/0/8

xe-0/0/9

xe-0/0/10

xe-0/0/11

fte-0/1/2Q2

xle-0/1/3xe-0/0/12

xe-0/0/13

xe-0/0/14

xe-0/0/15

fte-0/1/3Q3

xle-0/1/4xe-0/0/16

xe-0/0/17

xe-0/0/18

xe-0/0/19

fte-0/1/4Q4
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Table 4: QFX3600Node Device Port Mappings (continued)

40-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

10-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

40-Gigabit Data Plane
Uplink InterfacesPort Number

xle-0/1/5xe-0/0/20

xe-0/0/21

xe-0/0/22

xe-0/0/23

fte-0/1/5Q5

xle-0/1/6xe-0/0/24

xe-0/0/25

xe-0/0/26

xe-0/0/27

fte-0/1/6Q6

xle-0/1/7xe-0/0/28

xe-0/0/29

xe-0/0/30

xe-0/0/31

fte-0/1/7Q7

xle-0/1/8xe-0/0/32

xe-0/0/33

xe-0/0/34

xe-0/0/35

Not supported on this portQ8

xle-0/1/9xe-0/0/36

xe-0/0/37

xe-0/0/38

xe-0/0/39

Not supported on this portQ9

xle-0/1/10xe-0/0/40

xe-0/0/41

xe-0/0/42

xe-0/0/43

Not supported on this portQ10

xle-0/1/11xe-0/0/44

xe-0/0/45

xe-0/0/46

xe-0/0/47

Not supported on this portQ11
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Table 4: QFX3600Node Device Port Mappings (continued)

40-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

10-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

40-Gigabit Data Plane
Uplink InterfacesPort Number

xle-0/1/12xe-0/0/48

xe-0/0/49

xe-0/0/50

xe-0/0/51

Not supported on this portQ12

xle-0/1/13xe-0/0/52

xe-0/0/53

xe-0/0/54

xe-0/0/55

Not supported on this portQ13

xle-0/1/14xe-0/0/56

xe-0/0/57

xe-0/0/58

xe-0/0/59

Not supported on this portQ14

xle-0/1/15xe-0/0/60

xe-0/0/61

xe-0/0/62

xe-0/0/63

Not supported on this portQ15

Link Aggregation

Link aggregation enables you to create link aggregation groups across Node devices

within anetworkNodegroupor redundant serverNodegroup. Youcan includeup to eight

Ethernet interfaces in a LAG. You can have up to 48 LAGswithin a redundant server Node

group, and 128 LAGs in a network Node group. To configure a LAG, include the

aggregated-devices statement at the [edit chassis] hierarchy level and the device-count

statement at the [edit chassis aggregated-devices ethernet] hierarchy level. Additionally,

include any aggregated Ethernet options (minimum-links and link-speed) at the [edit

interfaces interface-name aggregated-ether-options] hierarchy level and the 802.3ad

statementat the [edit interfaces interface-nameether-options]hierarchy level. Toconfigure

the Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP), include the lacp statement at the [edit

interfaces aggregated-ether-options] hierarchy level.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600 Node Devices on page 391
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CHAPTER 2

Hardware Architecture Overview

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15

• Understanding the Director Group on page 18

• Understanding Routing Engines in the QFabric System on page 20

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24

• Understanding Node Groups on page 28

Understanding the QFabric SystemHardware Architecture

• QFabric System Hardware Architecture Overview on page 15

• QFX3000-G QFabric System Features on page 18

• QFX3000-MQFabric System Features on page 18

QFabric SystemHardware Architecture Overview

The QFabric system is a single-layer networking tier that connects servers and storage

devices to one another across a high-speed, unified core fabric. You can view theQFabric

system as a single, extremely large, nonblocking, high-performance Layer 2 and Layer 3

switching system. The reason you can consider the QFabric system as a single system

is that theDirector software runningon theDirector groupallows themainQFabric system

administrator to access and configure every device and port in the QFabric system from

a single location. Although you configure the systemas a single entity, the fabric contains

four major hardware components. The hardware components can be chassis-based,

group-based, or a hybrid of the two. As a result, it is important to understand the four

types of generic QFabric system components and their functions, regardless of which

hardware environment you decide to implement. A representation of these components

is shown in Figure 3 on page 16.
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Figure 3: QFabric SystemHardware Architecture
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The four major QFabric system components include the following:

• Director group—The Director group is a management platform that establishes,

monitors, andmaintains all components in the QFabric system. It is a set of Director

devices that run the Junosoperatingsystem(JunosOS)on topofaCentOSfoundation.

The Director group handles tasks such as QFabric system network topology discovery,

Node and Interconnect device configuration and startup, and Domain Name System

(DNS), DynamicHost Configuration Protocol (DHCP), andNetwork File System (NFS)

services. TheDirector groupalso runs the software formanagementapplications, hosts

and load-balances internal processes for the QFabric system, and starts additional

QFabric system processes as requested.

• Node devices—A Node device is a hardware system located on the ingress of the

QFabric system that connects to endpoints (such as servers or storage devices) or

external networks, and is connected to the heart of the QFabric system through an

Interconnectdevice.ANodedevicecanbeused inamanner similar tohowatop-of-rack

switch is implemented. By default, Node devices connect to servers or storage devices.

However, when you group Node devices together to connect to a network that is

external to the QFabric system, the formation is known as a network Node group.

• Interconnect devices—An Interconnect device acts as the primary fabric for data plane
traffic traversing the QFabric system between Node devices. To reduce latency to a

minimum, the Interconnect device implements multistage Clos switching to provide

nonblocking interconnections between any of the Node devices in the system.

• Control plane network—The control plane network is an out-of-band Gigabit Ethernet
management network that connects all QFabric system components. For example,

you can use a group of EX4200 Ethernet switches configured as a Virtual Chassis to

enable the control plane network. The control plane network connects the Director
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group to themanagement ports of the Node and Interconnect devices. By keeping the

control plane network separate from the data plane, the QFabric system can scale to

support thousands of servers and storage devices.

The fourmajorQFabric systemcomponents canbeassembled fromavarietyofhardware

options. Currently supported hardware configurations are shown in Table 5 on page 17.

Table 5: Supported QFabric SystemHardware Configurations

Control Plane DeviceInterconnectDeviceNode DeviceDirector Group

QFabric
System
Configuration

Two Virtual Chassis
composed of four
EX4200 switches each

QFX3008-I
Interconnect device

NOTE: There can be
amaximum of four
Interconnect devices
in the QFX3000-G
QFabric system.

QFX3500andQFX3600Node
device

NOTE: There can be a
maximumof 128Nodedevices
in the QFX3000-G QFabric
system.

QFX3100 Director
group

QFX3000-G
QFabricsystem

Two EX4200 Ethernet
switches

NOTE: For a
copper-based
QFX3000-MQFabric
system control plane
network, use
EX4200-24T switches
with an SFP+ uplink
module installed. For a
fiber-basedcontrolplane
network, use
EX4200-24F switches
with an SFP+ uplink
module installed.

QFX3600-I
Interconnect device

NOTE: There can be
amaximum of four
Interconnect devices
in the QFX3000-M
QFabric system.

QFX3500andQFX3600Node
device

NOTE:

• There can be amaximumof
16 Node devices in the
QFX3000-MQFabric
system.

• For a copper-based
QFX3000-MQFabric
system control plane
network, use QFX3500
Node devices with a
1000BASE-Tmanagement
board installed. For a
fiber-based control plane
network, use QFX3500
Node devices with an SFP
management board
installed.

QFX3100 Director
group

NOTE: For a
copper-based
QFX3000-MQFabric
system control plane
network, use QFX3100
Director devices with
RJ-45 network
modules installed. For
a fiber-based control
plane network, use
QFX3100 Director
devices with SFP
network modules
installed.

QFX3000-M
QFabricsystem

To complete the system, external Routing Engines (such as the fabric manager Routing

Engines, network Node group Routing Engines, and fabric control Routing Engines) run

on theDirectorgroupand implementQFabric systemcontrolplane functions.Thecontrol

plane network provides the control plane connections between the Node devices, the

Interconnect devices, and the Routing Engines running on the Director group.
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QFX3000-GQFabric System Features

A QFX3000-G QFabric system provides the following key features:

• Support for up to 128 Node devices and 4 Interconnect devices, which provides a

maximum of 6144 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports.

• Low port-to-port latencies that scale as the system size grows from 48 to 6144

10-Gigabit Ethernet ports.

• Support for up to 384,000 total ingress queues at each Node device to the QFabric

system Interconnect backplane.

• Support for Converged Enhanced Ethernet (CEE) traffic.

QFX3000-MQFabric System Features

A QFX3000-MQFabric system provides the following key features:

• Support for up to 16 Node devices and 4 Interconnect devices, which provides a

maximum of 768 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports.

• Low port-to-port latencies that scale as the system size grows from 48 to 768

10-Gigabit Ethernet ports.

Related
Documentation

Understanding QFabric System Terminology on page 7•

• Understanding the QFabric System Software Architecture on page 31

• Understanding the Director Group on page 18

• Understanding Routing Engines in the QFabric System on page 20

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24

• Understanding Node Groups on page 28

• Understanding Partitions on page 33

Understanding the Director Group

Because the Director group provides management services for the QFabric system, it is

important to understand the components of the cluster and how the Director group

supports the needs of the greater fabric.

• Director Group Components on page 18

• Director Group Services on page 19

Director Group Components

When you build a Director group, consider the following elements and concepts.
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• Director device—A single management device for the QFabric system. There are two
varieties of Director devices: ones that contain a hard drive and ones that do not.

Enhanced Director deviceswith a hard drive provide full processing services, whereas

Director deviceswithoutaharddriveprovideauxiliary support. Therefore, useenhanced

Director devices to build the Director group, and supplement the processing power of

theDirector group by addingDirector deviceswithout hard drives to theDirector group.

• Director group—Aset ofDirector devices. TheDirector group is essential to theQFabric
system, which cannot operate properly without it. The Director group shares and

load-balances processing tasks for the QFabric system, performs topology discovery,

assigns identifiers to QFabric system components, andmanages interfabric

communication. Theprimary devices in aDirector group are enhancedDirector devices

that contain hard drives. The enhanced Director devices run dual processes in active

or standbymode for maximum redundancy.

When you add additional Director devices to the group, the Director group coordinates

their activities and distributes processing loads across all available Director devices.

TheadditionalDirector devices (eitherwith orwithout harddrives) provide theDirector

group with additional memory and processing power. Supplementing the Director

group with extra Director devices allows the group to scale efficiently and serve the

needs of the entire QFabric system as it grows.

Director Group Services

The Director group is amanagement platform that establishes, monitors, andmaintains

all components in the QFabric system. It is a set of Director devices that run the Junos

operating system (JunosOS) on top of a CentOS foundation. TheDirector group handles

tasks such asQFabric systemnetwork topology discovery, Node and Interconnect device

configurationandstartup, andDomainNameSystem(DNS),DynamicHostConfiguration

Protocol (DHCP), and Network File System (NFS) services. The Director group also runs

the software for management applications, hosts and load-balances internal processes

for the QFabric system, maintains configuration and topology databases, and starts

additional QFabric system processes as requested.

Another critical role provided by the Director group is the hosting of the virtual Junos

Routing Engines. These Routing Engines provide services for the QFabric system to keep

it operating smoothly.

Related
Documentation

Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360•

• Understanding Routing Engines in the QFabric System on page 20

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15
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Understanding Routing Engines in the QFabric System

RoutingEnginesperformmany importantprocessing tasks in theQFabric system.Knowing

where the Routing Engines are located and what services they provide enables you to

troubleshoot the QFabric system and ensure that it is running the way it should.

This topic covers:

• Hardware-Based Routing Engines on page 20

• Software-Based External Routing Engines on page 20

Hardware-Based Routing Engines

A traditional Juniper Networks Routing Engine is a hardware field-replaceable unit that

runs routing protocols, builds the routing and switching tables, sends routing information

to the Packet Forwarding Engine, and handles several software processes for the device

(such as interface control, chassis component monitoring, systemmanagement, and

user access). Node devices that are part of server Node groups in the QFabric system

that connect to servers or storage devices implement Routing Engine functions locally

using this traditional hardware method.

Software-Based External Routing Engines

TheQFabric systemalsousesexternalRoutingEngines that run in softwareon theDirector

group. In contrastwith traditional Routing Engines, the functions andprocesses provided

by software-based Routing Engines are segmented, specialized, and distributed across

multipleRoutingEngine instances runningon theDirector group.Suchseparationprovides

redundancy for these functions and enables the QFabric system to scale. Figure 4 on

page 20 shows the external Routing Engine types.

Figure 4: External Routing Engine Types
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These special-purpose external Routing Engine instances running on the Director group

provide the following major services for the QFabric system:

• FabricmanagerRoutingEngine—Provides services toall devices in theQFabric system,
suchassystem initialization, topologydiscovery, internal IPaddressand IDassignment,

and interdevice communication. The fabric manager Routing Engine authenticates

Interconnect and Node devices, andmaintains a database for system components. A

single fabric manager Routing Engine instance is generated to manage the entire

QFabric system.

• Fabric control Routing Engine—Runs the fabric control protocol to share route
information between available devices in a partition. A pair of redundant route

distribution Routing Engine instances is generated for every partition in the QFabric

system, and both instances are active.

• Diagnostic Routing Engine—Gathers operational information that allows QFabric
system administrators to monitor the health of the QFabric system. A single Routing

Engine instance is generated for the entire QFabric system.

• NetworkNodegroupRoutingEngine—ProvidesRoutingEngine functionality for groups
of Node devices bundled together as a single Layer 3 routing device, which is used to

connect toexternal networks.Apair of redundantRoutingEngine instances is generated

for every network Node group in the QFabric system.

Related
Documentation

Understanding the Director Group on page 18•

• Understanding the QFabric System Control Plane on page 35

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15

Understanding Interconnect Devices

Interconnect devices in a QFabric system provide a way for the Node devices to connect

withoneanother over ahigh-speedbackplane. Byunderstanding the roleof Interconnect

devices, you can harness the benefits of low latency, superb scalability, andminimum

packet processing offered by a single-tier data center architecture.

This topic covers:

• Interconnect Device Introduction on page 21

• QFX3008-I Interconnect Devices on page 22

• QFX3600-I Interconnect Devices on page 23

Interconnect Device Introduction

Interconnect devices act as the primary fabric for data plane traffic traversing theQFabric

system between Node devices. Themain task for the Interconnect devices is to transfer

traffic between the Node devices as quickly as possible across a high-speed, available

path backplane. To reduce latency to aminimum, larger Interconnect devices (such as

the QFX3008-I Interconnect device) implement multistage Clos switching to provide

nonblocking connections between any of the Node devices in the system. Figure 5 on
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page 22 shows an example of how Clos switching works in the QFX3008-I Interconnect

device.

Figure 5: Clos Switching for QFX3008-I Interconnect Devices
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Traffic enters a QSFP+ port from a Node device, and an ingress chipset provides stage

F1 processing. For the F2 stage, the frame is sent to a rear card and processed by a

midplane chipset. Lastly, an egress chipset on the front card QSFP+ port handles

processing tasks for the F3 stage. At each of the three Clos stages, a switching table

chooses the best path and determines where to send the frame to reach the next stage.

The F1 and F3 stages can be handled by the same front card or different front cards,

depending on the best path selected by the fabric. After the frame traverses the

Interconnect device backplane, the Interconnect device sends the frame to the egress

Node device.

QFX3008-I Interconnect Devices

The QFX3008-I Interconnect device contains eight slots in the front of the chassis. In

each slot, you can install a front card containing 16 40-Gbps quad small form-factor

pluggable plus (QSFP+) ports. A fully configured system offers a total capacity of 128

QSFP+ connections. These front card ports attach to the high-speed backplane to reach

the eight slots in the rear of the chassis, which provide the heavy-duty interconnections

for the entire QFX3000-G QFabric system. In addition, four interfaces (two per Control

Board)provideGigabit Ethernet access to thecontrol planemanagementnetwork. Figure

6 on page 23 shows an example of the data plane and control plane connections for

QFX3008-I Interconnect devices.
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Figure 6: QFX3008-I Data Plane and Control Plane Connections
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QFX3600-I Interconnect Devices

The QFX3600-I Interconnect device has 16 40-Gbps quad small form-factor pluggable

plus (QSFP+) ports that provide interconnections for the entire QFX3000-MQFabric

system. Inaddition, twomanagementportsprovideGigabit Ethernetaccess to thecontrol

planemanagement network. Figure 7 on page 24 shows an example of the data plane

and control plane connections for a QFX3600-I Interconnect device.
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Figure 7: QFX3600-I Data Plane and Control Plane Connections
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Related
Documentation

Understanding Node Devices on page 24•

• Understanding the QFabric System Data Plane on page 38

• Understanding the QFabric System Control Plane on page 35

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15

Understanding Node Devices

Nodedevices in aQFabric systemprovide away for servers, storagedevices, and external

networks to connect to the QFabric system. By understanding the role of Node devices,

you can design your QFabric system topology to take advantage of the unique benefits

offered by a single-tier data center architecture.

This topic covers:

• Node Device Introduction on page 24

• QFX3500 Node Devices on page 25

• QFX3600 Node Devices on page 26

Node Device Introduction

A Node device in the QFabric system connects either endpoint systems (such as

application servers and storage devices) or external networks to Interconnect devices.

It can be used similarly to the way a top-of-rack switch is implemented in a data center.

Node devices provide an access point to the QFabric system, allowing data to flow into

and out of the QFabric system. Because all Node devices in the QFabric system connect
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through a backplane of Interconnect devices, in essence all Node devices are connected

to one another. This directly connected design model eliminates multiple tiers of

aggregation and core devices and provides minimum latency, maximum scalability, and

rapid transport of server-to-server traffic andQFabric system-to-external network traffic.

Sets of Node devices can be bundled together into Node groups, in which each group

operates as a single virtual entity. Node groups that connect to servers and storage

devices are known as server Node groups, and Node groups that connect to external

networks are known as network Node groups.

QFX3500Node Devices

The QFX3500 Node device works as part of a QFabric system. A QFX3500 chassis

provides up to 48 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces to connect to endpoints or external

networks. You can configure 12 of these 48 interfaces to support 2-Gbps, 4-Gbps, or

8-Gbps Fibre Channel. You can also configure the remaining 36 interfaces with Gigabit

Ethernet.

NOTE: You can configure interface ports0 through 47 as 10-Gigabit Ethernet

ports, 0 through 5 and 42 through 47 as Fibre Channel over Ethernet ports,

and 6 through 41 as Gigabit Ethernet ports. However, you cannot configure

any FibreChannel over Ethernet ports asGigabit Ethernet ports or vice versa.

In addition to these server and network interfaces, there are four uplink interfaces to

connect the QFX3500 Node device to Interconnect devices in a QFabric system. These

uplinks use 40-Gbps quad small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) interfaces.

The control plane requires twomanagement ports on the QFX3500 chassis to connect

the Node device to the control plane network. Figure 8 on page 26 shows an example of

the data plane and control plane connections for a QFX3500 Node device.
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Figure 8: QFX3500 Data Plane and Control Plane Connections
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QFX3600Node Devices

The QFX3600 Node device works as part of a QFabric system. A QFX3600 chassis

provides 16 40-GbpsQSFP+ interfaces. By default, 4 interfaces (labeledQ0 throughQ3)

are configured for 40-Gbpsuplink connectionsbetween yourQFX3600Nodedevice and

your Interconnect device, and 12 interfaces (labeledQ4 throughQ15) use QSFP+

direct-attach copper (DAC) breakout cables or QSFP+ transceivers with fiber breakout

cables to support 48 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces for connections to either endpoint

systems or external networks. Optionally, you can choose to configure the first eight

interfaces (Q0 throughQ7) for uplink connections between your Node device and your

Interconnectdevices, and interfacesQ2 throughQ15 for 10-Gigabit Ethernet or40-Gigabit

Ethernet connections to either endpoint systems or external networks.

The control plane requires twomanagement ports on the QFX3600 chassis to connect

the Node device to the control plane network. Figure 9 on page 27 shows an example of

the data plane and control plane connections for a QFX3600 Node device.
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Figure 9: QFX3600Data Plane and Control Plane Connections
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Related
Documentation

Converting the Device Mode for a QFabric System Component on page 280•

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600 Node Devices on page 391

• Understanding Node Groups on page 28

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21

• Understanding the QFabric System Data Plane on page 38

• Understanding the QFabric System Control Plane on page 35

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15
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Understanding Node Groups

Node groups help you combine multiple Node devices into a single virtual entity within

the QFabric system to enable redundancy and scalability at the edge of the data center.

This topic covers:

• Network Node Groups on page 28

• Server Node Groups on page 28

Network Node Groups

Aset of oneormoreNodedevices that connect to anexternal network is calledanetwork

Node group. The networkNode group also relies on two external Routing Engines running

on the Director group. These redundant network Node group Routing Engines run the

routing protocols required to support the connections from the network Node group to

external networks.

When configured, the Node devices within a network Node group and the network Node

group Routing Engines work together in tandem as a single entity. By default, network

Node group Routing Engines are part of the NW-NG-0 network Node group but no Node

devices are included in the group. As a result, youmust configure Node devices to be part

of a network Node group.

In a QFabric systemdeployment that requires connectivity to external networks, you can

modify the automatically generated network Node group by including its preset name

NW-NG-0 in theNodegroup configuration.Within a networkNodegroup, you can include

aminimumof one Node device up to amaximumof eight Node devices. By addingmore

Node devices to the group, you provide enhanced scalability and redundancy for your

network Node group.

NOTE: The QFabric system creates a single NW-NG-0 network Node group

for the default partition. You cannot configure a second network Node group
inside the default partition. The remaining Node devices within the default
partition are reserved to connect to servers, storage, or other endpoints
internal to the QFabric system. These Node devices either can be retained in
the automatically generated serverNodegroupsor canbe configuredaspart
of a redundant server Node group.

Server Node Groups

A serverNodegroup is a set of oneormoreNodedevices that connect to serversor storage

devices.UnlikeNodedevices thatarepart of anetworkNodegroupand relyonanexternal

Routing Engine, a Node devicewithin a server Node group connects directly to endpoints

and implements the Routing Engine functions locally, using the local CPU built into the

Node device itself.
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By default, eachNode device is placed in its own self-named autogenerated server Node

group to connect to servers and storage. You can override the default assignment by

manually configuring a redundant server Node group that contains a maximum of two

Nodedevices.Youcanusea redundant serverNodegroup toprovidemultihomingservices

to servers and storage, as well as configure aggregated LAG connections that span the

two Node devices.

NOTE: The Node devices in a redundant server Node groupmust be of the
same type, either a QFX3500 Node device or a QFX3600 Node device. You
cannot addaQFX3500andaQFX3600Nodedevice to the same redundant
server Node group.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24

• Understanding Routing Engines in the QFabric System on page 20

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15
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CHAPTER 3

Software Architecture Overview

• Understanding the QFabric System Software Architecture on page 31

• Understanding the Director Software on page 32

• Understanding Partitions on page 33

• Understanding the QFabric System Control Plane on page 35

• Understanding the QFabric System Data Plane on page 38

Understanding the QFabric SystemSoftware Architecture

The software architecture for the QFabric system environment has been designed to

provide a high-speed, low-latency, nonblocking fabric for data center traffic. This topic

explores how the software architecture for a QFabric system supports these goals.

Key components of the QFabric system software architecture include:

• A single administrative view of all QFabric system components provides unified

management, configuration, monitoring, and troubleshooting of the QFabric system.

This view is providedby theQFXSeriesDirector software runningon theDirector group.

A primary administrator can access the unified view through the default partition.

• Afabric control protocol enables rapid transport ofdata trafficbetweenQFabric system

components. This unique feature of the software architecture distributes route

information for each device within the QFabric system, and removes the need to run

spanning-tree protocols inside the QFabric system network.

• A fabric management protocol provides rapid transport of control traffic between

QFabric systemcomponents. This protocol helps identify and initializeQFabric system

resources, supports device redundancy, and supports management communication

throughout the QFabric system.

• A control plane network that is separate from the data plane network provides high

availability for the QFabric system.

The software also provides access to relevant features in the Junos operating system

(Junos OS) that support QFabric system functionality. Support is available for most

switching features available on EX Series Ethernet switches andmany routing features

available on M Series, MX Series, and T Series routing platforms.
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Related
Documentation

Understanding QFabric System Terminology on page 7•

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15

• Understanding the Director Software on page 32

• Understanding Partitions on page 33

• Understanding the QFabric System Control Plane on page 35

• Understanding the QFabric System Data Plane on page 38

Understanding the Director Software

The Director software provides a single view into the QFabric system so that it can be

managed as a single entity. This topic explains how the Director software interacts with

the components of the QFabric system tomaintain operations from a central location.

Because theQFabric systemconsistsofmultipleDirector,Node, and Interconnectdevices,

the architects of the QFabric system determined that it would be useful to manage the

entire system as a single logical entity. As a result, the Director software handles

administration tasks for the entire QFabric system, such as fabric management and

configuration. The Director software runs on the Director group, provides a single

consolidated view of the QFabric system, and enables the main QFabric system

administrator to configure, manage, monitor, and troubleshoot QFabric system

components from a centralized location. In the Junos operating system (Junos OS)

command-line interface (CLI), you can access the Director software by logging in to the

default partition.

The Director software handles the following major tasks for the QFabric system:

• Provides command-line interface (CLI) access to all QFabric systemcomponents that

you have permission to manage or view.

• Evaluates configuration statements and operational mode commands for their scope

and sends requests to the applicable Director, Node, and Interconnect devices. (This

operation is sometimes referred to as scattering.)

• Consolidates responses from Director, Node, and Interconnect devices, and displays

output from the devices in a unified, centralizedmanner. (This operation is sometimes

referred to as gathering.)

• Coordinates configuration and operational efforts with a database housed in the

Director group to store and retrieve configurations, software images, event logs, and

system logmessages.

• Facilitatescontrol planecommunicationbetween theNodedevices, theRoutingEngine

services running on the Director group, and the Interconnect devices.

• Runs parallel processes on the Director group devices to provide high availability for

the QFabric system.

• Coordinates interactions with QFabric system components to provide load balancing

of processing tasks across the Director group devices.
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• Manages user access and privileges.

• Enables you to configure, manage, monitor, and troubleshoot QFabric system

components that are assigned to you.

• Gathers QFabric system inventory and topology details.

• Offers a way tomanage Director group devices, including the ability to add and delete

Director devices in the group, set and switch mastership in the Director group, and

monitor Director group status.

• Provides a centralized way to coordinate software upgrades for QFabric system

components.

The Director software provides a backbone of functionality that supports the entire

QFabric system. It is an essential component of the QFabric system that enables you to

implement the system in a logical and efficient way.

Related
Documentation

Gaining Access to the QFabric System Through the Default Partition on page 371•

• Understanding the Director Group on page 18

• Understanding the QFabric System Software Architecture on page 31

Understanding Partitions

Partitions provide a way to allocate specified virtual and physical resources within your

QFabric system. This topic covers:

• QFabric System Default Partition on page 33

QFabric SystemDefault Partition

Bydefault, all equipmentandvirtual resources in theQFabric systembelong to thedefault

partition. As a result, the QFabric system in its initial state has a single broadcast domain

that is administeredbyasinglemainadministrator. Figure 10onpage34showsa topology

with the default settings—a single collection that contains all the devices in the QFabric

system.
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Figure 10: QFabric System Topology - Default Partition
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NOTE: The initial release of the QFabric system supports a single default
partition. All equipment and resources belong to the default partition.

A partition provides the following functions:

• Fault isolation and separation from other partitions at the control plane level.

• A separate configuration domain for the Node devices within the partition.

• A Layer 2 domain in whichMAC learning takes place, andmembers of the same VLAN

cancommunicatewitheachother.Toprovidenetworkconnectivitybetweenpartitions,

you need to enable Layer 3 routing by way of a routed VLAN interface (RVI).

Related
Documentation

Gaining Access to the QFabric System Through the Default Partition on page 371•

• Understanding the QFabric System Software Architecture on page 31

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15
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Understanding the QFabric SystemControl Plane

Thecontrolplane in theQFabric systemtransportsmanagement trafficbetweenQFabric

system components to facilitate system operations, configuration, andmaintenance.

This topic covers:

• Control Plane Elements on page 36

• Control Plane Services on page 38
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Control Plane Elements

Control traffic within a QFabric system is carried across a redundant, scalable,

out-of-band, Ethernet switching network called the control plane network. Tomaintain

high availability, the QFabric system control plane is separated from the QFabric system

data plane. Figure 11 on page 36 shows a diagram of the QFabric system devices that

compose the control plane network.

Figure 11: QFabric SystemControl Plane Network
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The control plane consists of the following elements:

• Control plane switches—Provide connectivity to the management interfaces of all
QFabric system components in the control plane network, including the Node devices,

the Interconnect devices, and the Director group. When you interconnect all QFabric

systemdevices to the control plane switches, theDirector groupcanmanage theentire

system. Depending on the size and scale of your QFabric system, the control plane

switches might be standalone switches or might be groups of switches bundled into

a Virtual Chassis (See the Example topics in the Related Documentation section of

this topic to learn more about the control plane switch configuration required for your

QFabric system.)

For example, the control plane switch for the QFX3000-G QFabric system requires

two Virtual Chassis containing four EX4200 switch members each. The two Virtual

Chassis connect to each other across a 10-Gigabit Ethernet LAG link to provide

maximum resiliency for the QFabric system control plane.

• Connections between themanagement interfaces of the Node devices and the
control plane switches—Enable control plane connectivity from the Node devices to

the rest of the QFabric system. Youmust connect twomanagement interfaces from
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each Node device to the control plane switches. Connect each interface to a different

control plane switch to provide system resiliency.

For themost current guidance on the QFabric control plane configuration and cabling

recommendations, see:

• Example:Configuring theVirtualChassis for theQFX3000-GQFabricSystemControl

Plane on page 282

• Example: Configuring EX4200Switches for theCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane

• Connections between themanagement interfaces of the Interconnect devices and
the control plane switches—Enable control plane connectivity from the Interconnect

devices to the rest of the QFabric system. Youmust connect the interfaces in each

Interconnectdevice to thecontrol plane switches.Connect each interface toadifferent

control plane switch to provide system resiliency.

For example, on QFX3008-I Interconnect devices, there are two Control Boards and

two interfacesperControlBoard, for a total of four connectionsper Interconnectdevice.

To provide system resiliency, connect one interface from each Control Board to the

first Virtual Chassis, and connect the second interface from each Control Board to the

second Virtual Chassis.

For themost current guidance on the QFabric control plane configuration and cabling

recommendations, see:

• Example:Configuring theVirtualChassis for theQFX3000-GQFabricSystemControl

Plane on page 282

• Example: Configuring EX4200Switches for theCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane

• Connections between the networkmodule interfaces of the Director group and the
control plane switches—Enable control plane connectivity from the Director group to

the restof theQFabric system.Youmust connect some interfaces fromthe first network

module in a Director device to one control plane switch, and connect some interfaces

from the second network module in a Director device to the second control plane

switch. Also, youmust connect the ports from the first networkmodule to the primary

control plane switch for each Director device (which may vary depending on the

configuration of your Director group).

For themost current guidance on the QFabric control plane configuration and cabling

recommendations, see:

• Example:Configuring theVirtualChassis for theQFX3000-GQFabricSystemControl

Plane on page 282

• Example: Configuring EX4200Switches for theCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane

• Routing Engines—Although they are automatically provisioned, specialized Routing
Engines implement services such as default QFabric system infrastructure, device
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management, route sharing, and diagnostics to support the QFabric system. Routing

Engines for control plane functions are virtual entities that run on the Director group.

• Fabricmanagementprotocol—Alink-stateprotocol runson thecontrol planenetwork
to identify and initialize QFabric system resources, support device redundancy, and

support management communication throughout the QFabric system. The protocol

is enabled by default.

Control Plane Services

The QFabric system control plane provides the infrastructure to support the following

services for the QFabric system:

• System initialization

• Topology discovery

• Internal IP address and unique ID assignment

• Route information sharing

• Configuration delivery to Node devices

• Interdevice communication between Node devices, Interconnect devices, and the

Director group

Many of these services are provided by the external Routing Engines that run in software

on the Director group.

Related
Documentation

Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System Control

Plane on page 282

•

• Example: Configuring EX4200 Switches for the Copper-Based QFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane

• Understanding the QFabric System Data Plane on page 38

• Understanding Routing Engines in the QFabric System on page 20

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15

Understanding the QFabric SystemData Plane

The data plane in the QFabric system transfers application traffic between QFabric

system components rapidly and efficiently. This topic covers:

• Data Plane Components on page 38

• QFabric System Fabric on page 40

Data Plane Components

Data traffic within a QFabric system is carried across a redundant, high-performance,

and scalable data plane. To maintain high availability, the QFabric system data plane is

separatedphysically fromtheQFabric systemcontrol planeandusesadifferentnetwork.
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Figure 12 on page 39 shows an example diagram of the QFabric system data plane

network.

Figure 12: QFabric SystemData Plane Network
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TheQFabric systemdata plane includes the following high-speed data connections and

elements:

• 10-Gigabit Ethernet, 40-Gigabit Ethernet, or 2-Gbps, 4-Gbps, or 8-Gbps Fibre Channel

connections between QFabric system endpoints (such as servers or storage devices)

and the Node devices.

NOTE: 40-Gigabit Ethernet connectionsare supportedonQFX3600Node
devices only.

• 40-Gbps quad, small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) connections between the

Node devices and the Interconnect devices.

• 10-Gigabit Ethernet connections between external networks and the Node devices

contained in the network Node group.

• A fabric control protocol, used to distribute route information to all devices connected

to the QFabric system data plane.
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QFabric System Fabric

Unlike traditionaldatacenters thatemployamulti-tieredhierarchyof switches, aQFabric

systemcontainsasingle tierofNodedevicesconnected tooneanotheracrossabackplane

of Interconnect devices. The QFabric system fabric is a distributed, multistage network

that consistsofa fabricqueuingandscheduling system implemented in theNodedevices,

and a distributed cross-connect system implemented in the Interconnect devices. The

cross-connect system for the QFX3008-I Interconnect device is shown as an example

in Figure 13 on page 40.

Figure 13: QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Cross-Connect System
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Thedesignof thecross-connect systemprovidesmultistageClos switching,which results

in nonblocking paths for data traffic and any-to-any connectivity for the Node devices.

Because all Node devices are connected through the Interconnect device, the QFabric

system offers very low port-to-port latencies. In addition, dynamic load balancing and

low-latency packet flows provide for scaling the port count and bandwidth capacity of

a QFabric system.

Related
Documentation

• Understanding the QFabric System Control Plane on page 35

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15
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CHAPTER 4

Software Features

• QFX Series Software Features Overview on page 41

• Understanding Software Upgrade on the QFabric System on page 54

• Understanding Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems on page 55

• Understanding Statements and Commands on the QFabric System on page 60

• Understanding NTP on the QFabric System on page 61

• Understanding Network Management Implementation on the QFabric

System on page 61

• Understanding the Implementation of SNMP on the QFabric System on page 62

• Understanding the Implementation of System Log Messages on the QFabric

System on page 65

• Understanding User and Access Management Features on the QFabric

System on page 66

• Understanding QFabric System Login Classes on page 67

• Understanding Interfaces on the QFabric System on page 68

• Understanding Layer 3 Features on the QFabric System on page 71

• Understanding Security Features on the QFabric System on page 72

• Understanding Port Mirroring on the QFabric System on page 73

• Understanding Fibre Channel Fabrics on the QFabric System on page 73

• Understanding CoS Fabric Forwarding Class Sets on page 75

QFX Series Software Features Overview

The following tables list the Juniper Networks QFX Series software features and the

Juniper Networks Junos operating system (Junos OS) release in which they were

introduced:

• Table 6 on page 42—Access Control Features

• Table 7 on page 42—Administration Features

• Table 8 on page 42—Class-of-Service (CoS) Features

• Table 9 on page 43—High Availability and Resiliency Features
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• Table 10 on page 44—Interface Features

• Table 11 on page 45—IP Address Management Features

• Table 12 on page 45—Layer 2 Network Protocol Features

• Table 13 on page 47—Layer 3 Protocol Features

• Table 14 on page 48—Multicast Protocol Features

• Table 15 on page 49—Network Management and Monitoring Features

• Table 16 on page 50—Port Security Features

• Table 17 on page 51—QFabric System-Specific Features

• Table 18 on page 51—Security

• Table 19 on page 52—Storage and Fibre Channel Features

• Table 20 on page 53—SystemManagement Features

Table 6: Access Control Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1MAC RADIUS
authentication

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1TACACS+

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.9Not applicableNot applicableQFabric system
component-level
access and login
classes

Table 7: Administration Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1System
logging
(syslog)
over IPv4

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Licensing

Table 8: CoS Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Class of service
(CoS)—Class-based
queuing with
prioritization
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Table 8: CoS Features (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1CoS—Multidestination

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1CoS support on link
aggregation groups
(LAGs)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Enhancedtransmission
selection (ETS)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Interface-specific CoS
rewrite rules

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Port shaping and
queue shaping

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Priority-based flow
control (PFC)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Re-marking of bridged
packets

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Weighted randomearly
detection (WRED)
tail-drop profiles

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1802.3X Ethernet
PAUSE
autonegotiation
enhancements

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Layer 3 ingress packet
classification and
egress rewrite rule
class-of-service
features

Table 9: High Availability and Resiliency Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Graceful
protocol
restart for
BGP

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Graceful
protocol
restart for
OSPF
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Table 9: High Availability and Resiliency Features (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Link
aggregation
groups
(LAGs)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Support for
32 members
in a link
aggregation
group (LAG)

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Multichassis
link
aggregation

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.3R1Virtual
Router
Redundancy
Protocol
(VRRP)

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Graceful
restart for
FIPsnooping
to recover
gracefully
from
Ethernet
protocol
restarts and
crashes

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Not supportedNot supportedNonstop
software
upgrade
(NSSU)

Table 10: Interface Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Interface
ranges

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1VLAN-tagged
Layer 3 logical
interfaces
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Table 11: IP Address Management Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Static
addresses

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Not supportedNot supportedIPv6 support
for neighbor
discovery,
SSH, Telnet,
ping,
traceroute,
static routing,
firewall filters,
RADIUS, NTP,
SNMP, on
networkNode
group

Not applicableNot applicableNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20IPv6 support
for neighbor
discovery,
SSH, Telnet,
ping,
traceroute,
static routing,
firewall filters,
SNMP on
management
interfaces

Table 12: Layer 2 Network Protocol Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1802.1Q VLAN
tagging

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10
(network Node group only)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10
(network Node group only)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1BPDU
protection for
spanning-tree
protocols

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Jumbo frames
on routed
VLAN
interfaces
(RVIs)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Link Layer
Discovery
Protocol
(LLDP)
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Table 12: Layer 2 Network Protocol Features (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Loop
protection for
spanning-tree
protocols

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Root
protection for
spanning-tree
protocols

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10
(network Node group only)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10
(network Node group only)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Spanning tree:

• Spanning
Tree
Protocol
(STP)

• Rapid
Spanning
Tree
Protocol
(RSTP)

• Multiple
Spanning
Tree
Protocol
(MSTP)

• VLAN
Spanning
Tree
Protocol
(VSTP)

• RSTP and
VSTP
concurrent
configuration

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1VLAN ranges

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1PrivateVLANs

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Secondary
VLAN trunk
ports and
promiscuous
access ports
for private
VLANs

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Q-in-Q
tunneling and
VLAN
translation
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Table 12: Layer 2 Network Protocol Features (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Layer 2
Tunneling
Protocol

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Reflective
relay

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Proxy ARP

Table 13: Layer 3 Protocol Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Bidirectional Forwarding
Detection (BFD)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.3R1BorderGatewayProtocol
(BGP)

A separate software
license is required for
BGP. See “Software
Features That Require
Licenses on the QFX
Series” on page 86.

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Intermediate
System-to-Intermediate
System (IS-IS)

A separate software
license is required for
IS-IS. See “Software
Features That Require
Licenses on the QFX
Series” on page 86.

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.3R1Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) v2

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Per-packet load
balancing (ECMP)

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Routing Information
Protocol versions 1 and 2
(RIPv1 and RIPv2)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Routed VLAN interfaces
(RVIs)
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Table 13: Layer 3 Protocol Features (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.3R1Routing options

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Static routes

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.3R1Virtual router routing
instances for unicast
protocols

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Virtual router routing
instances for multicast
protocols

Table 14: Multicast Protocols Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1IGMPv1 and v2
snooping

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1IGMP snooping
with routed
VLAN
interfaces
(RVIs)

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.3R1Protocol
Independent
Multicast
sparse mode
(PIM SM)

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Protocol
Independent
Multicast
source-specific
multicast (PIM
SSM)

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Bidirectional
Forwarding
Detection
(BFD) for PIM

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1IGMPv3

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1IGMPv3
snooping

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Anycast RP
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Table 14: Multicast Protocols Features (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Multicast
Source
Discovery
Protocol
(MSDP)

Table 15: Network Management andMonitoring Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.9Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Junos Space

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Local port
mirroring

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Remote port
mirroring

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1RMON

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.3R1sFlowmonitoring
technology

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Simple Network
Management
Protocol version 1
(SNMPv1) and
SNMPv2

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Simple Network
Management
Protocol version 3
(SNMPv3)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Juniper
enterprise-specific
SNMP Utility MIB

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.3R4Uplink failure
detection

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS
automation script
support

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Not applicableNot applicableDebugging and
diagnostics
support
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Table 15: Network Management andMonitoring Features (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Not applicableNot applicableInternal fabricOAM
monitoring

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Not applicableNot applicableJuniper
enterprise-specific
SNMP Fabric
Chassis MIB

Table 16: Port Security Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Automatic
recovery for
port error
disable
conditions

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1MAC
limiting

Junos OS
12.2X50-D10

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1MACmove
limiting

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Persistent
MAC
learning
(sticky
MAC)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Static ARP
support

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Storm
control
(broadcast,
unicast, and
multicast)

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1DHCP
snooping

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1Dynamic
ARP
inspection
(DAI)
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Table 17: QFabric System-Specific Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Not applicableNot applicableAliasing of Node
devices

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Not applicableNot applicableHigh availability
of QFabric
system
components

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Not applicableNot applicableNode groups

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.9Not applicableNot applicableQFabric system
component-level
access and login
classes

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Not applicableNot applicableAliases for
Director devices
and Interconnect
devices

Table 18: Security

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Firewall filters
and rate
limiting

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Firewall filters
on LAGs

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Firewall filters
on loopback
interfaces

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Firewall filters
on
management
interfaces

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Policing

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Increased
numbers of
supported
filters and
policers
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Table 18: Security (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Filter-based
forwarding

(For a list of supported firewall filter match conditions and actions, see Firewall Filter

Match Conditions and Actions.)

Table 19: Storage and Fibre Channel Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Data center
bridging
technologies

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Data Center
BridgingCapability
Exchangeprotocol
(DCBX)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1FCoE Initialization
Protocol (FIP)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 *Junos OS 11.3X30.6 *Not SupportedJunos OS 11.1R1Fibre Channel
fabrics

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 *Junos OS 11.3X30.6 *Not SupportedJunos OS 11.1R1Fibre Channel
interfaces

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 *Junos OS 11.3X30.6 *Not SupportedJunos OS 11.1R1Fibre Channel over
Ethernet (FCoE) to
Fibre Channel
gateway

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1FIP snooping

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Transit switch

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3R1Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1DCBX application
protocol TLV
exchange

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10User-Configurable
DCBX application
protocol TLV
exchange
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Table 19: Storage and Fibre Channel Features (continued)

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D10DCBX version
support for IEEE
DCBX and DCBX
version 1.01

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 *Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 *Not supportedJunos OS 12.1X49-D1Graceful restart for
FCoE-FC gateway

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 *Junos OS 12.1X49-D1 *Not supportedJunos OS 12.1X49-D1FibreChannel load
balancing,
maximum session
limit, disabling
fabric WWN
verification check

Not supportedNot supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D10VN_Port to
VN_Port FIP
snooping toenable
configuring virtual
links between
VN_Ports without
sending traffic
through an FCoE
forwarder (FCF)

* Indicates that the feature is supported only with the QFX3500 Node device.

Table 20: SystemManagement Features

QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3000-G QFabric
SystemQFX3600 SwitchQFX3500 SwitchFeature

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Configuration
rollback

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1IP directed
broadcast

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 11.1R1Online
insertion and
removal
(OIR)

Not supportedNot supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.1X49-D1J-Web
interface, for
switch
configuration
and
management
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Related
Documentation

QFX3000-G QFabric System Hardware Documentation•

• QFX3000-MQFabric System Hardware Documentation

• QFX3500 Device Hardware Documentation

• QFX3600 Device Hardware Documentation

Understanding Software Upgrade on the QFabric System

The QFabric system software package contains software for the QFabric system

infrastructure and for all of the different component devices in the QFabric system:

Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node devices.

• Operational Software Commands on page 54

• Operational Reboot Commands on page 55

Operational Software Commands

The request system software download CLI command enables you to download the

software package to various locations: for example, USB device, remote server, or FTP

site.

The following CLI commands enable you to install the software for the Director group,

Interconnect devices, Node devices, and the QFabric system infrastructure. Youmay

need to specify the reboot option depending on which devices or QFabric infrastructure

youare installing the software. The rebootoptionworksdifferently dependingonwhether

you install the software on the QFabric system infrastructure or on a particular device in

the QFabric system.

• request system software add component all

This command installs software for the Director group, fabric control Routing Engine,

fabric manager Routing Engine, Interconnect devices, and network and server Node

groups.

• request system software add component director-group

This command installs software for the Director group and the default partition, which

is where you access the QFabric system CLI.

• request system software add component fabric

This command installs the software for the fabric control Routing Engines and the

Interconnect devices.

• request system software add component node-group-name

This command installs software for a server Node group or a network Node group.

Additionally, you can back up your current QFabric configuration file and

installation-specific parameters using the request systemsoftware configuration-backup

command.We recommend that you save this file to an external location, like an FTP site

or USB device, but you can save it locally.
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Operational Reboot Commands

The following commands enable you to reboot the entire QFabric system, various Node

devices, or the QFabric system infrastructure:

• request system reboot all

This command reboots the Director group, fabric control Routing Engines, fabric

manager Routing Engine, Interconnect devices, and network and server Node groups.

• request system reboot director-group

This command reboots the Director group and the default partition, which is where

you access the QFabric system CLI.

• request system reboot fabric

This command reboots the fabric controlRoutingEnginesand the Interconnectdevices.

• request system reboot node-group

This command reboots a server Node group or a network node group.

Related
Documentation

Upgrading Software on a QFabric System on page 469•

Understanding Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems

The framework that underlies a nonstop software upgrade in a QFabric system enables

you to upgrade the system in a step-by-stepmanner andminimize the impact to the

continuousoperationof the system.This topic explains howanonstop software upgrade

works in aQFabric system, the steps that are involved, and the procedures that you need

to implement to experience the benefits of this style of software upgrade.

Nonstop software upgrade enables some QFabric system components to continue

operating while similar components in the system are being upgraded. In general, the

QFabric system upgrades redundant components in stages so that some components

remain operational and continue forwarding traffic while their equivalent counterparts

upgrade to a new version of software.

TIP: Use the following guidelines to decide when to implement a nonstop
software upgrade:

• If youneedtoupgradeall componentsof thesystem in theshortestamount
of time (approximately one hour) and you do not need to retain the
forwarding resiliency of the data plane, issue the request system software

add component all command to perform a standard software upgrade. All

components of the QFabric system upgrade simultaneously and
expediently, but this type of upgrade does not provide resiliency or
switchover capabilities.
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• If you need tominimize service impact, preserve the forwarding operations
of the data plane during the upgrade, and arewilling to take the extra time
required for component switchovers (in many cases, several hours), issue
the three nonstop software upgrade commands (request system software

nonstop-upgrade(director-group | fabric |node-group)described in this topic

in the correct order.

NOTE:

• Before you begin a nonstop software upgrade, issue the request system

software download command to copy the software to the QFabric system.

• Each of the 3 nonstop software upgrade stepsmust be considered parts
of thewhole process. Youmust complete all 3 steps of a nonstop software
upgrade in the correct order to ensure the proper operation of the QFabric
system.

• Open twoSSH sessions to theQFabric CLI. Use one session tomonitor the
upgrade itself and use a second session to verify that the QFabric system
components respond to operational mode commands as expected. For
more information on verification of the upgrade, see “Verifying Nonstop
Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems” on page 450.

• Issue the show fabric administration inventory command to verify that all

upgradedcomponentsareoperationalat theendofastepbeforebeginning
the next step.

• Once you start the nonstop software upgrade process, we strongly
recommend that you complete all 3 steps within 12 hours.

The three steps to a successful nonstop software upgrademust be performed in the

following order:

• Director group—The first stepupgrades theDirectordevices, the fabricmanagerRouting

Engine, and the diagnostic Routing Engine. To perform the first step, issue the request

systemsoftwarenonstop-upgradedirector-groupcommand.Thekeyactions thatoccur

during a Director group upgrade are:

1. Connecting to the QFabric system by way of an SSH connection. This action

establishesa load-balancedCLI sessionononeof theDirectordevices in theDirector

group.

2. The QFabric system downloads and installs the new software in both Director

devices.

3. The Director device hosting the CLI session becomes themaster for all QFabric

system processes running on the Director group, such as the fabric manager and

network Node group Routing Engines.
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4. TheQFabric system installs thenewsoftware for thebackup fabricmanagerRouting

Engine on the backup Director device.

5. The backup Director device reboots to activate the new software.

6. Themaster Director device begins a 15minute sequence that includes a temporary

suspension of QFabric services and a QFabric database transfer. You cannot issue

operational mode commands in the QFabric CLI during this period.

7. TheQFabric system installs thenewsoftware for the fabricmanager anddiagnostic

Routing Engines on the Director groupmaster.

8. The QFabric system switchesmastership of all QFabric processes from themaster

Director device to the backup Director device.

9. Themaster Director device reboots to activate the new software.

10. The CLI session terminates, and logging back in to the QFabric systemwith a new

SSH connection establishes the session on the newmaster Director device (the

original backup).

11. The previous master Director device resumes operation as a backup and the

associatedprocesses (suchas the fabricmanagerandnetworkNodegroupRouting

Engines)becomebackupaswell. The fabric control RoutingEngineassociatedwith

this Director device returns to active status.

NOTE: After the Director group nonstop software upgrade completes, any
Interconnect device or Node device that reboots will automatically
download the new software, install it, and reboot again. As a result, try not
to restart any QFabric system devices before you complete the rest of the
nonstop software upgrade steps.

TIP:
• To enable BGP and OSPF to continue operating on the network Node
group during a Director group nonstop service upgrade, we recommend
that you configure graceful restart for these routing protocols. For more
information on graceful restart, see “Configuring Graceful Restart for
QFabric Systems” on page 401.

• Wait 15minutes after the second Director device returns to service and
hosts Routing Engine processes before proceeding to step 2—the fabric
upgrade. You can verify the operational status of both Director devices
by issuing the show fabric administration inventory director-group status

command. Also, issue the show fabric administration inventory

infrastructure command to verify when the Routing Engine processes

become load balanced (typically, there will be three to four Routing
Engines running on each Director device).
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• Fabric—The second step upgrades the Interconnect devices and the fabric control

Routing Engines. To perform the second step, issue the request system software

nonstop-upgrade fabric command. The key actions that occur during a fabric upgrade

are:

1. The QFabric system downloads, validates, and installs the new software in all

Interconnect devices and fabric control Routing Engines (FC-0 and FC-1).

2. One fabric control Routing Engine reboots and comes back online.

3. The other fabric control Routing Engine reboots and comes back online.

4. Thefirst Interconnectdevice reboots, comesbackonline,and resumesthe forwarding

of traffic.

5. Subsequent Interconnectdevices rebootoneata time, comebackonline, and return

to service.

NOTE:
• If the software does not load properly on any one of the fabric
components, all components revertback to theoriginal softwareversion.

• If oneof thecomponents ina fabricupgradedoesnot rebootsuccessfully,
issue the request system reboot fabric command to reattempt the

rebooting process for this fabric component and activate the new
software.

• Nodegroup—The thirdand final stepupgradesNodegroups.Youcanchoose toupgrade

anetworkNodegroup, a redundant serverNodegroup, or individual serverNodegroups.

Youcanupgrade theNodegroupsoneata timeor ingroups (knownasupgradegroups).

However, youmust upgrade all Node groups in your QFabric system before you can

complete the nonstop software upgrade process. To perform the third step, issue the

request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group command.

The key actions that occur during a network Node group upgrade are:

1. The QFabric system copies the new software to each Node device one at a time.

2. TheQFabric systemvalidatesand then installs thenewsoftware inallNodedevices

simultaneously.

3. The system copies the software to the network Node group Routing Engines.

4. The QFabric system validates and then installs the software in the network Node

group Routing Engines one at a time -- first the backup, then themaster.

5. The backup network Node group Routing Engine reboots and comes back online.

6. The supporting Node devices reboot and come back online one at a time.
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NOTE: To reduce the total upgrade duration, configure an upgrade
group. All Node devices within the upgrade group reboot at the same
time.

7. Themaster network Node group Routing Engine relinquishes mastership to the

backup, reboots, and comes back online.

The key actions that occur during a redundant server Node group upgrade are:

1. The QFabric system copies the new software to the backup Node device, then the

master Node device.

2. The QFabric system validates and then installs the new software on the backup

Node device, then themaster Node device.

3. The backup Node device reboots, comes back online, and becomes themaster

Node device.

4. ThepreviousmasterNodedevice reboots andcomesbackonline as abackupNode

device.

NOTE: For redundant server Node groups, both Node devicesmust be
online before the upgrade will proceed. If one of the devices is no longer
available, remove the Node device from the Node group configuration
before you issue the nonstop software upgrade command.

The key actions that occur during a server Node group upgrade for a Node group that

contains onemember are:

1. The Node device downloads the software package and validates the software.

2. The Node device installs the software and reboots.

NOTE: Because there is no redundancy for Node groups containing a single
Node device, traffic loss occurswhen the device reboots during the upgrade.

Related
Documentation

Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade on the QFabric System on page 445•

• Verifying Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems on page 450

• request system software nonstop-upgrade on page 491

• request system software add

• Configuring Graceful Restart for QFabric Systems on page 401
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Understanding Statements and Commands on the QFabric System

• Chassis Statements on page 60

• Chassis Commands on page 60

Chassis Statements

The following chassis statements enable you to configure various options for your

Interconnect devices, Node groups (network and server), and Node devices:

• interconnect-device

• node-group

• node-device

Chassis Commands

The Junos OSCLI contains additions to the existing chassis commands. These additions

reflect new options as a result of adding the interconnect-device, node-group, and

node-device chassis statements at the [edit chassis] hierarchy level.

The followingchassis commandsenableyou tomonitorandconfigure theQFabric system

hardware and software options at various hierarchy levels:

• clear chassis displaymessage

• request chassis beacon

• request chassis cb (QFX3000-G QFabric systems only)

• request chassis fabric (QFX3000-G QFabric systems only)

• request chassis fpc

• request chassis routing-enginemaster

• set chassis aggregated-devices

• set chassis alarm

• set chassis container-devices

• set chassis craft-lockout

• set chassis display

• set chassis fpc

• set chassis routing-engine

• show chassis alarms

• show chassis beacon

• show chassis environment

• show chassis fan (QFX3000-G QFabric systems only)
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• show chassis fabric

• show chassis firmware

• show chassis fpc

• show chassis hardware

• show chassis lcd

• show chassis led

• show chassis location

• show chassis mac-addresses

• show chassis nonstop-upgrade

• show chassis pic

• show chassis routing-engine

• show chassis temperature-thresholds

• show chassis zones

Understanding NTP on the QFabric System

Network Time Protocol (NTP) enables you to synchronize the time across the network.

This is especially helpful for correlating log events and replicating databases and file

systems. The QFabric system synchronizes time with servers that are external to the

system and operates in client mode only.

To configure NTP, include the server address and authentication-key statements at the

[edit system ntp] hierarchy level.

Understanding Network Management Implementation on the QFabric System

This topic describes network management features on the QFabric system that are

implemented differently than on other devices running Junos OS.

The following network management features are supported on the QFabric system:

• System logmessages—The QFabric systemmonitors events that occur on its

componentdevices, distributes system logmessagesabout thoseevents toall external

system logmessage servers (hosts) that are configured, and archives the messages.

Component devices include Node devices, Interconnect devices, Director devices, and

the Virtual Chassis. You configure system logmessages at the [edit system syslog]

hierarchy level. Use the show log filename operational mode command to view

messages.

• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) Version 1 (v1) and v2c—SNMP
monitors network devices from a central location. The SNMP implementation on the

QFabric system supports the basic SNMP architecture of Junos OSwith some

limitations, including a reduced set of MIB objects, read-only access for SNMP

communities, and limited support for SNMP requests. You configure SNMPat the [edit
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snmp] hierarchy level. Only the show snmp statistics operational mode command is

supported, but you can issue SNMP requests using external SNMP client applications.

• Advanced Insight Solutions (AIS)—AIS provides tools and processes to automate
the delivery of support services for the QFabric system. AIS components include

Advanced InsightScripts (AI-Scripts) andAdvanced InsightManager (AIM). You install

AI-Scripts using the request systemscripts add operationalmode command. However,

the jais-activate-scripts.slax file usedduring installation is preconfigured for theQFabric

system and cannot be changed.

Related
Documentation

Advanced Insight Scripts (AI-Scripts) Release Notes•

• Understanding Device and Network Management Features

• Overview of Junos OS System Log Messages

• Juniper Networks Enterprise-Specific MIBs

• Standard SNMPMIBs

Understanding the Implementation of SNMP on the QFabric System

SimpleNetworkManagementProtocol (SNMP)monitorsnetworkdevices fromacentral

location. The QFabric system supports the basic SNMP architecture of Junos OS, but its

implementation of SNMP differs from that of other devices running Junos OS. This topic

provides an overview of the SNMP implementation on the QFabric system.

As in other SNMP systems, the SNMPmanager resides on the network management

system (NMS) of the network to which the QFabric system belongs. The SNMP agent

resides in the QFabric Director software and is responsible for receiving and distributing

all traps as well as responding to all the queries of the SNMPmanager. For example,

traps that are generated by a Node device are sent to the SNMP agent in the Director

software, which in turn processes and sends them to the target IP addresses that are

defined in the SNMP configuration.

NOTE: In its SNMP implementation, the QFabric system acts as an SNMP
proxyserver, and requiresmore time toprocessSNMPrequests thana typical
Junos OS device. The default timeout setting onmost SNMP client
applications is 3 seconds, which is not enough time for the QFabric system
to respond to SNMP requests, so the results of yourmibwalk commandmay

be incomplete. For this reason, we recommend that you change the SNMP
timeout setting to 5 seconds or longer for the QFabric system to complete
the responses to your requests.

Support for SNMP on the QFabric system includes:
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• Support for the SNMP Version 1 (v1) and v2.

NOTE: Only SNMPv2 traps are supported on the QFabric system.

• Support for the following standard MIBs:

• RFC 1155, Structure and Identification of Management Information for TCP/IP-based

Internets

• RFC 1157, A Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

• RFC 1212, Concise MIB Definitions

• RFC 1213,Management Information Base for Network Management of TCP/IP-Based

Internets: MIB-II (partial support, including the system group and interfaces group)

• RFC 1215, A Convention for Defining Traps for use with the SNMP

• RFC 1901, Introduction to Community-based SNMPv2

• RFC 1905, Protocol Operations for Version 2 of the Simple Network Management

Protocol (SNMPv2)

• RFC 1907,Management Information Base for Version 2 of the Simple Network

Management Protocol (SNMPv2)

• RFC 2011, SNMPv2 Management Information Base for the Internet Protocol Using

SMIv2

• RFC 2012, SNMPv2 Management Information Base for the Transmission Control

Protocol Using SMIv2

• RFC 2013, SNMPv2 Management Information Base for the User Datagram Protocol

Using SMIv2

• RFC 2233, The Interfaces Group MIB Using SMIv2

• RFC 2571, An Architecture for Describing SNMPManagement Frameworks (read-only

acess) (excluding SNMPv3)

• RFC 2572,Message Processing and Dispatching for the Simple Network Management

Protocol (SNMP) (read-only acess) (excluding SNMPv3)

• RFC 2576, Coexistence between Version 1, Version 2, and Version 3 of the

Internet-standard Network Management Framework (excluding SNMPv3)

• RFC 2578, Structure of Management Information Version 2 (SMIv2)

• RFC 2579, Textual Conventions for SMIv2

• RFC 2580, Conformance Statements for SMIv2

• RFC 2665, Definitions of Managed Objects for the Ethernet-like Interface Types
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• RFC 2863, The Interfaces Group MIB

• RFC3410, IntroductionandApplicabilityStatements for InternetStandardManagement

Framework (excluding SNMPv3)

• RFC3411,AnArchitecture forDescribingSimpleNetworkManagementProtocol (SNMP)

Management Framework (excluding SNMPv3)

• RFC 3412,Message Processing and Dispatching for the Simple Network Management

Protocol (SNMP) (excluding SNMPv3)

• RFC 3413, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) Applications (excluding

SNMPv3)

• RFC 3416, Version 2 of the Protocol Operations for the Simple Network Management

Protocol (SNMP)

• RFC 3417, Transport Mappings for the Simple NetworkManagement Protocol (SNMP)

• RFC 3418,Management Information Base (MIB) for the Simple NetworkManagement

Protocol (SNMP)

• RFC 3584, Coexistence between Version 1, Version 2, and Version 3 of the

Internet-standard Network Management Framework (excluding SNMPv3)

• RFC 4188, Definitions of Managed Objects for Bridges

• RFC 4293,Management Information Base for the Internet Protocol (IP)

• RFC 4363b,Q-Bridge VLANMIB

• Support for the following Juniper Networks enterprise-specific MIBs:

• Chassis MIB (mib-jnx-chassis.txt)

• Configuration Management MIB (mib-jnx-cfgmgmt.txt)

• Fabric Chassis MIB (mib-jnx-fabric-chassis.txt)

• Interface MIB Extensions (mib-jnx-if-extensions.txt)

• Power Supply Unit MIB (mib-jnx-power-supply-unit.txt)

• QFabric MIB (mib-jnx-qf-smi.txt)

• Utility MIB (mib-jnx-util.txt)

• Support for operational mode commands—Limited to the show snmp statistics

command. Youmay issue other SNMP requests, including get, get next, andwalk

requests, by using external SNMP client applications.

Related
Documentation

Standard SNMPMIBs•

• Juniper Networks Enterprise-Specific MIBs

• Juniper Networks Enterprise-Specific SNMP Version 2 Traps
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Understanding the Implementation of System LogMessages on the QFabric System

This topic provides an overview of system logmessages (syslog) as implemented on the

QFabric system.

TheQFabric systemmonitors events thatoccur on its componentdevicesanddistributes

system logmessages about those events to all external system logmessage servers

(hosts) that are configured. Messages are stored in the QFabric system database for

viewingonlyusing the showlogcommand.Componentdevicesmay includeNodedevices,

Interconnectdevices,Directordevices, theVirtualChassisor standaloneEX4200switches.

You configure system logmessages by using the host and file statements at the [edit

system syslog] hierarchy level. Use the show log filename operational mode command

to view themessages.

NOTE: On the QFabric system, a syslog file namedmessages is configured

implicitlywith facility and severity levels of any any and a file size of 100MBs.

Therefore, you cannot specify the filenamemessages in your configuration,

and automatic command completion does not work for that filename. If you
do not specify a filename, you can use the default filenamemessageswith

the show log command.

The QFabric system supports the following system logmessage features:

• The file filename and host hostname statements at the [edit system syslog] hierarchy

level are supported. Other statements at that hierarchy level are not supported.

• You can specify one or more system logmessage servers to receive messages, which

are sent to each server that is configured.

• If you configured an alias for a device or interface, the alias is displayed in themessage

for the device or interface.

• The level of detail that is included in a message depends on the facility and severity

levels that are configured. Messages include the highest level of detail available for

the configured facility and severity levels.

• Time resolution is supported in seconds, and data in milliseconds is not available. If

you attempt to configure milliseconds support, the log output displays the data as

000.

Unsupported syslog features include:

• Archiving of log files

• File access to syslog messages

• Syslog output in the structured data format

• Monitoring of syslog messages
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Related
Documentation

Example: Configuring System Log Messages•

• syslog (QFabric System) on page 441

Understanding User and AccessManagement Features on the QFabric System

The QFabric system supports the following user and access management features:

• User authentication

• RADIUS

• Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP)

• SSH

• TACACS+

• Access privilege management

The specific functionality, features, options, syntax, and hierarchy levels of some of the

user and access management commands and configuration statements implemented

on theQFabric systemmaydiffer somewhat fromthesamecommandsandconfiguration

statements on standard Junos OS. See the configuration statement or command topic

in the documentation set for additional information, and use the help (?) command-line

function to display specific information as needed.

Someuserandaccessmanagement featuresarenot yet fully supported in the fullQFabric

architecture, although full support is planned for future releases. The user and access

management features currently unsupported on the QFabric system include:

• Full RADIUS server support, including RADIUS accounting

• accounting-options configuration statement hierarchy

• tacplus-options configuration statement
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Understanding QFabric System Login Classes

In some cases (such as device-level troubleshooting), it is useful to log in to individual

QFabric system components so you can view andmanage issues on a per-device basis.

This topic explains the login classes that provide individual component access within a

QFabric system.

NOTE: Under normal operating conditions, you shouldmanage the QFabric
system as a single entity by using the QFabric system default partition
command-line interface (CLI). The default partition CLI provides you with
theability to configureandmonitor your entireQFabric systemfromacentral
location and should be used as the primary way tomanage the system.

The QFabric system offers three special preset login classes that provide different levels

of access to individual components within a QFabric system:

• qfabric-admin—Provides theability to log in to individualQFabric systemcomponents

andmanage them. This class is equivalent to setting the following permissions: clear,

network, reset, trace, view, andmaintenance. To provide QFabric system

component-level loginandmanagementprivileges, includetheqfabric-adminstatement

at the [edit system login user username authentication remote-debug-permission]

hierarchy level.

• qfabric-operator—Provides the privilege to log in to individual QFabric system
components and view component operations and configurations. This class is

equivalent to the preset Junos OS class of read-only. To provide QFabric system

component-level read-only access, include theqfabric-operator statement at the [edit

system login user username authentication remote-debug-permission] hierarchy level.

• qfabric-user—Prevents access to individual QFabric system components. This class

is the default setting for all QFabric system users and is equivalent to the preset Junos

OS class of unauthorized. To prevent a user from accessing individual QFabric system

components, include theqfabric-user statementat the [edit systemloginuserusername

authentication remote-debug-permission] hierarchy level.

When you perform the initial setup for the Director group, youmust specify a username

and password for QFabric components. Once configured, this information is stored in

the QFabric system andmapped to the QFabric system login classes. Suchmapping

allows users with the proper login class (qfabric-admin or qfabric-operator) to log in

automatically to a componentwithout being prompted for the username and password.

After you assign the qfabric-admin or qfabric-operator class to a user, the user can log in

to an individual QFabric system component by issuing the request component login

component-name command. You can access Node devices, Interconnect devices, and

virtual Junos Routing Engines (diagnostics, fabric control, and fabric manager) one at a

timewhen you issue this command. To leave the CLI prompt of a component and return

to theQFabric systemdefaultpartitionCLI, issue theexitcommand fromthecomponent’s

operational mode CLI prompt.
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Related
Documentation

Example: Configuring QFabric System Login Classes on page 372•

• remote-debug-permission on page 439

• request component login on page 481

• Junos OS Login Classes Overview

Understanding Interfaces on the QFabric System

This topic describes:

• Four-Level Interface Naming Convention on page 68

• QSFP+ Interfaces on page 68

• Link Aggregation on page 71

Four-Level Interface Naming Convention

When you configure an interface on the QFabric system, the interface name needs to

follow a four-level naming convention that enables you to identify an interface as part

of either a Node device or a Node group. Include the name of the network or server Node

group at the beginning of the interface name.

The four-level interface naming convention is:

device-name:type-fpc/pic/port

where device-name is the name of the Node device or Node group. The remainder of the

naming convention elements are the same as those in the QFX3500 switch interface

naming convention.

An example of a four-level interface name is:

node2:xe-0/0/2

QSFP+ Interfaces

The QFX3500 Node device provides four 40-Gbps QSFP+ (quad small form-factor

pluggable plus) interfaces (labeledQ0 throughQ3) for uplink connections between your

Node device and your Interconnect devices.

TheQFX3600Nodedeviceprovides 1640-GbpsQSFP+ interfaces.Bydefault, 4 interfaces

(labeledQ0 throughQ3) are configured for 40-Gbps uplink connections between your

Node device and your Interconnect devices, and 12 interfaces (labeledQ4 throughQ15)

useQSFP+direct-attach copper (DAC)breakout cables orQSFP+ transceiverswith fiber

breakout cables to support 48 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces for connections to either

endpoint systems (suchas servers and storagedevices) or external networks.Optionally,

you can choose to configure the first eight interfaces (Q0 through Q7) for uplink

connections between your Node device and your Interconnect devices, and interfaces

Q2 through Q15 for 10-Gigabit Ethernet or 40-Gigabit Ethernet connections to either

endpoint systems or external networks (see “Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600

Node Devices” on page 391). Table 4 on page 12 shows the port mappings for QFX3600

Node devices.
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Table 21: QFX3600Node Device Port Mappings

40-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

10-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

40-Gigabit Data Plane
Uplink InterfacesPort Number

Not supported on this portNot supported on this portfte-0/1/0Q0

Not supported on this portNot supported on this portfte-0/1/1Q1

xle-0/1/2xe-0/0/8

xe-0/0/9

xe-0/0/10

xe-0/0/11

fte-0/1/2Q2

xle-0/1/3xe-0/0/12

xe-0/0/13

xe-0/0/14

xe-0/0/15

fte-0/1/3Q3

xle-0/1/4xe-0/0/16

xe-0/0/17

xe-0/0/18

xe-0/0/19

fte-0/1/4Q4

xle-0/1/5xe-0/0/20

xe-0/0/21

xe-0/0/22

xe-0/0/23

fte-0/1/5Q5

xle-0/1/6xe-0/0/24

xe-0/0/25

xe-0/0/26

xe-0/0/27

fte-0/1/6Q6

xle-0/1/7xe-0/0/28

xe-0/0/29

xe-0/0/30

xe-0/0/31

fte-0/1/7Q7
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Table 21: QFX3600Node Device Port Mappings (continued)

40-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

10-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

40-Gigabit Data Plane
Uplink InterfacesPort Number

xle-0/1/8xe-0/0/32

xe-0/0/33

xe-0/0/34

xe-0/0/35

Not supported on this portQ8

xle-0/1/9xe-0/0/36

xe-0/0/37

xe-0/0/38

xe-0/0/39

Not supported on this portQ9

xle-0/1/10xe-0/0/40

xe-0/0/41

xe-0/0/42

xe-0/0/43

Not supported on this portQ10

xle-0/1/11xe-0/0/44

xe-0/0/45

xe-0/0/46

xe-0/0/47

Not supported on this portQ11

xle-0/1/12xe-0/0/48

xe-0/0/49

xe-0/0/50

xe-0/0/51

Not supported on this portQ12

xle-0/1/13xe-0/0/52

xe-0/0/53

xe-0/0/54

xe-0/0/55

Not supported on this portQ13

xle-0/1/14xe-0/0/56

xe-0/0/57

xe-0/0/58

xe-0/0/59

Not supported on this portQ14
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Table 21: QFX3600Node Device Port Mappings (continued)

40-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

10-Gigabit Ethernet
Interfaces

40-Gigabit Data Plane
Uplink InterfacesPort Number

xle-0/1/15xe-0/0/60

xe-0/0/61

xe-0/0/62

xe-0/0/63

Not supported on this portQ15

Link Aggregation

Link aggregation enables you to create link aggregation groups across Node devices

within anetworkNodegroupor redundant serverNodegroup. Youcan includeup to eight

Ethernet interfaces in a LAG. You can have up to 48 LAGswithin a redundant server Node

group, and 128 LAGs in a network Node group. To configure a LAG, include the

aggregated-devices statement at the [edit chassis] hierarchy level and the device-count

statement at the [edit chassis aggregated-devices ethernet] hierarchy level. Additionally,

include any aggregated Ethernet options (minimum-links and link-speed) at the [edit

interfaces interface-name aggregated-ether-options] hierarchy level and the 802.3ad

statementat the [edit interfaces interface-nameether-options]hierarchy level. Toconfigure

the Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP), include the lacp statement at the [edit

interfaces aggregated-ether-options] hierarchy level.

Related
Documentation

Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600 Node Devices on page 391•

Understanding Layer 3 Features on the QFabric System

The QFabric system supports the following Layer 3 features:

• Static routes, which enable you to manually configure and enter routes directly into

the routing table.

• RoutedVLAN Interfaces,whicharea special typeof Layer 3 virtual interface that enable

you to forward packets between VLANs without using a router to connect the VLANs.

Using this approach to connect VLANs reduces complexity and avoids the costs

associatedwithpurchasing, installing,managing, powering, andcoolinganotherdevice.

• Routing protocols for routing traffic. The following routing protocols are supported on

QFabric systems:

• Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), which is an exterior gateway protocol (EGP) for

routing traffic between autonomous systems (ASs).

• Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol, which is an interior gateway protocol

(IGP) for routing trafficwithinanautonomoussystem(AS).QFabric systemssupport

OSPFv1 and OSPFv2.
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NOTE:
• When you configure routing protocols on the QFabric system, youmust
use interfaces from the Node devices assigned to the network Node
group. If you try to configure routing protocols on interfaces from the
Node devices assigned to server Node groups, the configuration commit
operation fails.

• You can configure routing protocols by including statements at the [edit

protocols] hierarchy level. If you want to isolate customer traffic on your

network, you can configure virtual router routing instances at the [edit

routing-instances] hierarchy level, and configure routing protocols for

each virtual router routing instance by including statements at the [edit

routing-instances routing-instance-name protocols] hierarchy level.

Related
Documentation

Understanding Virtual Router Routing Instances•

Understanding Security Features on the QFabric System

The QFabric system supports the following security features:

• Firewall filters provide rules that define whether to accept or discard packets that are

transiting an interface. If a packet is accepted, you can configure additional actions to

performon the packet, such as class-of-service (CoS)marking (grouping similar types

of traffic together and treatingeach typeof traffic asaclasswith its own level of service

priority) and traffic policing (controlling themaximum rate of traffic sent or received).

• Policing (rate-limiting) traffic allows you to control the maximum rate of traffic sent

or received on an interface and to provide multiple priority levels or classes of service.

You use policers to apply limits to traffic flow and set consequences for packets that

exceed these limits—usually applyingahigher losspriority—so that if packetsencounter

downstream congestion, they can be discarded first. Policers apply only to unicast

packets.

• MAC limiting protects against flooding of the Ethernet switching table (also known as

the MAC forwarding table or Layer 2 forwarding table). You enable this feature on

Layer 2 interfaces (ports). MAC limiting sets a limit on the number of MAC addresses

that can be learned on a single Layer 2 access interface or on all the Layer 2 access

interfaces on the switch. Junos OS provides twoMAC limiting methods:

• Maximum number of MAC addresses—You configure the maximum number of

dynamicMACaddressesallowedper interface.When the limit is exceeded, incoming

packets with newMAC addresses can be ignored, dropped, or logged. You can also

specify that the interface be shut down or temporarily disabled.

• Allowed MAC—You configure specific “allowed” MAC addresses for the access

interface. Any MAC address that is not in the list of configured addresses is not

learned, and the switch logs an appropriate message. Allowed MAC binds MAC

addresses to a VLAN so that the address does not get registered outside the VLAN.
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If an allowed MAC setting conflicts with a dynamic MAC setting, the allowed MAC

setting takes precedence.

• Storm control causes a switch to monitor traffic levels and take a specified action

when a specified traffic level—called the storm control level—is exceeded, thus

preventingpackets fromproliferatinganddegradingservice.Youcanconfigure switches

to drop broadcast and unknown unicast packets, shut down interfaces, or temporarily

disable interfaces when the storm control level is exceeded.

Understanding Port Mirroring on the QFabric System

Port mirroring copies unicast packets entering or exiting a port or entering a VLAN and

sends the copies to a local interface for monitoring. Use port mirroring to send traffic to

applications that analyze traffic for purposes such as monitoring compliance, enforcing

policies, detecting intrusions,monitoringandpredicting trafficpatterns, correlatingevents,

and so on.

Understanding Fibre Channel Fabrics on the QFabric System

A Fibre Channel (FC) fabric on a QFabric system is a construct that you configure on a

QFX3500Nodedevicewhen theNodedevice is in FCoE-FCgatewaymode. TheFC fabric

on a QFabric Node device is not the same as an FC fabric on a storage area network

(SAN). The FC fabric on a QFabric Node device is local to that particular node device.

We call the FC fabric on a QFabric Node device a local FC fabric to differentiate it from

an FC fabric on the SAN.

NOTE: The QFX3600 Node device does not support FC or FCoE features.

A local FC fabric does not span Node devices and does not span the fabric Interconnect

device. Local FC fabrics are entirely contained on a single Node device. A local FC fabric

creates associations that connect FCoE devices that have converged network adapters

(CNAs) on the Ethernet network to an FC switch or FCoE forwarder (FCF) on the FC

network. A local FC fabric consists of:

• A unique fabric name.

• A unique fabric ID.

• One or more FCoE VLAN interfaces that include one or more 10-Gigabit Ethernet

interfaces connected to FCoE devices. The FCoE VLANs transport traffic between the

FCoE servers and the FCoE-FC gateway. Each FCoEVLANmust carry only FCoE traffic.

You cannot mix FCoE traffic and standard Ethernet traffic on the same VLAN.

The 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces that connect to FCoE devicesmust include a native

VLAN to transport FIP traffic because FIP VLAN discovery and notification frames are

exchanged as untagged packets.
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EachFCoEVLAN interfacecanpresentmultipleVF_Port interfaces to theFCoEnetwork.

• One or more native FC interfaces. The native FC interfaces transport traffic between

the gateway and the FC switch or FCF.

TIP: If the network does not use a dual-rail architecture for redundancy,
configuremore than one native FC interface for each local FC fabric to
create redundant connections between the FCoE devices and the FC
network. If one physical link goes down, any sessions it carried can log in
again and connect to the FC network on a different interface.

All of the FC and FCoE traffic that belongs to a local FC fabric on a Node device must

enter and exit that Node device. This means that the FC switch or FCF and the FCoE

devices in the Ethernet network must be connected to the same Node device. The

interfaces that connect to the FC switch and the interfaces that connect to the FCoE

devices must be included in the local FC fabric. You cannot configure a local FC fabric

that spans more than one Node device.

Traffic flows from FC and FCoE devices that are not in the same local FC fabric remain

separate and cannot communicate with each other through the FCoE-FC gateway.

NOTE: The QFabric system enforces commit checks to ensure that local FC
fabrics and FCoE VLANs on FCoE-FC gateways do not spanmore than one
Node device.

Related
Documentation

Overview of Fibre Channel on the QFX Series•

• Understanding an FCoE-FC Gateway

• Understanding FCoE-FC Gateway Functions

• Understanding Interfaces on an FCoE-FC Gateway
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Understanding CoS Fabric Forwarding Class Sets

Fabric forwarding class sets (fabric fc-sets) are similar to the fc-sets (priority groups)

you configure on Node devices. Themajor differences are:

1. Fabric fc-sets group traffic for transport across the QFX3008-I Interconnect device

(the fabric). Local fc-sets group traffic onaNodedevice for transport across theNode

device.

2. Fabric fc-sets are global. They apply to the entire fabric. Local fc-sets apply only to

the Node device on which they are configured.

3. You can configure class of service (CoS) for local fc-sets, but you cannot configure

CoS for global fabric fc-sets.

Local fc-sets consist of forwarding classes containing traffic that requires similar CoS

treatment. You can configure CoS for each fc-set to determine how the traffic of the

forwarding classes that belong to the fc-set is scheduled on a Node device.

When traffic exits a Node device interface and enters a fabric interface, global fabric

fc-setsplace traffic in groups for transport across the fabric. Like fc-setsonaNodedevice,

fabric fc-sets consist of forwarding classes containing traffic that requires similar CoS

treatment. Unlike fc-sets on a Node device, you cannot configure CoS on fabric fc-sets.

Fabric fc-sets resideon theQFX3008-I Interconnect device andare global. Fabric fc-sets

apply to all traffic that traverses the fabric. Themapping of forwarding classes to fabric

fc-sets is global andapplies to all forwarding classeswith traffic that traverses the fabric.

Youcanchange themappingof forwardingclasses to fabric fc-sets; themappingchanges

youmake are global.

This topic describes:

• Default Fabric Forwarding Class Sets on page 75

• Fabric Forwarding Class Set Configuration and Implementation on page 78

• Fabric Forwarding Class Set Scheduling (CoS) on page 79

• Viewing Fabric Forwarding Class Set Information on page 82

• Summary of Fabric Forwarding Class Set and Local Forwarding Class Set

Differences on page 83

Default Fabric Forwarding Class Sets

There are five visible default fabric fc-sets, four for unicast traffic and one for

multidestination (multicast, broadcast, and destination lookup failure) traffic. There are

also three hidden default fabric fc-sets for multidestination traffic that you can use if

you want to map different multidestination forwarding classes to different

multidestination fabric fc-sets. Table 22 on page 76 shows the default fabric fc-sets:
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Table 22: Default Fabric Forwarding Class Sets

CharacteristicsFabric Forwarding Class Set Name

Transports best-effort unicast traffic across the fabric.fabric_fcset_be

Transports unicast traffic that has been configuredwith
strict-highpriority and in thenetwork-control forwarding
class across the fabric. This fabric fc-set receives as
much bandwidth across the fabric as it needs to service
the traffic in the group up to the entire fabric interface
bandwidth. For this reason, exercise caution when
mapping traffic to this fabric fc-set to avoid starving
other traffic.

fabric_fcset_strict_high

Transports unicast traffic in the fcoe forwarding class
across the fabric.

fabric_fcset_noloss1

Transports unicast traffic in theno-loss forwarding class
across the fabric.

fabric_fcset_noloss2

Transports multidestination traffic in themcast
forwarding class across the fabric. This fabric fc-set is
valid only for multidestination forwarding classes.

fabric_fcset_multicast1

(Hidden) No traffic is assigned by default to this fabric
fc-set. Unless traffic ismapped to this fabric fc-set, this
fabric fc-set remains hidden. This fabric fc-set is valid
only for multidestination forwarding classes.

fabric_fcset_multicast2

(Hidden) No traffic is assigned by default to this fabric
fc-set. Unless traffic ismapped to this fabric fc-set, this
fabric fc-set remains hidden. This fabric fc-set is valid
only for multidestination forwarding classes.

fabric_fcset_multicast3

(Hidden) No traffic is assigned by default to this fabric
fc-set. Unless traffic ismapped to this fabric fc-set, this
fabric fc-set remains hidden. This fabric fc-set is valid
only for multidestination forwarding classes.

fabric_fcset_multicast4

The fivedefault forwardingclasses (best-effort, fcoe,no-loss,network-control, andmcast)

are mapped to the fabric fc-sets by default as shown in Table 23 on page 76.

Table 23: Default Forwarding Class to Fabric Forwarding Class Set
Mapping

Fabric Forwarding Class SetForwarding Class

fabric_fcset_bebest-effort

fabric_fcset_strict_highnetwork-control

fabric_fcset_noloss1fcoe
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Table 23: Default Forwarding Class to Fabric Forwarding Class Set
Mapping (continued)

Fabric Forwarding Class SetForwarding Class

fabric_fcset_noloss2no-loss

fabric_fcset_multicast1mcast

fabric_fcset_multicast2No forwarding classes are mapped by default to
this hidden fabric fc-set.

fabric_fcset_multicast3No forwarding classes are mapped by default to
this hidden fabric fc-set.

fabric_fcset_multicast4No forwarding classes are mapped by default to
this hidden fabric fc-set.

If you want to map different multidestination forwarding classes to different

multidestination fabric fc-sets, use one or more of the hiddenmultidestination fabric

fc-sets.

NOTE: The global mapping of forwarding classes to fabric fc-sets is
independent of the local mapping of forwarding classes to fc-sets on Node
devices. Global mapping of forwarding classes to fabric fc-sets occurs only
on the QFX3008-I Interconnect device.

Localmappingof forwarding classes to fc-sets occurs only onaNodedevice.
The local mapping of forwarding classes to fc-sets on Node devices does
not affect the global mapping of forwarding classes to fabric fc-sets on the
Interconnect device, and vice versa.

When you define new forwarding classes on a Node device, you explicitly map the

forwarding classes you create to local fc-sets on the Node device. However, new

(user-created) forwarding classes are mapped by default to fabric fc-sets. (You can

override thedefaultmapping if youwant to configure the forwarding class to fabric fc-set

mapping explicitly as described in the next section.)

By default:

• All best-effort traffic forwarding classes that you create are mapped to the

fabric_fcset_be fabric fc-set.

• All lossless traffic forwarding classes that you create are mapped to the

fabric_fcset_noloss1 or fabric_fcset_noloss2 fabric fc-set.

• All multidestination traffic forwarding classes that you create are mapped to the

fabric_fcset_multicast1 fabric fc-set.

• All strict-high priority traffic and network-control forwarding classes that you create

are mapped to the fabric_fcset_strict_high fabric fc-set.
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Fabric Forwarding Class Set Configuration and Implementation

You canmap forwarding classes to fabric fc-sets, but no other attributes of fabric fc-sets

are user-configurable. This section describes:

• Mapping Forwarding Classes to Fabric Forwarding Class Sets on page 78

• Fabric Forwarding Class Set Implementation on page 79

Mapping Forwarding Classes to Fabric Forwarding Class Sets

If you do not want to use the default mapping of forwarding classes to fabric forwarding

class sets, you canmap forwarding classes to fabric forwarding class sets the sameway

as youmap forwarding classes to local fc-sets on Node devices. To do this, use exactly

the same statement that you use to map forwarding classes to fc-sets, but instead of

specifying an fc-set name, specify a fabric fc-set name.

NOTE: The global mapping of forwarding classes to fabric fc-sets does not
affect the local mapping of forwarding classes to fc-sets on Node devices.
The global forwarding classmapping to fabric fc-sets pertains to the traffic
onlywhen it enters, traverses, and exits the fabric. The local forwarding class
mapping to fc-sets is valid within each Node device.

Mapping forwarding classes to fabric fc-sets does not affect the local
schedulingconfigurationof the forwardingclassesor fc-setsonNodedevices.
Fabric fc-set scheduling pertains to traffic onlywhen it enters, traverses, and
exits the fabric.

If you change themapping of a forwarding class to a fabric fc-set, the new
mapping isglobalandapplies toall traffic in that forwardingclass, regardless
of which Node device the traffic enters.

• To assign one or more forwarding classes to a fabric forwarding class set:

[edit class-of-service]
user@switch# set forwarding-class-sets fabric-forwarding-class-set-name class
forwarding-class-name

For example, tomapa user-defined forwarding class named best-effort-2 to the fabric

fc-set fabric_fcset_be:

[edit class-of-service]
user@switch# set forwarding-class-sets fabric_fcset_be class best-effort-2

NOTE: Because fabric fc-set configuration is global, in this example all
forwarding classes with the name best-effort-2 on all of the Node devices

attached to the fabric use the fabric_fcset_be fabric fc-set to transport traffic

across the fabric.
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Fabric Forwarding Class Set Implementation

The following rules apply to fabric fc-sets:

• Youcannot create new fabric fc-sets.Only the eight default fabric fc-sets are available.

• You cannot delete a default fabric fc-set.

• You cannot attach a fabric fc-set to a Node device interface. Fabric fc-sets are used

only on the fabric, not on the Node devices.

• Youcanmaponlymultidestination forwardingclasses tomultidestination fabric fc-sets.

• You cannot mapmultidestination forwarding classes to unicast fabric fc-sets.

• You cannot map unicast forwarding classes to multidestination fabric fc-sets.

• You cannot configure CoS for fabric fc-sets. (You cannot attach a traffic control profile

to a fabric fc-set.)

Fabric Forwarding Class Set Scheduling (CoS)

Although fabric fc-set CoS is not user-configurable, CoS is applied to traffic on the fabric.

This section describes how the fabric applies CoS to traffic:

• Class Groups for Fabric Forwarding Class Sets on page 79

• Class Group Scheduling on page 80

• Support for Priority-Based Flow Control and Lossless Transport Across the

Fabric on page 81

• QFabric System CoS on page 82

Class Groups for Fabric Forwarding Class Sets

To transport traffic across the fabric, the fabric organizes the fabric fc-sets into three

classes called class groups. The three class groups are:

• Strict-high priority—All traffic in the fabric fc-set fabric_fcset_strict_high. This class
group includes the traffic in strict-high priority and network-control forwarding classes

and in any forwarding classes you create on a Node device that consist of strict-high

priority or network-control forwarding class traffic.

• Unicast—All traffic in the fabric fc-sets fabric_fcset_be, fabric_fcset_noloss1, and
fabric_fcset_noloss2. This class group includes the traffic in the best-effort, fcoe, and

no-loss forwarding classes and in any forwarding classes you create on a Node device

that consist of best-effort or lossless traffic.

• Multidestination—All traffic in the fabric fc-set fabric_fcset_multicast1. This class group
includes the traffic in themcast forwarding class and in any forwarding classes you

create on a Node device that consist of multidestination traffic. If you use any of the

hiddenmultidestination fabric fc-sets (fabric_fcset_multicast2, fabric_fcset_multicast3,

or fabric_fcset_multicast4), that traffic is also classified as part of this class group.
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Class Group Scheduling

You cannot configure CoS for class groups or for fabric fc-sets (you cannot attach a

traffic control profile to a fabric fc-set). By default, the fabric uses weighted round-robin

(WRR) scheduling in which each class group receives a portion of the total available

fabric bandwidth based on its type of traffic, as shown in Table 24 on page 80:

Table 24: Class Group Scheduling Properties andMembership

Class Group Scheduling Properties
(Weight)

ForwardingClasses(Default
Mapping)Fabric fc-setsClass Group

Traffic in the strict-high priority class
group is served first. This class group
receives all of the bandwidth it needs to
empty its queues and therefore can
starve other types of traffic during
periods of high-volume strict priority
traffic. Plan carefully and use caution
when determining howmuch traffic to
configure as strict-high priority traffic.

• All strict-high priority
forwarding classes

• network-control

fabric_fcset_strict_highStrict-high priority

Traffic in theunicast classgroup receives
an80%weight in theWRRcalculations.
After the strict-high priority class group
has been served, the unicast class group
receives 80% of the remaining fabric
bandwidth. (If more bandwidth is
available, the unicast class group can
usemore bandwidth.)

• best-effort

• fcoe

• no-loss

• fabric_fcset_be

• fabric_fcset_noloss1

• fabric_fcset_noloss2

Unicast

Traffic in the multidestination class
group receives a20%weight in theWRR
calculations. After the strict-high priority
class group has been served, the
multidestination class group receives
20%of the remaining fabric bandwidth.
(If more bandwidth is available, the
multidestination class group can use
more bandwidth.)

• mcastfabric_fcset_multicast1

Includes the hidden
multidestination fabric
fc-sets if used:

• fabric_fcset_multicast2

• fabric_fcset_multicast3

• fabric_fcset_multicast4

Multidestination

The fabric fc-sets within each class group are weighted equally and receive bandwidth

using round-robin scheduling. For example:

• If the unicast class group has three member fabric fc-sets, fabric_fcset_be,

fabric_fcset_noloss1, and fabric_fcset_noloss2, then each of the three fabric fc-sets

receives one-third of the bandwidth available to the unicast class group.

• If the multidestination class group has onemember fc-set, fabric_fcset_multicast1,

then that fc-set receives all of the bandwidth available to the multidestination class

group.

• If the multidestination class group has twomember fc-sets, fabric_fcset_multicast1

and fabric_fcset_multicast2, then each of the two fabric fc-sets receives one-half of

the bandwidth available to the multidestination class group.
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Support forPriority-BasedFlowControl andLosslessTransportAcross theFabric

The QFX3008-I Interconnect device incorporates flow control mechanisms to support

lossless transportduringperiodsof congestionon the fabric. Tosupport thepriority-based

flow control (PFC) feature on the Node devices, the fabric supports lossless transport

for up to two IEEE 802.1p priorities when the following two configuration constraints are

met:

1. The IEEE 802.1p priority used for the traffic that requires lossless transport ismapped

to the fcoe or no-loss forwarding class.

2. The fcoe or no-loss forwarding class must bemapped to the fabric_fcset_noloss1 or

fabric_fcset_noloss2 fabric fc-set. (This is the default global mapping of these

forwarding classes to fabric fc-sets.)

When traffic meets the two configuration constraints, the fabric propagates the back

pressure from the egress Node device across the fabric to the ingress Node device during

periods of congestion. However, to achieve end-to-end lossless transport across the

switch, youmust also configure a congestion notification profile to enable PFC on the

ingress ports.

For all other combinations of IEEE 802.1p priority to forwarding class mapping and all

other combinations of forwarding class to fabric fc-set mapping, the congestion control

mechanism is normal packet drop. For example:

• Case 1—If the IEEE 802.1p priority 5 is mapped to the fcoe forwarding class, and the
fcoe forwarding class is mapped to the fabric_fcset_noloss1 fabric fc-set, then the

congestion control mechanism is PFC.

• Case 2—If the IEEE 802.1p priority 5 is mapped to the fcoe forwarding class, and the
fcoe forwardingclass ismapped to the fabric_fcset_be fabric fc-set, then thecongestion

control mechanism is packet drop.

• Case 3—If the IEEE 802.1p priority 5 ismapped to the no-loss forwarding class, and the
no-loss forwarding class is mapped to the fabric_fcset_noloss2 fabric fc-set, then the

congestion control mechanism is PFC.

• Case 4—If the IEEE 802.1p priority 5 is mapped to the no-loss forwarding class, and
the no-loss forwarding class is mapped to the fabric_fcset_be fabric fc-set, then the

congestion control mechanism is packet drop.

• Case 5—If the IEEE 802.1p priority 5 is mapped to the best-effort forwarding class, and
the best-effort forwarding class is mapped to the fabric_fcset_be fabric fc-set, then

the congestion control mechanism is packet drop.

• Case6—If the IEEE 802.1p priority 5 ismapped to the best-effort forwarding class, and
the best-effort forwarding class is mapped to the fabric_fcset_noloss1 fabric fc-set,

then the congestion control mechanism is packet drop.
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NOTE: Lossless transport across the fabric alsomust meet the following
two conditions:

1. Themaximumcable lengthbetweentheNodedeviceandthe Interconnect
device is 100meters of fiber cable.

2. Themaximum frame size is 2500 bytes.

QFabric SystemCoS

When traffic enters and exits the same Node device, CoS works the same as it works on

a standalone QFX3500 switch.

However, when traffic enters a Node device, crosses the Interconnect device, and then

exits a different Node device, CoS is applied differently:

1. Traffic entering the ingress Node device receives the CoS configured at the Node

ingress (packet classification, congestion notification profile for PFC).

2. When traffic goes from the ingress Node device to the Interconnect device, the fabric

fc-set CoS is applied as described in the discussion of fabric forwarding class set

scheduling.

3. When traffic goes from the Interconnect device to the egress Node device, the egress

Node device applies CoS at the egress port (egress queue scheduling, WRED,

IEEE 802.1p or DSCP code-point rewrite).

Viewing Fabric Forwarding Class Set Information

You can display information about fabric fc-sets using the same CLI command you use

to display information about local fc-sets on Node devices:

user@switch> show class-of-service forwarding-class-set
Forwarding class set: fabric_fcset_be, Type: fabric-type, Forwarding class set 
index: 1
  Forwarding class                       Index
  best-effort                              0               

Forwarding class set: fabric_fcset_mcast1, Type: fabric-type, Forwarding class 
set index: 5
  Forwarding class                       Index
  mcast                                    8               

Forwarding class set: fabric_fcset_mcast2, Type: fabric-type, Forwarding class 
set index: 6

Forwarding class set: fabric_fcset_mcast3, Type: fabric-type, Forwarding class 
set index: 7

Forwarding class set: fabric_fcset_mcast4, Type: fabric-type, Forwarding class 
set index: 8

Forwarding class set: fabric_fcset_noloss1, Type: fabric-type, Forwarding class 
set index: 2
  Forwarding class                       Index
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  fcoe                                     1               

Forwarding class set: fabric_fcset_noloss2, Type: fabric-type, Forwarding class 
set index: 3
  Forwarding class                       Index
  no-loss                                  2               

Forwarding class set: fabric_fcset_strict_high, Type: fabric-type, Forwarding 
class set index: 4
  Forwarding class                       Index
  network-control                          3

Table 25 on page 83 describes the meaning of the show class-of-service

forwarding-class-set output fields when you display fabric fc-set information.

Table 25: show class-of-service forwarding-class-set Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Name of the fabric forwarding class set.Forwarding class set

Type of forwarding class set:

• Fabric-type—Fabric fc-set

• Normal-type—Local fc-set on a Node device

Type

Index of this forwarding class set.Forwarding class set index

Name of a forwarding class.Forwarding class

Index of the forwarding class.Index

Summary of Fabric Forwarding Class Set and Local Forwarding Class Set Differences

Table 26 on page 83 summarizes the differences between fabric fc-sets and fc-sets:

Table 26: Summary of Differences Between Fabric fc-sets and Local
fc-sets

Local fc-setFabric fc-setCharacteristic

QFabric Node device.QFX3008-I Interconnect device
(the fabric).

Location

Local to the Node device on
which the fc-set is configured.

Global, valid for the entire fabric.Global or local

Yes.No. Use the eight default fabric
fc-sets provided.

Ability to create (define)
a new fc-set

User-configurable using traffic
control profiles.

Default CoS settings only. CoS is
not user-configurable.

Ability to configure CoS
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Table 26: Summary of Differences Between Fabric fc-sets and Local
fc-sets (continued)

Local fc-setFabric fc-setCharacteristic

Yes. Mapping is local to a Node
device and applies only to the
forwarding classes on the Node
device.

Yes.Mapping is global and applies
toall forwardingclassesacross the
fabric.

Ability to map
forwarding classes to an
fc-set

Related
Documentation

• Understanding CoS Forwarding Class Sets (Priority Groups)

• Defining CoS Forwarding Class Sets

• Example: Configuring Forwarding Class Sets

• show class-of-service forwarding-class-set
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CHAPTER 5

Licenses

• Junos OS Feature Licenses on page 85

• Software Features That Require Licenses on the QFX Series on page 86

• Junos OS License Key on page 87

Junos OS Feature Licenses

Some Junos OS software features require a license to activate the feature. To enable a

licensed feature, you need to purchase, install, manage, and verify a license key that

corresponds to each licensed feature. To conform to Junos OS feature licensing

requirements, youmust purchase one license per feature per device. The presence of the

appropriate software license key on your device determines whether you are eligible to

configure and use the licensed feature.

Tospeeddeploymentof licensedfeatures, JunosOSsoftware implementsanhonor-based

licensing structure and provides youwith a 30-day grace period to use a licensed feature

without a license key installed. The grace period begins when you configure the feature

and your device uses the licensed feature for the first time, but not necessarily when you

install the license. After the grace period expires, the system generates system log

messages saying that the feature requires a license. To clear the error message and use

the licensed feature properly, youmust install and verify the required license.

For information about how topurchase software licenses, contact your Juniper Networks

sales representative.

Related
Documentation

License Enforcement•

• Junos OS License Key on page 87

• Software Feature Licenses

• Verifying Junos OS License Installation on page 412
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Software Features That Require Licenses on the QFX Series

The following Junos OS features require an Advanced Feature License (AFL) on QFX

Series devices:

NOTE: If you try to configure a feature that is not licensed, you will receive
syslogmessages saying that you are using a feature that is licensable and
that you do not possess a license for the feature. If you try to commit
configuration changes for a feature that is not licensed, you will receive a
commit warning saying that you have exceeded the allowed license limit for
the feature.

• Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

• Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS)

• Fibre Channel support

Table 27 on page 86 lists the licenses you can purchase for each QFX Series software

feature.

For informationabouthowtopurchaseasoftware license, contact your JuniperNetworks

sales representative.

Table 27: Junos OS Feature Licenses andModel Numbers for QFX Series Devices

Model Number
Number of Licenses
RequiredSupported DevicesLicensed Software Feature

QFX-JSL-EDGE-ADV1One per switchQFX3500 switchQFX Series advanced feature
license for Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP)and Intermediate
System-to-IntermediateSystem
(IS-IS)

QFX-JSL-DRCTR-ADV1One per Node device in a
network Node group

QFX3100 Director deviceQFX Series advanced feature
license for Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP)

QFX-JSL-EDGE-FCOne per switch on which
fibre channel ports are
configured

QFX3500 switchQFX Series advanced feature
license for Fibre Channel

QFX-JSL-DRCTR-FCOne per QFX3500 Node
device on which fibre
channel ports are
configured

QFX3100 Director deviceQFX Series advanced feature
license for Fibre Channel

QFX-JSL-DRCTR-FC-C16One for up to 16
QFX3500 Node devices
on which fibre channel
ports are configured

QFX3100 Director deviceQFX Series advanced feature
license for Fibre Channel -
Capacity 16
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Table 27: Junos OS Feature Licenses andModel Numbers for QFX Series Devices (continued)

Model Number
Number of Licenses
RequiredSupported DevicesLicensed Software Feature

QFX3000-JSL-EDGE-FABOne per deviceQFX3500 and QFX3600
device

QFX Series feature license for
enabling fabric mode

QFX3008-JSL-DRCTR-FABOne per QFX3000-G
QFabric system

QFX3100 Director deviceQFX Series feature license for
base software for QFX3000-G
QFabric system

QFX3000M-JSL-DRCTR-FABOne per QFX3000-M
QFabric system

QFX3100 Director deviceQFX Series feature license for
base software for QFX3000-M
QFabric system

Related
Documentation

Junos OS Feature Licenses on page 85•

• Junos OS License Key on page 87

• Generating the License Keys for a Standalone QFX Series Device

• Generating the License Keys for a QFabric System on page 407

• Adding New Licenses (CLI Procedure) on page 409

• Deleting a License (CLI Procedure) on page 410

• Saving License Keys on page 411

• Verifying Junos OS License Installation on page 412

Junos OS License Key

Some Junos OS software features require a license to be activated. To enable each

licensed feature, youmust purchase, install, manage, and verify a license key that

corresponds to the licensed feature.

Release-Tied License Keys and Upgrade Licenses onMX Series Routers

The JunosOS licensing infrastructure currently associatesa license featurewithattributes

such as date, platform, and validity. In addition to these attributes, for MX Series routers

running Junos OS Release 12.2 and later, a licensed feature can be associated with a

release number at the time of generating the license key. This type of release-tied license

key is used to validate a particular licensed featurewhile attempting a software upgrade.

The upgrade process aborts if the release number in the license key is earlier than the

Junos OS release number to which the system is being upgraded.

Additionally, an upgrade license key can be generated for a release-tied licensed feature.

An upgrade license key is used for carrying forward a capacity license to the upgrade

release. Although an upgrade license might be an acceptable license on the current

release, it does not add to the existing capacity limit. The capacity added in the upgrade

license key is valid for the upgrade software release only.
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The releasenumber embedded in the license key indicates themaximumreleasenumber

up to which Junos OS can be upgraded.

As an example, assume that your system is running Junos OS Release 12.2 and is using

the scale-subscriber licensed featurewitha later release-tiedupgrade licensekey installed.

If you request a software upgrade to the later release of Junos OS, the software upgrade

operation fails and the following error message is displayed:

mgd: error: No valid upgrade license found for feature 'scale-subscriber'.
Aborting Software upgrade.
Validation failed

In this example, to successfully upgrade to the later release of Junos OS, the release

number included in the upgrade license key should be greater than or equal to the later

release number. Also, you can perform software upgrades up to the previous release

without any additional license keys to retain the existing scale limit.

NOTE:

When you install a release-tied license, the following apply:

• Youcanpurchaseanupgradecapacity licenseonly if abasecapacity license
for the same scale-tier has already been generated or purchased.

• You cannot install an upgrade license if the capacity does not match any
of the existing base capacity licenses on the system.

• The license installation failswhenyou install a lower releasenumber license
key on a higher software release number.

• A release-tied license can be installed on a Junos OS release number that
is lower than or equal to the release number included in the license key.
For example, a 12.2 license key is valid on Junos OS Release 12.1.

• An upgrade license is valid only on the target release number specified in
the license key, but can be installed on an earlier Junos OS release. For
example, a 4 K scale-tier upgrade license for Junos OSRelease 12.2 can be
installed on an earlier release, and the installed count of licenses remains
unaltered.

• Release-tied licenses of the previous release are not deleted on upgrading
Junos OS to a newer release version.

Licensable Ports onMX5, MX10, andMX40 Routers

Startingwith JunosOSRelease 12.2, licensekeysareavailable toenhance theport capacity

on MX5, MX10, and MX40 routers up to the port capacity of an MX80 router. The MX5,

MX10, and MX40 routers are derived from themodular MX80 chassis with similar slot

and port assignments, and provide all functionality available on an MX80 router, but at

a lower capacity. Restricting port capacity is achieved bymaking a set of MIC slots and

ports licensable. MICs without a license are locked, and are unlocked or made usable by

installing appropriate upgrade licenses.
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The base capacity of a router is identified by the Ideeprom assembly ID (I2C ID), which

defines the board type. However, the Junos OS licensing infrastructure allows the use of

restricted ports without a license for a grace period of 30 days. After the grace period

expires, the router reverts back to the base capacity if no upgrade license is purchased

and installed for the locked ports. The I2C ID along with an upgrade license determine

the final capacity of an MX5, MX10, or MX40 router.

The MX5, MX10, MX40, and MX80 routers support the following types of MICs:

• A built-in 10-Gigabit Ethernet MIC with four 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports

• Two front-pluggable MICs

A feature ID is assigned to every license upgrade for enhancing port capacity. Table 28

on page 89 displays the chassis types and their associated port capacity, I2C ID, base

capacity, feature ID, feature name, and the final capacity after a license upgrade.

Table 28: Upgrade Licenses for Enhancing Port Capacity

Upgrade Capacity

Feature ID
and
Feature
NameBase CapacityI2C ID

Port
Capacity

Chassis
Type

Slot 1 and 2

• 1/MIC0

• 1/MIC1

f1—MX5 to
MX10
upgrade

Slot 1

• 1/MIC0

0x55620GMX5

Slot 2 and first 2 ports on Slot 0

• 1/MIC1

• First 2 ports on 0/MIC0

f2—MX10 to
MX40
upgrade

Slot 1 and 2

• 1/MIC0

• 1/MIC1

0x55540GMX10

Slot 2 and all ports on Slot 0

• 1/MIC1

• All 4 ports on 0/MIC0

f3—MX40
to MX80
upgrade

Slot 1, SLot 2 and first 2
ports on Slot 0

• 1/MIC0

• 1/MIC1

• First 2 ports on 0/MIC0

0x55460GMX40

When installing anupgrade license for enhancingport capacity onMX5,MX10andMX40

routers, consider the following:

• To upgrade an MX5 router to MX80 router capacity, licenses for all three features (f1,

f2, f3) must be installed. All three features can be provided in a single license key.

• To upgrade an MX10 router to MX40 router capacity, installing a license key with f2

feature is sufficient.

• Non-applicable feature IDs in a license key reject the upgrade license. For example:

• An f1 feature ID on an MX10 upgrade license key rejects the license.

• Feature IDs f1 and f2 on an MX40 upgrade license key reject the entire license.
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Related
Documentation

• Junos OS Feature Licenses on page 85

• License Enforcement

• Software Feature Licenses

• Verifying Junos OS License Installation on page 412
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PART 2

Installation

• Before You Begin on page 93

• Ports and Connectors on page 105

• Power on page 135

• Installing a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

• Installing a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 159

• Installing a QFX3600 Node Device on page 197

• Installing a QFX3500 Node Device on page 215

• CablingaCopper-BasedControlPlane for theQFX3000-GQFabricSystemonpage229

• Cabling a Fiber-BasedControl Plane for theQFX3000-GQFabric Systemon page 249

• Cabling the Data Plane for the QFX3000-G QFabric System on page 271
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CHAPTER 6

Before You Begin

• QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview on page 93

• Understanding QFX3000-G QFabric System Hardware Configurations on page 95

• Planning a QFX3000-G QFabric System Deployment on page 96

• General Site Guidelines on page 98

• Site Electrical Wiring Guidelines on page 99

• Environmental Requirements and Specifications for a QFX3100 Director

Device on page 100

• Environmental Requirements and Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect

Device on page 101

• Environmental Requirements and Specifications for a QFX3500 Device on page 102

• Environmental Requirements and Specifications for QFX3600 and QFX3600-I

Devices on page 103

QFX3000-GQFabric System Installation Overview

AQFX3000-GQFabric system is formedby interconnectingQFX3500orQFX3600Node

devices, QFX3008-I Interconnect devices, and QFX3100 Director devices. Two Virtual

Chassis, composed of four EX4200 switches each, are used to interconnect the control

plane andmanagement network. For more information about the role of each device in

the QFX3000-G QFabric system see “Understanding QFX3000-G QFabric System

Hardware Configurations” on page 95.

Before you begin to install the QFX3000-G QFabric system:

• Read General Safety Guidelines andWarnings, with particular attention to Chassis

Lifting Guidelines for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device.

• Review “Planning a QFX3000-G QFabric System Deployment” on page 96 and the

topics it references. The installation should not begin until you have completed the

site preparation checklists for each device type:

• Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3100 Director Device

• Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device
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• Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3500 Device

• Site Preparation Checklist for EX4200 Switches

To install a QFX3000-G QFabric system:

1. Install all thedevices in their permanent location, connect thedevices toearthground,

and connect power to the devices. See:

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 159

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 197

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device on page 215

• Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch

2. Ensure that each Node device is set to Node device mode. By default, the devices

work as standalone switches. You perform this step using the console (CON) port on

each Node device. Leave the Node devices powered on. See “Converting the Device

Mode for a QFabric System Component” on page 280.

TIP: You can order Node devices configured in Node devicemode by
specifying the QFX-NODE-KIT part number when you place your order. If
you have ordered this part number, you can still change the devicemode
if you later decide to use the Node device as a standalone switch.

3. Cable two Virtual Chassis of four EX4200 switches each. See Understanding Virtual

Chassis Hardware Configuration on an EX4200 Switch and Virtual Chassis Cabling

Configuration Examples for EX4200 Switches.

4. Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ uplink ports.

Theseportswill later be configured in a LAG.See “InterconnectingTwoVirtual Chassis

forCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystemControlPlaneRedundancy”onpage229.

5. Interconnect the two QFX3100 Director devices for control plane redundancy. See

“Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group” on page 232.

6. Connect each QFX Series device to each Virtual Chassis for control plane

interconnection. See:

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Copper-Based QFX3000-G QFabric

System Control Plane Network on page 235

• Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device to a Copper-Based QFX3000-G

QFabric System Control Plane Network on page 238

• Connecting a QFX3600 Node Device to a Copper-Based QFX3000-G QFabric

System Control Plane Network on page 242

• Connecting a QFX3500 Node Device to a Copper-Based QFX3000-G QFabric

System Control Plane Network on page 245
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7. Connect each Node device to each QFX3008-I Interconnect Device for data plane

interconnection. See “Connecting a QFX3500 Node Device to a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device” on page 272 or “Connecting a QFX3600 Node Device to a

QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on page 271.

8. Configure each Virtual Chassis using the recommended configuration described in

“Example:Configuring theVirtualChassis for theQFX3000-GQFabricSystemControl

Plane” on page 282. Leave the Virtual Chassis powered on.

9. Power on each QFX3008-I Interconnect device. See “Powering On a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device” on page 195.

10. Power on the QFX3100 Director devices and complete the initial configuration for the

QFX3000-G QFabric system described in “Performing the QFabric System Initial

Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group” on page 360.

Related
Documentation

QFabric System Initial and Default Configuration Information on page 277•

Understanding QFX3000-GQFabric SystemHardware Configurations

The QFX3000-G QFabric system is made up of multiple hardware components:

• EX4200 switches—Eight EX4200 switches are required for a QFX3000-G QFabric

system. The EX4200 switches are divided into two Virtual Chassis configurations with

four switches each.

• Up to 192Gigabit Ethernet RJ-45 ports on each Virtual Chassis provide control plane

andmanagement network interconnection.

• Four 10-Gigabit Ethernet uplink ports on each Virtual Chassis interconnect the two

Virtual Chassis configurations.

• QFX3100 Director devices—Two QFX3100 Director devices are required for a

QFX3000-G QFabric system. Together, the two Director devices are called a Director

group.

• Six Gigabit Ethernet RJ-45 or six SFPports on eachQFX3100Director device provide

connection to the control plane andmanagement network through the Virtual

Chassis.

• Two Gigabit Ethernet RJ-45 or two SFP ports on each QFX3100 Director device

interconnect two Director devices in a Director group.

• One Gigabit Ethernet RJ-45management port on each QFX3100 Director device

provides connection to the management network through your out-of-band

management network.

• QFX3500 and QFX3600 Node devices—Up to 128 Node devices can be connected to

the QFX3000-G QFabric system.
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•

NOTE: Up to eight Node devices can be configured as a network Node
group toconnect toexternalnetworks.See“UnderstandingNodeGroups”
on page 28.

• Four 40-Gbps quad small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) uplink ports on each

QFX3500 Node device connect to the data plane network through the QFX3008-I

Interconnect devices.

• Two to eight 40-Gbps QSFP+ uplink ports on each QFX3600 Node device connect

to the data plane network through the QFX3008-I Interconnect devices.

NOTE: By default, four QSFP+ ports (Q0 throughQ3 are configured as

uplink ports.

• TwoGigabit EthernetRJ-45or twoSFPportsoneachNodedeviceprovideconnection

to the control plane andmanagement network through the Virtual Chassis.

• QFX3008-I Interconnect devices—Two QFX3008-I Interconnect devices are required

for a QFX3000-G QFabric system. Up to four QFX3008-I Interconnect devices can be

used in a QFX3000-G QFabric sysem.

• Up to 128 40-Gbps QSFP+ ports on each QFX3008-I Interconnect device connect

the QFX3500 and QFX3600 Node devices to the data plane network across

fiber-optic cables and a high-speed backplane.

• Up to eight Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ interfaces (four per Control Board) connect each

QFX3008-I Interconnect device to the control plane andmanagement network

through the Virtual Chassis.

Related
Documentation

QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview on page 93•

Planning a QFX3000-GQFabric SystemDeployment

AQFX3000-GQFabric system is formedby interconnectingQFX3500orQFX3600Node

devices, QFX3008-I Interconnect devices, and QFX3100 Director devices. Two Virtual

Chassis, composed of four EX4200 switches each, are used to interconnect the control

plane andmanagement network.

Before installing a QFabric system, youmust consider the following factors:

• The number of devices in the QFabric system and location—You can interconnect up

to 128 Node devices and 4 QFX3008-I Interconnect Devices; each QFabric system

must have 2 QFX3100 Director devices operating in a Director group. For information

about the size and strength of racks for the devices, see the following topics:

• Rack Requirements for a QFX3100 Director Device

• Rack Requirements for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device
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• Rack Requirements for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

• Rack Requirements for a QFX3500 Device

• Rack Requirements for EX4200 Switches

For the dimensions and weights of the devices, see the following topics:

• Chassis Physical Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device

• Chassis Physical Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Chassis Physical Specifications for QFX3600 and QFX3600-I Devices

• Chassis Physical Specifications for a QFX3500 Chassis

• Chassis Physical Specifications for EX4200 Switches

• Cabling requirements for the control plane andmanagement network—The control

plane andmanagement network are interconnected using standard 1000BASE-T

Ethernetovercopperwiring.Eachnetworksegmentcanbeamaximumlengthof 100m

(328 ft). See “Cable Specifications for Copper-Based Control Plane Connections for

the QFabric System” on page 133.

• Cabling requirements for the data plane—The data plane is interconnected using

standard 40GBASE-SR Ethernet QSFP+ optical transceivers over fiber-optic wiring. If

youuseOM3optical fiber, eachnetwork segment canbeamaximumof 100m(328 ft).

If you use OM4 optical fiber, each network segment can be amaximum of 150m (492

ft). However, keep in mind that each network segment in the control plane and

management network is limited to amaximum length of 100m(328 ft). See “Interface

Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111.

• Power supply—Youmust plan the installation site to meet the power requirements of

all thedevices in theQFX3000QFabric system. For informationonpower requirements

and configuration options for each device, see the following topics:

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device on page 135

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-Phase

Wiring Trays on page 137

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase

DeltaWiring Trays on page 138

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase

WyeWiring Trays on page 138

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 143

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3500 Device on page 144

• Power Specifications for EX4200 Switches

• Formore information about the site preparation requirements for each device, see the

following topics:
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• Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3100 Director Device

• Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

• Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3500 Device

• Site Preparation Checklist for EX4200 Switches

Related
Documentation

QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview on page 93•

• Understanding QFX3000-G QFabric System Hardware Configurations on page 95

• ClearanceRequirements forAirflowandHardwareMaintenance for aQFX3100Director

Device

• Clearance Requirements for Airflow and Hardware Maintenance for a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device

• Clearance Requirements for Airflow and Hardware Maintenance for a QFX3600 or

QFX3600-I Device

• ClearanceRequirements forAirflowandHardwareMaintenance for aQFX3500Device

• Clearance Requirements for Airflow andHardwareMaintenance for EX4200Switches

General Site Guidelines

This topic applies to hardware devices in the EX Series product family, which includes

switches, the EX Series Redundant Power System (RPS), and the XRE200 External

Routing Engine.

This topic also applies to hardware devices in the QFX Series.

Efficient device operation requires proper site planning andmaintenance and proper

layout of the equipment, rack or cabinet (if used), and wiring closet.

To plan and create an acceptable operating environment for your device and prevent

environmentally caused equipment failures:

• Keep the area around the chassis free from dust and conductive material, such as

metal flakes.

• Followprescribedairflowguidelines toensure that thecoolingsystemfunctionsproperly

and that exhaust from other equipment does not blow into the intake vents of the

device.

• Follow the prescribed ESD prevention procedures to avoid damaging the equipment.

Static discharge can cause components to fail completely or intermittently over time.

• Install the device in a secure area, so that only authorized personnel can access the

device.
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Related
Documentation

Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage•

• Environmental Requirements and Specifications for EX Series Switches

• Environmental Requirements and Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device on

page 100

• Environmental Requirements andSpecifications for aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device

on page 101

• Environmental Requirements and Specifications for a QFX3500 Device on page 102

• EnvironmentalRequirementsandSpecifications forQFX3600andQFX3600-IDevices

on page 103

Site ElectricalWiring Guidelines

This topic applies to hardware devices in the EX Series product family, which includes

switches, the EX Series Redundant Power System (RPS), and the XRE200 External

Routing Engine.

This topic also applies to hardware devices in the QFX Series.

Table29onpage99describes the factors youmust considerwhileplanning theelectrical

wiring at your site.

WARNING: It is particularly important to provide a properly grounded and
shielded environment and to use electrical surge-suppression devices.

Table 29: Site ElectricalWiring Guidelines

GuidelinesSiteWiring Factor

If your site experiences any of the following problems, consult experts in electrical surge
suppression and shielding:

• Improperly installed wires cause radio frequency interference (RFI).

• Damage from lightning strikes occurs when wires exceed recommended distances or pass
between buildings.

• Electromagnetic pulses (EMPs) caused by lightning damage unshielded conductors and
electronic devices.

Signaling limitations

To reduce or eliminate radio frequency interference (RFI) from your site wiring, do the following:

• Use a twisted-pair cable with a good distribution of grounding conductors.

• If you must exceed the recommended distances, use a high-quality twisted-pair cable with
one ground conductor for each data signal when applicable.

Radio frequency
interference
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Table 29: Site ElectricalWiring Guidelines (continued)

GuidelinesSiteWiring Factor

If your site is susceptible to problemswith electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), particularly from
lightning or radio transmitters, seek expert advice.

Some of the problems caused by strong sources of electromagnetic interference (EMI) are:

• Destruction of the signal drivers and receivers in the switch

• Electrical hazards as a result of power surges conducted over the lines into the equipment

Electromagnetic
compatibility

Related
Documentation

General Safety Guidelines andWarnings•

• General Electrical Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage

• Power Supply in EX2200 Switches

• Power Supply in EX3200 Switches

• Power Supply in EX3300 Switches

• Power Supply in EX4200 Switches

• AC Power Supply in EX4500 Switches

• DC Power Supply in EX4500 Switches

• AC Power Supply in EX4550 Switches

• DC Power Supply in EX4550 Switches

• AC Power Supplies in an EX6200 Switch

• DC Power Supply in an EX6200 Switch

• AC Power Supply in an EX8200 Switch

• DC Power Supply in an EX8200 Switch

• Power Supply in an EX Series Redundant Power System

• AC Power Supply in a QFX3100 Director Device

• AC Power Supply in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Wiring Tray in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• AC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

• DC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

Environmental Requirements and Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device

The device must be installed in a rack or cabinet housed in a dry, clean, well-ventilated,

and temperature-controlled environment.
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Follow these environmental guidelines:

• The site must be as dust-free as possible, because dust can clog air intake vents and

filters, reducing the efficiency of the device cooling system.

• Maintain ambient airflow for normal device operation. If the airflow is blocked or

restricted, or if the intake air is too warm, the device might overheat, leading to the

device temperature monitor shutting down the device to protect the hardware

components.

Table 30 on page 101 provides the required environmental conditions for normal device

operation.

Table 30: QFX3100 Director Device Environmental Tolerances

ToleranceDescription

No performance degradation to 10,000 feet (3048meters)Altitude

Normal operation ensured in relative humidity range of 5% through 85%, noncondensingRelative humidity

• Normal operation ensured in temperature range of 32° F through 104° F (0° C through 40° C)

• Short-term operation ensured in temperature range of 23° F through 131° F (–5° C through
55° C)

NOTE: As defined in NEBS GR-63-CORE, Issue 3, short-term events can be up to 96 hours in
duration but not more than 15 days per year.

• Nonoperatingstorage temperature in shippingcontainer: –40°F through 158°F(–40°Cthrough
70° C)

Temperature

NOTE: Install QFX Series devices only in restricted areas, such as dedicated
equipment roomsandequipment closets, in accordancewithArticles 110-16,
110-17, and 110-18 of the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.

Related
Documentation

ClearanceRequirements forAirflowandHardwareMaintenance for aQFX3100Director

Device

•

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

EnvironmentalRequirementsandSpecifications foraQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice

TheQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice chassismustbe installed in a rackor cabinet housed

in a dry, clean, well-ventilated, and temperature-controlled environment.

Follow these environmental guidelines:

• The site must be as dust-free as possible, because dust can clog air intake vents and

filters, reducing the efficiency of the device cooling system.
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• Maintain ambient airflow for normal device operation. If the airflow is blocked or

restricted, or if the intake air is too warm, the device might overheat, leading to the

device temperature monitor shutting down the device to protect the hardware

components.

Table 31 on page 102 provides the required environmental conditions for normal device

operation.

Table 31: QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Environmental Tolerances

ToleranceDescription

No performance degradation to 10,000 feet (3048meters)Altitude

Normal operation ensured in relative humidity range of 5% through 85%, noncondensingRelative humidity

• Normal operation ensured in temperature range of 32° F through 104° F (0° C through 40° C)

• Short-term operation ensured in temperature range of 23° F through 122° F (–5° C through
50° C)

NOTE: As defined in NEBS GR-63-CORE, Issue 3, short-term events can be up to 96 hours in
duration but not more than 15 days per year.

• Nonoperatingstorage temperature in shippingcontainer: –40°F through 158°F(–40°Cthrough
70° C)

Temperature

Designed to comply with Zone 4 earthquake requirements per NEBS GR-63-CORE, Issue 3.Seismic

NOTE: Install QFX Series devices only in restricted areas, such as dedicated
equipment roomsandequipment closets, in accordancewithArticles 110-16,
110-17, and 110-18 of the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.

Related
Documentation

Clearance Requirements for Airflow and Hardware Maintenance for a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device

•

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 159

Environmental Requirements and Specifications for a QFX3500 Device

The device must be installed in a rack or cabinet housed in a dry, clean, well-ventilated,

and temperature-controlled environment.

Follow these environmental guidelines:

• The site must be as dust-free as possible, because dust can clog air intake vents and

filters, reducing the efficiency of the device cooling system.

• Maintain ambient airflow for normal device operation. If the airflow is blocked or

restricted, or if the intake air is too warm, the device might overheat, leading to the

device temperature monitor shutting down the device to protect the hardware

components.
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Table 32 on page 103 provides the required environmental conditions for normal device

operation.

Table 32: QFX3500 Device Environmental Tolerances

ToleranceDescription

No performance degradation to 10,000 feet (3048meters)Altitude

Normal operation ensured in relative humidity range of 5% through 85%, noncondensingRelative humidity

• Normal operation ensured in temperature range of 32° F through 104° F (0° C through 40° C)

• Short-term operation ensured in temperature range of 23° F through 131° F (–5° C through
55° C)

NOTE: As defined in NEBS GR-63-CORE, Issue 3, short-term events can be up to 96 hours in
duration but not more than 15 days per year.

• Nonoperatingstorage temperature in shippingcontainer: –40°F through 158°F(–40°Cthrough
70° C)

Temperature

Designed to comply with Zone 4 earthquake requirements per NEBS GR-63-CORE, Issue 3.Seismic

NOTE: Install QFX Series devices only in restricted areas, such as dedicated
equipment roomsandequipment closets, in accordancewithArticles 110-16,
110-17, and 110-18 of the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.

Related
Documentation

ClearanceRequirements forAirflowandHardwareMaintenance for aQFX3500Device•

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device on page 215

EnvironmentalRequirementsandSpecifications forQFX3600andQFX3600-IDevices

The QFX3600 and QFX3600-I devices must be installed in a rack or cabinet housed in

a dry, clean, well-ventilated, and temperature-controlled environment.

Follow these environmental guidelines:

• The site must be as dust-free as possible, because dust can clog air intake vents and

filters, reducing the efficiency of the device cooling system.

• Maintain ambient airflow for normal device operation. If the airflow is blocked or

restricted, or if the intake air is too warm, the device might overheat, leading to the

device temperature monitor shutting down the device to protect the hardware

components.

Table 33 on page 104 provides the required environmental conditions for normal device

operation.
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Table 33: QFX3600 andQFX3600-I Device Environmental Tolerances

ToleranceDescription

No performance degradation to 10,000 feet (3048meters)Altitude

Normal operation ensured in relative humidity range of 5% through 85%, noncondensingRelative humidity

• Normal operation ensured in temperature range of 32° F through 104° F (0° C through 40° C)

• Short-term operation ensured in temperature range of 23° F through 131° F (–5° C through
55° C)

NOTE: As defined in NEBS GR-63-CORE, Issue 3, short-term events can be up to 96 hours in
duration but not more than 15 days per year.

• Nonoperatingstorage temperature in shippingcontainer: –40°F through 158°F(–40°Cthrough
70° C)

Temperature

Designed to comply with Zone 4 earthquake requirements per NEBS GR-63-CORE, Issue 3.Seismic

NOTE: Install QFX Series devices only in restricted areas, such as dedicated
equipment roomsandequipment closets, in accordancewithArticles 110-16,
110-17, and 110-18 of the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.

Related
Documentation

• Clearance Requirements for Airflow and Hardware Maintenance for a QFX3600 or

QFX3600-I Device

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 197
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CHAPTER 7

Ports and Connectors

• Interface Support for the QFX3600 Device on page 105

• Interface Support for the QFX3500 Device on page 107

• Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX

Series on page 111

• Interface Specifications for SFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 122

• InterfaceSpecifications forQSFP+DACBreakoutCables for theQFXSeriesonpage 127

• Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 130

• Cable Specifications for Copper-Based Control Plane Connections for the QFabric

System on page 133

Interface Support for the QFX3600Device

The QFX3600 device provides 16 QSFP+ ports, which support QSFP+ transceivers and

QSFP+ DAC or DAC breakout cables.

On a QFX3600 Node device in a QFabric system, four ports (labeledQ0 throughQ3)

operateas40-Gbpsdatauplink (fte)ports foruplinkconnectionsbetweenyourQFX3600

Nodedeviceandyour Interconnectdevice. Twelveports (labeledQ4 throughQ15)operate

in 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) mode to support 48 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces for

connections to either endpoint systemsor external networks. Optionally, you can choose

to configure portsQ0 throughQ7 to operate as 40-Gbps data uplink (fte) ports, and

portsQ2 throughQ15 to operate in 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) or 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle)

mode. See “Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600Node Devices” on page 391 for more

information.

On aQFX3600 standalone switch, portsQ0 throughQ15 operate as 40-Gigabit Ethernet

(xle) ports. Optionally, you can choose to configure portsQ0 throughQ15 to operate as

10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) ports. See Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600 Standalone

Switches for more information.

NOTE: On a QFX3600 standalone switch, portQ0 supports only three (not

the typical four) 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports, because one port is reserved.
Therefore, you can configure up to 63 (not 64) 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports on
portsQ0 throughQ15.
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YoucanuseSFPtransceivers toconnect theQFX3600device toamanagementnetwork,

or the control plane andmanagement network of a QFabric system. The 1000BASE-SX

Gigabit Ethernet SFPmodule (QFX-SFP-1GE-SX) is supported in the SFPmanagement

ports labeled C0S and C1S. The QFX3600 device also has two 1000BASE-T RJ-45

management ports (labeled C0 and C1), which can be used to connect the QFX3600

device to amanagement network, or the control plane andmanagement network of a

QFabric system.

Table 34 on page 106 lists the supported transceivers and the software release in which

they were first supported.

NOTE: Use only transceivers purchased from Juniper Networks for your QFX
Series device.

Table 34: Supported Transceivers for the QFX3600Device

QFX3600NodeDevice
in a QFX3000-G
QFabric System

QFX3600NodeDevice
in a QFX3000-M
QFabric SystemQFX3600 Device as Standalone SwitchDescription

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D20

NOTE: If you are configuring a port as
multiple 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces, you
can use a fiber breakout cable to distribute
the interfaces to up to four 10GBASE-SR
SFP+ transceivers.

40GBASE-SR QSFP+
module
(QFX-QSFP-40GE-SR4)

Table 35 on page 107 describes the supported DAC and DAC breakout cables and the

software release in which they were first supported.

NOTE: The QSFP+ DAC cables consist of a cable assembly terminated with
QSFP+ transceivers on either end. If you use the QSFP+ DAC cable as the
data plane connection between a QFX3600-I Interconnect device and a
QFX3600orQFX3500Nodedevice, the interface isautomatically configured
to operate at 40 Gbps. If you use the QSFP+ DAC cable to interconnect a
QFX3600 Node device with another device, the interface is automatically
configured to operate as four 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces over one cable.

NOTE: You can use DAC and DAC breakout cables purchased from a third
party. These cables shouldmeet the specifications described in “Interface
Specifications forQSFP+DACBreakoutCables for theQFXSeries”onpage127
and “Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series” on
page 130
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Table 35: Supported DAC and DAC Breakout Cables for the QFX3600Device

QFX3600 Node Device in a
QFX3000-G QFabric System

QFX3600NodeDevice in a
QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3600 Device as
Standalone SwitchDescription

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D2010-Gigabit Ethernet QSFP+ to
four SFP+ passive DAC
breakout cables, 1-meter
(QFX-QSFP-DACBO-1M)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 12.2X50-D2010-Gigabit Ethernet QSFP+ to
four SFP+ passive DAC
breakout cables, 3-meter
(QFX-QSFP-DACBO-3M)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D2010-Gigabit Ethernet QSFP+ to
four SFP+ active DAC breakout
cables, 5-meter
(QFX-QSFP-DACBO-5MA)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 for
configuration as four 10-Gigabit
Ethernet interfaces

NOTE: The QFX-QSFP-DAC-1M
cable cannot be used to
interconnect a Node device and
Interconnect device.

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 for
configuration as four
10-GigabitEthernet interfaces
or to interconnect a Node
device and Interconnect
device

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20
for configurationas four
10-Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces

40-Gbps QSFP+ DAC cable,
1-meter (QFX-QSFP-DAC-1M)

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 for
configuration as four 10-Gigabit
Ethernet interfaces

NOTE: The QFX-QSFP-DAC-3M
cable cannot be used to
interconnect a Node device and
Interconnect device.

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 for
configuration as four
10-GigabitEthernet interfaces
or to interconnect a Node
device and Interconnect
device

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20
for configurationas four
10-Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces

40-Gbps QSFP+ DAC cable,
3-meter (QFX-QSFP-DAC-3M)

Related
Documentation

Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series on

page 111

•

• InterfaceSpecifications forQSFP+DACBreakoutCables for theQFXSeriesonpage 127

• Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 130

Interface Support for the QFX3500 Device

The 48 small form-factor pluggable plus (SFP+) access ports in the QFX3500 device

support SFP and SFP+ transceivers, as well as SFP+ direct-attach copper (DAC) cables.

The four quad small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) uplink ports in the QFX3500

device support QSFP+ transceivers, as well as QSFP+ DAC and DAC breakout cables.

When the QFX3500 device is operating as a standalone switch, each QSFP+ port can

beconfigured tooperateas 10-GigabitEthernet interfacesorasingle40-GigabitEthernet
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interface. Bydefault, theuplinkports ona standalone switchare configuredas 10-Gigabit

Ethernet interfaces.

NOTE: PortQ0 of the QSFP+ uplink ports only supports three of four

10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. PortsQ1 throughQ3 support four of the

10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. Together, the four QSFP+ ports provide up
to 15 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces.

Figure 14 onpage 108 shows the uplink ports and lists the interfaces created on eachport

when they are configured as 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces.

Figure 14: QSFP+ Uplink Port Locations
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If your QFX3500 device has an SFPmanagement board instead of the 1000BASE-T

RJ-45management board, you can use the SFP transceivers to connect the QFX3500

device to amanagement network, or the control plane andmanagement network of a

QFabric system. The 1000BASE-SX Gigabit Ethernet SFPmodule (QFX-SFP-1GE-SX)

is supported in the SFPmanagement ports in the following software releases:

• Junos OS 12.1X49-D1 or later for the QFX3500 device as a standalone switch

• Junos OS 12.2X50-D10 or later for the QFX3500 Node device in a QFabric system

Table 36 on page 108 lists the supported transceivers and the software release in which

they were first supported.

NOTE: Use only transceivers purchased from Juniper Networks for your QFX
Series device.

Table 36: Supported Transceivers for the QFX3500 Device

QFX3500 Node Device
in a QFX3000-G
QFabric System

QFX3500NodeDevice in
a QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3500 Device as
Standalone SwitchDescription

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R11000BASE-T Gigabit Ethernet
SFPmodule (QFX-SFP-1GE-T)
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Table 36: Supported Transceivers for the QFX3500 Device (continued)

QFX3500 Node Device
in a QFX3000-G
QFabric System

QFX3500NodeDevice in
a QFX3000-MQFabric
System

QFX3500 Device as
Standalone SwitchDescription

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R11000BASE-SX Gigabit Ethernet
SFPmodule (QFX-SFP-1GE-SX)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R11000BASE-LX Gigabit Ethernet
SFPmodule (QFX-SFP-1GE-LX)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R12GFC, 4GFC, and 8GFC
(Short-Wavelength) Fibre
Channel SFP+module
(QFX-SFP-8GFC-SW)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110GBASE-SR SFP+module
(QFX-SFP-10GE-USR)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110GBASE-SR SFP+module
(QFX-SFP-10GE-SR)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110GBASE-LR SFP+module
(QFX-SFP-10GE-LR)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3R110GBASE-ER SFP+module
(QFX-SFP-10GE-ER)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6

NOTE: Supportedonly for
data plane
interconnection between
QFX3500 Node device
and QFX3008-I
Interconnect device.

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10

NOTE: Supported only for
data plane interconnection
between QFX3500 Node
device and QFX3600-I
Interconnect device.

• Junos OS 11.2R1 for
configuration as up to four
10-Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces

NOTE: If you are configuring a
port as multiple 10-Gigabit
Ethernet interfaces, youcanuse
a fiber breakout cable to
distribute the interfaces to up
to four 10GBASE-SR SFP+
transceivers.

• Junos OS 12.2X50-D20 for
configurationasa40-Gigabit
Ethernet interface

40GBASE-SR QSFP+module
(QFX-QSFP-40GE-SR4)

Table 37 on page 110 describes the supported DAC and DAC breakout cables and the

software release in which they were first supported.
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NOTE: You can use DAC and DAC breakout cables purchased from a third
party. These cables shouldmeet the specifications described in “Interface
Specifications forSFP+DACCables for theQFXSeries”onpage 122, “Interface
SpecificationsforQSFP+DACBreakoutCablesfor theQFXSeries”onpage127,
and “Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series” on
page 130

Table 37: Supported DAC and DAC Breakout Cables for the QFX3500 Device

QFX3500 Node
Device in a
QFX3000-G
QFabric System

QFX3500 Node Device in a
QFX3000-MQFabricSystem

QFX3500 Device as
Standalone SwitchDescription

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110-Gigabit Ethernet passive DAC cable,
1-meter (QFX-SFP-DAC-1M)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110-Gigabit Ethernet passive DAC cable,
3-meter (QFX-SFP-DAC-3M)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110-Gigabit Ethernet passive DAC cable,
5-meter (QFX-SFP-DAC-5M)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110-Gigabit Ethernet active DAC cable,
1-meter (QFX-SFP-DAC-1MA)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110-Gigabit Ethernet active DAC cable,
3-meter (QFX-SFP-DAC-3MA)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.1R110-Gigabit Ethernet active DAC cable,
5-meter (QFX-SFP-DAC-5MA)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3R110-Gigabit Ethernet active DAC cable,
7-meter (QFX-SFP-DAC-7MA)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.3R110-Gigabit Ethernet active DAC cable,
10-meter (QFX-SFP-DAC-10MA)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.2R110-Gigabit Ethernet QSFP+ to four SFP+
passive DAC breakout cables, 1-meter
(QFX-QSFP-DACBO-1M)

Junos OS 11.3X30.6Junos OS 12.2X50-D10Junos OS 11.2R110-Gigabit Ethernet QSFP+ to four SFP+
passive DAC breakout cables, 3-meter
(QFX-QSFP-DACBO-3M)

Junos OS
12.2X50-D20

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20Junos OS 12.2X50-D2010-Gigabit Ethernet QSFP+ to four SFP+
active DAC breakout cables, 5-meter
(QFX-QSFP-DACBO-5MA)
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Table 37: Supported DAC and DAC Breakout Cables for the QFX3500 Device (continued)

QFX3500 Node
Device in a
QFX3000-G
QFabric System

QFX3500 Node Device in a
QFX3000-MQFabricSystem

QFX3500 Device as
Standalone SwitchDescription

Not supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D10

NOTE: Supportedonly fordata
plane interconnectionbetween
QFX3500 Node device and
QFX3600-I Interconnect
device.

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10
for configuration as four
10-Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces

40-Gbps QSFP+ DAC cable, 1-meter
(QFX-QSFP-DAC-1M)

Not supportedJunos OS 12.2X50-D10

NOTE: Supportedonly fordata
plane interconnectionbetween
QFX3500 Node device and
QFX3600-I Interconnect
device.

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10
for configuration as four
10-Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces

40-Gbps QSFP+ DAC cable, 3-meter
(QFX-QSFP-DAC-3M)

Related
Documentation

Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series on

page 111

•

• Interface Specifications for SFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 122

• InterfaceSpecifications forQSFP+DACBreakoutCables for theQFXSeriesonpage 127

• Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 130

Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series

This topic describes the specifications for the SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ transceivers used

in QFX Series devices.

NOTE: Use only transceivers purchased from Juniper Networks for your QFX
Series device.

NOTE: This topicdoesnotdescribewhichdevicessupport these transceivers.
For informationaboutwhichtransceiversaresupportedonQFXSeriesdevices,
see the following topics:

• Interface Support for the QFX3600 Device on page 105

• Interface Support for the QFX3500 Device on page 107

Theoptical transceivers installed inQFXSeriesdevices support digital opticalmonitoring

(DOM): youcanviewthediagnosticdetails for these transceiversby issuing theoperational
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modeCLI command show interfacesdiagnostics optics. The commanddoes not give any

output for copper transceivers or transceivers not purchased from Juniper Networks.

The three tables in this topic describe the optical interface support over single-mode

fiber-optic (SMF)andmultimode fiber-optic (MMF)cablesandcopper interfacesupport

over four-pair, Category 5 shielded twisted-pair cables:

• Table 38 on page 113—Copper interface support and optical interface support for

Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers.

• Table 39 on page 116—Optical interface support for Fibre Channel SFP+ transceivers.

• Table 40 on page 117—Optical interface support for 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

transceivers.

• Table 41 on page 121—Optical interface support for 40-Gigabit Ethernet QSFP+

transceivers.

NOTE: If you are using theQFX-QSFP-40GE-SR4 transceiver in an access
portandhaveconfigured theport tooperateasmultiple 10-GigabitEthernet
interfaces, you can use a fiber breakout cable to distribute the interfaces
to up to four 10GBASE-SR SFP+ transceivers. Juniper Networks does not
sell fiber breakout cables.
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Table 38: Copper Interface Support and Optical Interface Support for Gigabit Ethernet SFP
Transceivers for the QFX Series

Specifications
Ethernet
Standard

QFX-SFP-1GE-TModel number1000BASE-T

1000MbpsRate

RJ-45Connector type

–Fiber count

–Transmitter wavelength

–Minimum launch power

–Maximum launch power

–Minimum receiver sensitivity

–Maximum input power

Not availableDOM support

–Fiber type

–Core/cladding size

–Modal bandwidth

100m (328 ft)Distance
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Table 38: Copper Interface Support and Optical Interface Support for Gigabit Ethernet SFP
Transceivers for the QFX Series (continued)

Specifications
Ethernet
Standard

QFX-SFP-1GE-SXModel number1000BASE-SX

1000MbpsRate

LCConnector type

DualFiber count

850 nmTransmitter wavelength

–9.5 dBmMinimum launch power

–3 dBmMaximum launch power

–21 dBmMinimum receiver sensitivity

0 dBmMaximum input power

AvailableDOM support

MMFMMFMMFMMFFiber type

50/125 µm50/125 µm62.5/125 µm62.5/125 µmCore/cladding size

OM2–OM1FDDIFiber grade

500MHz/km400MHz/km200MHz/km160MHz/kmModal bandwidth

550m
(1804 ft)

500m
(1640 ft)

275m
(902 ft)

220m (721 ft)Distance
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Table 38: Copper Interface Support and Optical Interface Support for Gigabit Ethernet SFP
Transceivers for the QFX Series (continued)

Specifications
Ethernet
Standard

QFX-SFP-1GE-LXModel number1000BASE-LX

1000MbpsRate

LCConnector type

DualFiber count

1310 nmTransmitter wavelength

–9.5 dBmMinimum launch power

–3 dBmMaximum launch power

–25 dBmMinimum receiver sensitivity

–3 dBmMaximum input power

AvailableDOM support

SMFFiber type

9/125 µmCore/cladding size

–Modal bandwidth

10 km (6.2 miles)Distance
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Table 39: Optical Interface Support for Fibre Channel SFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series

Specifications
Fibre Channel
Standard

QFX-SFP-8GFC-SWModel number2GFC, 4GFC, 8GFC
(Short-Wavelength)

2.125 Gbps, 4.25 Gbps, 8.5 GbpsRate

LCConnector type

DualFiber count

850 nmTransmitter wavelength

–8.2 dBmMinimum launch power

–1.3 dBmMaximum launch power

–11.2 dBmMinimum receiver sensitivity

0 dBmMaximum input power

AvailableDOM support

MMFMMFMMFFiber type

50/125 µm50/125 µm62.5/125 µmCore/cladding size

OM3
(OM4 compatible)

OM2OM1Fiber grade

1500MHz/km500MHz/km200MHz/kmModal bandwidth

• 2.125 Gbps: 500m
(1640 ft)

• 4.25 Gbps: 380m
(1246 ft)

• 8.5 Gbps: 150m
(492 ft)

• 2.125 Gbps: 300m
(984 ft)

• 4.25 Gbps: 150m
(492 ft)

• 8.5 Gbps: 50m
(164 ft)

• 2.125 Gbps: 150m
(492 ft)

• 4.25 Gbps: 70m
(229 ft)

• 8.5 Gbps: 21 m
(68 ft)

Distance
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Table 40: Optical Interface Support for 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ Transceivers for the QFX
Series

Specifications
Ethernet
Standard

QFX-SFP-10GE-USRModel number10GBASE-SR

10 GbpsRate

LCConnector type

DualFiber count

850 nmTransmitter
wavelength

–7.3 dBmMinimum launch
power

–1.3 dBmMaximum launch
power

–11.1 dBmMinimum receiver
sensitivity

–1 dBmMaximuminputpower

AvailableDOM support

MMFMMFMMFFiber type

50/125 µm50/125 µm62.5/125 µmCore/cladding
size

OM3
(OM4 compatible)

OM2OM1Fiber grade

1500MHz/km500MHz/km200MHz/kmModal bandwidth

100m (328 ft)30m (98 ft)10m (32 ft)Distance
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Table 40: Optical Interface Support for 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ Transceivers for the QFX
Series (continued)

Specifications
Ethernet
Standard

QFX-SFP-10GE-SRModel number10GBASE-SR

10 GbpsRate

LCConnector type

850 nmTransmitter
wavelength

–7.3 dBmMinimum launch
power

–1 dBmMaximum launch
power

–9.9 dBmMinimum receiver
sensitivity

–1 dBmMaximuminputpower

AvailableDOM support

MMFMMFMMFMMFMMFFiber type

50/125 µm50/125 µm50/125 µm62.5/125 µm62.5/125 µmCore/cladding
size

OM3
(OM4 compatible)

OM2–OM1FDDIFiber grade

1500MHz/km500MHz/km400MHz/km200MHz/km160MHz/kmModal bandwidth

300m (984 ft)82m (269 ft)66m (216 ft)33m (108 ft)26m (85 ft)Distance
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Table 40: Optical Interface Support for 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ Transceivers for the QFX
Series (continued)

Specifications
Ethernet
Standard

QFX-SFP-10GE-LRModel number10GBASE-LR

10 GbpsRate

LCConnector type

1310 nmTransmitter
wavelength

–8.2 dBmMinimum launch
power

0.5 dBmMaximum launch
power

–18 dBmMinimum receiver
sensitivity

0.5 dBmMaximuminputpower

AvailableDOM support

SMFFiber type

9/125 µmCore/cladding size

–Modal bandwidth

10 km (6.2 miles)Distance
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Table 40: Optical Interface Support for 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ Transceivers for the QFX
Series (continued)

Specifications
Ethernet
Standard

QFX-SFP-10GE-ERModel Number10GBASE-ER

10 GbpsRate

LCConnector type

DualFiber count

1550 nmTransmitter
wavelength

–4.7 dBmMinimum launch
power

4 dBmMaximum launch
power

–11.3 dBmMinimum receiver
sensitivity

–1 dBmMaximuminputpower

AvailableDOM support

SMFFiber type

9/125 µmCore/cladding size

–Modal bandwidth

40 km (24.8 miles)Distance
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Table 41: Interface Support for 40-Gigabit Ethernet QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series

Specifications
Ethernet
Standard

QFX-QSFP-40GE-SR4Model number40GBASE-SR

40 GbpsRate

12-ribbonmultimode fiber crossover cable with female MTP
connectors

NOTE: See Cable Specifications for QSFP+ Transceivers for more
information.

Connector type

12Fiber count

850 nmTransmitter wavelength

–7.6 dBm (per lane)Minimum launch power

2.4 dBm (per lane)Maximum launch power

–5.4 dBmMaximum receiver sensitivity

4 dBmMaximum input power

AvailableDOM support

MMFFiber type

50/125 µm50/125 µmCore/cladding size

OM4OM3Fiber grade

4700MHz/km2000MHz/kmModal bandwidth

150m (492 ft)100m (328 ft)Distance

Related
Documentation

Interface Specifications for SFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 122•

• InterfaceSpecifications forQSFP+DACBreakoutCables for theQFXSeriesonpage 127

• Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 130

• Installing a Transceiver in a QFX Series Device

• Removing a Transceiver from a QFX Series Device
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Interface Specifications for SFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series

Small form-factor pluggable plus (SFP+) direct attach copper (DAC) cables, also known

as Twinax cables, are suitable for in-rack connections between servers and QFX3500

devices.

You can use DAC cables purchased from a third party. These cables should meet the

specifications described in Table 43 on page 123 and Table 44 on page 125. Table 42 on

page 122 describes the JunosOS software releases that supports third-party DACcables.

Prior releases do not support third-party DAC cables.

Table 42: Third-Party SFP+ DAC Cable Support

Third-Party DAC Cable Support AddedPlatform

Junos OS 11.3X30.6QFX3500 Node device in a QFabric system

Junos OS 11.3R4QFX3500 device as a standalone switch

NOTE: This topicdoesnotdescribewhichdevicessupport these transceivers.
For informationaboutwhichtransceiversaresupportedonQFXSeriesdevices,
see the following topics:

• Interface Support for the QFX3600 Device on page 105

• Interface Support for the QFX3500 Device on page 107

The cables are hot-removable and hot-insertable. A cable consists of a cable assembly

that connects directly into two SFP+modules, one at each end of the cable. The cables

use integrated duplex serial data links for bidirectional communication and are designed

for data rates up to 10 Gbps. There are two types of DAC cables:

• Passive DAC cables have no signal amplification built into the cable assembly. Table

43 on page 123 describes the passive DAC cable specifications.

• Active DAC cables have signal amplification and equalization built into the cable

assembly. Table 44 on page 125 describes the active DAC cable specifications.
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Table 43: SFP+ Passive Direct Attach Copper Cable Specifications

SpecificationsModel

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-SFP-DAC-1M

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.015WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

1%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

4.3 nsec/mTime delay

1 m (3.3 ft)Length

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-SFP-DAC-3M

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.015WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

1%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

4.3 nsec/mTime delay

3 m (9.9 ft)Length
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Table 43: SFP+ Passive Direct Attach Copper Cable Specifications (continued)

SpecificationsModel

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-SFP-DAC-5M

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.015WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

24 AWGWire AWG

1.25 in. (3.2 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

2%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

4.3 nsec/mTime delay

5m (16.4 ft)Length
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Table 44: SFP+ Active Direct Attach Copper Cable Specifications

SpecificationsModel

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-SFP-DAC-1MA

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.627WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

2%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

1 m (3.3 ft)Length

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-SFP-DAC-3MA

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.627WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

2%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

3 m (9.9 ft)Length
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Table 44: SFP+ Active Direct Attach Copper Cable Specifications (continued)

SpecificationsModel

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-SFP-DAC-5MA

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.627WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

2%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

5 m (16.4 ft)Length

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-SFP-DAC-7MA

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.627WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

2%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

7 m (23 ft)Length
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Table 44: SFP+ Active Direct Attach Copper Cable Specifications (continued)

SpecificationsModel

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-SFP-DAC-10MA

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.627WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

28 AWGWire AWG

2 in. (5 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

2%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

10 m (32.8 ft)Length

Related
Documentation

Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series on

page 111

•

• InterfaceSpecifications forQSFP+DACBreakoutCables for theQFXSeriesonpage 127

• Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 130

• Installing a Transceiver in a QFX Series Device

• Removing a Transceiver from a QFX Series Device

Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Breakout Cables for the QFX Series

Quad small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) transceiver to four small form-factor

pluggable plus (SFP+) direct-attach copper (DAC) breakout cables are suitable for

in-rack connections between servers and the QFX Series.

You can use breakout cables purchased from a third party. These cables should meet

the specifications described in Table 46 on page 129 and Table 47 on page 130. Table 45

on page 128 describes the Junos OS software releases that supports third-party DAC

breakout cables. Earlier releases do not support third-party breakout cables.
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Table 45: Third-Party QSFP+ DAC Breakout Cable Support

Third-Party DAC Breakout Cable Support AddedPlatform

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10QFX3600 Node device in a QFabric system

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20QFX3600 device as a standalone switch

Junos OS 11.3R4QFX3500 device as a standalone switch

NOTE: This topicdoesnotdescribewhichdevicessupport these transceivers.
For informationaboutwhichtransceiversaresupportedonQFXSeriesdevices,
see the following topics:

• Interface Support for the QFX3600 Device on page 105

• Interface Support for the QFX3500 Device on page 107

The cables are hot-removable and hot-insertable. A breakout cable consists of aQSFP+

transceiver on one end and four SFP+ transceivers on the other end. The QSFP+

transceiver connects directly into the QSFP+ access port on the QFX Series device. The

cables use high-performance integrated duplex serial data links for bidirectional

communication on four links simultaneously. The SFP+ links are designed for data rates

up to 10 Gbps each. Passive breakout cables have no signal amplification built into the

cable assembly. There are two types of DAC cables:

• Passive DAC cables have no signal amplification built into the cable assembly. Table

46 on page 129 describes the passive QSFP+ DAC breakout cable specifications.

• Active DAC cables have signal amplification and equalization built into the cable

assembly. Table 47 on page 130 describes the passive QSFP+ DAC breakout cable

specifications.
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Table 46: QSFP+ DAC Breakout Cable Specifications

SpecificationsModel

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-QSFP-DACBO-1M

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

4.3 nsec/mTime delay

1 m (3.3 ft)Length

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-QSFP-DACBO-3M

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

4.3 nsec/mTime delay

3 m (9.9 ft)Length
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Table 47: QSFP+ Active DAC Breakout Cable Specifications

SpecificationsModel

10-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-QSFP-DACBO-5MA

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

4.3 nsec/mTime delay

5m (16.4 ft)Length

Related
Documentation

Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series on

page 111

•

• Interface Specifications for SFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 122

• Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 130

• Installing a Transceiver in a QFX Series Device

• Removing a Transceiver from a QFX Series Device

Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series

Quad small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) direct-attach copper (DAC) cables are

suitable for connections between QFX3500 and QFX3600 devices operating as a

standalone switch and QFX3600 Node devices, and between QFX3500 or QFX3600

Node devices and QFX3600-I Interconnect devices.

NOTE: The QSFP+ DAC cables consist of a cable assembly terminated with
QSFP+ transceivers on either end. If you use the QSFP+ DAC cable as the
data plane connection between a QFX3600-I and QFX3600 or QFX3500
Nodedevice, the interface is automatically configured tooperateat40Gbps.
If you use the QSFP+ DAC cable to interconnect a QFX3600 Node device
with another device, the interface is automatically configured to operate as
four 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces over one cable.
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You can use DAC and DAC breakout cables purchased from a third party. These cables

should meet the specifications described in Table 49 on page 132. Table 48 on page 131

describes the JunosOSsoftware releases that supports third-partyDACbreakout cables.

Earlier releases do not support third-party breakout cables.

Table 48: Third-Party QSFP+ DAC Cable Support

Third-Party DAC Cable Support AddedPlatform

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10QFX3600 Node device in a QFX3000-MQFabric system

Junos OS 12.2X50-D20QFX3600 device as a standalone switch

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10QFX3500 Node device in a QFX3000-MQFabric system

Junos OS 12.2X50-D10QFX3500 device as a standalone switch

NOTE: This topicdoesnotdescribewhichdevicessupport these transceivers.
For informationaboutwhichtransceiversaresupportedonQFXSeriesdevices,
see the following topics:

• Interface Support for the QFX3600 Device on page 105

• Interface Support for the QFX3500 Device on page 107

The cables are hot-removable and hot-insertable. A cable consists of a cable assembly

that connects directly into twoQSFP+modules, one at each end of the cable. The cables

use integrated duplex serial data links for bidirectional communication and are designed

for data rates up to 40 Gbps. Passive DAC cables have no signal amplification built into

the cable assembly.

Table 49 on page 132 describes the QSFP+ DAC cable specifications.
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Table 49: Interface Specifications for QSFP+ DAC Cables

SpecificationsModel

40-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-QSFP-DAC-1M

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.015WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

1%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

4.3 nsec/mTime delay

1 m (3.3 ft)Length

40-Gbps full-duplex serial transmissionRateQFX-QSFP-DAC-3M

Copper pigtailConnector type

3.3 VSupply voltage

0.015WPower consumption (per end)

–40° C to 85° CStorage temperature

TwinaxCable type

30 AWGWire AWG

1 in. (2.54 cm)Minimum cable bend radius

100 ohmsCable characteristic impedance

1%maximumCrosstalk between pairs

4.3 nsec/mTime delay

3 m (9.9 ft)Length
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Related
Documentation

Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series on

page 111

•

• Interface Specifications for SFP+ DAC Cables for the QFX Series on page 122

• InterfaceSpecifications forQSFP+DACBreakoutCables for theQFXSeriesonpage 127

• Installing a Transceiver in a QFX Series Device

• Removing a Transceiver from a QFX Series Device

Cable Specifications for Copper-Based Control Plane Connections for the QFabric
System

QFX Series devices support using RJ-45 patch cables to interconnect the copper-based

QFabric system control plane. The RJ-45 patch cables connect to 1000BASE-T ports on

the network modules in the QFX3100 Director device and themanagement ports in the

QFX3500 Node device, QFX3600 Node device, and QFX3600-I Interconnect device. In

the QFX3008-I Interconnect device Control Board, the RJ-45 patch cables are usedwith

1000BASE-T SFPmodules (Juniper model number QFX-SFP-1GE-T) installed in the

SFP+ ports.

NOTE: For informationabout theQFX-SFP-1GE-TSFPmodule, see“Interface
Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series”
on page 111.

Table 50 on page 133 lists the specifications for the cables that connect the QFabric

system control plane.

Table 50: Cable Specifications for Copper-Based Control Plane Connections for the QFabric
System

Device
Receptacle

Maximum
LengthCable SpecificationPort on QFX Series Device

RJ-45328 feet
(100meters)

Category 5 cable or equivalent
suitable for 1000BASE-T
operation with RJ-45
connectors

• QFX3100 Director device network module ports

• QFX3008-I Interconnect device Control Board
management ports (with 1000BASE-T SFPmodule)

• QFX3600-I Interconnectdevicemanagement (C0and
C1) ports

• QFX3600Nodedevicemanagement(C0andC1)ports

• QFX3500Nodedevicemanagement(C0andC1)ports

Related
Documentation

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network on page 235

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network
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• ConnectingaQFX3600-I InterconnectDevice toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane Network

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to a Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 245

• Connecting aQFX3600NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 242

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network

• Connecting aQFX3600NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network
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CHAPTER 8

Power

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device on page 135

• AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device on page 136

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-Phase

Wiring Trays on page 137

• ACPower Specifications for aQFX3008-I InterconnectDevicewith Three-PhaseDelta

Wiring Trays on page 138

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWye

Wiring Trays on page 138

• ACPower Cord Specifications for aQFX3008-I Interconnect Devicewith Single-Phase

Wiring Trays on page 139

• ACPower Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase

DeltaWiring Trays on page 141

• ACPower Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase

WyeWiring Trays on page 142

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 143

• AC Power Specifications for a QFX3500 Device on page 144

• AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I

Device on page 144

• DC Power Specifications for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 145

• DC Power Specifications for a QFX3500 Device on page 146

AC Power Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device

Table51 onpage 135describes theACpower specifications for aQFX3100Director device.

Table 51: AC Power Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device

SpecificationsItem

Operating range: 100–240 VACAC input voltage

50–60 HzAC input line frequency
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Table 51: AC Power Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device (continued)

SpecificationsItem

• 5 A at 100 VAC

• 2 A at 240 VAC

AC input current rating

476WTypical power consumption

220WMaximum power consumption

Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply in a QFX3100 Director Device•

• AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device on page 136

AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device

Detachable AC power cords are supplied with the QFX3100 Director device. The coupler

is type C13 as described by International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard

60320. The plug at themale end of the power cord fits into the power source outlet that

is standard for your geographical location.

CAUTION: The supplied AC power cord for the switches is intended for use
with the QFX3100 Director device only and not for any other use.

NOTE: In North America, AC power cordsmust not exceed 4.5meters
(approximately 14.75 feet) in length, to complywith National Electrical Code
(NEC) Sections 400-8 (NFPA 75, 5-2.2) and 210-52 and Canadian Electrical
Code(CEC)Section4-010(3).Thecordssuppliedwith theQFX3100Director
device are in compliance.

Table 52 on page 136 lists AC power cord specifications provided for each country or

region.

Table 52: AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device

Plug StandardsElectrical SpecificationsCountry or Region

AS/NZ 3112-1993250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzAustralia

GB2099.1 1996 and GB1002 1996
(CH1-10P)

250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzChina

CEE (7) VII250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzEurope (except Italy, Switzerland,
and United Kingdom)

CEI 23-16/VII250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzItaly
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Table 52: AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device (continued)

Plug StandardsElectrical SpecificationsCountry or Region

JIS 8303125 VAC, 12 A, 50 Hz or 60 HzJapan

CEE 7/4250 VAC, 10A, 50 HzKorea

NEMA 5-15125 VAC, 13 A, 60 HzNorth America

SEV 1011 SEV 6534/2250 VAC, 10A, 50 HzSwitzerland

BS 1363A250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzUnited Kingdom

Figure 15 on page 137 illustrates the plug on the power cord for some of the countries or

regions listed in Table 52 on page 136.

Figure 15: AC Plug Types

Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply in a QFX3100 Director Device•

• General Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• General Electrical Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage

AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-Phase
Wiring Trays

Table 53 on page 137 lists the AC power system specifications for a QFX3008-I

Interconnect device using single-phase wiring trays.

Table 53: AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-Phase
Wiring Trays

SpecificationsItem

200–240 VACAC input voltage

50–60 HzAC input line frequency

16 A per appliance inlet (48 A per wiring tray)AC system current rating

9000W (3000W per power supply)AC system input power
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Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

• AC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• ACPower Cord Specifications for aQFX3008-I Interconnect Devicewith Single-Phase

Wiring Trays on page 139

ACPowerSpecifications foraQFX3008-I InterconnectDevicewithThree-PhaseDelta
Wiring Trays

Table 54 on page 138 lists the AC power system specifications for a QFX3008-I

Interconnect device using three-phase delta wiring trays.

Table 54: AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase
DeltaWiring Trays

SpecificationsItem

200–240 VACAC input voltage

50–60 HzAC input line frequency

40 AAC system current rating

13,333WAC system input power

Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

• AC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• ACPower Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase

DeltaWiring Trays on page 141

ACPower Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Devicewith Three-PhaseWye
Wiring Trays

Table 55 on page 138 lists the AC power system specifications for a QFX3008-I

Interconnect device using three-phase wye wiring trays.

Table 55: AC Power Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase
WyeWiring Trays

SpecificationsItem

380 VACAC input voltage

50–60 HzAC input line frequency

24 AAC system current rating

13,333WAC system input power
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Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

• AC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• ACPower Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase

WyeWiring Trays on page 142

ACPowerCordSpecifications for aQFX3008-I InterconnectDevicewithSingle-Phase
Wiring Trays

Most sites distribute power through amain conduit that leads to frame-mounted power

distribution panels, one of which can be located at the top of the rack that houses the

device. AC power cords connect each wiring tray to the power distribution panel.

Three detachable AC power cords, each 2.5 m (approximately 8 ft) long, are required

for each single-phase wiring tray. Depending on your configuration, these power cords

are suppliedwith your device. Theappliance coupler at the female endof the cord inserts

into one of the three appliance inlets on the faceplate of the single-phase wiring tray.

The coupler is type C19 as described by International Electrotechnical Commission

(IEC) standard 60320. The plug at the male end of the power cord fits into the power

source receptacle that is standard for your geographical location.

WARNING: TheQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice ispluggabletypeAequipment
installed in a restricted-access location. It has a separate protective earthing
terminalprovidedon thechassis inaddition to thegroundingpinof thepower
supply cord. This separateprotective earthing terminalmustbepermanently
connected to earth.

WARNING: The AC power cord for the device is intended for use with the
device only and not for any other use.

WARNING: Translation from Japanese: The attached power cable is only for
this product. Do not use the cable for another product.

CAUTION: Power cords and cablesmust not block access to device
components or drape where people could trip on them.
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NOTE: In North America, AC power cordsmust not exceed 4.5m
(approximately 14.75 ft) in length, to comply with National Electrical Code
(NEC)Sections 400-8 (NFPA75, 5-2.2) and 210-52, andCanadian Electrical
Code (CEC) Section 4-010(3). The cords supplied with the router are in
compliance.

Table 56 on page 140 provides specifications for the AC power cord provided for each

region supported.

Table 56: AC Power Cord Specifications for a Single-PhaseWiring Tray

Plug StandardsElectrical SpecificationsCountry/Region

AS/NZS 3112 Type SAA/3/15250 VAC, 15 A, 50 HzAustralia

GB 1002 Type PRC/3/16250 VAC, 16 A, 50 HzChina

CEE (7) VII Type VIIG250 VAC, 16 A, 50 HzEurope (except Italy, Switzerland, and
United Kingdom)

CEI 23-16 Type I/3/16250 VAC, 16 A, 50 HzItaly

NEMA 6-20 Type N6/20250 VAC, 16 A, 50 HzJapan

NEMA L6-20 Type NEMA Locking

NEMA 5-20 Type N5/20125VAC, 15A, 50 Hz

NEMA 6-20 Type N6/20250 VAC, 16 A, 50 HzNorth America

NEMA L6-20 Type NEMA Locking

NEMA 5-20 Type N5/20125 VAC, 20 A, 50 Hz

CEE(7) VII Type VIIG250 VAC, 16 A, 50 HzSouth Korea

SEV 5934-2 Type 23G250 VAC, 16 A, 50 HzSwitzerland

BS 1363/A Type BS89/13250 VAC, 13 A, 50 HzUnited Kingdom

Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

• General Electrical Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• AC Power Electrical Safety Guidelines

• AC Power DisconnectionWarning

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-PhaseWiring

Trays on page 180
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ACPower CordSpecifications for aQFX3008-I Interconnect Devicewith Three-Phase
DeltaWiring Trays

Most sites distribute power through amain conduit that leads to frame-mounted power

distribution panels, one of which can be located at the top of the rack that houses the

device. An AC power cord connects each wiring tray to the power distribution panel.

WARNING: TheQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice ispluggabletypeAequipment
installed in a restricted-access location. It has a separate protective earthing
terminalprovidedon thechassis inaddition to thegroundingpinof thepower
supply cord. This separateprotective earthing terminalmustbepermanently
connected to earth.

CAUTION: Power cords and cablesmust not block access to device
components or drape where people could trip on them.

Each three-phase AC wiring tray has ametal wiring compartment that contains the AC

terminal block and ground. There are two types of three-phase wiring trays: delta

(three-wire) andwye (four-wire). The delta AC terminal block consists of three input

terminals labeled L1, L2, and L3, from top to bottom in the common three-phase naming

convention.

Youmust provide cords appropriate for your geographical location. The AC power cord

wires insert into the AC terminal block on the wiring tray.

The power cords you provide must comply with the specifications listed in Table 57 on

page 141.

NOTE: In North America, AC power cordsmust not exceed 4.5m
(approximately 14.75 ft) in length, to comply with National Electrical Code
(NEC)Sections 400-8 (NFPA75, 5-2.2) and 210-52, andCanadian Electrical
Code (CEC) Section 4-010(3).

Table 57: Three-Phase Delta AC Power Cord Specifications

Cord or Cable Type
Plug
ColorPlug Type

Electrical
Rating

ThecordorcablemustbeHARcompliant, IEC60245(designation
60245 IEC 53) or IEC 60227 (designation 60227 IEC 53); ormeet
one of the following standards (North America): SV, SVE, SVO,
SVOO,SVT,SVTO,SVTOO,SP-2,SPE-2,SPT-2,NISP-2,NISPE-2,
NISPT-2, SP-3, SPE-3, SPT-3, SJ, SJE, SJO, SJOO, SJT, SJTO,
SJTOO, S, SE, SO, SOO, ST, STO, STOO

BlueInternational
Electrotechnical
Commission(IEC)60309

250 VAC, 60 A
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Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

• Wiring Tray in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• AC Power Electrical Safety Guidelines

• AC Power DisconnectionWarning

• General Electrical Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase Delta

Wiring Trays on page 187

ACPower CordSpecifications for aQFX3008-I Interconnect Devicewith Three-Phase
WyeWiring Trays

Most sites distribute power through amain conduit that leads to frame-mounted power

distribution panels, one of which can be located at the top of the rack that houses the

device. An AC power cord connects each wiring tray to the power distribution panel.

WARNING: TheQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice ispluggabletypeAequipment
installed in a restricted-access location. It has a separate protective earthing
terminalprovidedon thechassis inaddition to thegroundingpinof thepower
supply cord. This separateprotective earthing terminalmustbepermanently
connected to earth.

CAUTION: Power cords and cablesmust not block access to device
components or drape where people could trip on them.

Each three-phase AC wiring tray has ametal wiring compartment that contains the AC

terminal block and ground. There are two types of three-phase wiring trays: delta

(three-wire) andwye (four-wire). Thewye AC terminal block consists of four input

terminals labeledN,L1,L2, andL3, fromtop tobottom in thecommonthree-phasenaming

convention.

Youmust provide cords appropriate for your geographical location. The AC power cord

wires insert into the AC terminal block on the wiring tray.

The power cords you provide must comply with the specifications listed in Table 58 on

page 143.

NOTE: In North America, AC power cordsmust not exceed 4.5m
(approximately 14.75 ft) in length, to comply with National Electrical Code
(NEC)Sections 400-8 (NFPA75, 5-2.2) and 210-52, andCanadian Electrical
Code (CEC) Section 4-010(3).
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Table 58: Three-Phase Delta AC Power Cord Specifications

Cord or Cable Type
Plug
ColorPlug Type

Electrical
Rating

ThecordorcablemustbeHARcompliant, IEC60245(designation
60245 IEC 53) or IEC 60227 (designation 60227 IEC 53); ormeet
one of the following standards (North America): SV, SVE, SVO,
SVOO,SVT,SVTO,SVTOO,SP-2,SPE-2,SPT-2,NISP-2,NISPE-2,
NISPT-2, SP-3, SPE-3, SPT-3, SJ, SJE, SJO, SJOO, SJT, SJTO,
SJTOO, S, SE, SO, SOO, ST, STO, STOO

RedInternational
Electrotechnical
Commission(IEC)60309

400 VAC, 32 A

Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

• Wiring Tray in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• AC Power Electrical Safety Guidelines

• AC Power DisconnectionWarning

• General Electrical Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWye

Wiring Trays on page 191

AC Power Specifications for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

Table59onpage 143describes theACpower specifications for aQFX3600orQFX3600-I

device.

Table 59: AC Power Specifications for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

SpecificationItem

Operating range:

• 100–240 VAC

AC input voltage

50–60 HzAC input line frequency

• 4 A at 100VAC

• 2 A at 240 VAC

AC input current rating

255WTypical power consumption

345WMaximum power consumption

Related
Documentation

AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on

page 144

•

• AC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

• General Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• General Electrical Safety Guidelines andWarnings
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AC Power Specifications for a QFX3500 Device

Table 60 on page 144 describes the AC power specifications for a QFX3500 device.

Table 60: AC Power Specifications for a QFX3500 Device

SpecificationItem

Operating range:

• 100–127 VAC

• 200–240 VAC

AC input voltage

50–60 HzAC input line frequency

• 7.8 A at 100–127 VAC

• 3.8 A at 200–240 VAC

AC input current rating

230WTypical power consumption

365WMaximum power consumption

Related
Documentation

AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on

page 144

•

• AC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

• General Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• General Electrical Safety Guidelines andWarnings

AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

Detachable AC power cords are shipped with the chassis, if you include them as part of

your order. The coupler is type C13 as described by International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC) standard 60320. The plug at themale end of the power cord fits into

the power source outlet that is standard for your geographical location.

CAUTION: The AC power cord for the device is intended for use with that
chassis only and not for any other use.

NOTE: In North America, AC power cordsmust not exceed 4.5meters
(approximately 14.75 feet) in length, to complywith National Electrical Code
(NEC) Sections 400-8 (NFPA 75, 5-2.2) and 210-52 and Canadian Electrical
Code (CEC) Section 4-010(3). The cords that can be ordered for the
QFX3500, QFX3600, and QFX3600-I devices are in compliance.
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Table61onpage 145 listsACpower cordspecificationsprovided for eachcountryor region.

Table 61: AC Power Cord Specifications

Plug StandardsElectrical SpecificationsCountry/Region

AS/NZ 3112-1993250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzAustralia

GB2099.1 1996 and GB1002 1996
(CH1-10P)

250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzChina

CEE (7) VII250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzEurope(except Italy, Switzerland, and
United Kingdom)

CEI 23-16/VII250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzItaly

JIS 8303125 VAC, 12 A, 50 Hz or 60 HzJapan

NEMA 5-15125 VAC, 13 A, 60 HzNorth America

KSC 8305250 VAC, 10 A, 60 HzSouth Korea

SEV 1011 SEV 6534/2250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzSwitzerland

BS 1363A250 VAC, 10 A, 50 HzUnited Kingdom

Figure 16 on page 145 illustrates the plug on the power cord for some of the countries or

regions listed in Table 61 on page 145.

Figure 16: AC Plug Types

Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device•

• General Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• General Electrical Safety Guidelines andWarnings

• Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage

DC Power Specifications for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

Table62onpage 146describes theDCpower specifications for aQFX3600orQFX3600-I

device.
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Table 62: DC Power Specifications for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

SpecificationsItem

• Minimum operating voltage: –40 VDC

• Nominal operating voltage: –48 VDC

• Operating voltage range: –40 VDC through –72 VDC

DC input voltage

8 Amaximum at nominal operating voltage (–48 VDC)DC input current rating

341WTypical power consumption

252WMaximum power consumption

Related
Documentation

DC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device•

• DC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

DC Power Specifications for a QFX3500 Device

Table 63 on page 146 describes the DC power specifications for a QFX3500 device.

Table 63: DC Power Specifications for a QFX3500 Device

SpecificationsItem

• Minimum operating voltage: –40 VDC

• Nominal operating voltage: –48 VDC

• Operating voltage range: –40 VDC through –72 VDC

DC input voltage

7 Amaximum at nominal operating voltage (–48 VDC)DC input current rating

250WTypical power consumption

385WMaximum power consumption

Related
Documentation

• DC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

• DC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device
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CHAPTER 9

Installing a QFX3100 Director Device

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

• Unpacking a QFX3100 Director Device on page 148

• Mounting a QFX3100 Director Device on Two Posts in a Rack or Cabinet on page 150

• Mounting a QFX3100 Director Device on Four Posts in a Rack or Cabinet on page 151

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3100 Director Device on page 153

• Connecting a QFX Series Device to a Management Console on page 155

• Powering On a QFX3100 Director Device on page 155

Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device

To install and connect a QFX3100 Director device:

1. Follow instructions in “Unpacking a QFX3100 Director Device” on page 148.

2. Mount theQFX3100Director device by following instructions appropriate for your site:

• “MountingaQFX3100DirectorDeviceonTwoPosts inaRackorCabinet”onpage 150

(using the mounting brackets provided)

• “MountingaQFX3100DirectorDeviceonFourPosts inaRackorCabinet” onpage 151

(using the mounting brackets provided)

3. Follow instructions in “ConnectingACPower toaQFX3100DirectorDevice”onpage 153

to connect power.

4. See “QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview” on page 93 for information

about the steps to install and configure your QFX3000-G QFabric system. See

QFX3000-MQFabric System Installation Overview for information about the steps

to install and configure your QFX3000-MQFabric system.

Related
Documentation

Rack Requirements for a QFX3100 Director Device•

• Cabinet Requirements for a QFX3100 Director Device

• ClearanceRequirements forAirflowandHardwareMaintenance for aQFX3100Director

Device
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Unpacking a QFX3100 Director Device

The QFX3100 Director devices are shipped in a cardboard carton, secured with foam

packingmaterial. The carton also contains an accessory box and quick start instructions.

CAUTION: QFX3100 Director devices aremaximally protected inside the
shipping carton. Do not unpack the Director devices until you are ready to
begin installation.

To unpack a QFX3100 Director device (see Figure 17 on page 149):

1. Move the shipping carton to a staging area as close to the installation site as possible

but where you have enough room to remove the system components.

2. Position the carton so that the arrows are pointing up.

3. Open the top flaps on the shipping carton.

4. Remove the accessory box and verify the contents against the parts inventory.

5. Pull out the packing material holding the QFX3100 Director device in place.

6. Verify thecomponents receivedagainst the inventoryprovided inTable64onpage 149.

7. Save the shipping carton and packing materials in case you need to move or ship the

device later.
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Figure 17: Unpacking a QFX3100 Director Device

Table 64: Inventory of Components Providedwith a QFX3100 Director Device

QuantityComponent

1QFX3100 Director device

3Fanmodule (installed)

2AC power supply module (installed)

24-port Ethernet network module (installed)

2Hard disk drive (HDD)module (installed)

8Mounting screws

1Two-post rack-mount kit

1Four-post rack-mount kit

Related
Documentation

Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147•
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Mounting a QFX3100 Director Device on Two Posts in a Rack or Cabinet

You canmount a QFX3100 Director device on two posts of a 19-in. rack or cabinet by

using themounting brackets provided with the device. (The remainder of this topic uses

“rack” to mean “rack or cabinet.”)

You canmount the QFX3100 Director device on four posts of a four-post rack by using

the side rail brackets providedwith the device. See “Mounting aQFX3100Director Device

on Four Posts in a Rack or Cabinet” on page 151.

Before mounting the device on two posts in a rack:

• Verify that the site meets the requirements described in Site Preparation Checklist for

a QFX3100 Director Device.

• Place the rack in its permanent location, allowing adequate clearance for airflow and

maintenance, and secure it to the building structure.

• Read General Safety Guidelines andWarnings.

• Remove the device from the shipping carton (see “Unpacking a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 148).

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available:

• Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap (provided)

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2

• Four mid-mount mounting brackets andmounting screws (provided)

• Screws to secure the chassis to the rack (not provided)

NOTE: One personmust be available to lift the QFX3100 Director device
while another secures it to the rack.

CAUTION: If youaremountingmultiple units on the rack,mount theheaviest
unit at the bottom andmount the others from bottom to top in order of
decreasing weight.

Tomount the QFX3100 Director device on two posts in a rack:

1. Place the QFX3100 Director device on a flat, stable surface.

2. Align onemid-mount bracket to the mid-mount bracket holes near the center of the

side of the QFX3100 Director device. Ensure that the bracket is aligned with the

mounting holes and that the bracket face is facing the rack post.

3. Attach themounting bracket to the QFX3100 Director device.

4. Mount the attachedmounting bracket to the rack post. Tighten all screws.
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5. Attach themounting bracket on the opposite end of the same side to the QFX3100

Director device andmount it to the rack post. Tighten all screws.

6. Repeat this procedure for themounting brackets on the opposite side of theQFX3100

Director device. Tighten all screws.

7. Ensure that the QFX3100 Director device chassis is level by verifying that all screws

on one side of the rack are alignedwith the screws on the other side. See Figure 18 on

page 151.

Figure 18: Mounting theQFX3100Director Device on TwoPosts in a Rack

Attach the front bracket to the chassis, and secure
the chassis to the post. Attach the rear bracket to the
other side of the post, and secure the chassis to
the rear bracket, adjusting the bracket width as needed.

g
0
5
0
0
6
2

Related
Documentation

Rack-Mounting and Cabinet-MountingWarnings•

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3100 Director Device on page 153

Mounting a QFX3100 Director Device on Four Posts in a Rack or Cabinet

You canmount a QFX3100 Director device on four posts of a 19-in. rack or cabinet by

using the adjustable rear mounting brackets provided. (The remainder of this topic uses

“rack” to mean “rack or cabinet.”)

Before mounting the QFX3100 Director device on four posts in a rack:

• Verify that the site meets the requirements described in Site Preparation Checklist for

a QFX3100 Director Device.

• Place the rack in its permanent location, allowing adequate clearance for airflow and

maintenance, and secure it to the building structure.

• Read General Safety Guidelines andWarnings.

• Remove the QFX3100 Director device from the shipping carton (see “Unpacking a

QFX3100 Director Device” on page 148).

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available:
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• Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap (provided).

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2.

• Screws to secure the chassis andmounting brackets to the rack (not provided).

• One pair of adjustable rear mounting brackets (provided). These mounting brackets

support the rear of the chassis, andmust be installed.

• Screws to attach themounting brackets to the chassis (provided).

CAUTION: If you aremountingmultiple units on a rack, mount the heaviest
unit at the bottom of the rack andmount the other units from the bottom of
the rack to the top in decreasing order of the weight of the units.

Tomount the QFX3100 Director device on four posts in a rack:

1. Place the QFX3100 Director device on a flat, stable surface.

2. Measure the distance between the front and rear rack rails. Using this measurement,

attach theadjustable rearmountingbracketson thechassis using theprovidedscrews.

3. Flip the hinged rack-mounting plates at the end of the brackets outward.

NOTE: The device weighs approximately 41.2 lb (18.73 kg). Installing the
QFX3100 Director device in a rack or cabinet requires one person to lift it
and a second person to secure it to the rack.

4. Haveonepersongraspboth sidesof thedevice, lift it, andposition it in the rack, aligning

the bracket holes with the holes in the rack.

5. Have a secondperson install amounting screw—and cage nut andwasher if your rack

requires them—in each of the four bracket holes to secure the device to the front rack

rails.

6. While still supporting the chassis, have the second person install a mounting

screw—andcagenutandwasher if your rack requires them—ineachof the fourbracket

holes on the adjustable rear mounting brackets to secure the device to the rear rack

rails.

7. Ensure that the chassis is level by verifying that all the screws on the front of the rack

are aligned with the screws at the back of the rack. See Figure 19 on page 153.
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Figure 19: Mounting a QFX3100 Director Device on Four Posts in a Rack
or Cabinet
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Related
Documentation

Connecting Earth Ground to an EX Series Switch•

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3100 Director Device on page 153

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

• Rack-Mounting and Cabinet-MountingWarnings

Connecting AC Power to a QFX3100 Director Device

The power supply in a QFX3100 Director device is a hot-removable and hot-insertable

field-replaceableunit (FRU) locatedon the far right sideof the rear panel. Youcan remove

and replace a single power supply without powering off the QFX3100 Director device or

disrupting QFX3100 Director device functions.

Before you begin connecting AC power to a QFX3100 Director device:

• Install the power supply in the chassis. See Installing a Power Supply in a QFX3100

Director Device.

NOTE: Each power supply must be connected to a dedicated power source
outlet to ensure power supply redundancy.
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Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available:

• A power cord appropriate for your geographical location

To connect AC power to a QFX3100 Director device (see Figure 20 on page 154):

1. Ensure that the power supplies are fully inserted in the QFX3100 Director device.

2. Locate the power cords shipped with the QFX3100 Director device; the cords have

plugs appropriate for your geographical location. See “AC Power Cord Specifications

for a QFX3100 Director Device” on page 136.

WARNING: Ensure that thepower corddoesnotblockaccess toQFX3100
Director device components or drape where people can trip on it.

3. Insert the coupler end of the power cord into the AC power cord inlet on the AC power

supply faceplate (see Figure 20 on page 154).

Figure 20: Connecting an AC Power Cord to an AC Power Supply in a
QFX3100 Director Device
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4. If the AC power source outlet has a power switch, set it to the OFF (O) position.

5. Insert the power cord plug into an AC power source outlet.

6. If the AC power source outlet has a power switch, set it to the ON (|) position.

7. Repeat these steps for the second AC power supply.

8. Press the power switch on the rear panel of the QFX3100 Director device to power on

the device.

NOTE: Momentarilypressingthepowerswitchcausesthesystemtopower
on or causes a power event to the operating system, which causes a
graceful shutdown. Pressing the power switch for 4 seconds or longer
causes an abrupt power shutdown.

9. Verify that the power LED on the power supply is lit and is on steadily.

Related
Documentation

Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147•
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• AC Power Supply in a QFX3100 Director Device

Connecting a QFX Series Device to aManagement Console

The QFX Series has a console port with an RJ-45 connector. Use the console port to

connect the device to amanagement console or to a console server.

Ensure that you have an RJ-45 to DB-9 rollover cable available. An RJ-45 cable with an

RJ-45 to DB-9 adapter is provided with the device.

NOTE: If your laptopor PCdoes not have aDB-9male connector pin and you
want to connect your laptop or PC directly to the QFX Series, use a
combination of theRJ-45 cable andRJ-45 toDB-9adapter suppliedwith the
device and a USB to DB-9male adapter. Youmust provide the USB to DB-9
male adapter.

To connect the QFX Series to amanagement console (see Figure 21 on page 155 and

Figure 22 on page 155):

1. Connectoneendof theEthernetcable to theconsoleport (labeledCONorCONSOLE).

2. Connect the other end of the Ethernet cable into the console server (see Figure 21 on

page 155) or management console (see Figure 22 on page 155).

Figure 21: Connecting theQFXSeries to aManagement Console Through
a Console Server
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Figure 22: Connecting the QFX Series Directly to aManagement Console
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(on device)

Related
Documentation

Console Port Connector Pinouts for the QFX Series•

Powering On a QFX3100 Director Device

Before you power on the QFX3100 Director device, ensure that:

• All required QFX3100 Director device components are installed.
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• Youunderstandhowtoprotect theQFX3100Directordevice fromelectrostaticdamage.

See Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to power on the QFX3100

Director device:

• An external management device such as a PC tomonitor the startup process—For

connecting amanagement device to the console port, see “Connecting a QFX Series

Device to aManagement Console” on page 155. For connecting amanagement device

to the management port, see “Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device to a Network

for Out-of-Band Management” on page 237.

NOTE: Youcannotuse themanagement (MGMT)port toperformthe initial

configuration of the QFX3100 Director device. Youmust configure the
management ports before you can successfully connect to the QFX3100
Director device using these ports. See “Performing the QFabric System
Initial Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group” on page 360.

When you power on the QFX3100 Director devices in the Director group for the first time

the first device to be powered on assumes the Director Group 0 (dg0) role. The second

device to be powered on assumes the Director Group 1 (dg1) role.

To power on the QFX3100 Director device:

1. Ensure that the power supplies are fully inserted in the QFX3100 Director device and

that each of their handles is flush against the faceplate.

2. Ensure that the source power cord is inserted securely into the appliance inlet for each

AC power supply.

3. Switch on the site circuit breakers.

4. Press the power switch on the rear panel of the QFX3100 Director device to power on

the device.

NOTE: Pressing the power switchmomentarily either causes the system
to power on or causes a graceful shutdown. Pressing the power switch
for 4 seconds or longer causes an abrupt power shutdown.

5. Observe the power supply faceplate LEDs. If the power supply is installed correctly

and functioning normally, the AC power supply LED is green.

6. On the external management device, monitor the startup process to ensure that the

system boots properly.

NOTE: After youpoweronapowersupply,wait forat least60secondsbefore
you turn itoff.After youpoweroffapowersupply,wait forat least60seconds
before you turn it back on.
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Related
Documentation

• Powering Off a QFX3100 Director Device

• AC Power Supply in a QFX3100 Director Device

• AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3100 Director Device on page 136
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CHAPTER 10

Installing a QFX3008-I Interconnect
Device

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 159

• Unpacking a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 160

• Parts Inventory (Packing List) for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 161

• Installing QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Mounting Hardware on Four-Post Racks or

Cabinets on page 163

• Installing QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Mounting Hardware on Two-Post

Racks on page 171

• Mounting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on a Rack or Cabinet Using a Mechanical

Lift on page 174

• Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 178

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-PhaseWiring

Trays on page 180

• Preparing Delta andWye Three-Phase Power Cords on page 182

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase Delta

Wiring Trays on page 187

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWye

Wiring Trays on page 191

• Connecting a QFX Series Device to a Management Console on page 194

• Powering On a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 195

Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Before you begin, ensure that the installation site meets the requirements described in

Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device.

To install and connect a QFX3008-I Interconnect device:

1. Follow the instructions in “Unpacking aQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice” onpage 160.

2. Install the mounting hardware on your four-post or two-post rack or cabinet by

following the instructions in “Installing QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Mounting
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Hardware on Four-Post Racks or Cabinets” on page 163 or “Installing QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device Mounting Hardware on Two-Post Racks” on page 171.

3. Mount thedeviceby following the instructions in “MountingaQFX3008-I Interconnect

Device on a Rack or Cabinet Using a Mechanical Lift” on page 174.

4. Connect the QFX3008-I Interconnect device to earth ground.

See “Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on page 178.

5. Connect power to the device.

See “Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-Phase

WiringTrays”onpage 180, “ConnectingACPower toaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice

with Three-Phase DeltaWiring Trays” on page 187, and “Connecting AC Power to a

QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWyeWiring Trays” on page 191.

6. (Optional) Install the cablemanagement systemor lockable front doors, by following

the instructions in Installing the Cable Management System on a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device and Installing the Lockable Front Doors on a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device.

7. See “QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview” on page 93 for information

about the next steps to install and configure your QFX3000 QFabric system.

Related
Documentation

Rack Requirements for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

• Cabinet Requirements for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Clearance Requirements for Airflow and Hardware Maintenance for a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device

• Chassis Lifting Guidelines for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Unpacking a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

After you prepare the installation site as described in Site Preparation Checklist for a

QFX3008-I Interconnect Device, youmay unpack the device.

NOTE: The device is maximally protected inside the shipping box. Do not
unpack it until you are ready to begin installation.

Before you begin, ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to unpack

the QFX3008-I Interconnect Device:

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2

• A 5/16-in. open-end or socket wrench to remove the bracket bolts from the shipping

pallet

• A box cutter or packing knife to slice open the tape that seals the top of the box
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The device ships in a cardboard box that has a two-layer wooden pallet base with foam

cushioning between the layers. The device chassis is bolted to the pallet base. Quick

Start installation instructions and a cardboard accessory box are also included in the

shipping crate.

To unpack the device:

1. Move the shipping box to a staging area as close to the installation site as possible.

Makesure there is enoughspace to removecomponents fromthechassis if necessary.

While the chassis is bolted to the pallet, you can use a forklift or pallet jack to move

it.

2. Remove the cardboard cover, foam padding, and accessory box.

3. Unpack the accessory box and lay out the contents so that they are ready for use.

4. Verify that your order includes all appropriate parts. See “Parts Inventory (Packing

List) for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on page 161.

5. Use a 5/16-in. open-end or socket wrench and a number 2 Phillips screwdriver to

remove the four setsofbracketboltsandscrews that secure thechassis to theshipping

pallet. Store the brackets and bolts inside the accessory box.

6. Save the shipping box, pallet, and packingmaterials in case you need tomove or ship

the device at a later time.

Related
Documentation

Mounting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on a Rack or Cabinet Using a Mechanical

Lift on page 174

•

Parts Inventory (Packing List) for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

The device shipment includes a packing list. Check the parts you receive in the shipping

crate against the items on the packing list. The packing list specifies the part number

anddescriptionof eachpart in your order. Theparts shippeddependon the configuration

you order.

If any part on the packing list is missing, contact your customer service representative or

contact Juniper Networks customer care fromwithin the U.S. or Canada by telephone at

1-888-314-5822. For international-dial ordirect-dial options incountrieswithout toll-free
numbers, see http://www.juniper.net/support/requesting-support.html .

Table65onpage 161 lists thepartsand their quantities in thepacking list for aQFX3008-I

Interconnect device.

Table 65: Parts List for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Configurations

QuantityComponent

1Chassis, including the midplane and rack-mounting brackets

1 (optional)Cable manager
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Table 65: Parts List for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Configurations (continued)

QuantityComponent

1 (optional)Lockable front door

2Control Boards

1–816-port QSFP+ front cards

8Rear cards

6Power supplies

2Wiring trays

1Top fan tray

1Bottom fan tray and front panel display

8Side fan trays

1Front air filter

8Side air filters

Front card cover panels: 0–7Cover panels for slots without installed components

Table 66 on page 162, Table 67 on page 163, and Table 68 on page 163 list the parts

contained in the accessory box.

Table 66: QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Accessory Kit Contents

QuantityItem

1Chassis grounding lug

2UNC¼-20 screws to attach the chassis grounding lug to the protective earth terminal on the chassis

1Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap

1RJ-45 cable and RJ-45 to DB-9 adapter for console port connection

1QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Quick Start

1End User License Agreement (EULA)

1RoHS Compliance andWarranty Information Card
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Table 67: QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Rack Install Accessory Kit Contents

QuantityItem

1Four-post rack mounting shelf

1Rear support bracket for four-post rack mounting

6UNC 8/32 flat-head screws to attach the four-post rack mounting shelf to the rear support bracket

2Rear anchor bracket for four-post rack mounting

2UNC¼-20 screws to attach the rear anchor bracket to the protective earth terminal on the chassis

2M6 screws to attach the rear anchor bracket to the protective earth terminal on the chassis

1Large mounting shelf for two-post rack mounting

1Small mounting shelf for two-post rack mounting

2Adjustable center-mounting flanges for two-post rack mounting

12UNC 10/32 screws to attach center-mounting flanges to the chassis

Table 68: QFX3008-I Interconnect DeviceWiring Tray Accessory Kit Part Contents

QuantityItem

2 (delta or wye three-phase wiring trays only)Strain relief connector

2 (delta or wye three-phase wiring trays only)90-degree connector

6 (single-phase wiring trays only)Power cords

Related
Documentation

Unpacking a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 160•

• QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Overview

Installing QFX3008-I Interconnect DeviceMounting Hardware on Four-Post Racks or
Cabinets

Before you install the QFX3008-I Interconnect device in a four-post rack or cabinet, you

must first install mounting hardware and remove the center-mounting brackets from

the chassis.
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NOTE: In a rack, the device uses 21 U. You canmount two QFX3008-I
Interconnectdevicesona42Urackprovided that the racksmeet thestrength
requirements to support the combined weight of the devices. If you are
mounting two QFX3008-I Interconnect devices on a rack, mount the first
device on the bottom of the rack.

There are two styles of mounting hardware for the QFX3008-I Interconnect device. One

style of mounting hardware uses a large shelf that spans the four rack posts and rests

on a rear support bracket. The other style of mounting hardware uses a large shelf on

the front posts, a smaller shelf on the rear posts, and spacer bars mounted to the rack

posts to ensure proper alignment of rack-mounting screws. Figure 23 on page 165 and

Figure 24 on page 168 depict the different styles of mounting hardware.

Depending on which style of mounting hardware you have, perform one of the first two

tasks, then remove the center-mounting brackets from the chassis:

• Installing Four-Post Mounting Shelf and Rear Support Bracket for QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting on page 164

• Installing Spacer Bars and Shelves for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Four-Post

Rack or Cabinet Mounting on page 167

• Removing the Adjustable Center-Mounting Brackets for QFX3008-I Interconnect

Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting on page 170

Installing Four-Post Mounting Shelf and Rear Support Bracket for QFX3008-I Interconnect
Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting

Figure 23 on page 165 depicts the four-post mounting shelf and rear support bracket

mountinghardware. If themountinghardware includedwithyourQFX3008-I Interconnect

device instead includes spacer bars and two shelves, see “Installing Spacer Bars and

Shelves for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting” on

page 167.
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Figure 23: Installing Four-PostMounting Shelf andRear Support Bracket
for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Four-Post Rack or CabinetMounting
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For a four-post rack or cabinet, Table 69 on page 165 specifies the holes in which you

insertmountingscrews(anX indicatesamountinghole location), andcagenuts if needed.

The hole distances are relative to one of the standard “U” divisions on the rack.

Table 69: Four-Post Mounting Shelf and Rear Support Bracket Hole Locations

Rear Support
Bracket

Four-Post
Mounting ShelfDistance Above U DivisionHole

X1.86 U3.25 in. (8.3 cm)6

X1.5 U2.63 in. (6.7 cm)5

X1.14 U2 in. (5.1 cm)4

XX0.86 U1.5 in. (3.8 cm)3

XX0.5 U0.88 in. (2.2 cm)2

XX0.14 U0.25 in. (0.6 cm)1

• Installing Cage Nuts for the Four-Post Mounting Shelf and Support Bracket for

QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting on page 166

• Installing theRearSupportBracket forQFX3008-I InterconnectDeviceFour-PostRack

or Cabinet Mounting on page 166

• Installing the Four-PostMounting Shelf for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Four-Post

Rack or Cabinet Mounting on page 166
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Installing Cage Nuts for the Four-Post Mounting Shelf and Support Bracket for
QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting

For racks without threaded holes, youmust install cage nuts on the rack or cabinet rails

in the locationsspecified inTable69onpage 165(anX indicatesamountinghole location).

Before you begin, ensure that you have 18 cage nuts appropriate for your rack or cabinet.

To install the cage nuts in the proper locations:

1. On the front rack or cabinet, install cage nuts in the holes specified in Table 69 on

page 165 for the large shelf.

2. On the rear rack or cabinet, install cage nuts in the holes specified in Table 69 on

page 165 for the support bracket.

InstallingtheRearSupportBracket forQFX3008-I InterconnectDeviceFour-Post
Rack or Cabinet Mounting

Tomount the chassis on a four-post rack or cabinet, youmust first install the four-post

mounting shelf and rear support bracket on the rack or cabinet.

Before you begin, ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to install

the rear support bracket:

• A Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 or 3, depending on the size of your rack mounting

screws (not provided)

• 12 mounting screws appropriate for your rack to attach the rear support bracket to the

rack (not provided)

To install the rear support bracket:

1. On the rear of each rear rack rail, partially insert a mounting screw 1 U belowwhere

you intend to install the chassis.

2. Install the rear support bracket on the rear of the rear rack rails. Rest the bottom slot

of the rear support bracket on amounting screw. The rear support bracket extends

toward the center of the rack.

3. Partially insert screws into the open holes in the rear support bracket. Tighten all the

screws.

Installing the Four-Post Mounting Shelf for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device
Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting

Tomount the chassis on a four-post rack or cabinet, youmust first install the four-post

rack mounting shelf and rear support bracket on the rack or cabinet.

Before you begin, ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to install

the four-post rack mounting shelf:

• A Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 or 3, depending on the size of your rack mounting

screws (not provided)
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• Six mounting screws appropriate for your rack to attach the four-post rack mounting

shelf to the rack (not provided)

• UNC 8/32 flat-head screws to attach the four-post rack mounting shelf to the rear

support bracket (provided)

To install the four-post rack mounting shelf:

1. On the front of each front rack rail, partially insert a mounting screw 1 U belowwhere

you intend to install the chassis.

2. Install the four-post rack mounting shelf on the front rack rails. Rest the front of the

four-post rackmounting shelf on themounting screws you installed on the front rack

rails. Rest the back of the four-post rack mounting shelf on top of the rear support

bracket.

3. Partially insert screws into theopenholes in the four-post rackmounting shelf. Tighten

all the screws.

4. Fasten the four-post mounting shelf to the rear support bracket by partially inserting

the flat-head screws provided in the accessory kit into the open holes on top of the

four-post mounting shelf. Several holes are provided on top of the shelf. Two holes

on each side of the shelf will align with the holes in the rear support bracket. Tighten

all the screws.

Installing Spacer Bars and Shelves for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Four-Post Rack or
Cabinet Mounting

Figure24onpage168depicts thespacerbarsandsmalland largeshelfmountinghardware.

If the mounting hardware included with your QFX3008-I Interconnect device instead

includes a large shelf that spans the four posts, and rear support bracket, see “Installing

Four-PostMounting Shelf and Rear Support Bracket for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting” on page 164.
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Figure 24: Installing Spacer Bar andShelves for QFX3008-I Interconnect
Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting
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For a four-post rack or cabinet, Table 70 on page 168 specifies the holes in which you

insertmountingscrews(anX indicatesamountinghole location), andcagenuts if needed.

The hole distances are relative to one of the standard “U” divisions on the rack. For

reference, the bottom of all mounting shelves is at 0.04 in. (0.02 U) above a U division.

Table 70: Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting Hole Locations

Small
Shelf

Spacer
Bars

Large
ShelfDistance Above U DivisionHole

X16.86 U29.51 in. (74.9 cm)51

X13.86 U24.26 in. (61.6 cm)42

X10.86 U19.01 in. (48.3 cm)33

X9.86 U17.26 in. (43.8 cm)30

X7.86 U13.76 in. (34.9 cm)24

X4.86 U8.51 in. (21.6 cm)15

X1.86 U3.26 in. (8.3 cm)6

X0.86 U1.51 in. (3.8 cm)3
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Table 70: Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting Hole Locations (continued)

Small
Shelf

Spacer
Bars

Large
ShelfDistance Above U DivisionHole

XX0.50 U0.88 in. (2.2 cm)2

X0.14 U0.25 in. (0.6 cm)1

• Installing Cage Nuts for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet

Mounting on page 169

• Installing theSmallMountingShelf forQFX3008-I InterconnectDeviceFour-PostRack

or Cabinet Mounting on page 169

• Installing theLargeMountingShelf andSpacerBars forQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice

Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting on page 170

InstallingCageNutsforQFX3008-I InterconnectDeviceFour-PostRackorCabinet
Mounting

For racks without threaded holes, youmust install cage nuts on the rack or cabinet rails

in the locationsspecified inTable70onpage 168(anX indicatesamountinghole location).

Before you begin, ensure that you have 22 cage nuts appropriate for your rack or cabinet.

To install the cage nuts in the proper locations:

1. On the front rack or cabinet, install cage nuts in the holes specified in Table 70 on

page 168 for the large shelf and the spacer bars.

2. On the rear rack or cabinet, install cage nuts in the holes specified in Table 70 on

page 168 for the small shelf.

Installing theSmallMountingShelf forQFX3008-I InterconnectDeviceFour-Post
Rack or Cabinet Mounting

Tomount the chassis on a four-post rack or cabinet, youmust first install the mounting

shelves and spacer bars on the rack or cabinet.

Before you begin, ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to install

the small mounting shelf:

• A Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 or 3, depending on the size of your rack mounting

screws

• Six mounting screws appropriate for your rack to attach the small mounting shelf to

the rack

To install the small mounting shelf:

1. On the back of each rear rack rail, partially insert a mounting screw into the lowest

hole specified in Table 70 on page 168 for the small shelf.
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2. Install the small shelf on the back rack rails. Rest the bottom slot of each ear on a

mounting screw.The small shelf installs on thebackof the rear rails, extending toward

the center of the rack. The bottom of the small shelf should align with the bottom of

the large shelf.

3. Partially insert screws into the open holes in the ears of the small shelf. Tighten all

the screws.

Installing the LargeMountingShelf andSpacer Bars forQFX3008-I Interconnect
Device Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting

Tomount the chassis on a four-post rack or cabinet, youmust first install the mounting

shelves and spacer bars on the rack or cabinet.

Before you begin, ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to install

the large mounting shelf and spacer bars:

• A Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 or 3, depending on the size of your rack mounting

screws

• 16 mounting screws appropriate for your rack to attach the large mounting shelf and

spacer bars to the rack

To install the large mounting shelf and spacer bars:

1. On the front of each front rack rail, partially insert a mounting screw into the lowest

hole specified in Table 70 on page 168 for the large shelf.

2. Install the large shelf on the front rack rails. Rest the bottom slot of each ear on a

mounting screw.

3. Partially insert amounting screw into the tophole in eachear of the large shelf. Tighten

all the screws.

4. Thedevice is shippedwitheachspacerbarattached to the rearof each front-mounting

flange. Remove each spacer bar by removing the seven screws that fasten the spacer

bar to the front-mounting bracket.

5. Place one of the spacer bars over an ear of the installed large shelf. Position the notch

in the rear of the spacer bar so the upper part of the bar is flush with the rack rail and

the lower part is flush with the ear of the shelf.

6. Insert a mounting screw into each of the nonthreaded holes in the recesses of the

spacer bar to secure the spacer bar.

7. Repeat Step 5 and Step 6 for the other spacer bar.

8. Tighten all the screws.

Removing the Adjustable Center-Mounting Brackets for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device
Four-Post Rack or Cabinet Mounting

Before you begin, ensure that you have a number 2 Phillips (+) screwdriver.
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To remove the adjustable center-mounting brackets:

1. Loosen the three screws at the top and bottom of each bracket.

2. Remove the center-mounting brackets.

TIP: Save the center-mounting brackets and screws in case you need to
move the device to a two-post rack at a later time.

Related
Documentation

Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

Installing QFX3008-I Interconnect DeviceMounting Hardware on Two-Post Racks

Before you install the QFX3008-I Interconnect device in a two-post rack, youmust first

install mounting hardware on the rack (see Figure 25 on page 172). If spacer bars were

included in your shipment, they are not needed for this mounting option; however, you

can leave them attached to the front-mounting brackets.

NOTE: In a rack, the device uses 21 U. You canmount two QFX3008-I
Interconnectdevicesona42Urackprovided that the racksmeet thestrength
requirements to support the combined weight of the devices. If you are
mounting two QFX3008-I Interconnect devices on a rack, mount the first
device on the bottom of the rack.
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Figure 25: Installing theMounting Hardware for a Two-Post Rack
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For a two-post rack, Table 71 on page 172 specifies the holes inwhich you insertmounting

screws (an X indicates amounting hole location), and cage nuts if needed. The hole

distances are relative to one of the standard “U” divisions on the rack. For reference, the

bottom of all mounting shelves is at 0.04 in. (0.02 U) above a U division.

Table 71: Two-Post RackMounting Hole Locations

Small
ShelfLarge ShelfDistance Above “U” DivisionHole

X9.86 U17.26 in. (43.8 cm)30

X8.86 U15.51 in. (39.4 cm)27

X7.86 U13.76 in. (34.9 cm)24

X6.86 U12.01 in. (30.5 cm)21

X5.86 U10.26 in. (26.0 cm)18

X4.86 U8.51 in. (21.6 cm)15
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Table 71: Two-Post RackMounting Hole Locations (continued)

Small
ShelfLarge ShelfDistance Above “U” DivisionHole

X3.86 U6.76 in. (17.1 cm)12

X2.86 U5.01 in. (12.7 cm)9

X1.86 U3.26 in. (8.3 cm)6

XX0.86 U1.51 in. (3.8 cm)3

XX0.50 U0.88 in. (2.2 cm)2

X0.14 U0.25 in. (0.6 cm)1

This topic describes these tasks:

1. Installing Cage Nuts for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Two-Post Rack

Mounting on page 173

2. Installing the Small Mounting Shelf for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Two-Post

Rack Mounting on page 173

3. Installing the Large Mounting Shelf for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Two-Post

Rack Mounting on page 174

Installing Cage Nuts for QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Two-Post RackMounting

For racks without threaded holes, youmust install cage nuts on the rack rails in the

locations specified in Table 71 on page 172 (anX indicates amounting hole location). The

hole distances are relative to one of the standard “U” divisions on the rack rails. The

bottom of all mounting shelves is at 0.04 in. (0.02 U) above a U division.

Before you begin, ensure that you have 28 cage nuts appropriate for your rack.

To install the cage nuts in the proper locations:

1. On the front rack rail, install cage nuts in the holes specified in Table 71 on page 172 for

the small shelf.

2. On the front rack rail, install cage nuts for the center-mounting brackets. The

center-mounting brackets have holes for rack-mounting screws, spaced at

3.5 in. (8.89 cm).

3. On the rear rack rail, install cage nuts in the holes specified in Table 71 on page 172 for

the large shelf.

InstallingtheSmallMountingShelf forQFX3008-I InterconnectDeviceTwo-PostRackMounting

Tomount the chassis on a two-post rack, youmust first install the mounting shelves on

the rack.
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Before you begin, ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to install

the small mounting shelf:

• A Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 or 3, depending on the size of your rack mounting

screws

• Six mounting screws appropriate for your rack to attach the small mounting shelf to

the rack

1. On the front of each rack rail, partially insert a mounting screw into the lowest hole

specified in Table 71 on page 172 for the small shelf.

2. Install the small shelf on the rack. Rest the bottom slot of each ear on amounting

screw. The small shelf installs on the front of the rails, extending away from the rack.

The bottom of the small shelf should align with the bottom of the large shelf

3. Partially insert screws into the open holes in the ears of the small shelf. Tighten all

the screws.

InstallingtheLargeMountingShelf forQFX3008-I InterconnectDeviceTwo-PostRackMounting

Tomount the chassis on a two-post rack, youmust first install the mounting shelves on

the rack.

Before you begin, ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to install

the large mounting shelf:

• A Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 or 3, depending on the size of your rack mounting

screws

• 22mounting screws appropriate for your rack to attach the large mounting shelf to

the rack

To install the large mounting shelf and spacer bars:

1. On the rear of each rack rail, partially insert a mounting screw into the lowest hole

specified in Table 71 on page 172 for the large shelf.

2. Install the large shelf on the rack. Rest the bottom slot of each ear on amounting

screw.

3. Partially insert screws into the open holes in the ears of the large shelf. Tighten all the

screws.

Mounting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on a Rack or Cabinet Using aMechanical
Lift

The QFX3008-I Interconnect device ships installed with front-mounting brackets and

center-mounting brackets on the chassis for mounting the device on a 19-in. equipment

rack or cabinet. (The remainder of this topic uses “rack” to mean “rack or cabinet.”) The

chassis also comes with mounting shelves and brackets to support it in the rack.
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Because of the chassis size and weight, we require using amechanical lift to install the

device.

CAUTION: Beforemounting the device in a rack, have a qualified technician
verify that the rack is strong enough to support the device’s weight and is
adequately supported at the installation site.

NOTE: In a rack, the chassis occupies 21 U. You canmount two devices on a
42U rack provided that the racksmeet the strength requirements to support
the combined weight of the devices. If you aremounting two devices on a
rack, mount the first device on the bottom of the rack.

Before mounting a QFX3008-I Interconnect device in a rack:

1. Verify that the site meets the requirements described in Site Preparation Checklist

for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device.

2. Place the rack in its permanent location, allowing adequate clearance for airflow and

maintenance, and secure it to the building structure. SeeClearance Requirements for

Airflow andHardwareMaintenance for aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device for detailed

information.

3. Read General Safety Guidelines andWarnings, with particular attention to Chassis

Lifting Guidelines for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device.

4. Unpack the device as described in “Unpacking a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 160.

5. In a four-post rack, install themounting hardware at the desired position as described

in “InstallingQFX3008-I InterconnectDeviceMountingHardware onFour-PostRacks

or Cabinets” on page 163. In a two-post rack, install the mounting hardware at the

desired position as described in “Installing QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Mounting

Hardware on Two-Post Racks” on page 171.

Before you begin, ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to mount

the device in a rack:

• Amechanical lift with a load capacity of at least 750 lb (341 kg). If you do not have a

lift rated for 750 lb (341 kg), youmust remove all components from the chassis and

use a lift rated for at least 250 lb (114 kg). The weight of an empty QFX3008-I

Interconnect device andmidplane is approximately 205 lb (93 kg).

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 or number 3, depending on the size of your rack

mounting screws, for mounting the device in a rack (not provided)

• Mounting screws appropriate for your rack (not provided)

• Rear support anchors to secure the chassis to the four-post mounting shelf and rear

support bracket (provided)
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NOTE: Earlier versions of the four-post rackmounting hardware did not
require the rear support anchors. If your four-post rackmounting hardware
includes spacer bars and two shelves the rear support anchors are not
required.

• Four screws, two UNC 1/4-20 (right side) screws and twoM6 (left side) screws, to

secure the rear support anchors to the chassis (provided)

Tomount theQFX3008-I Interconnect device in a rack using amechanical lift (seeFigure

26 on page 177 and Figure 27 on page 178):

1. Load the device onto the lift, making sure it rests securely on the lift platform.

2. Using the lift, position thedevice in frontof the rack, centering it in frontof themounting

shelves installed in the rack.

3. Lift the chassis approximately 0.75 in. (1.9 cm) above the surface of the mounting

shelves. Position the chassis in the rack as close as possible to resting on the support

that the mounting shelves provide.

4. In a four-post rack, carefully slide the device onto the mounting shelves until the

front-mounting brackets (“ears”) attached to the chassis contact the rack rails. The

handleson the sideof thechassis canbeused tohelpposition the Interconnectdevice

in the rack.

In a two-post rack, carefully slide the device onto the mounting shelves until the

center-mounting brackets (“ears”) attached to the chassis contact the rack rails. The

handles on the side of the chassis can be used to help position the QFX3008-I

Interconnect device in the rack.
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Figure26: InstallingaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice inaFour-PostRack
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5. Move the lift away from the rack.

6. Ensure the mounting brackets are flush with the front of the rack.

7. Install amounting screw into each of the open front-mounting holes alignedwith the

rack, starting from the bottom.

8. Visually inspect the alignment of the device. If the device is installed properly in the

rack, all the mounting screws on one side of the rack are aligned with the mounting

screws on the opposite side, and the device is level.

9. After ensuring that the device is aligned properly, tighten the screws.

10. In a four-post rack, hook the rear support anchors around the bottom rear flange of

the mounting shelf so that its holes line up with the grounding lug screw holes at the

bottom left and right corner of the chassis rear.

NOTE: Earlier versions of the four-post rackmounting hardware did not
require the rear supportanchors. If your four-post rackmountinghardware
includes spacer bars and two shelves the rear support anchors are not
required.

11. Secure the rear support anchors with the provided UNC 1/4-20 (right side) screws

and M6 (left side) screws.
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TIP: Because the rear support anchors are attached to the chassis
grounding points, it is best to connect the chassis to earth ground while
performing this step. See “Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3008-I
Interconnect Device” on page 178 for more information.

Figure 27: Attaching Rear Support Anchors to the QFX3008-I Chassis in
a Four-Post Rack
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Related
Documentation

Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-PhaseWiring

Trays on page 180

•

• Powering On a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 195

• Rack Requirements for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Cabinet Requirements for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI) requirements and to ensure

properoperation,we recommendthat theQFX3008-I Interconnectdevicebeadequately

grounded before it is connected to power.

Two pairs of threaded inserts (PEM nuts) are provided on the QFX3008-I Interconnect

device for connecting the device to earth ground. The first pair is sized for M6 screws and

is located below the wiring tray on the bottom left corner at the rear of the chassis. The

second pair is sized for UNC¼-20 screws and is located below the secondwiring tray on

the bottom right corner at the rear of the chassis. The grounding points are spaced0.625

in. (15.86mm) apart. The grounding lug required is a Panduit LCD2-14A-Q or equivalent.
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The accessory box shipped with the device includes a cable lug and two UNC¼-20

screws with integrated washers. For power cord and grounding cable specifications, see

“AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-Phase

Wiring Trays” on page 139, “AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect

Devicewith Three-Phase DeltaWiring Trays” on page 141, “AC Power Cord Specifications

for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWyeWiring Trays” on page 142,

and Grounding Cable and Lug Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device.

Before you begin to connect the QFX3008-I Interconnect device to earth ground:

• Ensure that you understand how to prevent ESD damage. See Prevention of

Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

• Ensure that a licensed electrician has attached the grounding lug to an appropriate

grounding cable (see Grounding Cable and Lug Specifications for a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device).

CAUTION: Using a grounding cable with an incorrectly attached lug can
damage the device.

Ensure you have the following tools and parts available to connect a QFX3008-I

Interconnect device to earth ground:

• Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap

• Grounding cable (not provided) with attached lug

• Screwsandsplitwashers to secure thegrounding lug to theprotectiveearthing terminal

(two UNC¼-20 screws with integrated washers are provided)

• Phillips (+) torque screwdriver, number 2

CAUTION: Youmust use an appropriate torque-controlled tool to tighten
the screws on the grounding lug. Applying excessive torque damages the
grounding lug or chassis. Ground lugs should be installedwithSAEGrade5
screws or better at nomore than 72 in-lb (8 Nm).

ToconnectaQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice toearthground(seeFigure28onpage 180):

1. Attachanelectrostaticdischarge (ESD)groundingstrap toyourbarewrist, andconnect

the strap to the approved ESD site grounding point.

2. Connect one end of the grounding cable to a proper earth ground, such as the rack in

which the device is installed.

3. Detach the ESD grounding strap from the site ESD grounding point.

4. Attachanelectrostaticdischarge (ESD)groundingstrap toyourbarewrist, andconnect

the strap to the ESD point on the chassis.
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5. In a four-post rack, place the grounding lug attached to the grounding cable over one

of the rear support anchors, as shown in Figure 28 on page 180.

In a two-post rack, place the grounding cable lug over the grounding points on the

bottom rear of the chassis below the wiring trays.

The left pair is sized for M6 screws, and the right pair is sized for UNC¼-20 screws.

6. Using the torque screwdriver, secure the grounding lug to the protective earthing

terminal.

Figure 28: Connecting a Grounding Cable to a QFX3008-I Interconnect
Device
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Related
Documentation

Site Preparation Checklist for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device•

Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-PhaseWiring
Trays

AQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice is configuredwith sixACpower suppliesand twowiring

trays.

CAUTION: Mixing different types of wiring trays in the same chassis is not a
supported configuration.

CAUTION: Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI)
requirements and to ensure proper operation, the QFX3008-I Interconnect
devicemust be adequately grounded before it is connected to power.
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For installations that require a separate grounding conductor to the chassis,
use the protective earthing terminal on the QFX3008-I Interconnect device
to connect to earth ground. For instructions on connecting a QFX3008-I
Interconnect device to ground using a separate grounding conductor, see
“ConnectingEarthGround toaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice” onpage 178.

A QFX3008-I Interconnect device receives additional grounding when you
plug the power supply in the device into a groundedACpower outlet by using
theACpower cordappropriate for your geographical location. See “ACPower
Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Devicewith Single-Phase
Wiring Trays” on page 139.

NOTE: Eachwiring trayACappliance inletmust be connected to adedicated
AC power source outlet.

Before you begin to connect power to the device:

• Ensure that you understand how to prevent ESD damage. See Prevention of

Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

• Install power supplies in the device. See Installing anACPower Supply in aQFX3008-I

Interconnect Device.

• Install single-phasewiring trays in thedevice.See InstallingaWiringTray inaQFX3008-I

Interconnect Device.

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to connect power to the

device:

• Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap

• Power cords appropriate for your geographical location. See “AC Power Cord

Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-PhaseWiring Trays”

on page 139.

WARNING: Ensure that the power cords do not block access to device
components or drape where people can trip on them.

To connect AC power to aQFX3008-I Interconnect devicewith single-phasewiring trays

(see Figure 29 on page 182:

1. Attach the ESD grounding strap to your bare wrist, and connect the strap to the ESD

point on the chassis.

2. Ensure that the wiring tray is fully inserted and latched securely in the chassis. See

Installing aWiring Tray in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device.
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3. Set the switch, which is near the top of the wiring tray faceplate, to the OFF (O)

position.

4. Locate the power cord or cords shipped with the device; the cords have plugs

appropriate for your geographical location.

5. Insert the coupler end of the power cord into the AC appliance inlet on the wiring tray

faceplate. See Figure 29 on page 182.

Figure 29: Connecting an AC Power Cord to a Single-PhaseWiring Tray
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6. If the AC power source outlet has a power device, set it to the OFF (0) position.

7. Insert the power cord plug into an AC power source outlet.

8. Repeat Step 5 through Step 7 for each AC appliance inlet on thewiring tray faceplate.

9. If the AC power source outlet has a power device, set it to the ON (|) position.

10. Verify that each LED on thewiring tray faceplate is lit solid green. Verify that each LED

on the power supply faceplate is lit solid green.

Related
Documentation

Powering On a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 195•

• Wiring Tray in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Wiring Tray LEDs on a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Preparing Delta andWye Three-Phase Power Cords

A QFX3008-I Interconnect device can be configured with two three-phase wiring trays.

Delta and wye wiring configurations are available. A licensed electrician must prepare

the power cords that you provide for installation in thewiring tray. Several parts included

with the wiring trays enable the power cords to be dressed in different positions. If you

need the power cable to be routed up to the top of a rack, youmust use the included 90°

connector to enable the power cord to be routed upward (see Figure 30 on page 183).

The 90° connector providesmore flexibility to position the power cord outside thewidth

of the chassis. Alternatively, if the power cords will be routed down to the bottom of the
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rack, or space limitations prevent you from extending the width of the chassis footprint,

youcanuse the flat connector to install thepower cord (seeFigure31 onpage 183). Figure

32 on page 184 and Figure 33 on page 184 show the power cords installed on the wiring

trays in the two different positions. Figure 34 on page 185 shows the wiring tray being

installed in the chassis, using the flat connector.

Figure 30: Assembling a Power Cord Using a 90° Connector
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Figure 31: Assembling a Power Cord Using a Flat Connector
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Figure 32:WyeWiring Tray with a 90° Connector Installed
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Figure 33: DeltaWiring Tray with a Flat Connector Installed
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Figure34: InstallingaThree-PhaseWiringTraywithaPowerCord Installed
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CAUTION: Mixing different types of wiring trays in the same chassis is not a
supported configuration.

CAUTION: Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI)
requirements and to ensure proper operation, a QFX3008-I Interconnect
devicemust be adequately grounded before it is connected to power.

For installations that require a separate grounding conductor to the chassis,
use the protective earthing terminal on the QFX3008-I Interconnect device
to connect to earth ground. For instructions on connecting a QFX3008-I
Interconnect device to ground using a separate grounding conductor, see
“ConnectingEarthGround toaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice” onpage 178.

A QFX3008-I Interconnect device receives additional grounding when you
plug the wiring tray in the device into a grounded AC power outlet by using
theACpower cordappropriate for your geographical location. See “ACPower
Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase
DeltaWiring Trays” on page 141 or “AC Power Cord Specifications for a
QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWyeWiring Trays” on
page 142.
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NOTE: Each wiring traymust be connected to a dedicated AC power source
outlet.

Before you begin to prepare the wiring trays for installation:

• Ensure that you understand how to prevent ESD damage. See Prevention of

Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to prepare the wiring trays

for installation:

• Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2

• Power cordsappropriate for yourwiring traysandgeographical location.See “ACPower

Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase Delta

Wiring Trays” on page 141 or “AC Power Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWyeWiring Trays” on page 142.

WARNING: Ensure that the power cords do not block access to device
components or drape where people can trip on them.

To prepare three-phase power cords for installation:

1. Attach the ESD grounding strap to your bare wrist, and connect the strap to the ESD

point on the chassis.

2. Ensure that the power cords are not connected to power outlets. Switch off the

customer site circuit breakers. Ensure that the voltage across the AC power source is

0 V and that there is no chance that the voltagemight become active during

installation.

3. Removeawiring tray from the chassis. SeeRemoving aWiringTray fromaQFX3008-I

Interconnect Device.

4. Flip the breaker on the wiring tray faceplate to the OFF (O) position.

5. Using a number 2Phillips (+) screwdriver, loosen and remove the screwsandwashers

that hold the square flat connector to the wiring tray. Keep the screws and washers.

6. Depending on how youwant to dress the power cords, decidewhether to use the 90°

connector to attach the power cord to the wiring tray or the square flat connector

that you removed in Step 5.

7. Insert the power cord in the wire strain relief by compressing the wire strain relief to

enlarge the opening. Pull enough cord through the strain relief to allow easy wiring

connections to the terminal block.
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8. Remove first the plastic, then themetal retaining nuts from the wire strain relief, and

place either the 90° connector or flat connector over the threaded portion of thewire

strain relief as shown in Figure 30 on page 183 or Figure 31 on page 183.

9. Screw first the metal, then the plastic retaining nuts on the threaded portion of the

wire strain relief to complete the assembly.

10. Route the wiring through the hole in the wiring tray, and using a number 2 Phillips (+)

screwdriver, attach the connector to thewiring tray using the screws andwashers you

removed in Step 5.

TIP: If you are ready tomake thewiring connections to the terminal block,
see “Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with
Three-Phase DeltaWiring Trays” on page 187 or “Connecting ACPower to
a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWyeWiring Trays”
on page 191.

11. Repeat Step 3 through Step 10 for the other wiring tray.

Related
Documentation

Powering On a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 195•

• Wiring Tray in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Wiring Tray LEDs on a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase Delta
Wiring Trays

AQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice is configuredwith sixACpower suppliesand twowiring

trays.

CAUTION: Mixing different types of wiring trays in the same chassis is not a
supported configuration.

CAUTION: Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI)
requirements and to ensure proper operation, the QFX3008-I Interconnect
devicemust be adequately grounded before it is connected to power.

For installations that require a separate grounding conductor to the chassis,
use the protective earthing terminal on the QFX3008-I Interconnect device
to connect to earth ground. For instructions on connecting a QFX3008-I
Interconnect device to ground using a separate grounding conductor, see
“ConnectingEarthGround toaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice” onpage 178.

A QFX3008-I Interconnect device receives additional grounding when you
plug the power supply in the device into a groundedACpower outlet by using
theACpower cordappropriate for your geographical location. See “ACPower
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Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase
DeltaWiring Trays” on page 141.

NOTE: Each wiring traymust be connected to a dedicated AC power source
outlet.

Before you begin to connect power to the device:

• Ensure that you understand how to prevent ESD damage. See Prevention of

Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

• Ensure that a licensed electrician has prepared the power cords. See “Preparing Delta

andWye Three-Phase Power Cords” on page 182.

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to connect power to the

device:

• Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 1

• Slotted (–) screwdriver, 1/4 inch, with a torque range between 23 in-lb (2.6 Nm) and

25 in-lb (2.8 Nm)

CAUTION: Youmust use an appropriate torque-controlled tool to tighten
the screws on the terminal block. Applying excessive torque damages the
terminalblockand thewiring tray. Theabsolutemaximumtorque thatmay
be applied to this screw is 50 in-lb (5.6 Nm).

WARNING: Ensure that the power cords do not block access to device
components or drape where people can trip on them.

To connect AC power to three-phase delta wiring trays:

1. Attach the ESD grounding strap to your bare wrist, and connect the strap to the ESD

point on the chassis.

2. Ensure that the power cords are not connected to power outlets. Switch off the

customer site circuit breakers. Ensure that the voltage across the AC power source is

0 V and that there is no chance that the voltagemight become active during

installation.

3. If thewiring tray is installed in the chassis, remove it. See Removing aWiring Tray from

a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device. The power cord must be attached to the wiring

trayasdescribed in “PreparingDeltaandWyeThree-PhasePowerCords” onpage 182.

4. Ensure that the power switch on the wiring tray faceplate is in the OFF (O) position.
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5. Using a number 1 Phillips (+) screwdriver, loosen the four screws on themetal AC

wiring compartment on the side of the wiring tray (see Figure 35 on page 190).

6. Open themetal door of the wiring tray compartment.
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7. Connect thewires to theAC terminal blockon the three-phasedeltawiring tray (Figure

35 on page 190). Use a 1/4-in. slotted screwdriver to loosen the input terminal or

grounding point screw, insert eachwire into the grounding point or input terminal, and

tighten the screw to between 23 in-lb (2.6 Nm) and 25 in-lb (2.8 Nm).

CAUTION: Youmust use an appropriate torque-controlled tool to tighten
the screws on the terminal block. Applying excessive torque damages the
terminal block and the wiring tray. The absolutemaximum torque that
may be applied to this screw is 50 in-lb (5.6 Nm).

a. Insert the wire labeled GND into the grounding point labeled GND.

b. Insert the wire labeled L1 into the L1 input terminal.

c. Insert the wire labeled L2 into the L2 input terminal.

d. Insert the wire labeled L3 into the L3 input terminal.

Figure 35: Connecting Power to a Three-Phase Delta AC Power Supply
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NOTE: The color of each AC power wire might vary.

8. Verify that the power cable connections are correct.
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9. Replace the cover on the wiring compartment, and using a number 1 Phillips (+)

screwdriver, tighten the four screws.

10. Repeat Step 3 through Step 9 for the other wiring tray.

Related
Documentation

Powering On a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 195•

• Wiring Tray in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Wiring Tray LEDs on a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWye
Wiring Trays

AQFX3008-I Interconnectdevice is configuredwith sixACpower suppliesand twowiring

trays.

CAUTION: Mixing different types of wiring trays in the same chassis is not a
supported configuration.

CAUTION: Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI)
requirements and to ensure proper operation, the QFX3008-I Interconnect
devicemust be adequately grounded before it is connected to power.

For installations that require a separate grounding conductor to the chassis,
use the protective earthing terminal on the QFX3008-I Interconnect device
to connect to earth ground. For instructions on connecting a QFX3008-I
Interconnect device to ground using a separate grounding conductor, see
“ConnectingEarthGround toaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice” onpage 178.

A QFX3008-I Interconnect device receives additional grounding when you
plug the power supply in the device into a groundedACpower outlet by using
theACpower cordappropriate for your geographical location. See “ACPower
Cord Specifications for a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase
WyeWiring Trays” on page 142.

NOTE: Each wiring traymust be connected to a dedicated AC power source
outlet.

Before you begin to connect power to the device:

• Ensure that you understand how to prevent ESD damage. See Prevention of

Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

• Ensure that a licensed electrician has prepared the power cords. See “Preparing Delta

andWye Three-Phase Power Cords” on page 182.
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Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to connect power to the

device:

• Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 1

• Slotted (–) screwdriver, 1/4 inch, with a torque range between 23 in-lb (2.6 Nm) and

25 in-lb (2.8 Nm)

CAUTION: Youmust use an appropriate torque-controlled tool to tighten
the screws on the terminal block. Applying excessive torque damages the
terminalblockand thewiring tray. Theabsolutemaximumtorque thatmay
be applied to this screw is 50 in-lb (5.6 Nm).

WARNING: Ensure that the power cords do not block access to device
components or drape where people can trip on them.

To connect AC power to three-phase wye wiring trays:

1. Attach the ESD grounding strap to your bare wrist, and connect the strap to the ESD

point on the chassis.

2. Ensure that the power cords are not connected to power outlets. Switch off the

customer site circuit breakers. Ensure that the voltage across the AC power source is

0 V and that there is no chance that the voltagemight become active during

installation.

3. If thewiring tray is installed in the chassis, remove it. See Removing aWiring Tray from

a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device. The power cord must be attached to the wiring

trayasdescribed in “PreparingDeltaandWyeThree-PhasePowerCords” onpage 182.

4. Ensure that the power switch on the wiring tray faceplate is in the OFF (O) position.

5. Using a number 1 Phillips (+) screwdriver, loosen the four screws on themetal AC

wiring compartment on the side of the wiring tray (see Figure 36 on page 193).

6. Open themetal door of the wiring tray compartment.
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7. Connect thewires to theAC terminal block on the three-phasewyewiring tray (Figure

36 on page 193). Use a 1/4-in. slotted screwdriver to loosen the input terminal or

grounding point screw, insert eachwire into the grounding point or input terminal, and

tighten the screw to between 23 in-lb (2.6 Nm) and 25 in-lb (2.8 Nm).

CAUTION: Youmust use an appropriate torque-controlled tool to tighten
the screws on the terminal block. Applying excessive torque damages the
terminal block and the wiring tray. The absolutemaximum torque that
may be applied to this screw is 50 in-lb (5.6 Nm).

a. Insert the wire labeled GND into the grounding point labeled GND.

b. Insert the wire labeled L1 into the L1 input terminal.

c. Insert the wire labeled L2 into the L2 input terminal.

d. Insert the wire labeled L3 into the L3 input terminal.

e. Insert the wire labeled N into the N input terminal

Figure 36: Connecting Power to the Three-PhaseWyeWiring Tray
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NOTE: The color of each AC power wire might vary.

8. Verify that the power cable connections are correct.
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9. Replace the cover on the wiring compartment, and using a number 1 Phillips (+)

screwdriver, tighten the four screws.

10. Repeat Step 3 through Step 9 for the other wiring tray.

Related
Documentation

Powering On a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 195•

• Wiring Tray in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Wiring Tray LEDs on a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Connecting a QFX Series Device to aManagement Console

The QFX Series has a console port with an RJ-45 connector. Use the console port to

connect the device to amanagement console or to a console server.

Ensure that you have an RJ-45 to DB-9 rollover cable available. An RJ-45 cable with an

RJ-45 to DB-9 adapter is provided with the device.

NOTE: If your laptopor PCdoes not have aDB-9male connector pin and you
want to connect your laptop or PC directly to the QFX Series, use a
combination of theRJ-45 cable andRJ-45 toDB-9adapter suppliedwith the
device and a USB to DB-9male adapter. Youmust provide the USB to DB-9
male adapter.

To connect the QFX Series to amanagement console (see Figure 21 on page 155 and

Figure 22 on page 155):

1. Connectoneendof theEthernetcable to theconsoleport (labeledCONorCONSOLE).

2. Connect the other end of the Ethernet cable into the console server (see Figure 21 on

page 155) or management console (see Figure 22 on page 155).

Figure 37: Connecting theQFXSeries to aManagementConsole Through
a Console Server
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Figure 38: Connecting theQFXSeries Directly to aManagement Console
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Related
Documentation

Console Port Connector Pinouts for the QFX Series•

Powering On a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

Before you power on the QFX3008-I Interconnect device, ensure that:

• You understand how to protect the device from electrostatic damage. See Prevention

of Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

• Youhave connected theQFX3008-I Interconnect device to theQFabric systemcontrol

plane andmanagement network. See “QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation

Overview” on page 93.

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available to power on the device:

• An electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap.

To power on the device:

1. Attach the ESD grounding strap to your bare wrist and connect the strap to the ESD

point on the chassis.

2. Ensure that the power supplies are fully inserted in the chassis.

3. Ensure that the source power cords are installed correctly for each wiring tray, and

the wiring trays are fully inserted in the chassis.

4. Switch on the site circuit breakers.

5. Set a wiring tray’s switch to the ON (|) position. Observe the power supply and wiring

tray faceplate LEDs. If thewiring trays are installed correctly and functioning normally,

the LEDs light green and remain constantly lit.

6. Repeat Step 5 for the second wiring tray installed in the device.

Related
Documentation

• Installing an AC Power Supply in a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Single-PhaseWiring

Trays on page 180

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-Phase Delta

Wiring Trays on page 187

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device with Three-PhaseWye

Wiring Trays on page 191

• Powering Off a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device
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CHAPTER 11

Installing a QFX3600 Node Device

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 197

• Unpacking a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 198

• Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on Two Posts in a Rack or

Cabinet on page 199

• Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on Four Posts in a Rack or

Cabinet on page 202

• Connecting Earth Ground to QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Devices on page 206

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 207

• Connecting DC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 209

• Connecting a QFX Series Device to a Management Console on page 213

Installing and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

To install and connect a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device:

1. Follow the instructions in “Unpacking aQFX3600orQFX3600-I Device” on page 198.

2. Mount the device by following the instructions appropriate for your site:

• Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on Two Posts in a Rack or Cabinet on

page 199

• Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on Four Posts in a Rack or Cabinet on

page 202

3. Follow the instructions in “Connecting Earth Ground to QFX3600 or QFX3600-I

Devices” on page 206.

4. Follow the instructions for connecting power as appropriate for your site:

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 207

• Connecting DCPower to aQFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 209

5. Depending on how you will be using the QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device, take one of

the following actions:

• If you are using the QFX3600 device as a Node device in a QFX3000-G QFabric

system, see “QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview” on page 93 for
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information about the steps to install and configure your QFX3000-G QFabric

system.

• If you are using the QFX3600 device as a Node device in a QFX3000-MQFabric

system, see QFX3000-MQFabric System Installation Overview for information

about the steps to install and configure your QFX3000-MQFabric system.

• If you are using the QFX3600-I device as an Interconnect device in a QFX3000-M

QFabric system, see QFX3000-MQFabric System Installation Overview for

information about the steps to install and configure your QFX3000-MQFabric

system.

Related
Documentation

Rack Requirements for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device•

• Cabinet Requirements for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

• Clearance Requirements for Airflow and Hardware Maintenance for a QFX3600 or

QFX3600-I Device

Unpacking a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

The QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device chassis is a rigid sheet-metal structure that houses

thehardwarecomponents.QFX3600andQFX3600-Idevicesareshipped inacardboard

carton, secured with foam packing material. The carton also contains an accessory box

and quick start instructions.

CAUTION: QFX3600andQFX3600-Idevicesaremaximallyprotected inside
the shipping carton. Do not unpack the device until you are ready to begin
installation.

To unpack a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device:

1. Move the shipping carton to a staging area as close to the installation site as possible,

but where you have enough room to remove the system components.

2. Position the carton so that the arrows are pointing up.

3. Open the top flaps on the shipping carton.

4. Remove the accessory box and verify the contents against the inventory included in

the box. Table 72 on page 199 lists the inventory of components supplied with a

QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device.

5. Pull out the packing material holding the device in place.

6. Verify the chassis components received:

• Three fan trays
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• Two power supplies

7. Save the shipping carton and packing materials in case you need to move or ship the

device later.

Table 72: Accessory Kit Part Contents

QuantityParts

1Chassis grounding lug

2M5 screws to attach the chassis grounding lug to the protective earth terminal on the chassis

1Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap

2SFP/SFP+ port dust covers

16QSFP+ port dust covers

1RJ-45 cable and RJ-45 to DB-9 adapter for console port connection

2Mounting brackets for front-mounting in a four-post rack or cabinet

6M4 flat-head screws to attach the brackets for front-mounting in a rack or cabinet

2Rear installation blades for front-mounting in a four-post rack or cabinet

2Mounting brackets for front-mounting in a two-post rack or cabinet

2Mounting brackets for mid-mounting in a two-post rack or cabinet

6M4 pan-head screws to attach the brackets for front-mounting or mid-mounting in a rack or cabinet

Related
Documentation

Installing and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 197•

Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on Two Posts in a Rack or Cabinet

You can front-mount, rear-mount, or mid-mount a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device on

two posts of a 19-in. rack or cabinet by using the mounting brackets provided with the

device. (The remainder of this topic uses “rack” to mean “rack or cabinet.”)

You can also mount the device on four posts of a four-post rack by using the mounting

brackets provided with the device. See “Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on

Four Posts in a Rack or Cabinet” on page 202.

The holes in the mounting brackets are placed at 1 U (1.75 in., or 4.45 cm.) apart so that

the device can bemounted in any rack that provides holes spaced at that distance.

Before mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device on two posts in a rack:
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• Ensure you understand how to prevent electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage. See

Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

• Verify that the site meets the requirements described in Site Preparation Checklist for

a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device.

• Place the rack in its permanent location, allowing adequate clearance for airflow and

maintenance, and secure it to the building structure.

• Read General Safety Guidelines andWarnings, with particular attention to Chassis

Lifting Guidelines for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device.

• Remove thedevice fromtheshippingcarton(see “UnpackingaQFX3600orQFX3600-I

Device” on page 198).

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available:

• ESD grounding strap (provided)

• One pair of mounting brackets depending on how you want to mount the device

(provided)

• Use the front/rear mounting brackets (part number 540-038579) to front-mount

or rear-mount the device.

• Use themid-mounting brackets (part number 540-038665) to mid-mount the

device.

• 6 Phillips 4x6-mm pan-headmounting screws (provided)

• Four screws to secure the chassis to the rack (not provided)

• Appropriate screwdriver for the mounting screws (not provided)

NOTE: One personmust be available to lift the devicewhile another secures
the device to the rack.

CAUTION: If you aremountingmultiple device on a rack, mount a device in
the bottom of the rack first and proceed tomount the rest of the devices
from bottom to top.

Tomount the device on two posts in a rack:

1. Attach the ESD grounding strap to your bare wrist and to a site ESD point.

2. Place the device on a flat, stable surface.

3. Align the mounting brackets along the front or rear of the side panels of the device

chassis depending on how you want to mount the device. For example, if you want

to front-mount the device, align the brackets along the front of the side panel.
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NOTE:
• If you use the front or rear mounting brackets (part number
540-038579), align thebrackets such that themounting ears are at the
location where youwant tomount the device. For example, if you want
to front-mount the device, align the brackets such that themounting
ears are in the front of the device chassis. See Figure 39 on page 201.

• If youuse themid-mountingbrackets (partnumber540-038665), align
the brackets such that themounting ears are in the center of the side
panels. See Figure 40 on page 201.

4. Align the holes in the mounting brackets with holes on the side panels of the device

chassis.

5. Insert mounting screws into the aligned holes. Tighten the screws.

6. Have one person grasp both sides of the device, lift the device, and position it in the

rack, aligning the mounting ear holes with the threaded holes in the rack or cabinet

rail. Align the bottommounting ear hole in both the mounting brackets with a hole in

each rack rail, making sure the chassis is level. See Figure 40 on page 201.

7. Have a second person secure the device to the rack by using the appropriate screws.

Tighten the screws.

8. Ensure that the device chassis is level by verifying that all screws on one side of the

rack are aligned with the screws on the other side.

Figure 39: Attaching the Front or Rear Mounting Brackets to the Side
Panel of the Device
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Figure 40: Mounting the Device on Two Posts in a Rack
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Related
Documentation

Rack-Mounting and Cabinet-MountingWarnings•

• Connecting Earth Ground to QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Devices on page 206

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 207

• Connecting DC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 209

Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on Four Posts in a Rack or Cabinet

You can front-mount or rear-mount a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device on four posts in a

19-in. rack or cabinet by using the mounting brackets and installation blades provided

with the device. (The remainder of this topic uses “rack” to mean “rack or cabinet.”) The

front and rear rack rails must be spaced between 19.3 in. (49 cm) and 36 in. (91.4 cm)

front to back.

You can also mount the device on two posts of a 19-in. rack or cabinet by using the

mounting brackets provided with the device. See “Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I

Device on Two Posts in a Rack or Cabinet” on page 199.

The holes in the mounting brackets and installation blades are placed at 1 U (1.75 in., or

4.45 cm.) apart so that thedevice canbemounted in any rack that provides holes spaced

at that distance.

Before you begin mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device on the rack or cabinet:

• Ensure you understand how to prevent electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage. See

Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

• Verify that the site meets the requirements described in Site Preparation Checklist for

a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device.

• Place the rack in its permanent location, allowing adequate clearance for airflow and

maintenance, and secure it to the building structure.

• Read “General Site Guidelines” on page 98, with particular attention to Chassis Lifting

Guidelines for a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device.

• Remove thedevice fromtheshippingcarton(see “UnpackingaQFX3600orQFX3600-I

Device” on page 198).

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available tomount the device on four

posts in a rack:

• ESD grounding strap (provided).

• One pair of mounting brackets (part number 540-038596) (provided).

• One pair of rear installation blades (part number 540-038598). These installation

blades support the rear of the chassis, andmust be installed (provided).

• 6 Phillips 4x5-mm flat-headmounting screws (provided).

• Eight screws tosecure thechassisand rear installationblades to the rack (notprovided).

• Appropriate screwdriver for the mounting screws (not provided).
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WARNING: QFX3600 andQFX3600-I devicesmust be supported at all four
corners. Mounting the chassis using only the front brackets damages the
chassis and can result in serious bodily injury.

CAUTION: If you are installing the QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device above
60 in. (152.4 cm) from the floor, youmust remove the power supplies and
fan trays before attempting to install the device, or ask someone to assist
you during the installation.

CAUTION: If you aremountingmultiple devices on a rack, mount the device
in the lowest position of the rack first, and proceed tomount the rest of the
devices from bottom to top.

Tomount the device on four posts in a rack:

1. Attach the ESD grounding strap to your bare wrist and to a site ESD point.

2. Decide where to position the device in the rack.

3. Install the rear installation blades. See Figure 41 on page 203.

a. With twomounting screws—and cage nuts and washers if your rack requires

them—attach one of the rear installation blades to the left rear of the rack at the

point where you want to mount the device. Tighten the screws.

b. Position the second rear installation blade at the desired position in the right rear

of the rack, so that it is on the same rack level as the left rear installation blade. If

the right and left rear installation blades are not on the same level, the chassis will

rest at an angle in the rack instead of resting flat and level.

c. With twomounting screws—and cage nuts and washers if your rack requires

them—attach the second rear installation blade to the right rear of the rack at the

point where you want to mount the device. Tighten the screws.

Figure 41: Attaching the Installation Blades to the Rear of the Rack
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4. Prepare the device for mounting.

a. Place the device on a flat, stable surface.

b. Align themounting brackets along the front or rear of the side panels of the device

chassis depending on how youwant tomount the device. For example, if youwant

to front-mount the device, align the brackets along the front of the side panel such

that the mounting ears are in the front of the device chassis. See Figure 42 on

page 205.

c. Align theholes in themountingbracketswith holes on the sidepanels of thedevice

chassis.

d. Insert mounting screws into the aligned holes. Tighten the screws.

5. Mount the device.

a. Grasp both sides of the device, lift it, and position it in the rack so that the rear of

the chassis slides onto the installation blade. See Figure 42 on page 205.

TIP: If someone is assisting you, have one person stand at the rear of
the rack where the installation blade is installed, to help guide the
device onto the installation blade.

b. Align theholes in the frontbracketson thechassiswith theholes in the rack. Ensure

that the chassis is level.

c. With four mounting screws—and cage nuts and washers if your rack requires

them—secure the front of the device to the rack. Tighten the screws.

d. Ensure that the device chassis is level by verifying that all screws on one side of

the rack are aligned with the screws on the other side.
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Figure 42: Mounting the Device on Four-Posts
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Related
Documentation

Rack-Mounting and Cabinet-MountingWarnings•

• Connecting Earth Ground to QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Devices on page 206

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 207

• Connecting DC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 209

• Configuring a QFX3600 Device as a Standalone Switch
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Connecting Earth Ground to QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Devices

Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI) requirements and to ensure

proper operation, youmust connect the QFX3600 and QFX3600-I devices to earth

ground before you connect it to power.

For installations that require a separate grounding conductor to the chassis, use the

protective earthing terminal on the left rear of the chassis to connect to the earth ground

(see Figure 43 on page 207).

Before you connect earth ground to the protective earthing terminal of a QFX3600 or

QFX3600-I device, ensure that a licensed electrician has attached an appropriate

grounding lug to the grounding cable.

CAUTION: Using a grounding cable with an incorrectly attached lug can
damage the switch.

NOTE: Mountyourdevice in the rackorcabinetbeforeattachingthegrounding
lug to the switch. See “Mounting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on Two
Posts in a Rack or Cabinet” on page 199 and “Mounting a QFX3600 or
QFX3600-I Device on Four Posts in a Rack or Cabinet” on page 202.

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available:

• Grounding cable for your QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device—The grounding cable must

be 14 AWG (2mm²), minimum 90° C wire, or as permitted by the local code.

• Grounding lug for your grounding cable—The grounding lug required is a Panduit

LCD10-10A-L or equivalent. This grounding lug is provided in the accessory kit.

• TwoM5 screwswith integratedwashers—The screws are used to secure the grounding

lug to the protective earthing terminal. The screws are provided in the accessory kit.

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2.

AnAC-poweredQFX3600orQFX3600-Idevicechassisgainsadditionalgroundingwhen

you plug the power supply in the switch into a grounded AC power outlet by using an AC

power cordappropriate for your geographical location. See “ACPowerCordSpecifications

for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device” on page 144.

To connect earth ground to a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device:

1. Connect one end of the grounding cable to a proper earth ground, such as the rack in

which the device is mounted.

2. Place the grounding lug attached to the grounding cable over the protective earthing

terminal.
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3. Secure the grounding lug to the protective earthing terminal with screws.

4. Dress the grounding cable and ensure that it does not touch or block access to other

switch components and that it does not drape where people could trip over it.

Figure 43: Connecting a Grounding Cable to a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I
Device
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Related
Documentation

General Safety Guidelines andWarnings•

• Grounded EquipmentWarning

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 207

• Connecting DC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 209

Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

The power supply in QFX3500, QFX3600, and QFX3600-I devices is a hot-removable

and hot-insertable field-replaceable unit (FRU). You can remove and replace it without

powering off the device or disrupting device functions.

Ensure that you have a power cord appropriate for your geographical location available

to connect AC power to the device.

Before you begin connecting AC power to the device:

• Ensure that youhave taken thenecessaryprecautions topreventelectrostaticdischarge

(ESD) damage (see Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage).

• Ensure that you have connected the device chassis to earth ground.

CAUTION: Before you connect power to the device, a licensed electrician
mustattachacable lug to thegroundingandpower cables that yousupply.
A cable with an incorrectly attached lug can damage the device (for
example, by causing a short circuit).

Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI) requirements and
to ensure proper operation, youmust connect the chassis to earth ground
before you connect it to power. For installations that require a separate
grounding conductor to the chassis, use the protective earthing terminal
on the device chassis to connect to the earth ground. For instructions on
connecting earth ground, see “Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3500
Device”onpage220or“ConnectingEarthGroundtoQFX3600orQFX3600-I
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Devices”onpage206.Thedevicegainsadditionalgroundingwhenyouplug
the power supply in the device into a grounded AC power outlet by using
the AC power cord appropriate for your geographical location (see “AC
PowerCordSpecifications foraQFX3500,QFX3600,orQFX3600-IDevice”
on page 144).

• Install the power supply in the chassis. For instructions on installing a power supply in

aQFX3500device, see InstallingaPowerSupply inaQFX3500Device. For instructions

on installing apower supply in aQFX3600orQFX3600-I device, see Installing aPower

Supply in a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device.

NOTE: Each power supply must be connected to a dedicated power source
outlet.

To connect AC power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I device:

1. Attach the grounding strap to your bare wrist and to a site ESD point.

2. Ensure that the power supplies are fully inserted in the chassis and the latches are

secure. If onlyonepower supply is installed, ensurea thatblankcoverpanel is installed

over the second power supply slot.

3. Locate the power cord or cords shipped with the device; the cords have plugs

appropriate for your geographical location. See “AC Power Cord Specifications for a

QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device” on page 144.

WARNING: Ensure that the power cord does not block access to device
components or drape where people can trip on it.

4. Connect each power supply to the power sources. Insert the coupler end of the power

cord into the AC power cord inlet on the AC power supply faceplate.

5. Push thepowercord retaineronto thepowercord (seeFigure44onpage208orFigure

45 on page 209).

Figure 44: Connecting an AC Power Cord to an AC Power Supply in a
QFX3500 Device
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Figure 45: Connecting an AC Power Cord to an AC Power Supply in a
QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device
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6. If the AC power source outlet has a power switch, set it to the OFF (O) position.

NOTE: The device powers on as soon as power is provided to the power
supply. There is no power switch on the device.

7. Insert the power cord plug into an AC power source outlet.

8. If the AC power source outlet has a power switch, set it to the ON (|) position.

9. Verify that the AC and DC LEDs on each power supply are lit green.

If the amber fault LED is lit, remove power from the power supply, and replace the

power supply (see Removing a Power Supply from a QFX3500 Device or Removing

a Power Supply from a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device). Do not remove the power

supply until you have a replacement power supply ready: the power supplies or a

blank cover panel must be installed in the device to ensure proper airflow.

CAUTION: Replacea failedpower supplywithablankpanel or newpower
supply within 1 minute of removal to prevent chassis overheating.

Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device•

• AC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

Connecting DC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

The power supply in QFX3500, QFX3600, and QFX3600-I devices is a hot-removable

and hot-insertable field-replaceable unit (FRU). You can remove and replace it without

powering off the device or disrupting device functions.

WARNING: DC-powered QFX3500, QFX3600 and QFX3600-I devices are
intended for installation only in a restricted access location.
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NOTE: The battery returns of the DC power supply should be connected as
an isolated DC return (DC-I).

Before you begin connecting DC power to the device:

• Ensure that youhave taken thenecessaryprecautions topreventelectrostaticdischarge

(ESD) damage (see Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage).

• Ensure that you have connected the device chassis to earth ground.

CAUTION: Before you connect power to the device, a licensed electrician
mustattachacable lug to thegroundingandpower cables that yousupply.
A cable with an incorrectly attached lug can damage the device (for
example, by causing a short circuit).

Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI) requirements and
to ensure proper operation, youmust connect the chassis to earth ground
before you connect it to power. For installations that require a separate
grounding conductor to the chassis, use the protective earthing terminal
on the device chassis to connect to the earth ground. For instructions on
connecting earth ground, see “Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3500
Device”onpage220or“ConnectingEarthGroundtoQFX3600orQFX3600-I
Devices” on page 206.

• Install the power supply in the chassis. For instructions on installing a power supply in

aQFX3500device, see InstallingaPowerSupply inaQFX3500Device. For instructions

on installing apower supply in aQFX3600orQFX3600-I device, see Installing aPower

Supply in a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available:

• DC power source cables (14–16 AWG) with ring lug (Molex 190700069 or equivalent)

(not provided)

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 (not provided)

• Multimeter (not provided)

To connect DC power to a QFX3500, QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device:

1. Attach the grounding strap to your bare wrist and to a site ESD point.

2. Verify that the DC power cables are correctly labeled before making connections to

thepower supply. In a typical powerdistribution schemewhere the return is connected

to chassis groundat thebattery plant, youcanuseamultimeter to verify the resistance

of the –48V and RTN DC cables to chassis ground:

• The cable with very low resistance (indicating a closed circuit) to chassis ground is

positive (+) and will be installed on the V+ (return) DC power input terminal.
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• The cable with very high resistance (indicating an open circuit) to chassis ground

is negative (–) and will be installed on the V– (input) DC power input terminal.

CAUTION: Youmust ensure that power connectionsmaintain the proper
polarity. Thepower source cablesmight be labeled (+)and (–) to indicate
their polarity. There is no standard color coding for DC power cables. The
color coding usedby the externalDCpower source at your site determines
the color coding for the leads on the power cables that attach to the DC
power input terminals on each power supply.

3. Ensure that the input circuit breaker is open so that the voltage across the DC power

source cable leads is 0 V and that the cable leads do not become active while you

are connecting DC power.

NOTE: The V+ terminals are referred to as +RTN, and V– terminals are
referred to as –48V inDCPowerWiring SequenceWarning andDCPower
Electrical Safety Guidelines.

4. Ensure that the power supplies are fully inserted in the chassis.

5. Remove the terminal block cover. The terminal block cover is a piece of clear plastic

that snaps into place over the terminal block (see Figure 46 on page 212).

6. Remove the screws on the terminals using the screwdriver. Save the screws.

WARNING: Ensure that the power cables do not block access to device
components or drape where people can trip on them.

7. Connect each power supply to the power sources. Secure power source cables to the

power supplies by screwing the ring lugs attached to the cables to the appropriate

terminals by using the screw from the terminals (see Figure 47 on page 213 and Figure

46 on page 212).

NOTE:

CAUTION: The DC power supply has four terminals labeled V+, V+, V–,
and V– for connecting DC power source cables labeled positive (+) and
negative (–). The V+ terminals are shunted internally together, as are the
V- terminals. The same polarity terminal can be wired together from the
same source to provide an additional current path in a higher power
chassis. Do not connect the terminals to different sources. For example,
connect –48V fromDC source feedA to the input terminals of one power
supplyandconnect–48VfromfeedBtothe input terminalsof thesecond
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power supply on the other side of the chassis. This configuration provides
the commonly deployed A/B feed redundancy for the system.

a. Secure the ring lug of the positive (+) DC power source cable to the V+ terminal

on the DC power supply.

b. Secure the ring lug of the negative (–) DC power source cable to the V– terminal

on the DC power supply.

c. Tighten the screws on the power supply terminals until snug using the screwdriver.

Do not overtighten—apply between 5 in-lb (0.56 Nm) and 6 in-lb (0.68 Nm) of

torque to the screws.

Figure 46: DC Power Supply Faceplate for a QFX3500, QFX3600 or
QFX3600-I Device
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5—1— ESD grounding pointShunt negative input terminals

6—2— Fault LEDShunt positive input terminals

7—3— Output LEDTerminal block

8—4— Input LEDEjector lever

CAUTION: The V+ terminals are shunted internally together, as are the
V- terminals. The same polarity terminal can be wired together from the
same source to provide an additional current path in a higher power
chassis. Do not connect the terminals to different sources.
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Figure47:SecuringRingLugstotheTerminalsontheQFX3500,QFX3600
or QFX3600-I DC Power Supply
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8. Replace the terminal block cover.

9. Close the input circuit breaker.

NOTE: The device powers on as soon as power is provided to the power
supply. There is no power switch on the device.

10. Verify that the IN andOUT LEDs on the power supply are lit green and are on steadily.

Related
Documentation

DC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device•

• DC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

Connecting a QFX Series Device to aManagement Console

The QFX Series has a console port with an RJ-45 connector. Use the console port to

connect the device to amanagement console or to a console server.

Ensure that you have an RJ-45 to DB-9 rollover cable available. An RJ-45 cable with an

RJ-45 to DB-9 adapter is provided with the device.

NOTE: If your laptopor PCdoes not have aDB-9male connector pin and you
want to connect your laptop or PC directly to the QFX Series, use a
combination of theRJ-45 cable andRJ-45 toDB-9adapter suppliedwith the
device and a USB to DB-9male adapter. Youmust provide the USB to DB-9
male adapter.

To connect the QFX Series to amanagement console (see Figure 21 on page 155 and

Figure 22 on page 155):

1. Connectoneendof theEthernetcable to theconsoleport (labeledCONorCONSOLE).

2. Connect the other end of the Ethernet cable into the console server (see Figure 21 on

page 155) or management console (see Figure 22 on page 155).
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Figure48:Connecting theQFXSeries toaManagementConsoleThrough
a Console Server
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Figure 49: Connecting theQFXSeries Directly to aManagement Console
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Related
Documentation

• Console Port Connector Pinouts for the QFX Series
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CHAPTER 12

Installing a QFX3500 Node Device

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device on page 215

• Unpacking a QFX3500 Device on page 216

• Mounting a QFX3500 Device in a Rack or Cabinet on page 217

• Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3500 Device on page 220

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 221

• Connecting DC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 224

• Connecting a QFX Series Device to a Management Console on page 227

Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device

To install and connect a QFX3500 device:

1. Follow the instructions in “Unpacking a QFX3500 Device” on page 216.

2. Mount the device by following the instructions in “Mounting a QFX3500 Device in a

Rack or Cabinet” on page 217.

3. Followthe instructions in “ConnectingEarthGroundtoaQFX3500Device”onpage220.

4. Follow the instructions in “Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or

QFX3600-I Device” on page 207.

5. Depending on how you will be using the QFX3500 device, do one of the following:

• If you are using theQFX3500device as a standalone switch, follow the instructions

in Configuring a QFX3500 Device as a Standalone Switch.

• If you are using the QFX3500 device as a Node device in a QFX3000-G QFabric

system, see “QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview” on page 93 for

information about the steps to install and configure your QFX3000-G QFabric

system.

• If you are using the QFX3500 device as a Node device in a QFX3000-MQFabric

system, see QFX3000-MQFabric System Installation Overview for information

about the steps to install and configure your QFX3000-MQFabric system.

Related
Documentation

Rack Requirements for a QFX3500 Device•
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• Cabinet Requirements for a QFX3500 Device

• ClearanceRequirements forAirflowandHardwareMaintenance for aQFX3500Device

Unpacking a QFX3500 Device

The QFX3500 device chassis is a rigid sheet-metal structure that houses the hardware

components. A QFX3500 device is shipped in a cardboard carton, secured with foam

packingmaterial. The carton also contains an accessory box and quick start instructions.

CAUTION: QFX3500 devices aremaximally protected inside the shipping
carton. Do not unpack the device until you are ready to begin installation.

To unpack a QFX3500 device:

1. Move the shipping carton to a staging area as close to the installation site as possible,

but where you have enough room to remove the system components.

2. Position the carton so that the arrows are pointing up.

3. Open the top flaps on the shipping carton.

4. Remove the accessory box and verify the contents against the inventory included in

the box. Table 73 on page 216 lists the inventory of components supplied with a

QFX3500 device.

5. Pull out the packing material holding the device in place.

6. Verify the chassis components received:

• Management board

• Two fan trays

• One or two power supplies, depending on your order. If only one power supply is

installed, a blank panel should be installed on the second power supply slot.

7. Save the shipping carton and packing materials in case you need to move or ship the

device later.

Table 73: Inventory of Components Supplied with a QFX3500 Device

QuantityComponent

1Chassis with management board, two fan trays, and one or two power supplies

2Rear installation blades

1RJ-45 cable and RJ-45 to DB-9 adapter

48SFP/SFP+ port dust covers
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Table 73: Inventory of Components Supplied with a QFX3500 Device (continued)

QuantityComponent

4QSFP+ port dust covers

1Electrostatic discharge (ESD) grounding strap

Related
Documentation

Mounting a QFX3500 Device in a Rack or Cabinet on page 217•

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device on page 215

Mounting a QFX3500 Device in a Rack or Cabinet

You canmount a QFX3500 device on four posts in a 19-in. rack or cabinet by using the

mounting brackets and installation blades provided with the device. (The remainder of

this topic uses “rack” to mean “rack or cabinet.”) The front and rear rack rails must be

spaced between 28 in. (71.1 cm) and 36 in. (91.4 cm) front to back.

The holes in the mounting brackets and installation blades are placed at 1 U (1.75 in., or

4.45 cm.) apart so that thedevice canbemounted in any rack that provides holes spaced

at that distance.

Before you begin mounting a QFX3500 device on the rack or cabinet:

• Ensure that you understand how to prevent electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage.

See Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage.

• Verify that the site meets the requirements described in Site Preparation Checklist for

a QFX3500 Device.

• Place the rack in its permanent location, allowing adequate clearance for airflow and

maintenance, and secure it to the building structure.

• Read “General Site Guidelines” on page 98, with particular attention to Chassis Lifting

Guidelines for a QFX3500 Device.

• Remove the device from the shipping carton (see “Unpacking a QFX3500 Device” on

page 216).

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available tomount the device on four

posts in a rack:

• ESD grounding strap (provided).

• One pair of rear installation blades. These installation blades support the rear of the

chassis, andmust be installed (provided).

• Eight screws tosecure thechassisand rear installationblades to the rack (notprovided).

• Appropriate screwdriver for the mounting screws (not provided).
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WARNING: The QFX3500 devicemust be supported at all four corners.
Mounting the chassis using only the front brackets will damage the chassis
and can result in serious bodily injury.

CAUTION: If you are installing the QFX3500 device above 60 in. (152.4 cm)
from the floor, youmust remove the power supplies, fan trays, and
management board before attempting to install the device, or ask someone
to assist you during the installation.

CAUTION: If you aremountingmultiple devices on a rack, mount the device
in the lowest position of the rack first and proceed tomount the rest of the
devices from bottom to top.

Tomount the device on four posts in a rack:

1. Attach the ESD grounding strap to your bare wrist and to a site ESD point.

2. With twomounting screws—and cage nuts and washers if your rack requires

them—attach one of the rear installation blades to the rear of the rack at the point

where you want to mount the device. Tighten the screws. The blade helps support

the rear of the chassis. You install the second rear installation blade after securing

both front mounting brackets. See Figure 50 on page 218.

Figure 50: Installing an Installation Blade in a Rack
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3. Grasp both sides of the device, lift it, and position it in the rack so that the blade

receptacle at the rear of the chassis catches and slides onto the installation blade.

See Figure 51 on page 219.

TIP: If someone is assisting you, have one person stand at the rear of the
rackwhere the installationblade is installed, to help guide thedeviceonto
the installation blade.
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Figure 51: Mounting the QFX3500 Device on Four Posts in a Rack
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4. Align the holes in the front brackets on the chassis with the holes in the rack. Ensure

that the chassis is level.

5. With four mounting screws—and cage nuts and washers if your rack requires

them—secure the front of the device to the rack. Insert the first screw on the opposite

corner from the rear installation blade you installed. Tighten the screws.

6. Ensure that the device chassis is level by verifying that all the screws on the front of

the rack are aligned with the screws at the back of the rack.

7. With twomounting screws—and cage nuts and washers if your rack requires

them—slide the second rear installationblade into theblade receptacleon thechassis,

and secure it to the rear of the rack by tightening the screws. Youmight need to loosen

and adjust the first installation blade to install the second blade.

Related
Documentation

Rack-Mounting and Cabinet-MountingWarnings•

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 207

• Configuring a QFX3500 Device as a Standalone Switch
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Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3500 Device

Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI) requirements and to ensure

proper operation, youmust connect the QFX3500 device to earth ground before you

connect it to power.

For installations that require a separate grounding conductor to the chassis, youmust

attach a protective earthing terminal bracket on theQFX3500device left frontmounting

bracket to connect to the earth ground (see Figure 52 on page 221).

Before youconnect earthground to theprotectiveearthing terminal of aQFX3500device,

ensure that a licensed electrician has attached an appropriate grounding lug to the

grounding cable.

CAUTION: Using a grounding cable with an incorrectly attached lug can
damage the device.

NOTE: Mountyourdevice in the rackorcabinetbeforeattachingthegrounding
lug to the device. See “Mounting a QFX3500Device in a Rack or Cabinet” on
page 217.

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available:

• Protective earthing terminal bracket—This L-shaped bracket attaches to a post on the

QFX3500 device left front mounting bracket, providing a protective earthing terminal

for the device. This bracket is provided in the accessory kit.

• Grounding cable for your QFX3500 device—The grounding cable must be 14 AWG

(2mm²), minimum 90° C wire, or as permitted by the local code.

• Grounding lug for your grounding cable—The grounding lug required is a Panduit

LCD10-10A-L or equivalent. This grounding lug is provided in the accessory kit.

• ThreeM4hexnutswith integratedwashers—Onenutandwasherare required tosecure

the grounding lugbracket to the left frontmountingbracket, and twonuts andwashers

are used to secure the grounding lug to the grounding lug bracket protective earthing

terminal. Four nuts are provided in the accessory kit.

• 7-mmwrench or socket with driver to attach all three nuts.

An AC-powered QFX3500 device chassis gains additional grounding when you plug the

power supply in the device into a grounded AC power outlet by using an AC power cord

appropriate for your geographical location. See “AC Power Cord Specifications for a

QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device” on page 144.

To connect earth ground to a QFX3500 device:
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1. Secure the provided protective earthing terminal bracket to the threaded post on the

QFX3500 device left front mounting bracket with the nut provided. The posts on the

protectiveearthing terminal bracket shouldpoint to the left. SeeFigure52onpage221.

Figure 52: Connecting a Grounding Cable to a QFX3500 Device
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2. Connect one end of the grounding cable to a proper earth ground, such as the rack in

which the device is mounted.

3. Place the grounding lug attached to the grounding cable over the protective earthing

terminal on the protective earthing terminal bracket.

4. Secure the grounding lug to the protective earthing terminal with two nuts.

5. Dress the grounding cable and ensure that it does not touch or block access to other

device components and that it does not drape where people could trip over it.

Related
Documentation

General Safety Guidelines andWarnings•

• Grounded EquipmentWarning

• Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 207

• Connecting DC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device on page 209

Connecting AC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

The power supply in QFX3500, QFX3600, and QFX3600-I devices is a hot-removable

and hot-insertable field-replaceable unit (FRU). You can remove and replace it without

powering off the device or disrupting device functions.

Ensure that you have a power cord appropriate for your geographical location available

to connect AC power to the device.

Before you begin connecting AC power to the device:

• Ensure that youhave taken thenecessaryprecautions topreventelectrostaticdischarge

(ESD) damage (see Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage).

• Ensure that you have connected the device chassis to earth ground.
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CAUTION: Before you connect power to the device, a licensed electrician
mustattachacable lug to thegroundingandpower cables that yousupply.
A cable with an incorrectly attached lug can damage the device (for
example, by causing a short circuit).

Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI) requirements and
to ensure proper operation, youmust connect the chassis to earth ground
before you connect it to power. For installations that require a separate
grounding conductor to the chassis, use the protective earthing terminal
on the device chassis to connect to the earth ground. For instructions on
connecting earth ground, see “Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3500
Device”onpage220or“ConnectingEarthGroundtoQFX3600orQFX3600-I
Devices”onpage206.Thedevicegainsadditionalgroundingwhenyouplug
the power supply in the device into a grounded AC power outlet by using
the AC power cord appropriate for your geographical location (see “AC
PowerCordSpecifications foraQFX3500,QFX3600,orQFX3600-IDevice”
on page 144).

• Install the power supply in the chassis. For instructions on installing a power supply in

aQFX3500device, see InstallingaPowerSupply inaQFX3500Device. For instructions

on installing apower supply in aQFX3600orQFX3600-I device, see Installing aPower

Supply in a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device.

NOTE: Each power supply must be connected to a dedicated power source
outlet.

To connect AC power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I device:

1. Attach the grounding strap to your bare wrist and to a site ESD point.

2. Ensure that the power supplies are fully inserted in the chassis and the latches are

secure. If onlyonepower supply is installed, ensurea thatblankcoverpanel is installed

over the second power supply slot.

3. Locate the power cord or cords shipped with the device; the cords have plugs

appropriate for your geographical location. See “AC Power Cord Specifications for a

QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device” on page 144.

WARNING: Ensure that the power cord does not block access to device
components or drape where people can trip on it.

4. Connect each power supply to the power sources. Insert the coupler end of the power

cord into the AC power cord inlet on the AC power supply faceplate.

5. Push thepowercord retaineronto thepowercord (seeFigure44onpage208orFigure

45 on page 209).
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Figure 53: Connecting an AC Power Cord to an AC Power Supply in a
QFX3500 Device
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Figure 54: Connecting an AC Power Cord to an AC Power Supply in a
QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device
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6. If the AC power source outlet has a power switch, set it to the OFF (O) position.

NOTE: The device powers on as soon as power is provided to the power
supply. There is no power switch on the device.

7. Insert the power cord plug into an AC power source outlet.

8. If the AC power source outlet has a power switch, set it to the ON (|) position.

9. Verify that the AC and DC LEDs on each power supply are lit green.

If the amber fault LED is lit, remove power from the power supply, and replace the

power supply (see Removing a Power Supply from a QFX3500 Device or Removing

a Power Supply from a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device). Do not remove the power

supply until you have a replacement power supply ready: the power supplies or a

blank cover panel must be installed in the device to ensure proper airflow.

CAUTION: Replacea failedpower supplywithablankpanel or newpower
supply within 1 minute of removal to prevent chassis overheating.

Related
Documentation

AC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device•

• AC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device
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Connecting DC Power to a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

The power supply in QFX3500, QFX3600, and QFX3600-I devices is a hot-removable

and hot-insertable field-replaceable unit (FRU). You can remove and replace it without

powering off the device or disrupting device functions.

WARNING: DC-powered QFX3500, QFX3600 and QFX3600-I devices are
intended for installation only in a restricted access location.

NOTE: The battery returns of the DC power supply should be connected as
an isolated DC return (DC-I).

Before you begin connecting DC power to the device:

• Ensure that youhave taken thenecessaryprecautions topreventelectrostaticdischarge

(ESD) damage (see Prevention of Electrostatic Discharge Damage).

• Ensure that you have connected the device chassis to earth ground.

CAUTION: Before you connect power to the device, a licensed electrician
mustattachacable lug to thegroundingandpower cables that yousupply.
A cable with an incorrectly attached lug can damage the device (for
example, by causing a short circuit).

Tomeet safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI) requirements and
to ensure proper operation, youmust connect the chassis to earth ground
before you connect it to power. For installations that require a separate
grounding conductor to the chassis, use the protective earthing terminal
on the device chassis to connect to the earth ground. For instructions on
connecting earth ground, see “Connecting Earth Ground to a QFX3500
Device”onpage220or“ConnectingEarthGroundtoQFX3600orQFX3600-I
Devices” on page 206.

• Install the power supply in the chassis. For instructions on installing a power supply in

aQFX3500device, see InstallingaPowerSupply inaQFX3500Device. For instructions

on installing apower supply in aQFX3600orQFX3600-I device, see Installing aPower

Supply in a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device

Ensure that you have the following parts and tools available:

• DC power source cables (14–16 AWG) with ring lug (Molex 190700069 or equivalent)

(not provided)

• Phillips (+) screwdriver, number 2 (not provided)

• Multimeter (not provided)
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To connect DC power to a QFX3500, QFX3600 or QFX3600-I device:

1. Attach the grounding strap to your bare wrist and to a site ESD point.

2. Verify that the DC power cables are correctly labeled before making connections to

thepower supply. In a typical powerdistribution schemewhere the return is connected

to chassis groundat thebattery plant, youcanuseamultimeter to verify the resistance

of the –48V and RTN DC cables to chassis ground:

• The cable with very low resistance (indicating a closed circuit) to chassis ground is

positive (+) and will be installed on the V+ (return) DC power input terminal.

• The cable with very high resistance (indicating an open circuit) to chassis ground

is negative (–) and will be installed on the V– (input) DC power input terminal.

CAUTION: Youmust ensure that power connectionsmaintain the proper
polarity. Thepower source cablesmight be labeled (+)and (–) to indicate
their polarity. There is no standard color coding for DC power cables. The
color coding usedby the externalDCpower source at your site determines
the color coding for the leads on the power cables that attach to the DC
power input terminals on each power supply.

3. Ensure that the input circuit breaker is open so that the voltage across the DC power

source cable leads is 0 V and that the cable leads do not become active while you

are connecting DC power.

NOTE: The V+ terminals are referred to as +RTN, and V– terminals are
referred to as –48V inDCPowerWiring SequenceWarning andDCPower
Electrical Safety Guidelines.

4. Ensure that the power supplies are fully inserted in the chassis.

5. Remove the terminal block cover. The terminal block cover is a piece of clear plastic

that snaps into place over the terminal block (see Figure 46 on page 212).

6. Remove the screws on the terminals using the screwdriver. Save the screws.

WARNING: Ensure that the power cables do not block access to device
components or drape where people can trip on them.

7. Connect each power supply to the power sources. Secure power source cables to the

power supplies by screwing the ring lugs attached to the cables to the appropriate

terminals by using the screw from the terminals (see Figure 47 on page 213 and Figure

46 on page 212).

NOTE:
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CAUTION: The DC power supply has four terminals labeled V+, V+, V–,
and V– for connecting DC power source cables labeled positive (+) and
negative (–). The V+ terminals are shunted internally together, as are the
V- terminals. The same polarity terminal can be wired together from the
same source to provide an additional current path in a higher power
chassis. Do not connect the terminals to different sources. For example,
connect –48V fromDC source feedA to the input terminals of one power
supplyandconnect–48VfromfeedBtothe input terminalsof thesecond
power supply on the other side of the chassis. This configuration provides
the commonly deployed A/B feed redundancy for the system.

a. Secure the ring lug of the positive (+) DC power source cable to the V+ terminal

on the DC power supply.

b. Secure the ring lug of the negative (–) DC power source cable to the V– terminal

on the DC power supply.

c. Tighten the screws on the power supply terminals until snug using the screwdriver.

Do not overtighten—apply between 5 in-lb (0.56 Nm) and 6 in-lb (0.68 Nm) of

torque to the screws.

Figure 55: DC Power Supply Faceplate for a QFX3500, QFX3600 or
QFX3600-I Device
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8—4— Input LEDEjector lever
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CAUTION: The V+ terminals are shunted internally together, as are the
V- terminals. The same polarity terminal can be wired together from the
same source to provide an additional current path in a higher power
chassis. Do not connect the terminals to different sources.

Figure56:SecuringRingLugstotheTerminalsontheQFX3500,QFX3600
or QFX3600-I DC Power Supply
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8. Replace the terminal block cover.

9. Close the input circuit breaker.

NOTE: The device powers on as soon as power is provided to the power
supply. There is no power switch on the device.

10. Verify that the IN andOUT LEDs on the power supply are lit green and are on steadily.

Related
Documentation

DC Power Supply for a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device•

• DC Power Supply LEDs on a QFX3500, QFX3600, or QFX3600-I Device

Connecting a QFX Series Device to aManagement Console

The QFX Series has a console port with an RJ-45 connector. Use the console port to

connect the device to amanagement console or to a console server.

Ensure that you have an RJ-45 to DB-9 rollover cable available. An RJ-45 cable with an

RJ-45 to DB-9 adapter is provided with the device.

NOTE: If your laptopor PCdoes not have aDB-9male connector pin and you
want to connect your laptop or PC directly to the QFX Series, use a
combination of theRJ-45 cable andRJ-45 toDB-9adapter suppliedwith the
device and a USB to DB-9male adapter. Youmust provide the USB to DB-9
male adapter.
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To connect the QFX Series to amanagement console (see Figure 21 on page 155 and

Figure 22 on page 155):

1. Connectoneendof theEthernetcable to theconsoleport (labeledCONorCONSOLE).

2. Connect the other end of the Ethernet cable into the console server (see Figure 21 on

page 155) or management console (see Figure 22 on page 155).

Figure 57: Connecting theQFXSeries to aManagementConsole Through
a Console Server
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Figure 58: Connecting theQFXSeries Directly to aManagement Console
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Related
Documentation

• Console Port Connector Pinouts for the QFX Series
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CHAPTER 13

CablingaCopper-BasedControl Plane for
the QFX3000-G QFabric System

• Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for Copper-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane Redundancy on page 229

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group on page 232

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network on page 235

• Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device to a Network for Out-of-Band

Management on page 237

• ConnectingaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric

System Control Plane Network on page 238

• Connecting aQFX3600NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 242

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to a Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 245

Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for Copper-Based QFX3000-GQFabric System
Control Plane Redundancy

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX Series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis. If you are

creating a copper-based control plane network, you use four EX4200-48T Ethernet

switches in each Virtual Chassis. For redundancy and communication, youmust connect

the two Virtual Chassis using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet uplink module ports configured as

a link aggregation group (LAG) (see Figure 59 on page 230).
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Figure 59: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemCopper-Based Control
Plane—Inter-Virtual Chassis LAG Connections
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Before you begin to interconnect two Virtual Chassis for QFX3000-G QFabric system

control plane redundancy:

• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). See “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device” on page 147,

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on page 159 “Installing

and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device” on page 197, and “Installing and

Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install yourVirtualChassis hardware (EX4200switches). See InstallingandConnecting

an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassis of fourmemberseach.SeeConfiguringanEX4200,EX4500,

or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Ensure that you have installed a 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ transceivers in ports 0 and

2 on each Virtual Chassismember uplinkmodule (see Installing a Transceiver in an EX

Series Switch). EX4200 uplink modules only support SFP+ transceivers installed in

ports 0 and 2. For a list of supported transceivers, see Optical Interface Support in

EX4200 Switches.

Insteadofusingoptical transceivers, youcanuse 10-GigabitEthernetSFP+direct-attach

(DAC) cables. For a list of supported DAC cables, see SFP+ Direct Attach Cables for

EX Series Switches. The procedure below assumes you are using optical transceivers,

but the port mappings in Table 74 on page 231 also apply to DAC cables.

• Ensure that you have appropriate fiber-optic cables (see Optical Interface Support in

EX4200 Switches).

• Ensure that you have taken the necessary precautions for safe handling of lasers (see

Laser and LED Safety Guidelines andWarnings for EX Series Switches).

• Use Table 74 on page 231 to determine the copper-based control plane Virtual

Chassis-to-Virtual Chassis port mappings. Specific ports have been reserved on the

Virtual Chassis to connect to each of the QFabric system device types. Such design

simplifies installation and facilitates timely deployment of a QFabric system. It also

permits the use of a standardVirtual Chassis configuration (see “Example: Configuring

the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System Control Plane” on page 282.
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Table 74: Virtual Chassis-to-Virtual Chassis Copper-Based Control Plane Port Assignments

Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Connect xe-3/1/0 to xe-3/1/0Connect xe-2/1/0 to xe-2/1/0Connect xe-1/1/0 to xe-1/1/0Connect xe-0/1/0 to xe-0/1/0

Connect xe-3/1/2 to xe-3/1/2Connect xe-2/1/2 to xe-2/1/2Connect xe-1/1/2 to xe-1/1/2Connect xe-0/1/2 to xe-0/1/2

To interconnect two Virtual Chassis for QFabric system control plane redundancy (see

Figure 59 on page 230 and Figure 68 on page 250):

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. If the fiber-optic cable connector is covered by a rubber safety cap, remove the cap.

Save the cap.

2. Remove the rubber safety cap fromtheSFP+optical transceiver inport0onmember0

of the first Virtual Chassis. Save the cap.

3. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver (see Figure 60 on page 231).

Figure 60: Connecting a Fiber-Optic Cable to an Optical Transceiver
Installed in an EX Series Switch
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4. If the connector at the other end of the fiber-optic cable is covered by a rubber safety

cap, remove the cap. Save the cap.

5. Remove the rubber safety cap fromtheSFP+optical transceiver inport0onmember0

of the second Virtual Chassis. Save the cap.

6. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

7. Repeat Step 1 through Step 6 for each uplink module port, following the port

assignments in Table 74 on page 231.

8. Secure thecables so that theyarenot supporting their ownweight. Placeexcess cable

outof theway inaneatly coiled loop.Placing fastenersona loophelps cablesmaintain

their shape.
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CAUTION: Do not bend fiber-optic cables beyond their minimum bend
radius.Anarcsmaller thana few inches indiametercandamagethecables
and cause problems that are difficult to diagnose.

Do not let fiber-optic cables hang free from the connector. Do not allow
fastened loops of cables to dangle, which stresses the cables at the
fastening point.

Related
Documentation

Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147•

Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group

A QFabric system requires two QFX3100 Director devices interconnected as a QFX3100

Director group (see Figure 61 on page 232 and Figure 63 on page 233).

Figure 61: QFX3100 Director Group Control Plane Connections for
QFX3000-GQFabric SystemUsing Copper-Based Control Plane
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Figure 62: QFX3100 Director Group Control Plane Connections for
QFX3000-GQFabric SystemUsing Fiber-Based Control Plane
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Figure 63: QFX3100 Director Group Control Plane Connections for
QFX3000-MQFabric System
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The second QFX3100 Director device provides redundancy for the control plane and

management network.

Before you begin to connect QFX3100 Director devices in a Director group:

• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 159, “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197, and

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

NOTE: For a copper-based QFX3000-MQFabric system control plane
network, use QFX3100 Director devices with RJ-45 networkmodules
installed. For a fiber-based control plane network, use QFX3100 Director
devices with SFP networkmodules installed.

• Ensure that you have appropriate transceivers and cables available. For cable

specifications, see “CableSpecifications for Copper-BasedControl PlaneConnections

for the QFabric System” on page 133 and “Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and

QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111.

To connect QFX3100 Director devices in a Director group (see Figure 61 on page 232):

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. Connect the port labeled 3 on the first networkmodule on one of the Director devices

to the corresponding port (labeled 3) on the first network module on the second

Director device.

2. Connect the port labeled 3 on the second network module on one of the Director

devices to the corresponding port (labeled 3) on the second network module on the

second Director device.

Related
Documentation

ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network on page 235

•

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 255

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network
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ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem
Control Plane Network

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX Series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis composed of

EX4200 switches. If you are creating a copper-based control plane network, you use four

EX4200-48T Ethernet switches in each Virtual Chassis. QFX3100 Director devices have

two RJ-45 or SFP networkmodules. Use the RJ-45 networkmodule ports to connect the

QFX3100 Director group to each Virtual Chassis (see Figure 64 on page 235).

Figure 64: QFX3100 Director Group to Virtual Chassis Connections for
QFX3000-GQFabric System
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Use the following QFX3100 Director devices and EX4200 switches for a copper-based

QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane network:

• QFX3100 Director devices with RJ-45 network modules installed. Each RJ-45 network

module provides four RJ-45 ports labeled 0 through 3.

• EX4200-48T switches with an SFP+ uplink module installed.

Specific ports havebeen reservedon theVirtualChassis to connect toeachof theQFabric

systemdevice types. Suchdesign simplifies installationand facilitates timelydeployment

of a QFabric system. It also permits the use of a standard Virtual Chassis configuration

(see “Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane” on page 282).

Before youbegin toconnectaQFX3100Directordevice to thecopper-basedQFX3000-G

control plane network:
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• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). See “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device” on page 147,

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on page 159, “Installing

and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device” on page 197, and “Installing and

Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install yourVirtualChassis hardware (EX4200switches). See InstallingandConnecting

an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassis switchesof fourmemberseach.SeeConfiguringanEX4200,

EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis switches using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

uplink ports. See “Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for Copper-Based QFX3000-G

QFabric System Control Plane Redundancy” on page 229.

• Connect the twoQFX3100Director devices to create aDirector group. See “Connecting

QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group” on page 232.

• Ensure that you have enough RJ-45 patch cables available, and ensure that the cables

meet the specifications described in “Cable Specifications for Copper-Based Control

Plane Connections for the QFabric System” on page 133.

To connect aQFX3100Director device to theQFX3000-GQFabric control plane network

(see Figure 64 on page 235):

1. Connect both network modules on the first Director device (labeled DG0 in Figure 64

onpage235) to the twoVirtualChassis (labeledVC0andVC1 in Figure64onpage235).

You connect the first three ports (labeled 0 through 2) on the first network module

to the first Virtual Chassis (VC0). You connect the first three ports on the second

network module (also labeled 0 through 2) to the second Virtual Chassis (VC1). The

ports used are the same on each Virtual Chassis.

Table 75:QFX3100DirectorDevice-to-Virtual ChassisControl PlanePortAssignments forDG0

Network Module Port 3
Network Module Port
2

Network Module Port
1

Network Module Port
0

Connect this port to the identical port on the
other Director device. See “Connecting
QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director
Group” on page 232 .

Virtual Chassis port
ge-2/0/40

Virtual Chassis port
ge-1/0/40

Virtual Chassis port
ge-0/0/40

2. Connect both network modules on the second Director device (labeled DG1 in Figure

64 on page 235) to the two Virtual Chassis (labeled VC0 and VC1 in Figure 64 on

page 235). You connect the first three ports on the first network module to the first

VirtualChassis (VC0). Youconnect the first threeportson thesecondnetworkmodule

to the second Virtual Chassis (VC1). The ports used are the same on each Virtual

Chassis.
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Table 76: SecondQFX3100Director Device-to-Virtual Chassis Control PlanePort Assignments
for DG1

Network Module Port 3
Network Module Port
2

Network Module Port
1

Network Module Port
0

Connect this port to the identical port on the
other Director device. See “Connecting
QFX3100DirectorDevices inaDirectorGroup”
on page 232 .

Virtual Chassis port
ge-2/0/41

Virtual Chassis port
ge-1/0/41

Virtual Chassis port
ge-0/0/41

Related
Documentation

Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147•

Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device to a Network for Out-of-BandManagement

Use themanagement port on your QFX3100 Director device to connect each Director

device in your Director group to your out-of-bandmanagement network.

NOTE: You cannot use themanagement port to perform the initial
configuration of the QFX3100 Director device. Youmust configure the
management port before you can successfully connect to the QFX3100
Director device using this port. See “Performing the QFabric System Initial
Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group” on page 360.

Ensure that you have an RJ-45 patch cable available.

To connect a QFX3100 Director device to a network for out-of-bandmanagement:

1. Connect one end of the Ethernet cable to the management port (labeledMGMT on

the Director device front panel).

2. Connect the other end of the Ethernet cable to your management device or

management network.

3. Repeat these steps for the second Director device.

Related
Documentation

Management Port Connector Pinouts for the QFX Series•

• Cable Specifications for Console and Management Connections for the QFX Series

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network on page 235

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network

• Connecting a QFX Series Device to a Management Console on page 155
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ConnectingaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric
SystemControl Plane Network

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting theQFabric systemdevices in your network to twoVirtual Chassis composed

of four EX4200 switches each. QFX3008-I Interconnect Devices have four small form

factor pluggable plus (SFP+)management ports on each Control Board. Use the SFP+

management ports to connect the QFX3008-I Interconnect Devices to each Virtual

Chassis (see Figure 65 on page 238.

Figure 65: QFX3008-I Interconnect Device Control Plane Connections
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Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to connect to the Interconnect

devices,Nodedevices, andQFX3100Directordevices in yourQFabric system.Suchdesign

simplifies installation and facilitates timely deployment of a QFabric system. It also

enables the use of a standard Virtual Chassis configuration (see “Example: Configuring

the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System Control Plane” on page 282).

Before you begin to connect a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device to the copper-based

QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane network:
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• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 159, “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197, and

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install your Virtual Chassis hardware. For more information, see Installing and

Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create two Virtual Chassis of four EX4200-48T switches each. For more information,

see Configuring an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis switches using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

uplink ports. For more information, see “Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for

Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane Redundancy” on page 229.

• Ensure that 1000BASE-T SFP transceivers are installed in port 0 and port 1 on both

Control Boards for each QFX3008-I Interconnect device (see Installing a Transceiver

in a QFX Series Device). For a list of supported transceivers and required cables, see

“Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series”

on page 111.

• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in the ports you are

using on each EX4200 switch (see Installing a Transceiver in an EX Series Switch). For

a list of supported transceivers, see Optical Interface Support in EX4200 Switches.

• Ensure that you have four RJ-45 patch cables available for each Interconnect device.

For cable specifications, see “Cable Specifications for Copper-Based Control Plane

Connections for the QFabric System” on page 133.

• Use Table 77 on page 239 to determine the QFX3008-I Interconnect device-to-Virtual

Chassis port mappings. Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to

connect to each of theQFXSeries device types. Such design simplifies installation and

facilitates timely deployment of a QFabric system.

NOTE: The two Control Boards in each Interconnect device are labeled
CB0andCB1 inFigure65onpage238andTable83onpage260. Interconnect

devices IC2 and IC3 are not shown in [Unresolved xref] and describe the
port mappings for the optional third and fourth Interconnect devices

Table 77: Interconnect Device Port Mappings

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0
Interconnect
Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-0/0/39

• CB1, port 1 to ge-1/0/39

• CB0, port 0 to ge-0/0/39

• CB1, port 0 to ge-1/0/39

IC0

• CB0, port 1 to ge-2/0/39

• CB1, port 1 to ge-3/0/39

• CB0, port 0 to ge-2/0/39

• CB1, port 0 to ge-3/0/39

IC1

• CB0, port 1 to ge-0/0/38

• CB1, port 1 to ge-1/0/38

• CB0, port 0 to ge-0/0/38

• CB1, port 0 to ge-1/0/38

IC2
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Table 77: Interconnect Device Port Mappings (continued)

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0
Interconnect
Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-2/0/38

• CB1, port 1 to ge-3/0/38

• CB0, port 0 to ge-2/0/38

• CB1, port 0 to ge-3/0/38

IC3
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To connect each QFX3008-I Interconnect Device to the QFX3000-G QFabric system

control plane network (see Figure 65 on page 238:

1. Connect the first Interconnect device.

a. Connect one end of the first RJ-45 patch cable to the first SFPmanagement port

(labeled 0) on the first Control Board (labeled CB 0).

b. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-0/0/39 on the first Virtual Chassis.

c. Connect oneendof the secondRJ-45patch cable to the secondSFPmanagement

port (labeled 1) on the first Control Board (labeled CB 0).

d. Connect theotherendof that cable toportge-0/0/39on the secondVirtualChassis.

e. Connect one end of the third RJ-45 patch cable to the first SFPmanagement port

(labeled 0) on the second Control Board (labeled CB 1).

f. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-1/0/39 on the first Virtual Chassis.

g. Connect one end of the fourth RJ-45 patch cable to the second SFPmanagement

port (labeled 1) on the second Control Board (labeled CB 1).

h. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-1/0/39on the secondVirtualChassis.

2. Connect the second Interconnect device.

a. Connect one end of the first RJ-45 patch cable to the first SFPmanagement port

(labeled 0) on the first Control Board (labeled CB 0).

b. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-2/0/39 on the first Virtual Chassis.

c. Connect oneendof the secondRJ-45patch cable to the secondSFPmanagement

port (labeled 1) on the first Control Board (labeled CB 0).

d. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-2/0/39on the secondVirtualChassis.

e. Connect one end of the third RJ-45 patch cable to the first SFPmanagement port

(labeled 0) on the second Control Board (labeled CB 1).

f. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-3/0/39 on the first Virtual Chassis.

g. Connect one end of the fourth RJ-45 patch cable to the second SFPmanagement

port (labeled 1) on the second Control Board (labeled CB 1).

h. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-3/0/39on the secondVirtualChassis.

3. (Optional) Connect the third Interconnect device.

a. Connect one end of the first RJ-45 patch cable to the first SFPmanagement port

(labeled 0) on the first Control Board (labeled CB 0).

b. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-0/0/38 on the first Virtual Chassis.

c. Connect oneendof the secondRJ-45patch cable to the secondSFPmanagement
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port (labeled 1) on the first Control Board (labeled CB 0).

d. Connect theotherendof thatcable toportge-0/0/38on the secondVirtualChassis.

e. Connect one end of the third RJ-45 patch cable to the first SFPmanagement port

(labeled 0) on the second Control Board (labeled CB 1).

f. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-1/0/38 on the first Virtual Chassis.

g. Connect one end of the fourth RJ-45 patch cable to the second SFPmanagement

port (labeled 1) on the second Control Board (labeled CB 1).

h. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-1/0/38on the secondVirtualChassis.

4. (Optional) Connect the fourth Interconnect device.

a. Connect one end of the first RJ-45 patch cable to the first SFPmanagement port

(labeled 0) on the first Control Board (labeled CB 0).

b. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-2/0/38 on the first Virtual Chassis.

c. Connect oneendof the secondRJ-45patch cable to the secondSFPmanagement

port (labeled 1) on the first Control Board (labeled CB 0).

d. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-2/0/38on the secondVirtualChassis.

e. Connect one end of the third RJ-45 patch cable to the first SFPmanagement port

(labeled 0) on the second Control Board (labeled CB 1).

f. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-3/0/38 on the first Virtual Chassis.

g. Connect one end of the fourth RJ-45 patch cable to the second SFPmanagement

port (labeled 1) on the second Control Board (labeled CB 1).

h. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-3/0/38on the secondVirtualChassis.

Related
Documentation

Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to a Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 245

•

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 272

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network on page 235

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group on page 232

Connecting aQFX3600NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System
Control Plane Network

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis composed of

four EX4200 switches each. QFX3600 Node devices have twomanagement ports with
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RJ-45 connectors. Use the management ports to connect the QFX3600 Node device to

each Virtual Chassis (see Figure 66 on page 243).

Figure 66: QFX3600Node Device Control Plane Connections
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Beforeyoubegin tocable theQFX3000-GQFabric systemcontrolplaneandmanagement

network:

• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 159, “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197, and

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more information, see

Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create two Virtual Chassis switches of onemember each. For more information, see

Configuring an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis switches using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

uplink ports. For more information, see “Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for

Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane Redundancy” on page 229.

• Ensure that you have two RJ-45 patch cables available. For cable specifications, see

“Cable Specifications for Copper-Based Control Plane Connections for the QFabric

System” on page 133.

• Use Table 78 on page 244 to determine the QFX3600 Node device-to-Virtual Chassis

port mappings. Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to connect to

each of the QFabric system device types. Such design simplifies installation and

facilitates timely deployment of aQFabric system. It also permits the useof a standard

Virtual Chassis configuration (see “Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the

QFX3000-G QFabric System Control Plane” on page 282).
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NOTE: The numerical identifiers for each Node device below are not
preassigned to the Node devices that are shipped to you. They represent
the order in which you connect the Node devices. For example, the first
Nodedeviceport youconnect (Node0)will be connected toportge-0/0/0

on Virtual Chassis member 0.

Table 78: QFX3600Node Device-to-Virtual Chassis Control Plane Port Assignments

Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Node 96: ge-3/0/0Node 64: ge-2/0/0Node 32: ge-1/0/0Node 0: ge-0/0/0

Node 97: ge-3/0/1Node 65: ge-2/0/1Node 33: ge-1/0/1Node 1: ge-0/0/1

............

Node 126: ge-3/0/30Node 94: ge-2/0/30Node 62: ge-1/0/30Node 30: ge-0/0/30

Node 127: ge-3/0/31Node 95: ge-2/0/31Node 63: ge-1/0/31Node 31: ge-0/0/31

To connect a QFX3600 Node device to the QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane

network (see Figure 66 on page 243):

1. Connect one end of the first RJ-45 patch cable to the firstmanagement port (labeled

C0) on the Node device front panel.

2. Connect theother endof that cable to theappropriatememberandporton theVirtual

Chassis. See Table 78 on page 244.

3. Connect one end of the second RJ-45 patch cable to the secondmanagement port

(labeled C1) on the Node device front panel.

4. Connect theother endof that cable to theappropriatememberandport on the second

Virtual Chassis. This should be the samemember number and port number that you

connected to in Step 2. For example, if you connected the first cable to ge-0/0/0 on

Member 0 on the first Virtual Chassis, you connect the second cable to ge-0/0/0 on

Member 0 on the second Virtual Chassis.

5. Repeat this procedure for each Node device.

Related
Documentation

ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network on page 235

•

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group on page 232

• ConnectingaQFX3008-I InterconnectDevice toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric

System Control Plane Network on page 238

• Connecting aQFX3600Node Device to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 271
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• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to a Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 245

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 272

Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to a Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System
Control Plane Network

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis composed of

EX4200 switches. If you are creating a copper-based control plane network, you use four

EX4200-48T Ethernet switches in each Virtual Chassis. QFX3500 Node devices have

an RJ-45 or SFPmanagement board. Use the RJ-45management ports (labeledC0 and

C1) to connect the QFX3500 Node device to each Virtual Chassis (see Figure 67 on

page 245).

Figure 67: QFX3500Node Device Control Plane Connections
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Use the following QFX3500 Node devices and EX4200 switches for a copper-based

QFX3000-MQFabric system control plane network:

• QFX3500 Node devices with an RJ-45management board installed. The RJ-45

management board provides two RJ-45 1-Gbpsmanagement ports labeled C0 and

C1.

• EX4200-48T switches with an SFP+ uplink module installed.

Before youbegin to connect aQFX3500Nodedevice to theQFX3000-GQFabric system

control plane network:
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• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 159, “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197, and

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more information, see

Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create two Virtual Chassis switches of four members each. For more information, see

Configuring an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis switches using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

uplink ports. For more information, see “Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for

Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane Redundancy” on page 229.

• Ensure that you have two RJ-45 patch cables available. For cable specifications, see

“Cable Specifications for Copper-Based Control Plane Connections for the QFabric

System” on page 133.

• Use Table 79 on page 246 to determine the QFX3500 Node device-to-Virtual Chassis

port mappings. Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to connect to

each of the QFabric system device types. Such design simplifies installation and

facilitates timely deployment of aQFabric system. It also permits the useof a standard

Virtual Chassis configuration (see “Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the

QFX3000-G QFabric System Control Plane” on page 282).

NOTE: The numerical identifiers for each Node device below are not
preassigned to the Node devices that are shipped to you. They represent
the order in which you connect the Node devices. For example, the first
Node device port (Node 0) is connected to port ge-0/0/0 on each Virtual

Chassis.

Table 79: QFX3500Node Device-to-Virtual Chassis Copper-Based Control Plane Port
Assignments

Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Node 96: ge-3/0/0Node 64: ge-2/0/0Node 32: ge-1/0/0Node 0: ge-0/0/0

Node 97: ge-3/0/1Node 65: ge-2/0/1Node 33: ge-1/0/1Node 1: ge-0/0/1

............

Node 126: ge-3/0/30Node 94: ge-2/0/30Node 62: ge-1/0/30Node 30: ge-0/0/30

Node 127: ge-3/0/31Node 95: ge-2/0/31Node 63: ge-1/0/31Node 31: ge-0/0/31
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To connect a QFX3500 Node device to the QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane

network (see Figure 67 on page 245):

1. Connect one end of the first RJ-45 patch cable to the firstmanagement port (labeled

C0) on the Node device management board.

2. Connect theother endof that cable to theappropriatememberandporton theVirtual

Chassis. See Table 79 on page 246.

3. Connect one end of the second RJ-45 patch cable to the secondmanagement port

(labeled C1) on the Node device management board.

4. Connect theother endof that cable to theappropriatememberandport on the second

Virtual Chassis. This should be the samemember number and port number that you

connected to in Step 2. For example, if you connected the first cable to ge-0/0/0 on

the first Virtual Chassis, you connect the second cable to ge-0/0/0 on the second

Virtual Chassis.

5. Repeat this procedure for each Node device.

Related
Documentation

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 272

• Connecting aQFX3600NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 242
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CHAPTER 14

Cabling a Fiber-Based Control Plane for
the QFX3000-G QFabric System

• Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane Redundancy on page 249

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group on page 252

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 255

• Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device to a Network for Out-of-Band

Management on page 257

• Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric

System Control Plane Network on page 258

• Connecting a QFX3600 Node Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 264

• Connecting a QFX3500 Node Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 267

Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for Fiber-Based QFX3000-GQFabric System
Control Plane Redundancy

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX Series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis. If you are

creatinga fiber-basedcontrolplanenetwork, youuseeightEX4200-24FEthernetswitches

in each Virtual Chassis. For redundancy and communication, youmust connect the two

Virtual Chassis using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet uplink module ports configured as a link

aggregation group (LAG) (see Figure 68 on page 250).
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Figure 68: QFX3000-GQFabric System Fiber-Based Control
Plane—Inter-Virtual Chassis LAG Connections
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Before you begin to interconnect two Virtual Chassis for QFX3000-G QFabric system

control plane redundancy:

• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). See “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device” on page 147,

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on page 159 “Installing

and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device” on page 197, and “Installing and

Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install yourVirtualChassis hardware (EX4200switches). See InstallingandConnecting

an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassisofeightmemberseach.SeeConfiguringanEX4200,EX4500,

or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Ensure that you have installed a 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ transceivers in port 0 on

each Virtual Chassis member uplink module (see Installing a Transceiver in an EX

Series Switch). EX4200 uplink modules only support SFP+ transceivers installed in

ports 0 and 2. For a list of supported transceivers, see Optical Interface Support in

EX4200 Switches.

Insteadofusingoptical transceivers, youcanuse 10-GigabitEthernetSFP+direct-attach

(DAC) cables. For a list of supported DAC cables, see SFP+ Direct Attach Cables for

EX Series Switches. The procedure below assumes you are using optical transceivers,

but the port mappings in Table 80 on page 251 also apply to DAC cables.

• Ensure that you have appropriate fiber-optic cables (see Optical Interface Support in

EX4200 Switches).

• Ensure that you have taken the necessary precautions for safe handling of lasers (see

Laser and LED Safety Guidelines andWarnings for EX Series Switches).

• Use Table 80 on page 251 to determine the fiber-based control plane Virtual

Chassis-to-Virtual Chassis port mappings. Specific ports have been reserved on the
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Virtual Chassis to connect to each of the QFabric system device types. Such design

simplifies installation and facilitates timely deployment of a QFabric system. It also

permits the use of a standardVirtual Chassis configuration (see “Example: Configuring

a Fiber-Based Control Plane for the QFX3000-G QFabric System” on page 325.

Table 80: Virtual Chassis-to-Virtual Chassis Fiber-Based Control Plane Port Assignments

Member 7Member 6Member 5Member 4Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

xe-7/1/0 to
xe-7/1/0

xe-6/1/0 to
xe-6/1/0

xe-5/1/0 to
xe-5/1/0

xe-4/1/0 to
xe-4/1/0

xe-3/1/0 to
xe-3/1/0

xe-2/1/0 to
xe-2/1/0

xe-1/1/0 to
xe-1/1/0

xe-0/1/0 to
xe-0/1/0

To interconnect two Virtual Chassis for QFabric system control plane redundancy (see

Figure 68 on page 250):

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. If the fiber-optic cable connector is covered by a rubber safety cap, remove the cap.

Save the cap.

2. Remove the rubber safety cap fromtheSFP+optical transceiver inport0onmember0

of the first Virtual Chassis. Save the cap.

3. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver (see Figure 60 on page 231).

Figure 69: Connecting a Fiber-Optic Cable to an Optical Transceiver
Installed in an EX Series Switch
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4. If the connector at the other end of the fiber-optic cable is covered by a rubber safety

cap, remove the cap. Save the cap.

5. Remove the rubber safety cap fromtheSFP+optical transceiver inport0onmember0

of the second Virtual Chassis. Save the cap.

6. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.
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7. Repeat Step 1 through Step 6 for each uplink module port, following the port

assignments in Table 80 on page 251.

8. Secure thecables so that theyarenot supporting their ownweight. Placeexcess cable

outof theway inaneatly coiled loop.Placing fastenersona loophelps cablesmaintain

their shape.

CAUTION: Do not bend fiber-optic cables beyond their minimum bend
radius.Anarcsmaller thana few inches indiametercandamagethecables
and cause problems that are difficult to diagnose.

Do not let fiber-optic cables hang free from the connector. Do not allow
fastened loops of cables to dangle, which stresses the cables at the
fastening point.

Related
Documentation

Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147•

Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group

A QFabric system requires two QFX3100 Director devices interconnected as a QFX3100

Director group (see Figure 61 on page 232 and Figure 63 on page 233).

Figure 70: QFX3100 Director Group Control Plane Connections for
QFX3000-GQFabric SystemUsing Copper-Based Control Plane
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Figure 71: QFX3100 Director Group Control Plane Connections for
QFX3000-GQFabric SystemUsing Fiber-Based Control Plane
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Figure 72: QFX3100 Director Group Control Plane Connections for
QFX3000-MQFabric System
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The second QFX3100 Director device provides redundancy for the control plane and

management network.

Before you begin to connect QFX3100 Director devices in a Director group:

• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 159, “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197, and

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

NOTE: For a copper-based QFX3000-MQFabric system control plane
network, use QFX3100 Director devices with RJ-45 networkmodules
installed. For a fiber-based control plane network, use QFX3100 Director
devices with SFP networkmodules installed.

• Ensure that you have appropriate transceivers and cables available. For cable

specifications, see “CableSpecifications for Copper-BasedControl PlaneConnections

for the QFabric System” on page 133 and “Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and

QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111.

To connect QFX3100 Director devices in a Director group (see Figure 61 on page 232):

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. Connect the port labeled 3 on the first networkmodule on one of the Director devices

to the corresponding port (labeled 3) on the first network module on the second

Director device.

2. Connect the port labeled 3 on the second network module on one of the Director

devices to the corresponding port (labeled 3) on the second network module on the

second Director device.

Related
Documentation

ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network on page 235

•

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 255

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network
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Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-GQFabric System
Control Plane Network

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX Series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis composed of

EX4200 switches. If you are creating a fiber-based control plane network, you use eight

EX4200-24F Ethernet switches in each Virtual Chassis. QFX3100 Director devices have

twoRJ-45orSFPnetworkmodulesnetworkmodules.Use theSFPnetworkmoduleports

toconnect theQFX3100DirectorgrouptoeachVirtualChassis (seeFigure73onpage255).

Figure 73: QFX3100 Director Group to Virtual Chassis Connections for
QFX3000-GQFabric System

VC0 VC1

DG0

DG1

0 1 2 3 0 12 3

To port 22 To port 23 To port 23 To port 22

0 1 2 3

Patch cables

between Director devices

0 1 2 3

Use the following QFX3100 Director devices and EX4200 switches for a fiber-based

QFX3000-MQFabric system control plane network:

• QFX3100 Director devices with SFP network modules installed. Each SFP network

module provides four SFP ports labeled 0 through 3.

• EX4200-24F switches with an SFP+ uplink module installed.
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Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to connect to each of the QFX

Series device types. Such design simplifies installation and facilitates timely deployment

of a QFabric system. It also permits the use of a standard Virtual Chassis configuration

(see “Example: Configuring a Fiber-Based Control Plane for the QFX3000-G QFabric

System” on page 325).

Before you begin to connect a QFX3100 Director device to the fiber-based QFX3000-G

QFabric system control plane network:

• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). See “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device” on page 147,

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on page 159, “Installing

and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device” on page 197, and “Installing and

Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more information, see

Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassis switchesofeightmemberseach.SeeConfiguringanEX4200,

EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis switches using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

uplink ports. See “Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for Copper-Based QFX3000-G

QFabric System Control Plane Redundancy” on page 229.

• Connect the twoQFX3100Director devices to create aDirector group. See “Connecting

QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group” on page 232.

• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in the ports labeled

0 and 1 on both the networkmodules on each QFX3100 Director device (see Installing

a Transceiver in a QFX Series Device). For a list of supported transceivers and required

cables, see “Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the

QFX Series” on page 111.

• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in the ports labeled

22 and 23 onmember 0, 1, and 2 (see Installing a Transceiver in an EX Series Switch).

For a list of supported transceivers and required cables, see Optical Interface Support

in EX4200 Switches.

• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in the ports you are

using on each EX4200 switch (see Installing a Transceiver in an EX Series Switch). For

a list of supported transceivers, see Optical Interface Support in EX4200 Switches.

• Ensure that you have appropriate fiber-optic cables (see “Interface Specifications for

SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111).

• Ensure that you have taken the necessary precautions for safe handling of lasers (see

Laser and LED Safety Guidelines andWarnings for the QFX Series).
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To connect a QFX3100 Director device to the fiber-based QFX3000-G QFabric control

plane network (see Figure 73 on page 255):

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. Connect both network modules on the first Director device (labeled DG0 in Figure 73

onpage255) to the twoVirtualChassis (labeledVC0andVC1 in Figure 73onpage255).

You connect the first three ports (labeled 0 through 2) on the first network module

to the firstVirtualChassis (VC0). Youconnect the first twoportson thesecondnetwork

module (also labeled0 through 2) to the secondVirtual Chassis (VC1). Theports used

are the same on each Virtual Chassis.

Table81: QFX3100Director Device-to-VIrtual Chassis Control PlanePort Assignments for DG0

Network Module Port 3
Network Module Port
2

Network Module Port
1

Network Module Port
0

Connect this port to the identical port on the
other Director device. See “Connecting
QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director
Group” on page 232.

Virtual Chassis port
ge-2/0/22

Virtual Chassis port
ge-1/0/22

Virtual Chassis port
ge-0/0/22

2. Connect both network modules on the second Director device (labeled DG1 in Figure

73onpage255)tothetwoVirtualChassis(labeledVC0andVC1 inFigure73onpage255).

Youconnect the first threeportson the first networkmodule to the firstVirtualChassis

(VC0). You connect the first three ports on the second networkmodule to the second

Virtual Chassis (VC1). The ports used are the same on each Virtual Chassis.

Table82: SecondQFX3100DirectorDevice-to-Virtual ChassisControl PlanePortAssignments
for DG1

Network Module Port 3
Network Module Port
2

Network Module Port
1

Network Module Port
0

Connect this port to the identical port on the
other Director device. See “Connecting
QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director
Group” on page 232.

Virtual Chassis port
ge-2/0/23

Virtual Chassis port
ge-1/0/23

Virtual Chassis port
ge-0/0/23

Related
Documentation

Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147•

Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device to a Network for Out-of-BandManagement

Use themanagement port on your QFX3100 Director device to connect each Director

device in your Director group to your out-of-bandmanagement network.
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NOTE: You cannot use themanagement port to perform the initial
configuration of the QFX3100 Director device. Youmust configure the
management port before you can successfully connect to the QFX3100
Director device using this port. See “Performing the QFabric System Initial
Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group” on page 360.

Ensure that you have an RJ-45 patch cable available.

To connect a QFX3100 Director device to a network for out-of-bandmanagement:

1. Connect one end of the Ethernet cable to the management port (labeledMGMT on

the Director device front panel).

2. Connect the other end of the Ethernet cable to your management device or

management network.

3. Repeat these steps for the second Director device.

Related
Documentation

Management Port Connector Pinouts for the QFX Series•

• Cable Specifications for Console and Management Connections for the QFX Series

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network on page 235

• ConnectingQFX3100DirectorDevices toaCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabricSystem

Control Plane Network

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network

• Connecting a QFX Series Device to a Management Console on page 155

Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-GQFabric
SystemControl Plane Network

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX Series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis composed of

EX4200 switches. If you are creating a fiber-based control plane network, you use eight

EX4200-24FEthernet switches in eachVirtualChassis.QFX3008-I InterconnectDevices

have four small form factor pluggable plus (SFP+)management ports on each Control

Board (CB0 and CB1). Use the SFP+management ports to connect the QFX3008-I

Interconnect Devices to each Virtual Chassis (see Figure 74 on page 259).
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Figure 74: QFX3000-GQFabric System Fiber-Based Control
Plane—Interconnect Device to Virtual Chassis Connections

VC0 VC1

c0

ge-3/0/19

ge-1/0/19

ge-2/0/19

ge-3/0/19

ge-0/0/19

IC0 IC1

ge-2/0/19

ge-0/0/19

ge-1/0/19

CB0 CB1 CB0 CB1

Port 0 Port 1 Port 0 Port 1 Port 0 Port 1 Port 0 Port 1

Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to connect to the Interconnect

devices,Nodedevices, andQFX3100Directordevices in yourQFabric system.Suchdesign

simplifies installation and facilitates timely deployment of a QFabric system. It also

enables the use of a standard Virtual Chassis configuration (see “Example: Configuring

a Fiber-Based Control Plane for the QFX3000-G QFabric System” on page 325).

Before you begin to connect a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device to the fiber-based

QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane network:
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• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 159, “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197, and

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more information, see

Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create two Virtual Chassis of eight EX4200-24F switches each. For more information,

see Configuring an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis switches using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

uplink ports. For more information, see “Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for

Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System Control Plane Redundancy” on page 249.

• Ensure that 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers are installed in port 0 and port 1 on

both Control Boards for each QFX3008-I Interconnect device (see Installing a

Transceiver in a QFX Series Device). For a list of supported transceivers and required

cables, see “Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the

QFX Series” on page 111.

• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in the ports you are

using on each EX4200 switch (see Installing a Transceiver in an EX Series Switch). For

a list of supported transceivers, see Optical Interface Support in EX4200 Switches.

• Ensure that you have appropriate fiber-optic cables (see “Interface Specifications for

SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111).

• Ensure that you have taken the necessary precautions for safe handling of lasers (see

Laser and LED Safety Guidelines andWarnings for the QFX Series).

• UseTable 83onpage 260 todetermine theQFX3008-I Interconnect device-to-Virtual

Chassis port mappings. Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to

connect to each of theQFXSeries device types. Such design simplifies installation and

facilitates timely deployment of a QFabric system.

NOTE: The two Control Boards in each Interconnect device are labeled
CB0andCB1 inFigure74onpage259andTable83onpage260. Interconnect

devices IC2and IC3arenot shown inFigure74onpage259anddescribe the
port mappings for the optional third and fourth Interconnect devices

Table 83: Interconnect Device Port Mappings

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0
Interconnect
Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-0/0/19

• CB1, port 1 to ge-1/0/19

• CB0, port 0 to ge-0/0/19

• CB1, port 0 to ge-1/0/19

IC0

• CB0, port 1 to ge-2/0/19

• CB1, port 1 to ge-3/0/19

• CB0, port 0 to ge-2/0/19

• CB1, port 0 to ge-3/0/19

IC1
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Table 83: Interconnect Device Port Mappings (continued)

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0
Interconnect
Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-0/0/18

• CB1, port 1 to ge-1/0/18

• CB0, port 0 to ge-0/0/18

• CB1, port 0 to ge-1/0/18

IC2

• CB0, port 1 to ge-2/0/18

• CB1, port 1 to ge-3/0/18

• CB0, port 0 to ge-2/0/18

• CB1, port 0 to ge-3/0/18

IC3
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ToconnecteachQFX3600-I Interconnectdevice to the fiber-basedcontrolplanenetwork:

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

NOTE: Before you connect each cable to a device, if the fiber-optic cable
connector is coveredbya rubber safetycap, remove thecap. If the transceiver
is coveredwith a rubber safety cap, remove the cap. Save the caps for future
use.

1. Connect the first QFX3008-I Interconnect device.

a. Connect one end of the first fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in the

first management port labeled (labeled 0) on the first Control Board (labeled CB

0).

b. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-0/0/19 on the first Virtual Chassis.

c. Connect one end of the second fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in

the secondmanagement port (labeled 1) on CB0.

d. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-0/0/19on the secondVirtualChassis.

e. Connect one end of the third fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in the

first management port labeled (labeled 0) on the second Control Board (labeled

CB 1).

f. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-1/0/19 on the first Virtual Chassis.

g. Connect one end of the fourth fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in

the secondmanagement port (labeled 1) on CB1.

h. Connect theotherendof that cable toportge-1/0/19on the secondVirtualChassis.

2. Connect the second QFX3008-I Interconnect device.

a. Connect one end of the first fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in the

first management port labeled (labeled 0) on the first Control Board (labeled CB

0).

b. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-2/0/19 on the first Virtual Chassis.

c. Connect one end of the second fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in

the secondmanagement port (labeled 1) on CB0.

d. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-2/0/19on the secondVirtualChassis.

e. Connect one end of the third fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in the

first management port labeled (labeled 0) on the second Control Board (labeled
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CB 1).

f. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-3/0/19 on the first Virtual Chassis.

g. Connect one end of the fourth fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in

the secondmanagement port (labeled 1) on CB1.

h. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-3/0/19on the secondVirtualChassis.

3. (Optional) Connect the third QFX3008-I Interconnect device.

a. Connect one end of the first fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in the

first management port labeled (labeled 0) on the first Control Board (labeled CB

0).

b. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-0/0/18 on the first Virtual Chassis.

c. Connect one end of the second fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in

the secondmanagement port (labeled 1) on CB0.

d. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-0/0/18on the secondVirtualChassis.

e. Connect one end of the third fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in the

first management port labeled (labeled 0) on the second Control Board (labeled

CB 1).

f. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-1/0/18 on the first Virtual Chassis.

g. Connect one end of the fourth fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in

the secondmanagement port (labeled 1) on CB1.

h. Connect theotherendof thatcable toportge-1/0/18on the secondVirtualChassis.

4. Connect the fourth QFX3008-I Interconnect device.

a. Connect one end of the first fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in the

first management port labeled (labeled 0) on the first Control Board (labeled CB

0).

b. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-2/0/18 on the first Virtual Chassis.

c. Connect one end of the second fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in

the secondmanagement port (labeled 1) on CB0.

d. Connect theother endof that cable toportge-2/0/18on the secondVirtualChassis.

e. Connect one end of the third fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in the

first management port labeled (labeled 0) on the second Control Board (labeled

CB 1).

f. Connect the other end of that cable to port ge-3/0/18 on the first Virtual Chassis.

g. Connect one end of the fourth fiber optic cable to the SFP optical transceiver in

the secondmanagement port (labeled 1) on CB1.
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Connect theother endof that cable toportge-3/0/18on the secondVirtualChassis.h.

Related
Documentation

Connecting aQFX3600Node Device to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 271•

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 272

Connecting a QFX3600Node Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-GQFabric System
Control Plane Network

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX Series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis composed of

EX4200 switches. If you are creating a fiber-based control plane network, you use eight

EX4200-24F Ethernet switches in each Virtual Chassis. QFX3600 Node devices have

RJ-45 and SFPmanagement ports. Use the SFPmanagement ports (labeled C0S and

C1S) to connect the QFX3500 Node device to each Virtual Chassis (see Figure 75 on

page 264).

Figure75: QFX3600NodeDeviceFiber-BasedControlPlaneConnections
for QFX3000-MQFabric System

VC0 VC1

ge-0/0/0 ge-0/0/0

C1C0

Use the following QFX3600 Node devices and EX4200 switches for a fiber-based

QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane network:

• QFX3600 Node devices.

• EX4200-24F switches with an SFP+ uplink module installed.

Before you begin to connect a QFX3600 Node device to the fiber-based QFX3000-G

QFabric system control plane network:
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• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 159, “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197, and

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more information, see

Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassis switchesofeightmemberseach.SeeConfiguringanEX4200,

EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis switches using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

uplink ports. See “Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for Copper-Based QFX3000-G

QFabric System Control Plane Redundancy” on page 229.

• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in management

ports C0S and C1S on each QFX3600 Node device (see Installing a Transceiver in a

QFX Series Device). For a list of supported transceivers and required cables, see

“Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series”

on page 111.

• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in the ports you are

using on each EX4200 switch (see Installing a Transceiver in an EX Series Switch). For

a list of supported transceivers, see Optical Interface Support in EX4200 Switches.

• Ensure that you have appropriate fiber-optic cables (see “Interface Specifications for

SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111).

• Ensure that you have taken the necessary precautions for safe handling of lasers (see

Laser and LED Safety Guidelines andWarnings for the QFX Series).

• Use Table 84 on page 265 to determine the QFX3600Node device-to-Virtual Chassis

port mappings. Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to connect to

each of the QFX Series device types. Such design simplifies installation and facilitates

timely deployment of a QFabric system. It also permits the use of a standard Virtual

Chassis configuration (see “Example: Configuring a Fiber-Based Control Plane for the

QFX3000-G QFabric System” on page 325).

NOTE: The numerical identifiers for each Node device below are not
preassigned to the Node devices that are shipped to you. They represent
the order in which you connect the Node devices. For example, the first
Node device (Node 0) is connected to port ge-0/0/0 on each Virtual

Chassis.

Table84:QFX3600NodeDevice-to-VirtualChassisFiber-BasedControlPlanePortAssignments

Member 7Member 6Member 5Member 4Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Node: 112

ge-7/0/0

Node: 96

ge-6/0/0

Node: 80

ge-5/0/0

Node: 64

ge-4/0/0

Node: 48

ge-3/0/0

Node: 32

ge-2/0/0

Node: 16

ge-1/0/0

Node: 0

ge-0/0/0
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Table 84: QFX3600Node Device-to-Virtual Chassis Fiber-Based Control Plane Port
Assignments (continued)

Member 7Member 6Member 5Member 4Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Node: 113

ge-7/0/1

Node: 97

ge-6/0/1

Node: 81

ge-5/0/1

Node: 65

ge-4/0/1

Node: 49

ge-3/0/1

Node: 33

ge-2/0/1

Node: 17

ge-1/0/1

Node: 1

ge-0/0/1

........................

Node: 126

ge-7/0/14

Node: 110

ge-6/0/14

Node: 94

ge-5/0/14

Node: 78

ge-4/0/14

Node: 62

ge-3/0/14

Node: 46

ge-2/0/14

Node: 30

ge-1/0/14

Node: 14

ge-0/0/14

Node: 127

ge-7/0/15

Node: 111

ge-6/0/15

Node: 95

ge-5/0/15

Node: 79

ge-4/0/15

Node: 63

ge-3/0/15

Node: 47

ge-2/0/15

Node: 31

ge-1/0/15

Node: 15

ge-0/0/15

To connect a QFX3600 Node device to the fiber-based QFX3000-G QFabric system

control plane network (see Figure 75 on page 264):

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. If the fiber-optic cable connector is covered by a rubber safety cap, remove the cap.

Save the cap.

2. Remove the rubber safety cap from the SFP optical transceiver in the first SFP

management port (labeled C0S) on the Node device front panel. Save the cap.

3. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

4. Connect theother endof that cable to theappropriateport on the first Virtual Chassis.

See Table 84 on page 265.

5. Remove the rubber safety cap from the SFP optical transceiver in the second SFP

management port (labeled C1S) on the Node device front panel. Save the cap.

6. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

7. Connect the other end of that cable to the appropriate port on the second EX4200

switch. This should be the same port number that you connected to in Step 4. For

example, if you connected the first cable to ge-0/0/0 on the first Virtual Chassis, you

connect the second cable to ge-0/0/0 on the second Virtual Chassis.

8. Repeat this procedure for each QFX3600 Node device.

9. Secure thecables so that theyarenot supporting their ownweight. Placeexcess cable

outof theway inaneatly coiled loop.Placing fastenersona loophelps cablesmaintain

their shape.
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CAUTION: Do not bend fiber-optic cables beyond their minimum bend
radius.Anarcsmaller thana few inches indiametercandamagethecables
and cause problems that are difficult to diagnose.

Do not let fiber-optic cables hang free from the connector. Do not allow
fastened loops of cables to dangle, which stresses the cables at the
fastening point.

Related
Documentation

Connecting a QFX3600-I Interconnect Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane Network

•

• Connecting a QFX3600 Node Device to a QFX3600-I Interconnect Device

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network

• Connecting QFX3100 Director Devices in a Director Group on page 232

Connecting a QFX3500Node Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-GQFabric System
Control Plane Network

A QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane andmanagement network is formed by

connecting the QFX Series devices in your network to two Virtual Chassis composed of

EX4200 switches. If you are creating a fiber-based control plane network, you use eight

EX4200-24F Ethernet switches in each Virtual Chassis. QFX3500Node devices have an

RJ-45 or SFPmanagement board. Use the SFPmanagement ports (labeled C0 and C1)

toconnect theQFX3500Nodedevice toeachVirtualChassis (seeFigure 76onpage268).
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Figure76: QFX3500NodeDeviceFiber-BasedControlPlaneConnections
for QFX3000-MQFabric System

VC0 VC1

ge-0/0/0 ge-0/0/0

C1C0

Use the following QFX3500 Node devices and EX4200 switches for a fiber-based

QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane network:

• QFX3500 Node devices with an SFPmanagement board installed. The SFP

management board provides two small form-factor pluggable (SFP) 1-Gbps

management ports labeled C0 and C1.

• EX4200-24F switches with an SFP+ uplink module installed.

Before you begin to connect a QFX3500 Node device to the fiber-based QFX3000-M

QFabric system control plane network:

• Install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect devices, and Node

devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director

Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device” on

page 159, “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197, and

“Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on page 215.

• Install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more information, see

Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassis switchesofeightmemberseach.SeeConfiguringanEX4200,

EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

• Interconnect the two Virtual Chassis switches using the 10-Gigabit Ethernet SFP+

uplink ports. See “Interconnecting Two Virtual Chassis for Copper-Based QFX3000-G

QFabric System Control Plane Redundancy” on page 229.
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• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in management

ports C0 and C1 on each QFX3500 Node device (see Installing a Transceiver in a QFX

Series Device). For a list of supported transceivers and required cables, see “Interface

Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111.

• Ensure that you have installed 1-Gigabit Ethernet SFP transceivers in the ports you are

using on each EX4200 switch (see Installing a Transceiver in an EX Series Switch). For

a list of supported transceivers, see Optical Interface Support in EX4200 Switches.

• Ensure that you have appropriate fiber-optic cables (see “Interface Specifications for

SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111).

• Ensure that you have taken the necessary precautions for safe handling of lasers (see

Laser and LED Safety Guidelines andWarnings for the QFX Series).

• Use Table 85 on page 269 to determine the QFX3500Node device-to-Virtual Chassis

port mappings. Specific ports have been reserved on the Virtual Chassis to connect to

each of the QFX Series device types. Such design simplifies installation and facilitates

timely deployment of a QFabric system. It also permits the use of a standard Virtual

Chassis configuration (see “Example: Configuring a Fiber-Based Control Plane for the

QFX3000-G QFabric System” on page 325).

NOTE: The numerical identifiers for each Node device below are not
preassigned to the Node devices that are shipped to you. They represent
the order in which you connect the Node devices. For example, the first
Node device (Node 0) is connected to port ge-0/0/0 on each Virtual

Chassis.

Table85:QFX3500NodeDevice-to-VirtualChassisFiber-BasedControlPlanePortAssignments

Member 7Member 6Member 5Member 4Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Node: 112

ge-7/0/0

Node: 96

ge-6/0/0

Node: 80

ge-5/0/0

Node: 64

ge-4/0/0

Node: 48

ge-3/0/0

Node: 32

ge-2/0/0

Node: 16

ge-1/0/0

Node: 0

ge-0/0/0

Node: 113

ge-7/0/1

Node: 97

ge-6/0/1

Node: 81

ge-5/0/1

Node: 65

ge-4/0/1

Node: 49

ge-3/0/1

Node: 33

ge-2/0/1

Node: 17

ge-1/0/1

Node: 1

ge-0/0/1

........................

Node: 126

ge-7/0/14

Node: 110

ge-6/0/14

Node: 94

ge-5/0/14

Node: 78

ge-4/0/14

Node: 62

ge-3/0/14

Node: 46

ge-2/0/14

Node: 30

ge-1/0/14

Node: 14

ge-0/0/14

Node: 127

ge-7/0/15

Node: 111

ge-6/0/15

Node: 95

ge-5/0/15

Node: 79

ge-4/0/15

Node: 63

ge-3/0/15

Node: 47

ge-2/0/15

Node: 31

ge-1/0/15

Node: 15

ge-0/0/15
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To connect a QFX3500 Node device to the fiber-based QFX3000-G QFabric system

control plane network (see Figure 76 on page 268):

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. If the fiber-optic cable connector is covered by a rubber safety cap, remove the cap.

Save the cap.

2. Remove the rubber safetycap fromtheSFPoptical transceiver in the firstmanagement

port (labeled C0) on the Node device management board. Save the cap.

3. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

4. Connect theother endof that cable to theappropriateport on the first Virtual Chassis.

See Table 85 on page 269.

5. Remove the rubber safety cap from the SFP optical transceiver in the second

managementport (labeledC1) on theNodedevicemanagementboard. Save the cap.

6. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

7. Connect the other end of that cable to the appropriate port on the second Virtual

Chassis. This should be the same port number that you connected to in Step 4. For

example, if you connected the first cable to ge-0/0/0 on the first Virtual Chassis, you

connect the second cable to ge-0/0/0 on the second Virtual Chassis.

8. Repeat this procedure for each QFX3500 Node device.

9. Secure thecables so that theyarenot supporting their ownweight. Placeexcess cable

outof theway inaneatly coiled loop.Placing fastenersona loophelps cablesmaintain

their shape.

CAUTION: Do not bend fiber-optic cables beyond their minimum bend
radius.Anarcsmaller thana few inches indiametercandamagethecables
and cause problems that are difficult to diagnose.

Do not let fiber-optic cables hang free from the connector. Do not allow
fastened loops of cables to dangle, which stresses the cables at the
fastening point.

Related
Documentation

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 272

• Connecting a QFX3600 Node Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 264
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CHAPTER 15

Cabling the Data Plane for the
QFX3000-G QFabric System

• Connecting aQFX3600Node Device to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 271

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 272

Connecting a QFX3600Node Device to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

To form the data plane in a QFX3000-GQFabric system, you connect the QSFP+ uplink

ports on theQFX3600Nodedevice to theQSFP+ports on the 16-portQSFP+ front cards

in a QFX3008-I Interconnect device.

CAUTION: For redundancy, each QFX3600Node devicemust be connected
to each QFX3008-I Interconnect device. For example, if you have two
QFX3008-I Interconnect devices, then at least one uplink port on each
QFX3600Node devicemust be connected to eachQFX3008-I Interconnect
device. If youareconnecting fouruplinkports to twoQFX3008-I Interconnect
devices, we recommend connecting two uplink ports to each Interconnect
device, each to a different front card. If you are connecting eight uplink ports
to two QFX3008-I Interconnect devices, we recommend connecting four
uplink ports to each Interconnect device, each to a different front card.

Before you begin to cable the QFX3000-G QFabric system data plane:

• Review “Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX

Series” on page 111 for information about the optical interface characteristics.

• Ensure that you have taken the necessary precautions for safe handling of lasers (see

Laser and LED Safety Guidelines andWarnings for the QFX Series).

• Ensure you have installedQSFP+ transceivers in each port you are using. See Installing

a Transceiver in a QFX Series Device.

• Ensure that you have appropriate fiber-optic cables (see “Interface Specifications for

SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111).
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To connect a QFX3600 Node device to a QFX3008-I Interconnect device:

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. If the fiber-optic cable connector is covered by a rubber safety cap, remove the cap.

Save the cap.

2. Remove the rubber safety cap from the QSFP+ optical transceiver on the QFX3600

Node device. Save the cap.

3. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

4. If the connector at the other end of the fiber-optic cable is covered by a rubber safety

cap, remove the cap. Save the cap.

5. Remove the rubber safety cap from the QSFP+ optical transceiver on the 16-port

QSFP+ front card on the QFX3008-I Interconnect device. Save the cap.

6. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

7. Secure thecables so that theyarenot supporting their ownweight. Placeexcess cable

outof theway inaneatly coiled loop.Placing fastenersona loophelps cablesmaintain

their shape.

CAUTION: Do not bend fiber-optic cables beyond their minimum bend
radius.Bending thecablesbeyondtheirminimumbend radiuscandamage
the cables and cause problems that are difficult to diagnose.

Do not let fiber-optic cables hang free from the connector. Do not allow
fastened loops of cables to dangle, which stresses the cables at the
fastening point.

Connecting a QFX3500Node Device to a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device

To form the data plane in a QFX3000-GQFabric system, you connect the QSFP+ uplink

ports on theQFX3500Nodedevice to theQSFP+ports on the 16-portQSFP+ front cards

in a QFX3008-I Interconnect device.

CAUTION: For redundancy, each QFX3500Node devicemust be connected
to eachQFX3008-I Interconnect device. For example, if you have two
QFX3008-I Interconnect devices, then at least one uplink port on each
QFX3500Node devicemust be connected to eachQFX3008-I Interconnect
device. If you have four QFX3008-I Interconnect devices, then each uplink
port should be connected to a different QFX3008-I Interconnect device. If
you are connecting all four uplink ports to two QFX3008-I Interconnect
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devices, we recommend connecting two uplink ports to each Interconnect
device, each to a different front card.

Before you begin to cable the QFX3000-G QFabric system data plane:

• Review “Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX

Series” on page 111 for information about the optical interface characteristics.

• Ensure that you have taken the necessary precautions for safe handling of lasers (see

Laser and LED Safety Guidelines andWarnings for the QFX Series).

• Ensure you have installedQSFP+ transceivers in each port you are using. See Installing

a Transceiver in a QFX Series Device.

• Ensure that you have appropriate fiber-optic cables (see “Interface Specifications for

SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series” on page 111).

To connect a QFX3500 Node device to a QFX3008-I Interconnect device:

WARNING: Do not look directly into a fiber-optic transceiver or into the ends
of fiber-opticcables.Fiber-optic transceiversandfiber-opticcablesconnected
to transceivers emit laser light that can damage your eyes.

1. If the fiber-optic cable connector is covered by a rubber safety cap, remove the cap.

Save the cap.

2. Remove the rubber safety cap from the QSFP+ optical transceiver on the QFX3500

Node device. Save the cap.

3. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

4. If the connector at the other end of the fiber-optic cable is covered by a rubber safety

cap, remove the cap. Save the cap.

5. Remove the rubber safety cap from the QSFP+ optical transceiver on the 16-port

QSFP+ front card on the QFX3008-I Interconnect device. Save the cap.

6. Insert the cable connector into the optical transceiver.

7. Secure thecables so that theyarenot supporting their ownweight. Placeexcess cable

outof theway inaneatly coiled loop.Placing fastenersona loophelps cablesmaintain

their shape.

CAUTION: Do not bend fiber-optic cables beyond their minimum bend
radius.Bending thecablesbeyondtheirminimumbend radiuscandamage
the cables and cause problems that are difficult to diagnose.

Do not let fiber-optic cables hang free from the connector. Do not allow
fastened loops of cables to dangle, which stresses the cables at the
fastening point.
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Related
Documentation

• Interface Specifications for SFP, SFP+, and QSFP+ Transceivers for the QFX Series on

page 111
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PART 3

Configuration

• Initial Setup on page 277

• QFabric System Configuration on page 367

• QFabric System Licensing on page 407

• Configuration Statements on page 415
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CHAPTER 16

Initial Setup

• QFabric System Initial and Default Configuration Information on page 277

• Converting the Device Mode for a QFabric System Component on page 280

• Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System Control

Plane on page 282

• Example: Configuring a Fiber-Based Control Plane for the QFX3000-G QFabric

System on page 325

• Importing a QFX3000-G QFabric System Control Plane Virtual Chassis Configuration

with a USB Flash Drive on page 358

• Generating the MAC Address Range for a QFabric System on page 359

• Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360

QFabric System Initial and Default Configuration Information

Once you install the hardware for the QFabric system, you can configure the Junos

operating system(JunosOS) tobegin using the system. This topic discusseswhich setup

activities you need to perform and which activities are handled automatically by the

QFabric system.

The fabric manager Routing Engine in the Director group automatically handles some of

the initial setup activities, including:

• Assignment of IP addresses andunique identifiers to eachQFabric systemcomponent

by way of the management control plane

• Inclusion of all QFabric system devices within the default partition

• Establishment of interdevice communication and connectivity through the use of a

fabric provisioning protocol and a fabric management protocol

The initial configuration tasks you need to perform to bring up the QFabric system and

make it operational include:

• Converting any standalone devices, such asQFX3500 andQFX3600devices, to Node

device mode (see “Converting the Device Mode for a QFabric System Component” on

page 280)

• Setting up the QFabric system control plane cabling, topology, and configuration
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• To set up the control plane cabling, topology, and configuration for the QFX3000-G

QFabric system, see “Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G

QFabric System Control Plane” on page 282.

• To set up a copper or fiber-based control plane cabling, topology, and configuration

for the QFX3000-MQFabric system, see Example: Configuring EX4200 Switches

for the Copper-Based QFX3000-MQFabric System Control Plane.

• Accessing the Director group through a console connection, turning on the devices,

and running through the initial setup script (see “Performing theQFabric System Initial

Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group” on page 360), which prompts you to:

• Set IP addresses for the Director devices in the Director group.

• Set an IP address for the default partition.

• Add the software serial number for your QFabric system. (Review the e-mail

containing thesoftwareserial number thatyou received fromJuniperNetworkswhen

you purchased your QFabric system.)

• Set thestartingMACaddressand the rangeofMACaddresses for theQFabric system.

(See “Generating theMACAddressRange for aQFabricSystem”onpage359 for this

information.)

• Set a root password for the Director devices.

• Set a root password for the QFabric system components, such as Node devices,

Interconnect devices, and infrastructure.

• Logging into the default partition by using the IP address you configured when you ran

the Director group initial setup script (See “Gaining Access to the QFabric System

Through the Default Partition” on page 371)

• Configuring basic system settings for the default partition, such as time, location, and

default gateways

• Configuring aliases for Node devices (see “Configuring Aliases for theQFabric System”

on page 380)

• Configuring VLANs and interfaces for the QFabric system devices

• Configuring redundant server Node groups to provide resiliency for server and storage

connections (see “Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System” on page 395)

• Configuring a networkNode group to connect theQFabric system to external networks

(see “Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System” on page 395)

• Configuring the port type on QFX3600 Node devices (see “Configuring the Port Type

on QFX3600 Node Devices” on page 391)

• Configuring routing protocols to run on the network Node group interfaces and reach

external networks
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NOTE: When you configure routing protocols on the QFabric system, you
must use interfaces from the Node devices assigned to the network Node
group. If you try to configure routing protocols on interfaces from theNode
devicesassignedtoserverNodegroups, theconfigurationcommitoperation
fails.

• Generating and adding the license keys for the QFabric system (see “Generating the

License Keys for a QFabric System” on page 407 and “Adding New Licenses (CLI

Procedure)” on page 409)

Related
Documentation

QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview on page 93•

• QFX3000-MQFabric System Installation Overview

• Converting the Device Mode for a QFabric System Component on page 280

• Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System Control

Plane on page 282

• Example: Configuring EX4200 Switches for the Copper-Based QFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane

• Generating the MAC Address Range for a QFabric System on page 359

• Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360

• Understanding QFabric System Administration Tasks and Utilities on page 367

• Gaining Access to the QFabric System Through the Default Partition on page 371

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600 Node Devices on page 391

• Generating the License Keys for a QFabric System on page 407

• Adding New Licenses (CLI Procedure) on page 409
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Converting the DeviceMode for a QFabric SystemComponent

To enable some devices to participate in the QFabric system, youmust set the device

mode. For example, you can convert a QFX3500 or QFX3600 device into a fabric-ready

Nodedevice by issuing the request chassis device-mode command. You verify the current

and future device mode with the show chassis device-mode command.

TIP: To save the time required to convert a device in to a fabric-ready Node
device, add the free QFX Series standalone device to QFabric systemNode
device conversion kit (Juniper model number QFX-NODE-KIT) when you
order the device from Juniper Networks. If you do so, the device is shipped to
you as a fabric-ready Node device (indicated by aQFX-NODE label on the

shipping carton and the top of the chassis for the device).

When you convert a device from standalonemode to Node device mode, the software

prepares the device to be configured automatically by the QFabric system. However,

changing the device mode erases all configuration data on the device.

CAUTION: We recommend that you back up your standalone device
configuration to an external location before converting a device to Node
devicemode.

To convert your device from standalonemode to Node devicemode, follow these steps:

1. Connect to your standalone device through the console port and log in as the root

user.

2. Upgrade the software on your standalone device to a QFabric system Node and

Interconnect device software package that matches the QFabric system complete

softwarepackageusedbyyourQFabric system.Forexample, if thecomplete software

package for your QFabric system is named jinstall-qfabric-11.3X30.6.rpm, you need to

install the jinstall-qfx-11.3X30.6-domestic-signed.tgz package on your standalone

device.Matching the twosoftwarepackagesensuresasmoothandsuccessful addition

of the device to the QFabric system inventory.

root@switch# request system software add software-package-name reboot

3. Back up your device configuration to an external location.

root@switch# save configuration-name external-path

4. Check the current device mode by issuing the show chassis device-mode command.

root@switch> show chassis device-mode
Current device-mode : Standalone
Future device-mode after reboot : Standalone

5. Issue the request chassis device-mode command and select the desired devicemode.

root@switch> request chassis device-mode node-device
Device mode set to 'node-device' mode.
Please reboot the system to complete the process.
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6. Verify the future device mode by issuing the show chassis device-mode command.

root@switch> show chassis device-mode
Current device-mode : Standalone
Future device-mode after reboot : Node-device

7. Reboot the device.

root@switch> request system reboot
Reboot the system ? [yes,no] (no) yes 

Shutdown NOW!
[pid 34992]

user@switch>                                                                 

*** FINAL System shutdown message from user@switch ***              
System going down IMMEDIATELY 

8. Verify that the new device mode has been enabled by issuing the show chassis

device-mode command.

root@switch> show chassis device-mode
Current device-mode : Node-device
Future device-mode after reboot : Node-device

9. Toenableaconverteddevice toparticipate in theQFabric system, locate theapplicable

network cables for your device and connect the device ports to the control plane and

data plane.

10. (Optional) If youchange thedeviceback fromNodedevicemode tostandalonemode,

restore the saved backup configuration from your external location.

root@switch# load configuration-name external-path

Related
Documentation

request chassis device-mode on page 478•

• show chassis device-mode on page 497

• Software Installation Overview

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to a Copper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 245

• Connecting aQFX3600NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-GQFabric System

Control Plane Network on page 242

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 272

• Connecting aQFX3600Node Device to aQFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 271

• Connecting aQFX3500NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network

• Connecting a QFX3500 Node Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network

• Connecting aQFX3600NodeDevice to aCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network

• Connecting a QFX3600 Node Device to a Fiber-Based QFX3000-MQFabric System

Control Plane Network
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• Connecting a QFX3500 Node Device to a QFX3600-I Interconnect Device

• Connecting a QFX3600 Node Device to a QFX3600-I Interconnect Device

Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for theQFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl
Plane

This example shows you how to connect QFabric system components and configure the

Virtual Chassis used by the QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane network. Proper

wiring of Director devices, Interconnect devices, and Node devices to the Virtual Chassis,

combined with a standard configuration, enables you to bring up the internal QFabric

systemmanagement network and prepare your QFabric system for full operation.

• Requirements on page 282

• Overview on page 283

• Configuration on page 293

• Verification on page 309

Requirements

This example uses the following hardware and software components:

• One QFX3000-G QFabric system containing:

• Two QFX3100 Director devices

• Two QFX3008-I Interconnect devices

• Eight QFX3500 Node devices

• Eight EX4200-48T switches, used to make two redundant Virtual Chassis with four

members apiece

• Junos OS Release 12.1R1.9 for the EX Series switches used in the Virtual Chassis

• Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series

Before you begin:

• Rack, mount, and install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect

devices, and Node devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a

QFX3100 Director Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device” on page 159, and “Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device”

on page 215.

• Rack, mount, and install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more

information, see Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassis of fourmemberseach. Formore information, seeConfiguring

an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).
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Overview

The QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane network connects the Director group,

Interconnect devices, and Node devices in a QFabric system across a pair of redundant

Virtual Chassis. By separating the management control plane from the data plane, the

QFabric system can scale efficiently. The control plane network uses Gigabit Ethernet

cabling and connections between components, and a 10-Gigabit Ethernet backbone

between the redundant Virtual Chassis.

Specific ports havebeen reservedon theVirtualChassis to connect toeachof theQFabric

systemdevice types. Suchdesign simplifies installationand facilitates timelydeployment

of a QFabric system. It also permits the use of a standard Virtual Chassis configuration

includedaspartof this example.Thestandardconfigurationcanscale fromtheminimum

topology of eight Node devices shown in this example to the maximum of 128 Node

devices for a fully implemented QFX3000-G QFabric system.

Topology

Figure 77 onpage283 shows the general port rangeswhereQFabric systemdevicesmust

be connected to the Virtual Chassis. For each Virtual Chassis member, connect ports 0

through 31 to Node devices, ports 38 and 39 to Interconnect devices, and ports 40 and

41 to Director devices. Table 86 on page 284 shows the details of the QFabric system

device-to-Virtual Chassis port mappings.

Figure 77: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane—Virtual Chassis
Port Ranges

Node devices

Ports 0-31

Interconnect devices

Ports 38-39

Director group

Ports 40-41

Inter-VC LAG

Ports xe-x/1/0 and xe-x/1/2

g0
41

12
2

CAUTION: The control plane network within a QFabric system should be
considered a critical component of the system that should not be shared
with other network traffic. In order to scale efficiently, the control plane
networkmust be reserved for the QFabric system and its components. As a
result, the ports of the QFabric system control planemust never be used for
any purpose other than to transport QFabric system control plane traffic,
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and we neither recommend nor support the connection of other devices to
the QFabric system control plane network.

NOTE: Not all port numbers are represented in Table 86 on page 284, and
ports 32 through 37 and ports 42 through 47 are reserved for future uses.

Table 86 on page 284 shows the specific mappings of QFabric system control plane

network ports from the Virtual Chassis to the QFabric system components.

Table 86: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemVirtual Chassis Control Plane Port Assignments

QFabric System
Component

Member Port
NumberMember 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Node devicesge-X/0/0Node96

ge-3/0/0

Node64

ge-2/0/0

Node32

ge-1/0/0

Node0

ge-0/0/0

Node devicesge-X/0/1Node97

ge-3/0/1

Node65

ge-2/0/1

Node33

ge-1/0/1

Node1

ge-0/0/1

Node devicesge-X/0/2Node98

ge-3/0/2

Node66

ge-2/0/2

Node34

ge-1/0/2

Node2

ge-0/0/2

Node devicesge-X/0/3Node99

ge-3/0/3

Node67

ge-2/0/3

Node35

ge-1/0/3

Node3

ge-0/0/3

Node devicesge-X/0/4Node100

ge-3/0/4

Node68

ge-2/0/4

Node36

ge-1/0/4

Node4

ge-0/0/4

Node devicesge-X/0/5Node101

ge-3/0/5

Node69

ge-2/0/5

Node37

ge-1/0/5

Node5

ge-0/0/5

Node devicesge-X/0/6Node102

ge-3/0/6

Node70

ge-2/0/6

Node38

ge-1/0/6

Node6

ge-0/0/6

Node devicesge-X/0/7Node103

ge-3/0/7

Node71

ge-2/0/7

Node39

ge-1/0/7

Node7

ge-0/0/7

Node devicesge-X/0/8Node104

ge-3/0/8

Node72

ge-2/0/8

Node40

ge-1/0/8

Node8

ge-0/0/8
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Table 86: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemVirtual Chassis Control Plane Port
Assignments (continued)

QFabric System
Component

Member Port
NumberMember 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Node devicesge-X/0/9Node105

ge-3/0/9

Node73

ge-2/0/9

Node41

ge-1/0/9

Node9

ge-0/0/9

Node devicesge-X/0/10Node106

ge-3/0/10

Node74

ge-2/0/10

Node42

ge-1/0/10

Node10

ge-0/0/10

Node devicesge-X/0/11Node107

ge-3/0/11

Node75

ge-2/0/11

Node43

ge-1/0/11

Node11

ge-0/0/11

Node devicesge-X/0/12Node108

ge-3/0/12

Node76

ge-2/0/12

Node44

ge-1/0/12

Node12

ge-0/0/12

Node devicesge-X/0/13Node109

ge-3/0/13

Node77

ge-2/0/13

Node45

ge-1/0/13

Node13

ge-0/0/13

Node devicesge-X/0/14Node110

ge-3/0/14

Node78

ge-2/0/14

Node46

ge-1/0/14

Node14

ge-0/0/14

Node devicesge-X/0/15Node111

ge-3/0/15

Node79

ge-2/0/15

Node47

ge-1/0/15

Node15

ge-0/0/15

Node devicesge-X/0/16Node112

ge-3/0/16

Node80

ge-2/0/16

Node48

ge-1/0/16

Node16

ge-0/0/16

Node devicesge-X/0/17Node113

ge-3/0/17

Node81

ge-2/0/17

Node49

ge-1/0/17

Node17

ge-0/0/17

Node devicesge-X/0/18Node114

ge-3/0/18

Node82

ge-2/0/18

Node50

ge-1/0/18

Node18

ge-0/0/18

Node devicesge-X/0/19Node115

ge-3/0/19

Node83

ge-2/0/19

Node51

ge-1/0/19

Node19

ge-0/0/19

Node devicesge-X/0/20Node116

ge-3/0/20

Node84

ge-2/0/20

Node52

ge-1/0/20

Node20

ge-0/0/20

Node devicesge-X/0/21Node117

ge-3/0/21

Node85

ge-2/0/21

Node53

ge-1/0/21

Node21

ge-0/0/21
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Table 86: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemVirtual Chassis Control Plane Port
Assignments (continued)

QFabric System
Component

Member Port
NumberMember 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Node devicesge-X/0/22Node118

ge-3/0/22

Node86

ge-2/0/22

Node54

ge-1/0/22

Node22

ge-0/0/22

Node devicesge-X/0/23Node119

ge-3/0/23

Node87

ge-2/0/23

Node55

ge-1/0/23

Node23

ge-0/0/23

Node devicesge-X/0/24Node120

ge-3/0/24

Node88

ge-2/0/24

Node56

ge-1/0/24

Node24

ge-0/0/24

Node devicesge-X/0/25Node121

ge-3/0/25

Node89

ge-2/0/25

Node57

ge-1/0/25

Node25

ge-0/0/25

Node devicesge-X/0/26Node122

ge-3/0/26

Node90

ge-2/0/26

Node58

ge-1/0/26

Node26

ge-0/0/26

Node devicesge-X/0/27Node123

ge-3/0/27

Node91

ge-2/0/27

Node59

ge-1/0/27

Node27

ge-0/0/27

Node devicesge-X/0/28Node124

ge-3/0/28

Node92

ge-2/0/28

Node60

ge-1/0/28

Node28

ge-0/0/28

Node devicesge-X/0/29Node125

ge-3/0/29

Node93

ge-2/0/29

Node61

ge-1/0/29

Node29

ge-0/0/29

Node devicesge-X/0/30Node126

ge-3/0/30

Node94

ge-2/0/30

Node62

ge-1/0/30

Node30

ge-0/0/30

Node devicesge-X/0/31Node127

ge-3/0/31

Node95

ge-2/0/31

Node63

ge-1/0/31

Node31

ge-0/0/31

Future usege-X/0/32Reserved

ge-3/0/32

Reserved

ge-2/0/32

Reserved

ge-1/0/32

Reserved

ge-0/0/32

..................

Future usege-X/0/37Reserved

ge-3/0/37

Reserved

ge-2/0/37

Reserved

ge-1/0/37

Reserved

ge-0/0/37
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Table 86: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemVirtual Chassis Control Plane Port
Assignments (continued)

QFabric System
Component

Member Port
NumberMember 3Member 2Member 1Member 0

Interconnect
devices

NOTE: On both
Control Boards,
use port 0 to
connect to VC0,
and port 1 to
connect to VC1.

ge-X/0/38IC3 CB1

ge-3/0/38

IC3 CB0

ge-2/0/38

IC2 CB1

ge-1/0/38

IC2 CB0

ge-0/0/38

Interconnect
devices

NOTE: On both
Control Boards,
use port 0 to
connect to VC0,
and port 1 to
connect to VC1.

ge-X/0/39IC1 CB1

ge-3/0/39

IC1 CB0

ge-2/0/39

IC0 CB1

ge-1/0/39

IC0 CB0

ge-0/0/39

Director device 0ge-X/0/40Reserved

ge-3/0/40

DG0 port 2

ge-2/0/40

DG0 port 1

ge-1/0/40

DG0 port 0

ge-0/0/40

Director device 1ge-X/0/41Reserved

ge-3/0/41

DG1 port 2

ge-2/0/41

DG1 port 1

ge-1/0/41

DG1 port 0

ge-0/0/41

Future usege-X/0/42Reserved

ge-3/0/42

Reserved

ge-2/0/42

Reserved

ge-1/0/42

Reserved

ge-0/0/42

..................

Future usege-X/0/47Reserved

ge-3/0/47

Reserved

ge-2/0/47

Reserved

ge-1/0/47

Reserved

ge-0/0/47

Inter-Virtual
Chassis LAG

Inter-VC

xe-X/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-3/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-2/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-1/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-0/1/0

Inter-Virtual
Chassis LAG

Inter-VC

xe-X/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-3/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-2/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-1/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-0/1/2

Next, connect the Director devices to the Virtual Chassis. In general, you want to

accomplish the following:
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• Connect three ports from one network module in a Director device to the first Virtual

Chassis, and threeports fromthesecondnetworkmodule to thesecondVirtualChassis.

You need to repeat these connections from the second Director device to both Virtual

Chassis to provide resiliency for the system.

• Connect the Director devices to each other and create a Director group. You can use

either straight-through RJ-45 patch cables or crossover cables, because the Director

devices contain autosensing modules. Connect one port from each network module

on the first Director device to one port in each network module on the second Director

device.

Figure78onpage288showsthespecificportsontheDirectorgroupthatyoumustconnect

to the Virtual Chassis and interconnect between the Director devices.

Figure 78: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane—Director Group
to Virtual Chassis Connections

VC0 VC1

DG0

DG1

0 1 2 3 0 12 3

To port 40 To port 41 To port 41 To port 40

0 1 2 3

Patch cables

between Director devices

0 1 2 3

g0
41

12
4

In this specific example, connect ports 0, 1, and 2 frommodule 0 on Director device DG0

to port 40 on Virtual Chassis VC0 (ge-0/0/40, ge-1/0/40, and ge-2/0/40), and connect

ports 0, 1, and 2 frommodule 1 to port 40 on Virtual Chassis VC1 (ge-0/0/40, ge-1/0/40,

and ge-2/0/40).

For Director device DG1, connect ports 0, 1, and 2 frommodule 0 to port 41 on Virtual

Chassis VC0 (ge-0/0/41, ge-1/0/41, and ge-2/0/41), and connect ports 0, 1, and 2 from

module 1 to port 41 on Virtual Chassis VC1 (ge-0/0/41, ge-1/0/41, and ge-2/0/41).

To form the Director group, connect module 0, port 3 on Director device DG0 tomodule

0, port 3 on Director device DG1. Similarly, connect module 1, port 3 on Director device

DG0 tomodule 1, port 3 on Director device DG1. Table 87 on page 289 shows the port

mappings for the Director group in this example.
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Table 87: Director Group Port Mappings

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0
Director
Device

• Module 1, port 0 to ge-0/0/40 on VC1

• Module 1, port 1 to ge-1/0/40 on VC1

• Module 1, port 2 to ge-2/0/40 on VC1

• Module 1, port 3 to module 1, port 3 on DG1

• Module 0, port 0 to ge-0/0/40 on VC0

• Module 0, port 1 to ge-1/0/40 on VC0

• Module 0, port 2 to ge-2/0/40 on VC0

• Module 0, port 3 to module 0, port 3 on DG1

DG0

• Module 1, port 0 to ge-0/0/41 on VC1

• Module 1, port 1 to ge-1/0/41 on VC1

• Module 1, port 2 to ge-2/0/41 on VC1

• Module 1, port 3 to module 1, port 3 on DG0

• Module 0, port 0 to ge-0/0/41 on VC0

• Module 0, port 1 to ge-1/0/41 on VC0

• Module 0, port 2 to ge-2/0/41 on VC0

• Module 0, port 3 to module 0, port 3 on DG0

DG1

In the software, the ports of each network module are reversed, numbered from right to

left, and incremented sequentially across modules. If you issue interface operational

commands directly on the Director device, please note the following port mappings as

shown in Table 88 on page 289:

Table 88: Hardware to Software Port Mappings for Director Device Network Modules

Port 3Port 2Port 1Port 0Network Module

eth2eth3eth4eth5Module 0

eth6eth7eth8eth9Module 1

Figure 79onpage290shows thespecificportson the Interconnectdevices that youmust

connect to the Virtual Chassis. In general, connect one port from each Control Board

module in an Interconnect device to the first Virtual Chassis, anda secondport fromeach

Control Board module to the second Virtual Chassis.
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Figure 79: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane—Interconnect
Device to Virtual Chassis Connections
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In this specific example, for both Interconnect devices IC0 and IC1, connect port 0 from

CB0 and CB1 to Virtual Chassis VC0 and port 1 from CB0 and CB1 to Virtual Chassis VC1.

Connect the port 0 cables to port 39 on Virtual Chassis VC0 (ge-0/0/39, ge-1/0/39,

ge-2/0/39, and ge-3/0/39), and connect the port 1 cables to port 39 on Virtual Chassis

VC1 (ge-0/0/39, ge-1/0/39, ge-2/0/39, and ge-3/0/39). Table 89 on page 290 shows

the port mappings for the Interconnect devices in this example.

Table 89: Interconnect Device Port Mappings

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0Interconnect Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-0/0/39

• CB1, port 1 to ge-1/0/39

• CB0, port 0 to ge-0/0/39

• CB1, port 0 to ge-1/0/39

IC0

• CB0, port 1 to ge-2/0/39

• CB1, port 1 to ge-3/0/39

• CB0, port 0 to ge-2/0/39

• CB1, port 0 to ge-3/0/39

IC1

As required, you can extend the number of Interconnect devices from two to four. For

additional Interconnect devices IC2 and IC3, connect port 0 fromCB0 and CB1 to Virtual
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Chassis VC0 and port 1 from CB0 and CB1 to Virtual Chassis VC1. Connect the port 0

cables to port 38 on Virtual Chassis VC0 (ge-0/0/38, ge-1/0/38, ge-2/0/38, and

ge-3/0/38), and connect the port 1 cables to port 38 on Virtual Chassis VC1 (ge-0/0/38,

ge-1/0/38, ge-2/0/38, and ge-3/0/38). Table 90 on page 291 shows the port mappings

needed to extend the number of Interconnect devices in this example to four devices.

Table 90: Interconnect Device Port Mappings for Two Additional Devices

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0Interconnect Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-0/0/38

• CB1, port 1 to ge-1/0/38

• CB0, port 0 to ge-0/0/38

• CB1, port 0 to ge-1/0/38

IC2

• CB0, port 1 to ge-2/0/38

• CB1, port 1 to ge-3/0/38

• CB0, port 0 to ge-2/0/38

• CB1, port 0 to ge-3/0/38

IC3

Figure80onpage291 shows thespecificportson theNodedevices that youmustconnect

to the Virtual Chassis. In general, connect the firstmanagement port fromaNode device

to the first Virtual Chassis, and the secondmanagement port to the second Virtual

Chassis.

Figure 80: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane—Node Device to
Virtual Chassis Connections
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In this specific example, for Node device Node0, connect port C0 (also known asme0)

toVirtual Chassis VC0port ge-0/0/0, and connect port C1 (also knownasme1) toVirtual

Chassis VC1 port ge-0/0/0.

For the remaining seven Node devices, connect port C0 to the ge-0/0/X port on Virtual

Chassis VC0 that matches the Node device number. Similarly, connect port C1 to the

port on Virtual Chassis VC1 that matches the Node device number. For example, you

would connectNodedeviceNode5 toport ge-0/0/5. Table 91 onpage 292 shows the full

set of port mappings for the Node devices in this example.
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Table 91: Node Device Port Mappings

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0Node Device

C1 to ge-0/0/0C0 to ge-0/0/0Node0

C1 to ge-0/0/1C0 to ge-0/0/1Node1

C1 to ge-0/0/2C0 to ge-0/0/2Node2

C1 to ge-0/0/3C0 to ge-0/0/3Node3

C1 to ge-0/0/4C0 to ge-0/0/4Node4

C1 to ge-0/0/5C0 to ge-0/0/5Node5

C1 to ge-0/0/6C0 to ge-0/0/6Node6

C1 to ge-0/0/7C0 to ge-0/0/7Node7

Figure81onpage292shows the specific ports on themembersof the firstVirtualChassis

that youmust connect to themembers of the secondVirtual Chassis. These connections

create a link aggregation bundle (LAG) that provides redundancy and resiliency for the

Virtual Chassis portion of the control plane. In general, connect each 10-Gigabit Ethernet

uplink port from the first Virtual Chassis to the corresponding 10-Gigabit Ethernet uplink

port on the second Virtual Chassis.

Figure 81: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane—Inter-Virtual
Chassis LAG Connections
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In this specific example, for Virtual Chassis VC0, connect port xe-0/1/0 toVirtual Chassis

VC1 port xe-0/1/0. For the remaining seven 10-Gigabit Ethernet uplink ports, connect

each port from VC0 to the corresponding port on VC1. For example, you would connect

the xe-2/1/2 port on VC0 to port xe-2/1/2 on VC1, and so on.

Table 92 on page 293 shows the full set of port mappings for the Virtual Chassis LAG

connections in this example.
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Table 92: Virtual Chassis LAG Port Mappings

Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0VC0 and VC1

xe-3/1/0 to xe-3/1/0xe-2/1/0 to xe-2/1/0xe-1/1/0 to xe-1/1/0xe-0/1/0 to xe-0/1/0Uplink port 0

xe-3/1/2 to xe-3/1/2xe-2/1/2 to xe-2/1/2xe-1/1/2 to xe-1/1/2xe-0/1/2 to xe-0/1/2Uplink port 2

Configuration

CLI Quick
Configuration

To quickly configure theQFabric system control plane Virtual Chassis, copy the following

commands, paste them ina text file, removeany linebreaks, changeanydetails necessary

to match your network configuration, and then copy and paste the commands into the

CLI at the [edit] hierarchy level.

NOTE: The configuration files for a QFabric system control plane network
are also available for download from theQFX Series section of the Junos OS
software download page at
https://www.juniper.net/support/downloads/junos.html .

set groups qfabric system commit synchronize
set groups qfabric chassis redundancy graceful-switchover
set groups qfabric chassis aggregated-devices ethernet device-count 10
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 0 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 1 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 2 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 3 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 0menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 1menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 2menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 3menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis alarmmanagement-ethernet link-down ignore
set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface ae8.0mode point-to-point
set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface all edge
set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface all no-root-port
set groups qfabric protocols rstp bpdu-block-on-edge
set groups qfabric protocols lldp interface all
set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 110

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 111

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority low code-points 100

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority high code-points 101

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority low code-points 010

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority high code-points 001

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 110
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set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 111

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority low code-points 100

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority high code-points 101

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority low code-points 010

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority high code-points 001

set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_3 queue-num 7
set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_2 queue-num 2
set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_0 queue-num0
setgroupsqfabricclass-of-service interfacesge-*/0/*scheduler-mapcpe_network_smap
set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ge-*/0/* unit 0 classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier

set groupsqfabric class-of-service interfaces ge-*/0/* unit 0 classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier

set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* scheduler-map cpe_network_smap
set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* unit 0 classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier

set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* unit 0 classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier

setgroupsqfabricclass-of-servicescheduler-mapscpe_network_smapforwarding-class
class_3 scheduler scheduler_3

setgroupsqfabricclass-of-servicescheduler-mapscpe_network_smapforwarding-class
class_2 scheduler scheduler_2

setgroupsqfabricclass-of-servicescheduler-mapscpe_network_smapforwarding-class
class_0 scheduler scheduler_0

set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_3 buffer-size percent 30
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_3 priority strict-high
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2 transmit-rate percent 75
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2 buffer-size percent 30
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2 priority low
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0 transmit-rate percent 25
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0 buffer-size percent 40
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0 priority low
set groups qfabric ethernet-switching-options nonstop-bridging
set groups qfabric ethernet-switching-options storm-control interface all bandwidth
10000

set groups qfabric vlans qfabric vlan-id 100
set groups qfabric vlans qfabric dot1q-tunneling
set groups qfabric-int interfaces <*>mtu 9216
set groups qfabric-int interfaces <*> unit 0 family ethernet-switching port-mode access
set groups qfabric-int interfaces <*> unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlanmembers
qfabric

set groups qfabric-ae interfaces <*> aggregated-ether-options link-speed 1g
set groups qfabric-ae interfaces <*> aggregated-ether-options lacp active
set apply-groups qfabric
set interfaces interface-range Node_Device_Interfacesmember "ge-[0-3]/0/[0-31]"
set interfaces interface-range Node_Device_Interfaces apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces interface-rangeNode_Device_Interfacesdescription"QFabricNodeDevice"
set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/[38-39]"

set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces apply-groups qfabric-int
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set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces description "QFabric
Interconnect Device"

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/40"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfacesdescription"QFabric
Director Device - DG0"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae0

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/41"

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces description "QFabric
Director Device - DG1"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae1

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG2_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/42"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG2_LAG_Interfaces description "QFabric
Director Device - DG2"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG2_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae2

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG3_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/43"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG3_LAG_Interfacesdescription "QFabric
Director Device - DG3"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG3_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae3

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG4_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/44"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG4_LAG_Interfacesdescription "QFabric
Director Device - DG4"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG4_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae4

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG5_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/45"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG5_LAG_Interfacesdescription "QFabric
Director Device - DG5"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG5_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae5

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG6_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/46"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG6_LAG_Interfacesdescription "QFabric
Director Device - DG6"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG6_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae6

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG7_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/47"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG7_LAG_Interfaces description "QFabric
Director Device - DG7"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG7_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae7

set interfaces interface-range Control_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfacesmember
"xe-[0-3]/1/0"

set interfaces interface-range Control_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfacesmember
"xe-[0-3]/1/2"

set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfacesdescription"QFabric
Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)"
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set interfaces interface-range Control_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces ether-options
802.3ad ae8

set interfaces ae0 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae0 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae0 description "QFabric Director Device - DG0"
set interfaces ae1 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae1 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae1 description "QFabric Director Device - DG1"
set interfaces ae2 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae2 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae2 description "QFabric Director Device - DG2"
set interfaces ae3 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae3 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae3 description "QFabric Director Device - DG3"
set interfaces ae4 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae4 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae4 description "QFabric Director Device - DG4"
set interfaces ae5 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae5 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae5 description "QFabric Director Device - DG5"
set interfaces ae6 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae6 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae6 description "QFabric Director Device - DG6"
set interfaces ae7 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae7 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae7 description "QFabric Director Device - DG7"
set interfaces ae8 description "QFabric Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)"
set interfaces ae8mtu 9216
set interfaces ae8 aggregated-ether-options link-speed 10g
set interfaces ae8 aggregated-ether-options lacp active
set interfaces ae8 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlanmembers qfabric
set system host-name qfabric-control-plane
set system services ssh
set system services telnet
set system services web-management http
set system syslog user * any emergency
set system syslog file messages any notice
set system syslog file messages authorization info
set system syslog file messages archive world-readable
set system syslog file messages explicit-priority
set system syslog file interactive-commands interactive-commands any
set system syslog file secure authorization info
set system syslog file default-log-messages any any
set system syslog file default-log-messages structured-data
set system syslog file console any error
set system syslog time-formatmillisecond
set interfaces vme unit 0 family inet address 192.168.157.26/24
set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 192.168.157.1
set virtual-chassis preprovisioned
set virtual-chassis member 0 role routing-engine
set virtual-chassis member 0 serial-number abc123
set virtual-chassis member 1 role routing-engine
set virtual-chassis member 1 serial-number def456
set virtual-chassis member 2 role line-card
set virtual-chassis member 2 serial-number ghi789
set virtual-chassis member 3 role line-card
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set virtual-chassis member 3 serial-number jkl012

Step-by-Step
Procedure

The following example requires that you navigate various levels in the configuration

hierarchy. For instructions on how to do that, see Using the CLI Editor in Configuration

Mode.

To configure a Virtual Chassis for the QFabric system control plane network:

1. Create a configuration group to define global QFabric system control plane

properties. Enable commit synchronization and graceful switchover, set up the

number of aggregated Ethernet devices, configure alarm and LCDmanagement,

activate loop prevention, nonstop bridging, and storm control, configure Link Layer

DiscoveryProtocol (LLDP), specifyaglobalVLAN(VLAN100)and802.1q tunneling,

define options for aggregated Ethernet interfaces, and enable the uplink module

for 10-Gigabit Ethernet operation.

Enableclassof service (CoS) for theQFabric systemcontrolplanenetwork. Establish

forwarding classes, priorities, schedulermaps, classifiers, andqueues for three types

of traffic: control traffic, interdevice traffic, and best-effort traffic. Apply the qfabric

group settings to the configuration.

[edit]
user@switch# set groups qfabric system commit synchronize
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis redundancy graceful-switchover
user@switch#setgroupsqfabricchassisaggregated-devicesethernetdevice-count
10

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 0 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 1 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 2 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 3 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 0menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 1menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 2menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 3menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis alarmmanagement-ethernet link-down
ignore

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricprotocols rstp interfaceae8.0modepoint-to-point
user@switch# set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface all edge
user@switch# set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface all no-root-port
user@switch# set groups qfabric protocols rstp bpdu-block-on-edge
user@switch# set groups qfabric protocols lldp interface all
user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority lowcode-points 110

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 111

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-classclass_2 loss-priority lowcode-points 100

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority high code-points
101
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user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority low code-points
010

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority high code-points
001

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 110

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 111

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority low code-points 100

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority high code-points 101

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority low code-points 010

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority high code-points 001

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_3
queue-num 7

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_2
queue-num 2

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_0
queue-num0

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricclass-of-service interfacesge-*/0/*scheduler-map
cpe_network_smap

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ge-*/0/* unit 0
classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ge-*/0/* unit 0
classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* scheduler-map
cpe_network_smap

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* unit 0 classifiers
ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* unit 0 classifiers
inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service scheduler-maps
cpe_network_smap forwarding-class class_3 scheduler scheduler_3

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service scheduler-maps
cpe_network_smap forwarding-class class_2 scheduler scheduler_2

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service scheduler-maps
cpe_network_smap forwarding-class class_0 scheduler scheduler_0

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricclass-of-serviceschedulersscheduler_3buffer-size
percent 30

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_3 priority
strict-high

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2
transmit-rate percent 75

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricclass-of-serviceschedulersscheduler_2buffer-size
percent 30

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2 priority
low

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0
transmit-rate percent 25

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricclass-of-serviceschedulersscheduler_0buffer-size
percent 40
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user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0 priority
low

user@switch# set groups qfabric ethernet-switching-options nonstop-bridging
user@switch#setgroupsqfabricethernet-switching-optionsstorm-control interface
all bandwidth 10000

user@switch# set groups qfabric vlans qfabric vlan-id 100
user@switch# set groups qfabric vlans qfabric dot1q-tunneling
user@switch# set groups qfabric-int interfaces <*>mtu 9216
user@switch#setgroupsqfabric-int interfaces<*>unit0 familyethernet-switching
port-mode access

user@switch#setgroupsqfabric-int interfaces<*>unit0 familyethernet-switching
vlanmembers qfabric

user@switch# set groups qfabric-ae interfaces <*> aggregated-ether-options
link-speed 1g

user@switch# set groups qfabric-ae interfaces <*> aggregated-ether-options lacp
active

user@switch# set apply-groups qfabric

2. Configure interfaces for theQFabric systemcontrol planenetwork. Set the interface

ranges where Node devices (0 through 31), Interconnect devices (38 and 39), and

Director devices (40 and 41) connect to the control plane network through the

Virtual Chassis. Configure the inter-Virtual Chassis LAG connections for the ae8

interface and apply the ae-interfaces configuration group to the remaining

aggregated Ethernet interfaces (ae0 through ae7).

[edit]
user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Node_Device_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/[0-31]"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-rangeNode_Device_Interfaces apply-groups
qfabric-int

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Node_Device_Interfaces description
"QFabric Node Device"

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeInterconnect_Device_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-3]/0/[38-39]"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces
apply-groups qfabric-int

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces
description "QFabric Interconnect Device"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-3]/0/40"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG0"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae0

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-3]/0/41"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG1"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae1

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG2_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-3]/0/42"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG2_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG2"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG2_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae2
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user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG3_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-3]/0/43"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG3_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG3"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG3_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae3

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG4_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-3]/0/44"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG4_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG4"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG4_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae4

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG5_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-3]/0/45"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG5_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG5"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG5_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae5

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG6_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-3]/0/46"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG6_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG6"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG6_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae6

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG7_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-3]/0/47"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG7_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG7"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG7_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae7

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces
member "xe-[0-3]/1/0"

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces
member "xe-[0-3]/1/2"

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)"

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae8

user@switch# set interfaces ae0 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae0 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae0 description "QFabric Director Device - DG0"
user@switch# set interfaces ae1 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae1 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae1 description "QFabric Director Device - DG1"
user@switch# set interfaces ae2 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae2 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae2 description "QFabric Director Device - DG2"
user@switch# set interfaces ae3 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae3 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae3 description "QFabric Director Device - DG3"
user@switch# set interfaces ae4 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae4 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae4 description "QFabric Director Device - DG4"
user@switch# set interfaces ae5 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae5 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae5 description "QFabric Director Device - DG5"
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user@switch# set interfaces ae6 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae6 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae6 description "QFabric Director Device - DG6"
user@switch# set interfaces ae7 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae7 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae7 description "QFabric Director Device - DG7"
user@switch#set interfacesae8description"QFabricControlPlane(Inter-VCLAG)"
user@switch# set interfaces ae8mtu 9216
user@switch# set interfaces ae8 aggregated-ether-options link-speed 10g
user@switch# set interfaces ae8 aggregated-ether-options lacp active
user@switch# set interfaces ae8 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlanmembers
qfabric

3. Configure settings to enable the Virtual Chassis to interoperate with your

management network. Set a hostname, system services (such as Telnet), system

log thresholds, management interface parameters, default routes, Virtual Chassis

preprovisioning, and any additional preferences youmight have.

[edit]
user@switch# set system host-name qfabric-control-plane
user@switch# set system services ssh
user@switch# set system services telnet
user@switch# set system services web-management http
user@switch# set system syslog user * any emergency
user@switch# set system syslog file messages any notice
user@switch# set system syslog file messages authorization info
user@switch# set system syslog file messages archive world-readable
user@switch# set system syslog file messages explicit-priority
user@switch# set systemsyslog file interactive-commands interactive-commands
any

user@switch# set system syslog file secure authorization info
user@switch# set system syslog file default-log-messages any any
user@switch# set system syslog file default-log-messages structured-data
user@switch# set system syslog file console any error
user@switch# set system syslog time-formatmillisecond
user@switch# set interfaces vme unit 0 family inet address 192.168.157.26/24
user@switch# set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 192.168.157.1
user@switch# set virtual-chassis preprovisioned
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 0 role routing-engine
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 0 serial-number abc123
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 1 role routing-engine
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 1 serial-number def456
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 2 role line-card
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 2 serial-number ghi789
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 3 role line-card
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 3 serial-number jkl012

Results To view the configuration, issue the show command in configuration mode or the show

configuration command in operationalmode. If the output does not display the intended

configuration, repeat the configuration instructions in this example to correct it.

The following configuration is the standard configuration that applies universally to both

Virtual Chassis in your QFabric system control plane network.

[edit]
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groups {
qfabric {
system {
commit {
synchronize;

}
}
chassis {
redundancy {
graceful-switchover;

}
aggregated-devices {
ethernet {
device-count 10;

}
}
alarm {
management-ethernet {
link-down ignore;

}
}
fpc 0 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 1 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 2 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 3 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
lcd-menu {
fpc 0 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 1 {
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menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 2 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 3 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}

}
}
protocols {
rstp {
interface ae8.0 {
mode point-to-point;

}
interface all {
edge;
no-root-port;

}
bpdu-block-on-edge;

}
lldp {
interface all;

}
}
class-of-service {
classifiers {
ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier {
forwarding-class class_3 {
loss-priority low code-points [ 110 111 ];

}
forwarding-class class_2 {
loss-priority low code-points 100;
loss-priority high code-points 101;

}
forwarding-class class_0 {
loss-priority low code-points 010;
loss-priority high code-points 001;

}
}
inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier {
forwarding-class class_3 {
loss-priority low code-points [ 110 111 ];

}
forwarding-class class_2 {
loss-priority low code-points 100;
loss-priority high code-points 101;

}
forwarding-class class_0 {
loss-priority low code-points 010;
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loss-priority high code-points 001;
}

}
}
forwarding-classes {
class class_3 queue-num 7;
class class_2 queue-num 2;
class class_0 queue-num0;

}
interfaces {
ge-*/0/* {
scheduler-map cpe_network_smap;
unit 0 {
classifiers {
ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier;
inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier;

}
}

}
ae* {
scheduler-map cpe_network_smap;
unit 0 {
classifiers {
ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier;
inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier;

}
}

}
}
scheduler-maps {
cpe_network_smap {
forwarding-class class_3 scheduler scheduler_3;
forwarding-class class_2 scheduler scheduler_2;
forwarding-class class_0 scheduler scheduler_0;

}
}
schedulers {
scheduler_3 {
buffer-size percent 30;
priority strict-high;

}
scheduler_2 {
transmit-rate percent 75;
buffer-size percent 30;
priority low;

}
scheduler_0 {
transmit-rate percent 25;
buffer-size percent 40;
priority low;

}
}

}
ethernet-switching-options {
nonstop-bridging;
storm-control {
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interface all {
bandwidth 10000;

}
}

}
vlans {
qfabric {
vlan-id 100;
dot1q-tunneling;

}
}

}
qfabric-int {
interfaces {
<*> {
mtu 9216;
unit 0 {
family ethernet-switching {
port-mode access;
vlan {
members qfabric;

}
}

}
}

}
}
qfabric-ae {
interfaces {
<*> {
aggregated-ether-options {
link-speed 1g;
lacp {
active;

}
}

}
}

}
}
apply-groups [qfabric];
interfaces {
interface-range Node_Device_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/[0-31]";
description "QFabric Node Device";
apply-groups qfabric-int;

}
interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/[38-39]";
description "QFabric Interconnect Device";
apply-groups qfabric-int;

}
interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/40";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG0";
ether-options {
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802.3ad ae0;
}

}
interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/41";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG1";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae1;

}
}
interface-range Director_Device_DG2_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/42";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG2";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae2;

}
}
interface-range Director_Device_DG3_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/43";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG3";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae3;

}
}
interface-range Director_Device_DG4_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/44";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG4";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae4;

}
}
interface-range Director_Device_DG5_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/45";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG5";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae5;

}
}
interface-range Director_Device_DG6_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/46";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG6";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae6;

}
}
interface-range Director_Device_DG7_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-3]/0/47";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG7";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae7;

}
}
interface-range Control_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces {
member "xe-[0-3]/1/0";
member "xe-[0-3]/1/2";
description "QFabric Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)";
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ether-options {
802.3ad ae8;

}
}
ae0 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG0";

}
ae1 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG1";

}
ae2 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG2";

}
ae3 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG3";

}
ae4 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG4";

}
ae5 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG5";

}
ae6 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG6";

}
ae7 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG7";

}
ae8 {
description "QFabric Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)";
mtu 9216;
aggregated-ether-options {
link-speed 10g;
lacp {
active;

}
}
unit 0 {
family ethernet-switching {
vlan {
members qfabric;

}
}

}
}

}
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The following portion of the configuration applies to the specific requirements of your

management network. Modify this section to meet the needs of your network.

[edit]
system {
host-name qfabric-control-plane;
services {
ssh;
telnet;
web-management {
http;

}
}
syslog {
user * {
any emergency;

}
file messages {
any notice;
authorization info;
archive world-readable;
explicit-priority;

}
file interactive-commands {
interactive-commands any;

}
file secure {
authorization info;

}
file default-log-messages {
any any;
structured-data;

}
file console {
any error;

}
time-formatmillisecond;

}
}
interfaces {
vme {
unit 0 {
family inet {
address 192.168.157.26/24;

}
}

}
}
routing-options {
static {
route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 192.168.157.1;

}
}
virtual-chassis {
preprovisioned;
member 0 {
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role routing-engine;
serial-number abc123;

}
member 1 {
role routing-engine;
serial-number def456;

}
member 2 {
role line-card;
serial-number ghi789;

}
member 3 {
role line-card;
serial-number jkl012;

}
}

To verify the syntax of your configuration before committing it, enter commit check from

configuration mode. If you are done configuring the device, enter commit from

configuration mode.

Verification

Confirm that the Virtual Chassis configuration is working properly.

• Verifying the QFabric System Control Plane—Virtual Chassis VC0 on page 309

• Verifying the QFabric System Control Plane—Virtual Chassis VC1 on page 317

Verifying the QFabric SystemControl Plane—Virtual Chassis VC0

Purpose Verify that your first Virtual Chassis is operational.

Action Connect to the Junos OS CLI of Virtual Chassis VC0, either from your management

network or from the console port of the master Virtual Chassis member. In operational

mode, enter the show virtual-chassis status and show interfaces terse commands.

Sample Output

{master:0}
user@vc0> show virtual-chassis status

Virtual Chassis ID: c809.2c5d.9f7b
                                          Mastership            Neighbor List  
Member ID  Status   Serial No    Model    priority    Role      ID  Interface
0 (FPC 0)  Prsnt    BP0210471476 ex4200-48t      128  Master*    1  vcp-1      
1 (FPC 1)  Prsnt    BP0210460181 ex4200-48t      128  Backup     0  vcp-0      
                                                                 2  vcp-1      
2 (FPC 2)  Prsnt    BP0210458724 ex4200-48t      128  Linecard   1  vcp-0      
                                                                 3  vcp-1      
3 (FPC 3)  Prsnt    BP0210477189 ex4200-48t      128  Linecard   2  vcp-0      

Member ID for next new member: 4 (FPC 4)

{master:0}
user@vc0> show interfaces terse
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Interface               Admin Link Proto    Local                 Remote
ge-0/0/0                up    up
ge-0/0/0.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/1                up    up
ge-0/0/1.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/2                up    up
ge-0/0/2.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/3                up    up
ge-0/0/3.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/4                up    up
ge-0/0/4.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/5                up    up
ge-0/0/5.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/6                up    up
ge-0/0/6.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/7                up    up
ge-0/0/7.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/8                up    down
ge-0/0/8.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/9                up    down
ge-0/0/9.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/10               up    down
ge-0/0/10.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/11               up    down
ge-0/0/11.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/12               up    down
ge-0/0/12.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/13               up    down
ge-0/0/13.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/14               up    down
ge-0/0/14.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/15               up    down
ge-0/0/15.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/16               up    down
ge-0/0/16.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/17               up    down
ge-0/0/17.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/18               up    down
ge-0/0/18.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/19               up    down
ge-0/0/19.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/20               up    down
ge-0/0/20.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/21               up    down
ge-0/0/21.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/22               up    down
ge-0/0/22.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/23               up    down
ge-0/0/23.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/24               up    down
ge-0/0/24.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/25               up    down
ge-0/0/25.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/26               up    down
ge-0/0/26.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/27               up    down
ge-0/0/27.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/28               up    down
ge-0/0/28.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/29               up    down
ge-0/0/29.0             up    down eth-switch
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ge-0/0/30               up    down
ge-0/0/30.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/31               up    down
ge-0/0/31.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/32               up    down
ge-0/0/33               up    down
ge-0/0/34               up    down
ge-0/0/35               up    down
ge-0/0/36               up    down
ge-0/0/36.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/37               up    down
ge-0/0/37.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/38               up    down
ge-0/0/38.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/39               up    up
ge-0/0/39.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/40               up    up
ge-0/0/40.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-0/0/41               up    down
ge-0/0/41.0             up    down aenet    --> ae1.0
ge-0/0/42               up    down
ge-0/0/42.0             up    down aenet    --> ae2.0
ge-0/0/43               up    down
ge-0/0/43.0             up    down aenet    --> ae3.0
ge-0/0/44               up    down
ge-0/0/44.0             up    down aenet    --> ae4.0
ge-0/0/45               up    down
ge-0/0/45.0             up    down aenet    --> ae5.0
ge-0/0/46               up    down
ge-0/0/46.0             up    down aenet    --> ae6.0
ge-0/0/47               up    down
ge-0/0/47.0             up    down aenet    --> ae7.0
xe-0/1/0                up    up  
xe-0/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-0/1/1                up    down
xe-0/1/2                up    up  
xe-0/1/2.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-0/1/3                up    down
ge-1/0/0                up    down
ge-1/0/0.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/1                up    down
ge-1/0/1.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/2                up    down
ge-1/0/2.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/3                up    down
ge-1/0/3.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/4                up    down
ge-1/0/4.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/5                up    down
ge-1/0/5.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/6                up    down
ge-1/0/6.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/7                up    down
ge-1/0/7.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/8                up    down
ge-1/0/8.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/9                up    down
ge-1/0/9.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/10               up    down
ge-1/0/10.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/11               up    down
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ge-1/0/11.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/12               up    down
ge-1/0/12.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/13               up    down
ge-1/0/13.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/14               up    down
ge-1/0/14.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/15               up    down
ge-1/0/15.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/16               up    down
ge-1/0/16.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/17               up    down
ge-1/0/17.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/18               up    down
ge-1/0/18.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/19               up    down
ge-1/0/19.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/20               up    down
ge-1/0/20.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/21               up    down
ge-1/0/21.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/22               up    down
ge-1/0/22.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/23               up    down
ge-1/0/23.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/24               up    down
ge-1/0/24.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/25               up    down
ge-1/0/25.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/26               up    down
ge-1/0/26.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/27               up    down
ge-1/0/27.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/28               up    down
ge-1/0/28.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/29               up    down
ge-1/0/29.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/30               up    down
ge-1/0/30.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/31               up    down
ge-1/0/31.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/32               up    down
ge-1/0/33               up    down
ge-1/0/34               up    down
ge-1/0/35               up    down
ge-1/0/36               up    down
ge-1/0/36.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/37               up    down
ge-1/0/37.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/38               up    down
ge-1/0/38.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/39               up    up
ge-1/0/39.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-1/0/40               up    up
ge-1/0/40.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-1/0/41               up    down
ge-1/0/41.0             up    down aenet    --> ae1.0
ge-1/0/42               up    down
ge-1/0/42.0             up    down aenet    --> ae2.0
ge-1/0/43               up    down
ge-1/0/43.0             up    down aenet    --> ae3.0
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ge-1/0/44               up    down
ge-1/0/44.0             up    down aenet    --> ae4.0
ge-1/0/45               up    down
ge-1/0/45.0             up    down aenet    --> ae5.0
ge-1/0/46               up    down
ge-1/0/46.0             up    down aenet    --> ae6.0
ge-1/0/47               up    down
ge-1/0/47.0             up    down aenet    --> ae7.0
xe-1/1/0                up    up  
xe-1/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-1/1/1                up    down
xe-1/1/2                up    up  
xe-1/1/2.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-1/1/3                up    down
ge-2/0/0                up    down
ge-2/0/0.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/1                up    down
ge-2/0/1.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/2                up    down
ge-2/0/2.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/3                up    down  
ge-2/0/3.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/4                up    down  
ge-2/0/4.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/5                up    down
ge-2/0/5.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/6                up    down
ge-2/0/6.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/7                up    down
ge-2/0/7.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/8                up    down
ge-2/0/8.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/9                up    down
ge-2/0/9.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/10               up    down
ge-2/0/10.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/11               up    down
ge-2/0/11.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/12               up    down
ge-2/0/12.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/13               up    down
ge-2/0/13.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/14               up    down
ge-2/0/14.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/15               up    down
ge-2/0/15.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/16               up    down
ge-2/0/16.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/17               up    down
ge-2/0/17.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/18               up    down
ge-2/0/18.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/19               up    down
ge-2/0/19.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/20               up    down
ge-2/0/20.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/21               up    down
ge-2/0/21.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/22               up    down
ge-2/0/22.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/23               up    down
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ge-2/0/23.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/24               up    down
ge-2/0/24.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/25               up    down
ge-2/0/25.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/26               up    down
ge-2/0/26.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/27               up    down
ge-2/0/27.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/28               up    down
ge-2/0/28.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/29               up    down
ge-2/0/29.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/30               up    down
ge-2/0/30.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/31               up    down
ge-2/0/31.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/32               up    down
ge-2/0/33               up    down
ge-2/0/34               up    down
ge-2/0/35               up    down
ge-2/0/36               up    down
ge-2/0/36.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/37               up    down
ge-2/0/37.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/38               up    down
ge-2/0/38.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/39               up    up
ge-2/0/39.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-2/0/40               up    up
ge-2/0/40.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-2/0/41               up    down
ge-2/0/41.0             up    down aenet    --> ae1.0
ge-2/0/42               up    down
ge-2/0/42.0             up    down aenet    --> ae2.0
ge-2/0/43               up    down
ge-2/0/43.0             up    down aenet    --> ae3.0
ge-2/0/44               up    down
ge-2/0/44.0             up    down aenet    --> ae4.0
ge-2/0/45               up    down
ge-2/0/45.0             up    down aenet    --> ae5.0
ge-2/0/46               up    down
ge-2/0/46.0             up    down aenet    --> ae6.0
ge-2/0/47               up    down
ge-2/0/47.0             up    down aenet    --> ae7.0
xe-2/1/0                up    up  
xe-2/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-2/1/1                up    down
xe-2/1/2                up    up  
xe-2/1/2.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-2/1/3                up    down
ge-3/0/0                up    down
ge-3/0/0.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/1                up    down
ge-3/0/1.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/2                up    down
ge-3/0/2.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/3                up    down
ge-3/0/3.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/4                up    down
ge-3/0/4.0              up    down eth-switch
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ge-3/0/5                up    down
ge-3/0/5.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/6                up    down
ge-3/0/6.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/7                up    down
ge-3/0/7.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/8                up    down
ge-3/0/8.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/9                up    down
ge-3/0/9.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/10               up    down
ge-3/0/10.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/11               up    down
ge-3/0/11.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/12               up    down
ge-3/0/12.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/13               up    down
ge-3/0/13.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/14               up    down
ge-3/0/14.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/15               up    down
ge-3/0/15.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/16               up    down
ge-3/0/16.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/17               up    down
ge-3/0/17.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/18               up    down
ge-3/0/18.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/19               up    down
ge-3/0/19.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/20               up    down
ge-3/0/20.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/21               up    down
ge-3/0/21.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/22               up    down
ge-3/0/22.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/23               up    down
ge-3/0/23.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/24               up    down
ge-3/0/24.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/25               up    down
ge-3/0/25.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/26               up    down
ge-3/0/26.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/27               up    down
ge-3/0/27.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/28               up    down
ge-3/0/28.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/29               up    down
ge-3/0/29.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/30               up    down
ge-3/0/30.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/31               up    down
ge-3/0/31.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/32               up    down
ge-3/0/33               up    down
ge-3/0/34               up    down
ge-3/0/35               up    down
ge-3/0/36               up    down
ge-3/0/36.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/37               up    down
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ge-3/0/37.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/38               up    down
ge-3/0/38.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/39               up    up
ge-3/0/39.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-3/0/40               up    down
ge-3/0/40.0             up    down aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-3/0/41               up    down
ge-3/0/41.0             up    down aenet    --> ae1.0
ge-3/0/42               up    down
ge-3/0/42.0             up    down aenet    --> ae2.0
ge-3/0/43               up    down
ge-3/0/43.0             up    down aenet    --> ae3.0
ge-3/0/44               up    down
ge-3/0/44.0             up    down aenet    --> ae4.0
ge-3/0/45               up    down
ge-3/0/45.0             up    down aenet    --> ae5.0
ge-3/0/46               up    down
ge-3/0/46.0             up    down aenet    --> ae6.0
ge-3/0/47               up    down
ge-3/0/47.0             up    down aenet    --> ae7.0
xe-3/1/0                up    up  
xe-3/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-3/1/1                up    down
xe-3/1/2                up    up  
xe-3/1/2.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-3/1/3                up    down
vcp-0                   up    down
vcp-0.32768             up    down
vcp-1                   up    up  
vcp-1.32768             up    up  
ae0                     up    up  
ae0.0                   up    up   eth-switch
ae1                     up    down
ae1.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae2                     up    down
ae2.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae3                     up    down
ae3.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae4                     up    down
ae4.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae5                     up    down
ae5.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae6                     up    down
ae6.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae7                     up    down
ae7.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae8                     up    up  
ae8.0                   up    up   eth-switch
ae9                     up    down
bme0                    up    up  
bme0.32768              up    up   inet     128.0.0.1/2     
                                            128.0.0.16/2    
                                            128.0.0.32/2    
                                   tnp      0x10            
bme0.32770              up    up   eth-switch
bme0.32771              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32772              down  up   eth-switch
dsc                     up    up  
gre                     up    up  
ipip                    up    up  
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jsrv                    up    up  
jsrv.1                  up    up   inet     128.0.0.127/2   
lo0                     up    up  
lo0.0                   up    up   inet     10.255.195.96       --> 0/0
                                   iso      
47.0005.80ff.f800.0000.0108.0001.0102.5519.5096
                                   inet6    abcd::10:255:195:96
                                            fe80::2ac0:da0f:fc31:1e80
lsi                     up    up  
me0                     up    up  
me0.0                   up    up   inet     10.94.195.96/24 
mtun                    up    up  
pimd                    up    up  
pime                    up    up  
tap                     up    up  
vlan                    up    up  
vme                     up    up   inet     192.168.157.26/24

Meaning In the output of the show virtual-chassis status command, if all four members appear,

the Virtual Chassis is operational.

In the output of the show interfaces terse command, if all interfaces that connect to the

QFabric system devices are listed as up (such as ge-0/0/39, ge-1/0/39, ge-2/0/39, and

ge-3/0/39 for the Interconnect devices; ge-0/0/40, ge-1/0/40, and ge-2/0/40 for the

Directordevices; ge-0/0/0throughge-0/0/7 for theNodedevices; andxe-0/1/0, xe-0/1/2,

xe-1/1/0, xe-1/1/2, xe-2/1/0, xe-2/1/2, xe-3/1/0, and xe-3/1/2 for the inter-Virtual Chassis

connections), the control plane is properly connected.

Verifying the QFabric SystemControl Plane—Virtual Chassis VC1

Purpose Verify that your second Virtual Chassis is operational.

Action Connect to the JunosOSCLIofVirtualChassisVC1, either fromyourmanagementnetwork

or from the console port of the master Virtual Chassis member. In operational mode,

enter the show virtual-chassis status and show interfaces terse commands.

Sample Output

{master:0}
user@vc1> show virtual-chassis status

Virtual Chassis ID: c809.2c5d.9f8a
                                          Mastership            Neighbor List  
Member ID  Status   Serial No    Model    priority    Role      ID  Interface
0 (FPC 0)  Prsnt    BP0210471477 ex4200-48t      128  Master*    1  vcp-1      
1 (FPC 1)  Prsnt    BP0210460182 ex4200-48t      128  Backup     0  vcp-0      
                                                                 2  vcp-1      
2 (FPC 2)  Prsnt    BP0210458725 ex4200-48t      128  Linecard   1  vcp-0      
                                                                 3  vcp-1      
3 (FPC 3)  Prsnt    BP0210477180 ex4200-48t      128  Linecard   2  vcp-0      

Member ID for next new member: 4 (FPC 4)

{master:0}
user@vc1> show interfaces terse
Interface               Admin Link Proto    Local                 Remote
ge-0/0/0                up    up
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ge-0/0/0.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/1                up    up
ge-0/0/1.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/2                up    up
ge-0/0/2.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/3                up    up
ge-0/0/3.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/4                up    up
ge-0/0/4.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/5                up    up
ge-0/0/5.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/6                up    up
ge-0/0/6.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/7                up    up
ge-0/0/7.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/8                up    down
ge-0/0/8.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/9                up    down
ge-0/0/9.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/10               up    down
ge-0/0/10.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/11               up    down
ge-0/0/11.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/12               up    down
ge-0/0/12.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/13               up    down
ge-0/0/13.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/14               up    down
ge-0/0/14.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/15               up    down
ge-0/0/15.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/16               up    down
ge-0/0/16.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/17               up    down
ge-0/0/17.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/18               up    down
ge-0/0/18.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/19               up    down
ge-0/0/19.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/20               up    down
ge-0/0/20.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/21               up    down
ge-0/0/21.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/22               up    down
ge-0/0/22.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/23               up    down
ge-0/0/23.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/24               up    down
ge-0/0/24.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/25               up    down
ge-0/0/25.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/26               up    down
ge-0/0/26.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/27               up    down
ge-0/0/27.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/28               up    down
ge-0/0/28.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/29               up    down
ge-0/0/29.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/30               up    down
ge-0/0/30.0             up    down eth-switch
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ge-0/0/31               up    down
ge-0/0/31.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/32               up    down
ge-0/0/33               up    down
ge-0/0/34               up    down
ge-0/0/35               up    down
ge-0/0/36               up    down
ge-0/0/36.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/37               up    down
ge-0/0/37.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/38               up    down
ge-0/0/38.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-0/0/39               up    up
ge-0/0/39.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/40               up    up
ge-0/0/40.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-0/0/41               up    down
ge-0/0/41.0             up    down aenet    --> ae1.0
ge-0/0/42               up    down
ge-0/0/42.0             up    down aenet    --> ae2.0
ge-0/0/43               up    down
ge-0/0/43.0             up    down aenet    --> ae3.0
ge-0/0/44               up    down
ge-0/0/44.0             up    down aenet    --> ae4.0
ge-0/0/45               up    down
ge-0/0/45.0             up    down aenet    --> ae5.0
ge-0/0/46               up    down
ge-0/0/46.0             up    down aenet    --> ae6.0
ge-0/0/47               up    down
ge-0/0/47.0             up    down aenet    --> ae7.0
xe-0/1/0                up    up  
xe-0/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-0/1/1                up    down
xe-0/1/2                up    up  
xe-0/1/2.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-0/1/3                up    down
ge-1/0/0                up    down
ge-1/0/0.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/1                up    down
ge-1/0/1.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/2                up    down
ge-1/0/2.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/3                up    down
ge-1/0/3.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/4                up    down
ge-1/0/4.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/5                up    down
ge-1/0/5.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/6                up    down
ge-1/0/6.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/7                up    down
ge-1/0/7.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/8                up    down
ge-1/0/8.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/9                up    down
ge-1/0/9.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/10               up    down
ge-1/0/10.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/11               up    down
ge-1/0/11.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/12               up    down
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ge-1/0/12.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/13               up    down
ge-1/0/13.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/14               up    down
ge-1/0/14.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/15               up    down
ge-1/0/15.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/16               up    down
ge-1/0/16.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/17               up    down
ge-1/0/17.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/18               up    down
ge-1/0/18.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/19               up    down
ge-1/0/19.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/20               up    down
ge-1/0/20.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/21               up    down
ge-1/0/21.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/22               up    down
ge-1/0/22.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/23               up    down
ge-1/0/23.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/24               up    down
ge-1/0/24.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/25               up    down
ge-1/0/25.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/26               up    down
ge-1/0/26.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/27               up    down
ge-1/0/27.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/28               up    down
ge-1/0/28.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/29               up    down
ge-1/0/29.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/30               up    down
ge-1/0/30.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/31               up    down
ge-1/0/31.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/32               up    down
ge-1/0/33               up    down
ge-1/0/34               up    down
ge-1/0/35               up    down
ge-1/0/36               up    down
ge-1/0/36.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/37               up    down
ge-1/0/37.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/38               up    down
ge-1/0/38.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-1/0/39               up    up
ge-1/0/39.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-1/0/40               up    up
ge-1/0/40.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-1/0/41               up    down
ge-1/0/41.0             up    down aenet    --> ae1.0
ge-1/0/42               up    down
ge-1/0/42.0             up    down aenet    --> ae2.0
ge-1/0/43               up    down
ge-1/0/43.0             up    down aenet    --> ae3.0
ge-1/0/44               up    down
ge-1/0/44.0             up    down aenet    --> ae4.0
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ge-1/0/45               up    down
ge-1/0/45.0             up    down aenet    --> ae5.0
ge-1/0/46               up    down
ge-1/0/46.0             up    down aenet    --> ae6.0
ge-1/0/47               up    down
ge-1/0/47.0             up    down aenet    --> ae7.0
xe-1/1/0                up    up  
xe-1/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-1/1/1                up    down
xe-1/1/2                up    up  
xe-1/1/2.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-1/1/3                up    down
ge-2/0/0                up    down
ge-2/0/0.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/1                up    down
ge-2/0/1.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/2                up    down
ge-2/0/2.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/3                up    down  
ge-2/0/3.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/4                up    down  
ge-2/0/4.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/5                up    down
ge-2/0/5.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/6                up    down
ge-2/0/6.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/7                up    down
ge-2/0/7.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/8                up    down
ge-2/0/8.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/9                up    down
ge-2/0/9.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/10               up    down
ge-2/0/10.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/11               up    down
ge-2/0/11.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/12               up    down
ge-2/0/12.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/13               up    down
ge-2/0/13.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/14               up    down
ge-2/0/14.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/15               up    down
ge-2/0/15.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/16               up    down
ge-2/0/16.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/17               up    down
ge-2/0/17.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/18               up    down
ge-2/0/18.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/19               up    down
ge-2/0/19.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/20               up    down
ge-2/0/20.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/21               up    down
ge-2/0/21.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/22               up    down
ge-2/0/22.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/23               up    down
ge-2/0/23.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/24               up    down
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ge-2/0/24.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/25               up    down
ge-2/0/25.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/26               up    down
ge-2/0/26.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/27               up    down
ge-2/0/27.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/28               up    down
ge-2/0/28.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/29               up    down
ge-2/0/29.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/30               up    down
ge-2/0/30.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/31               up    down
ge-2/0/31.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/32               up    down
ge-2/0/33               up    down
ge-2/0/34               up    down
ge-2/0/35               up    down
ge-2/0/36               up    down
ge-2/0/36.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/37               up    down
ge-2/0/37.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/38               up    down
ge-2/0/38.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-2/0/39               up    up
ge-2/0/39.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-2/0/40               up    up
ge-2/0/40.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-2/0/41               up    down
ge-2/0/41.0             up    down aenet    --> ae1.0
ge-2/0/42               up    down
ge-2/0/42.0             up    down aenet    --> ae2.0
ge-2/0/43               up    down
ge-2/0/43.0             up    down aenet    --> ae3.0
ge-2/0/44               up    down
ge-2/0/44.0             up    down aenet    --> ae4.0
ge-2/0/45               up    down
ge-2/0/45.0             up    down aenet    --> ae5.0
ge-2/0/46               up    down
ge-2/0/46.0             up    down aenet    --> ae6.0
ge-2/0/47               up    down
ge-2/0/47.0             up    down aenet    --> ae7.0
xe-2/1/0                up    up  
xe-2/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-2/1/1                up    down
xe-2/1/2                up    up  
xe-2/1/2.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-2/1/3                up    down
ge-3/0/0                up    down
ge-3/0/0.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/1                up    down
ge-3/0/1.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/2                up    down
ge-3/0/2.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/3                up    down
ge-3/0/3.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/4                up    down
ge-3/0/4.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/5                up    down
ge-3/0/5.0              up    down eth-switch
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ge-3/0/6                up    down
ge-3/0/6.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/7                up    down
ge-3/0/7.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/8                up    down
ge-3/0/8.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/9                up    down
ge-3/0/9.0              up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/10               up    down
ge-3/0/10.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/11               up    down
ge-3/0/11.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/12               up    down
ge-3/0/12.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/13               up    down
ge-3/0/13.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/14               up    down
ge-3/0/14.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/15               up    down
ge-3/0/15.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/16               up    down
ge-3/0/16.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/17               up    down
ge-3/0/17.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/18               up    down
ge-3/0/18.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/19               up    down
ge-3/0/19.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/20               up    down
ge-3/0/20.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/21               up    down
ge-3/0/21.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/22               up    down
ge-3/0/22.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/23               up    down
ge-3/0/23.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/24               up    down
ge-3/0/24.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/25               up    down
ge-3/0/25.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/26               up    down
ge-3/0/26.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/27               up    down
ge-3/0/27.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/28               up    down
ge-3/0/28.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/29               up    down
ge-3/0/29.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/30               up    down
ge-3/0/30.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/31               up    down
ge-3/0/31.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/32               up    down
ge-3/0/33               up    down
ge-3/0/34               up    down
ge-3/0/35               up    down
ge-3/0/36               up    down
ge-3/0/36.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/37               up    down
ge-3/0/37.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/38               up    down
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ge-3/0/38.0             up    down eth-switch
ge-3/0/39               up    up
ge-3/0/39.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-3/0/40               up    down
ge-3/0/40.0             up    down aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-3/0/41               up    down
ge-3/0/41.0             up    down aenet    --> ae1.0
ge-3/0/42               up    down
ge-3/0/42.0             up    down aenet    --> ae2.0
ge-3/0/43               up    down
ge-3/0/43.0             up    down aenet    --> ae3.0
ge-3/0/44               up    down
ge-3/0/44.0             up    down aenet    --> ae4.0
ge-3/0/45               up    down
ge-3/0/45.0             up    down aenet    --> ae5.0
ge-3/0/46               up    down
ge-3/0/46.0             up    down aenet    --> ae6.0
ge-3/0/47               up    down
ge-3/0/47.0             up    down aenet    --> ae7.0
xe-3/1/0                up    up  
xe-3/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-3/1/1                up    down
xe-3/1/2                up    up
xe-3/1/2.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-3/1/3                up    down
vcp-0                   up    down
vcp-0.32768             up    down
vcp-1                   up    up
vcp-1.32768             up    up
ae0                     up    up
ae0.0                   up    up   eth-switch
ae1                     up    down
ae1.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae2                     up    down
ae2.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae3                     up    down
ae3.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae4                     up    down
ae4.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae5                     up    down
ae5.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae6                     up    down
ae6.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae7                     up    down
ae7.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae8                     up    up  
ae8.0                   up    up   eth-switch
ae9                     up    down
bme0                    up    up  
bme0.32768              up    up   inet     128.0.0.1/2     
                                            128.0.0.16/2    
                                            128.0.0.32/2    
                                   tnp      0x10            
bme0.32770              up    up   eth-switch
bme0.32771              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32772              down  up   eth-switch
dsc                     up    up  
gre                     up    up  
ipip                    up    up  
jsrv                    up    up  
jsrv.1                  up    up   inet     128.0.0.127/2   
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lo0                     up    up  
lo0.0                   up    up   inet     10.255.195.97       --> 0/0
                                   iso      
47.0005.80ff.f800.0000.0108.0001.0102.5519.5097
                                   inet6    abcd::10:255:195:97
                                            fe80::2ac0:da0f:fc31:1e81
lsi                     up    up  
me0                     up    up  
me0.0                   up    up   inet     10.94.195.97/24 
mtun                    up    up  
pimd                    up    up  
pime                    up    up  
tap                     up    up  
vlan                    up    up  
vme                     up    up   inet     192.168.157.27/24

Meaning In the output of the show virtual-chassis status command, if all four members appear,

the Virtual Chassis is operational.

In the output of the show interfaces terse command, if all interfaces that connect to the

QFabric system devices are listed as up (such as ge-0/0/39, ge-1/0/39, ge-2/0/39, and

ge-3/0/39 for the Interconnect devices; ge-0/0/40, ge-1/0/40, and ge-2/0/40 for the

Directordevices; ge-0/0/0throughge-0/0/7 for theNodedevices; andxe-0/1/0, xe-0/1/2,

xe-1/1/0, xe-1/1/2, xe-2/1/0, xe-2/1/2, xe-3/1/0, and xe-3/1/2 for the inter-Virtual Chassis

connections), the control plane is properly connected.

Related
Documentation

QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview on page 93•

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 159

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device on page 215

• Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch

• Configuring an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure)

• Understanding the QFabric System Control Plane on page 35

Example:ConfiguringaFiber-BasedControlPlanefor theQFX3000-GQFabricSystem

This example shows you how to connect components and configure switches used by

a fiber-basedQFX3000-GQFabric systemcontrolplanenetwork.ProperwiringofDirector

devices, Interconnect devices, andNodedevices to the control plane switches, combined

with a standard configuration, enables you to bring up the internal QFabric system

management network and prepare your QFabric system for full operation.

• Requirements on page 326

• Overview on page 326

• Configuration on page 337

• Verification on page 351
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Requirements

This example uses the following hardware and software components:

• One QFX3000-G QFabric system containing:

• Two QFX3100 Director devices

• Two QFX3008-I Interconnect devices

• Eight QFX3500 Node devices

• Sixteen EX4200-24F switches, used tomake two redundant Virtual Chassiswith eight

members apiece

• Junos OS Release 12.1R1.9 for the EX Series switches used in the Virtual Chassis

• Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFabric system devices

Before you begin:

• Rack, mount, and install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect

devices, and Node devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a

QFX3100 Director Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device” on page 159, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device” on

page215, and “InstallingandConnectingaQFX3600orQFX3600-IDevice”onpage 197.

• Rack, mount, and install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more

information, see Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassisofeightmemberseach.Formore information, seeConfiguring

an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure).

Overview

The QFX3000-G QFabric system control plane network connects the Director group,

Interconnect devices, and Node devices in a QFabric system across a pair of redundant

Virtual Chassis. By separating the management control plane from the data plane, the

QFabric system can scale efficiently. The control plane network uses Gigabit Ethernet

cabling and connections between components, and a 10-Gigabit Ethernet backbone

between the redundant Virtual Chassis.

Specific ports havebeen reservedon theVirtualChassis to connect toeachof theQFabric

systemdevice types. Suchdesign simplifies installationand facilitates timelydeployment

of a QFabric system. It also permits the use of a standard Virtual Chassis configuration

includedaspartof this example.Thestandardconfigurationcanscale fromtheminimum

topology of eight Node devices shown in this example to the maximum topology of 128

Node devices for a fully implemented QFX3000-G QFabric system.

Topology

Figure82onpage327 shows thegeneral port rangeswhereQFabric systemdevicesmust

be connected to the Virtual Chassis. For each Virtual Chassis member, connect ports 0

through 15 toNode devices, ports 18 through 21 to Interconnect devices, and ports 22 and
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23 to Director devices. Table 93 on page 328 shows the details of the QFabric system

device-to-Virtual Chassis port mappings for a fiber-based control plane network.

Figure82:QFX3000-GQFabricSystemFiber-BasedControlPlane—Virtual
Chassis Port Ranges

Node devices

Ports 0-15

Interconnect devices

Ports 18-21

Director group

Ports 22-23

Inter-VC LAG

Ports xe-x/1/0

CAUTION: The control plane network within a QFabric system is a critical
component of the system that should not be shared with other network
traffic. Inorder toscaleefficiently, thecontrolplanenetworkmustbe reserved
for the QFabric system and its components. As a result, do not use the ports
of the QFabric system control plane for any purpose other than to transport
QFabric systemcontrol plane traffic.Weneither recommendnor support the
connection of other devices to the QFabric system control plane network.

NOTE: Not all port numbers are represented in Table 93 on page 328, and
ports 16 and 17 are reserved for future uses.

Table 93 on page 328 shows the specific mappings of QFabric system control plane

network ports from the Virtual Chassis to the QFabric system components.
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Table 93: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemVirtual Chassis Fiber-Based Control Plane Port
Assignments

QFabric
System
Component

Member
Port
Number

Member
7

Member
6

Member
5

Member
4

Member
3

Member
2

Member
1

Member
0

Node
devices

ge-X/0/0Node112

ge-7/0/0

Node96

ge-6/0/0

Node80

ge-5/0/0

Node64

ge-4/0/0

Node48

ge-3/0/0

Node32

ge-2/0/0

Node16

ge-1/0/0

Node0

ge-0/0/0

Node
devices

ge-X/0/1Node113

ge-7/0/1

Node97

ge-6/0/1

Node81

ge-5/0/1

Node65

ge-4/0/1

Node49

ge-3/0/1

Node33

ge-2/0/1

Node17

ge-1/0/1

Node1

ge-0/0/1

Node
devices

ge-X/0/2Node114

ge-7/0/2

Node98

ge-6/0/2

Node82

ge-5/0/2

Node66

ge-4/0/2

Node50

ge-3/0/2

Node34

ge-2/0/2

Node18

ge-1/0/2

Node2

ge-0/0/2

Node
devices

ge-X/0/3Node115

ge-7/0/3

Node99

ge-6/0/3

Node83

ge-5/0/3

Node67

ge-4/0/3

Node51

ge-3/0/3

Node35

ge-2/0/3

Node19

ge-1/0/3

Node3

ge-0/0/3

Node
devices

ge-X/0/4Node116

ge-7/0/4

Node100

ge-6/0/4

Node84

ge-5/0/4

Node68

ge-4/0/4

Node52

ge-3/0/4

Node36

ge-2/0/4

Node20

ge-1/0/4

Node4

ge-0/0/4

Node
devices

ge-X/0/5Node117

ge-7/0/5

Node101

ge-6/0/5

Node85

ge-5/0/5

Node69

ge-4/0/5

Node53

ge-3/0/5

Node37

ge-2/0/5

Node21

ge-1/0/5

Node5

ge-0/0/5

Node
devices

ge-X/0/6Node118

ge-7/0/6

Node102

ge-6/0/6

Node86

ge-5/0/6

Node70

ge-4/0/6

Node54

ge-3/0/6

Node38

ge-2/0/6

Node22

ge-1/0/6

Node6

ge-0/0/6

Node
devices

ge-X/0/7Node119

ge-7/0/7

Node103

ge-6/0/7

Node87

ge-5/0/7

Node71

ge-4/0/7

Node55

ge-3/0/7

Node39

ge-2/0/7

Node23

ge-1/0/7

Node7

ge-0/0/7

Node
devices

ge-X/0/8Node120

ge-7/0/8

Node104

ge-6/0/8

Node88

ge-5/0/8

Node72

ge-4/0/8

Node56

ge-3/0/8

Node40

ge-2/0/8

Node24

ge-1/0/8

Node8

ge-0/0/8

Node
devices

ge-X/0/9Node121

ge-7/0/9

Node105

ge-6/0/9

Node89

ge-5/0/9

Node73

ge-4/0/9

Node57

ge-3/0/9

Node41

ge-2/0/9

Node25

ge-1/0/9

Node9

ge-0/0/9

Node
devices

ge-X/0/10Node122

ge-7/0/10

Node106

ge-6/0/10

Node90

ge-5/0/10

Node74

ge-4/0/10

Node58

ge-3/0/10

Node42

ge-2/0/10

Node26

ge-1/0/10

Node10

ge-0/0/10

Node
devices

ge-X/0/11Node123

ge-7/0/11

Node107

ge-6/0/11

Node91

ge-5/0/11

Node75

ge-4/0/11

Node59

ge-3/0/11

Node43

ge-2/0/11

Node27

ge-1/0/11

Node11

ge-0/0/11
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Table 93: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemVirtual Chassis Fiber-Based Control Plane Port
Assignments (continued)

QFabric
System
Component

Member
Port
Number

Member
7

Member
6

Member
5

Member
4

Member
3

Member
2

Member
1

Member
0

Node
devices

ge-X/0/12Node124

ge-7/0/12

Node108

ge-6/0/12

Node92

ge-5/0/12

Node76

ge-4/0/12

Node60

ge-3/0/12

Node44

ge-2/0/12

Node28

ge-1/0/12

Node12

ge-0/0/12

Node
devices

ge-X/0/13Node125

ge-7/0/13

Node109

ge-6/0/13

Node93

ge-5/0/13

Node77

ge-4/0/13

Node61

ge-3/0/13

Node45

ge-2/0/13

Node29

ge-1/0/13

Node13

ge-0/0/13

Node
devices

ge-X/0/14Node126

ge-7/0/14

Node110

ge-6/0/14

Node94

ge-5/0/14

Node78

ge-4/0/14

Node62

ge-3/0/14

Node46

ge-2/0/14

Node30

ge-1/0/14

Node14

ge-0/0/14

Node
devices

ge-X/0/15Node127

ge-7/0/15

Node111

ge-6/0/15

Node95

ge-5/0/15

Node79

ge-4/0/15

Node63

ge-3/0/15

Node47

ge-2/0/15

Node31

ge-1/0/15

Node15

ge-0/0/15

Future
use

ge-X/0/16Reserved

ge-7/0/16

Reserved

ge-6/0/16

Reserved

ge-5/0/16

Reserved

ge-4/0/16

Reserved

ge-3/0/16

Reserved

ge-2/0/16

Reserved

ge-1/0/16

Reserved

ge-0/0/16

Future
use

ge-X/0/17Reserved

ge-7/0/17

Reserved

ge-6/0/17

Reserved

ge-5/0/17

Reserved

ge-4/0/17

Reserved

ge-3/0/17

Reserved

ge-2/0/17

Reserved

ge-1/0/17

Reserved

ge-0/0/17

Interconnect
devices

NOTE: On
both
Control
Boards,
useport0
to
connect
to VC0,
and port 1
to
connect
to VC1.

ge-X/0/18Reserved

ge-7/0/18

Reserved

ge-6/0/18

Reserved

ge-5/0/18

Reserved

ge-4/0/18

IC3 CB1

ge-3/0/18

IC3 CB0

ge-2/0/18

IC2 CB1

ge-1/0/18

IC2 CB0

ge-0/0/18
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Table 93: QFX3000-GQFabric SystemVirtual Chassis Fiber-Based Control Plane Port
Assignments (continued)

QFabric
System
Component

Member
Port
Number

Member
7

Member
6

Member
5

Member
4

Member
3

Member
2

Member
1

Member
0

Interconnect
devices

NOTE: On
both
Control
Boards,
useport0
to
connect
to VC0,
and port 1
to
connect
to VC1.

ge-X/0/19Reserved

ge-7/0/19

Reserved

ge-6/0/19

Reserved

ge-5/0/19

Reserved

ge-4/0/19

IC1 CB1

ge-3/0/19

IC1 CB0

ge-2/0/19

IC0 CB1

ge-1/0/19

IC0 CB0

ge-0/0/19

Interconnect
devices

ge-X/0/20Reserved

ge-7/0/20

Reserved

ge-6/0/20

Reserved

ge-5/0/20

Reserved

ge-4/0/20

Reserved

ge-3/0/20

Reserved

ge-2/0/20

Reserved

ge-1/0/20

Reserved

ge-0/0/20

Interconnect
devices

ge-X/0/21Reserved

ge-7/0/21

Reserved

ge-6/0/21

Reserved

ge-5/0/21

Reserved

ge-4/0/21

Reserved

ge-3/0/21

Reserved

ge-2/0/21

Reserved

ge-1/0/21

Reserved

ge-0/0/21

Director
device 0

ge-X/0/22Reserved

ge-7/0/22

Reserved

ge-6/0/22

Reserved

ge-5/0/22

Reserved

ge-4/0/22

Reserved

ge-3/0/22

DG0 port
2

ge-2/0/22

DG0 port
1

ge-1/0/22

DG0 port
0

ge-0/0/22

Director
device 1

ge-X/0/23Reserved

ge-7/0/23

Reserved

ge-6/0/23

Reserved

ge-5/0/23

Reserved

ge-4/0/23

Reserved

ge-3/0/23

DG1port 2

ge-2/0/23

DG1 port 1

ge-1/0/23

DG1 port
0

ge-0/0/23

Inter-Virtual
Chassis
LAG

Inter-VC

xe-X/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-7/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-6/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-5/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-4/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-3/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-2/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-1/1/0

Inter-VC

xe-0/1/0

Inter-Virtual
Chassis
LAG

Inter-VC

xe-X/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-7/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-6/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-5/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-4/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-3/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-2/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-1/1/2

Inter-VC

xe-0/1/2

Next, connect the Director devices to the Virtual Chassis. In general, you want to

accomplish the following:

• Connect three ports from one network module in a Director device to the first Virtual

Chassis, and threeports fromthesecondnetworkmodule to thesecondVirtualChassis.

You need to repeat these connections from the second Director device to both Virtual

Chassis to provide resiliency for the system.
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• Connect the Director devices to each other and create a Director group. Connect one

port fromeach networkmodule on the first Director device to one port in each network

module on the second Director device.

Figure62onpage233showsthespecificportson theDirectorgroupthatyoumustconnect

to the Virtual Chassis and interconnect between the Director devices.

Figure 83: QFX3000-GQFabric System Fiber-Based Control
Plane—Director Group to Virtual Chassis Connections

VC0 VC1

DG0

DG1

0 1 2 3 0 12 3

To port 22 To port 23 To port 23 To port 22

0 1 2 3

Patch cables

between Director devices

0 1 2 3

In this specific example, connect ports 0, 1, and 2 frommodule 0 on Director device DG0

to port 22 on Virtual Chassis VC0 (ge-0/0/22, ge-1/0/22, and ge-2/0/22), and connect

ports 0, 1, and 2 frommodule 1 to port 22 on Virtual Chassis VC1 (ge-0/0/22, ge-1/0/22,

and ge-2/0/22).

For Director device DG1, connect ports 0, 1, and 2 frommodule 0 to port 23 on Virtual

Chassis VC0 (ge-0/0/23, ge-1/0/23, and ge-2/0/23), and connect ports 0, 1, and 2 from

module 1 to port 23 on Virtual Chassis VC1 (ge-0/0/23, ge-1/0/23, and ge-2/0/23).

To form theDirector group, connectmodule0, port 3 onDirector deviceDG0 tomodule0,

port 3 on Director device DG1. Similarly, connect module 1, port 3 on Director device DG0

tomodule 1, port 3onDirectordeviceDG1. Table94onpage332shows theportmappings

for the Director group in this example.
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Table 94: Director Group Port Mappings

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0
Director
Device

• Module 1, port 0 to ge-0/0/22 on VC1

• Module 1, port 1 to ge-1/0/22 on VC1

• Module 1, port 2 to ge-2/0/22 on VC1

• Module 1, port 3 to module 1, port 3 on DG1

• Module 0, port 0 to ge-0/0/22 on VC0

• Module 0, port 1 to ge-1/0/22 on VC0

• Module 0, port 2 to ge-2/0/22 on VC0

• Module 0, port 3 to module 0, port 3 on DG1

DG0

• Module 1, port 0 to ge-0/0/23 on VC1

• Module 1, port 1 to ge-1/0/23 on VC1

• Module 1, port 2 to ge-2/0/23 on VC1

• Module 1, port 3 to module 1, port 3 on DG0

• Module 0, port 0 to ge-0/0/23 on VC0

• Module 0, port 1 to ge-1/0/23 on VC0

• Module 0, port 2 to ge-2/0/23 on VC0

• Module 0, port 3 to module 0, port 3 on DG0

DG1

In the software, the ports of each network module are reversed, numbered from right to

left, and incremented sequentially across modules. If you issue interface operational

commands directly on the Director device, please note the following port mappings as

shown in Table 88 on page 289:

Table 95: Hardware to Software Port Mappings for Director Device Network Modules

Port 3Port 2Port 1Port 0Network Module

eth2eth3eth4eth5Module 0

eth6eth7eth8eth9Module 1

Figure84onpage333shows thespecificportson the Interconnectdevices that youmust

connect to the Virtual Chassis. In general, connect one port from each Control Board

module in an Interconnect device to the first Virtual Chassis, anda secondport fromeach

Control Board module to the second Virtual Chassis.
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Figure 84: QFX3000-GQFabric System Fiber-Based Control
Plane—Interconnect Device to Virtual Chassis Connections

VC0 VC1

c0

ge-3/0/19

ge-1/0/19

ge-2/0/19

ge-3/0/19

ge-0/0/19

IC0 IC1

ge-2/0/19

ge-0/0/19

ge-1/0/19

CB0 CB1 CB0 CB1

Port 0 Port 1 Port 0 Port 1 Port 0 Port 1 Port 0 Port 1

In this specific example, for both Interconnect devices IC0 and IC1, connect port 0 from

CB0 and CB1 to Virtual Chassis VC0 and port 1 from CB0 and CB1 to Virtual Chassis VC1.

Connect the port 0 cables to port 19 on Virtual Chassis VC0 (ge-0/0/19, ge-1/0/19,

ge-2/0/19, and ge-3/0/19), and connect the port 1 cables to port 19 on Virtual Chassis

VC1 (ge-0/0/19, ge-1/0/19, ge-2/0/19, and ge-3/0/19). Table 96 on page 333 shows the

port mappings for the Interconnect devices in this example.

Table 96: Interconnect Device Port Mappings

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0Interconnect Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-0/0/19

• CB1, port 1 to ge-1/0/19

• CB0, port 0 to ge-0/0/19

• CB1, port 0 to ge-1/0/19

IC0
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Table 96: Interconnect Device Port Mappings (continued)

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0Interconnect Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-2/0/19

• CB1, port 1 to ge-3/0/19

• CB0, port 0 to ge-2/0/19

• CB1, port 0 to ge-3/0/19

IC1

As required, you can extend the number of Interconnect devices from two to four. For

additional Interconnect devices IC2 and IC3, connect port 0 fromCB0 and CB1 to Virtual

Chassis VC0 and port 1 from CB0 and CB1 to Virtual Chassis VC1. Connect the port 0

cables toport 18onVirtualChassisVC0(ge-0/0/18,ge-1/0/18,ge-2/0/18,andge-3/0/18),

and connect the port 1 cables to port 18 on Virtual Chassis VC1 (ge-0/0/18, ge-1/0/18,

ge-2/0/18, and ge-3/0/18). Table 97 on page 334 shows the port mappings needed to

extend the number of Interconnect devices in this example to four devices.

Table 97: Interconnect Device Port Mappings for Two Additional Devices

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0Interconnect Device

• CB0, port 1 to ge-0/0/18

• CB1, port 1 to ge-1/0/18

• CB0, port 0 to ge-0/0/18

• CB1, port 0 to ge-1/0/18

IC2

• CB0, port 1 to ge-2/0/18

• CB1, port 1 to ge-3/0/18

• CB0, port 0 to ge-2/0/18

• CB1, port 0 to ge-3/0/18

IC3

Figure85onpage335shows thespecificportson theNodedevices that youmustconnect

to the Virtual Chassis. In general, connect the firstmanagement port fromaNode device

to the first Virtual Chassis, and the secondmanagement port to the second Virtual

Chassis.
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Figure85:QFX3000-GQFabricSystemFiber-BasedControlPlane—Node
Device to Virtual Chassis Connections

VC0 VC1

ge-0/0/0 ge-0/0/0

C1C0

In this specific example, for Node device Node0, connect port C0 (also known asme0)

toVirtual Chassis VC0port ge-0/0/0, and connect port C1 (also knownasme1) toVirtual

Chassis VC1 port ge-0/0/0.

For the remaining seven Node devices, connect port C0 to the ge-0/0/X port on Virtual

Chassis VC0 that matches the Node device number. Similarly, connect port C1 to the

port on Virtual Chassis VC1 that matches the Node device number. For example, you

would connectNodedeviceNode5 toport ge-0/0/5. Table 91 onpage 292 shows the full

set of port mappings for the Node devices in this example.

Table 98: Node Device Port Mappings

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0Node Device

C1 to ge-0/0/0C0 to ge-0/0/0Node0

C1 to ge-0/0/1C0 to ge-0/0/1Node1

C1 to ge-0/0/2C0 to ge-0/0/2Node2

C1 to ge-0/0/3C0 to ge-0/0/3Node3

C1 to ge-0/0/4C0 to ge-0/0/4Node4

C1 to ge-0/0/5C0 to ge-0/0/5Node5

C1 to ge-0/0/6C0 to ge-0/0/6Node6
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Table 98: Node Device Port Mappings (continued)

Virtual Chassis VC1Virtual Chassis VC0Node Device

C1 to ge-0/0/7C0 to ge-0/0/7Node7

Figure86onpage336shows thespecific portson themembersof the firstVirtualChassis

that youmust connect to themembers of the secondVirtual Chassis. These connections

create a link aggregation bundle (LAG) that provides redundancy and resiliency for the

Virtual Chassis portion of the control plane. In general, connect each 10-Gigabit Ethernet

uplink port from the first Virtual Chassis to the corresponding 10-Gigabit Ethernet uplink

port on the second Virtual Chassis.

Figure 86: QFX3000-GQFabric System Fiber-Based Control
Plane—Inter-Virtual Chassis LAG Connections

VC0 VC1

xe-1/1/0

xe-2/1/0

xe-3/1/0

xe-0/1/0

xe-1/1/0

xe-2/1/0

xe-3/1/0

xe-0/1/0

xe-4/1/0

xe-5/1/0

xe-6/1/0

xe-7/1/0

xe-4/1/0

xe-5/1/0

xe-6/1/0

xe-7/1/0

In this specific example, for Virtual Chassis VC0, connect port xe-0/1/0 toVirtual Chassis

VC1 port xe-0/1/0. For the remaining seven 10-Gigabit Ethernet uplink ports, connect

each port from VC0 to the corresponding port on VC1. For example, you would connect

the xe-1/1/0 port on VC0 to port xe-1/1/0 on VC1, and so on.

Table 92 on page 293 shows the full set of port mappings for the Virtual Chassis LAG

connections in this example.

Table 99: Virtual Chassis LAG Port Mappings

Member 7Member 6Member 5Member 4Member 3Member 2Member 1Member 0
VC0 and
VC1

xe-7/1/0 to
xe-7/1/0

xe-6/1/0 to
xe-6/1/0

xe-5/1/0 to
xe-5/1/0

xe-4/1/0 to
xe-4/1/0

xe-3/1/0 to
xe-3/1/0

xe-2/1/0 to
xe-2/1/0

xe-1/1/0 to
xe-1/1/0

xe-0/1/0 to
xe-0/1/0

Uplink
port 0
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Configuration

CLI Quick
Configuration

To quickly configure theQFabric system control plane Virtual Chassis, copy the following

commands, paste them ina text file, removeany linebreaks, changeanydetails necessary

to match your network configuration, and then copy and paste the commands into the

CLI at the [edit] hierarchy level.

NOTE:

• Thecontrolplanenetworkconfiguration is identical forbothVirtualChassis
described in this example. Load and commit the same configuration into
both VC0 and VC1.

The configuration files for a QFabric system control plane network are also
available for download fromtheQFXSeries sectionof the JunosOSsoftware
download page at https://www.juniper.net/support/downloads/junos.html.

set groups qfabric system commit synchronize
set groups qfabric chassis redundancy graceful-switchover
set groups qfabric chassis aggregated-devices ethernet device-count 10
set groups qfabric chassis alarmmanagement-ethernet link-down ignore
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 0 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 1 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 2 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 3 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 4 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 5 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 6 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis fpc 7 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 0menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 1menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 2menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 3menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 4menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 5menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 6menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 7menu-itemmaintenance-menu disable
set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface ae8.0mode point-to-point
set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface all edge
set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface all no-root-port
set groups qfabric protocols rstp bpdu-block-on-edge
set groups qfabric protocols lldp interface all
set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 110

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 111

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority low code-points 100

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority high code-points 101

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority low code-points 010
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set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority high code-points 001

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 110

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 111

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority low code-points 100

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority high code-points 101

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority low code-points 010

set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier
forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority high code-points 001

set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_3 queue-num 7
set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_2 queue-num 2
set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_0 queue-num0
setgroupsqfabricclass-of-service interfacesge-*/0/*scheduler-mapcpe_network_smap
set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ge-*/0/* unit 0 classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier

set groupsqfabric class-of-service interfaces ge-*/0/* unit 0 classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier

set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* scheduler-map cpe_network_smap
set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* unit 0 classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier

set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* unit 0 classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier

setgroupsqfabricclass-of-servicescheduler-mapscpe_network_smapforwarding-class
class_3 scheduler scheduler_3

setgroupsqfabricclass-of-servicescheduler-mapscpe_network_smapforwarding-class
class_2 scheduler scheduler_2

setgroupsqfabricclass-of-servicescheduler-mapscpe_network_smapforwarding-class
class_0 scheduler scheduler_0

set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_3 buffer-size percent 30
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_3 priority strict-high
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2 transmit-rate percent 75
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2 buffer-size percent 30
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2 priority low
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0 transmit-rate percent 25
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0 buffer-size percent 40
set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0 priority low
set groups qfabric ethernet-switching-options nonstop-bridging
set groups qfabric ethernet-switching-options storm-control interface all bandwidth
10000

set groups qfabric vlans qfabric vlan-id 100
set groups qfabric vlans qfabric dot1q-tunneling
set groups qfabric-int interfaces <*>mtu 9216
set groups qfabric-int interfaces <*> unit 0 family ethernet-switching port-mode access
set groups qfabric-int interfaces <*> unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlanmembers
qfabric

set groups qfabric-ae interfaces <*> aggregated-ether-options link-speed 1g
set groups qfabric-ae interfaces <*> aggregated-ether-options lacp active
set apply-groups qfabric
set interfaces interface-range Node_Device_Interfacesmember "ge-[0-7]/0/[0-15]"
set interfaces interface-range Node_Device_Interfaces apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces interface-rangeNode_Device_Interfacesdescription"QFabricNodeDevice"
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set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-7]/0/[18-21]"

set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces description "QFabric
Interconnect Device"

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-7]/0/22"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfacesdescription"QFabric
Director Device - DG0"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae0

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-7]/0/23"

set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces description "QFabric
Director Device - DG1"

set interfaces interface-rangeDirector_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfacesether-options802.3ad
ae1

set interfaces interface-range Control_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfacesmember
"xe-[0-7]/1/0"

set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfacesdescription"QFabric
Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)"

set interfaces interface-range Control_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces ether-options
802.3ad ae8

set interfaces ae0 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae0 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae0 description "QFabric Director Device - DG0"
set interfaces ae1 apply-groups qfabric-int
set interfaces ae1 apply-groups qfabric-ae
set interfaces ae1 description "QFabric Director Device - DG1"
set interfaces ae8 description "QFabric Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)"
set interfaces ae8mtu 9216
set interfaces ae8 aggregated-ether-options link-speed 10g
set interfaces ae8 aggregated-ether-options lacp active
set interfaces ae8 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlanmembers qfabric
set system host-name qfabric-control-plane
set system services ssh
set system services telnet
set system services web-management http
set system syslog user * any emergency
set system syslog file messages any notice
set system syslog file messages authorization info
set system syslog file messages archive world-readable
set system syslog file messages explicit-priority
set system syslog file interactive-commands interactive-commands any
set system syslog file secure authorization info
set system syslog file default-log-messages any any
set system syslog file default-log-messages structured-data
set system syslog file console any error
set system syslog time-formatmillisecond
set interfaces vme unit 0 family inet address 192.168.157.26/24
set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 192.168.157.1
set virtual-chassis preprovisioned
set virtual-chassis member 0 role routing-engine
set virtual-chassis member 0 serial-number abc123
set virtual-chassis member 1 role routing-engine
set virtual-chassis member 1 serial-number def456
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set virtual-chassis member 2 role line-card
set virtual-chassis member 2 serial-number ghi789
set virtual-chassis member 3 role line-card
set virtual-chassis member 3 serial-number jkl012
set virtual-chassis member 4 role line-card
set virtual-chassis member 4 serial-numbermno321
set virtual-chassis member 5 role line-card
set virtual-chassis member 5 serial-number pqr654
set virtual-chassis member 6 role line-card
set virtual-chassis member 6 serial-number stu987
set virtual-chassis member 7 role line-card
set virtual-chassis member 7 serial-number vwx210

Step-by-Step
Procedure

The following example requires that you navigate various levels in the configuration

hierarchy. For instructions on how to do that, see Using the CLI Editor in Configuration

Mode.

To configure a Virtual Chassis for the QFabric system control plane network:

1. Create a configuration group to define global QFabric system control plane

properties. Enable commit synchronization and graceful switchover, set up the

number of aggregated Ethernet devices, enable 10-Gigabit Ethernet mode on the

inter-VC links, configure alarm and LCDmanagement, activate loop prevention,

nonstopbridging, andstormcontrol, configureLinkLayerDiscoveryProtocol (LLDP),

specify a global VLAN (VLAN 100) and 802.1q tunneling, and define options for

aggregated Ethernet interfaces.

Enableclassof service (CoS) for theQFabric systemcontrolplanenetwork. Establish

forwarding classes, priorities, schedulermaps, classifiers, andqueues for three types

of traffic: control traffic, interdevice traffic, and best-effort traffic. Apply the qfabric

group settings to the configuration.

[edit]
user@switch# set groups qfabric system commit synchronize
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis redundancy graceful-switchover
user@switch#setgroupsqfabricchassisaggregated-devicesethernetdevice-count
10

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis alarmmanagement-ethernet link-down
ignore

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 0 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 1 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 2 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 3 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 4 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 5 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 6 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis fpc 7 pic 1 sfpplus pic-mode 10g
user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 0menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 1menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 2menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 3menu-item
maintenance-menu disable
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user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 4menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 5menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 6menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch# set groups qfabric chassis lcd-menu fpc 7menu-item
maintenance-menu disable

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricprotocols rstp interfaceae8.0modepoint-to-point
user@switch# set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface all edge
user@switch# set groups qfabric protocols rstp interface all no-root-port
user@switch# set groups qfabric protocols rstp bpdu-block-on-edge
user@switch# set groups qfabric protocols lldp interface all
user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority lowcode-points 110

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 111

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-classclass_2 loss-priority lowcode-points 100

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority high code-points
101

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority low code-points
010

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1
onep_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority high code-points
001

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 110

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_3 loss-priority low code-points 111

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority low code-points 100

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_2 loss-priority high code-points 101

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority low code-points 010

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service classifiers inet-precedence
IP_qfabric_classifier forwarding-class class_0 loss-priority high code-points 001

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_3
queue-num 7

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_2
queue-num 2

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service forwarding-classes class class_0
queue-num0

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricclass-of-service interfacesge-*/0/*scheduler-map
cpe_network_smap

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ge-*/0/* unit 0
classifiers ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ge-*/0/* unit 0
classifiers inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* scheduler-map
cpe_network_smap

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* unit 0 classifiers
ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier
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user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service interfaces ae* unit 0 classifiers
inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service scheduler-maps
cpe_network_smap forwarding-class class_3 scheduler scheduler_3

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service scheduler-maps
cpe_network_smap forwarding-class class_2 scheduler scheduler_2

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service scheduler-maps
cpe_network_smap forwarding-class class_0 scheduler scheduler_0

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricclass-of-serviceschedulersscheduler_3buffer-size
percent 30

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_3 priority
strict-high

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2
transmit-rate percent 75

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricclass-of-serviceschedulersscheduler_2buffer-size
percent 30

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_2 priority
low

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0
transmit-rate percent 25

user@switch#setgroupsqfabricclass-of-serviceschedulersscheduler_0buffer-size
percent 40

user@switch# set groups qfabric class-of-service schedulers scheduler_0 priority
low

user@switch# set groups qfabric ethernet-switching-options nonstop-bridging
user@switch#setgroupsqfabricethernet-switching-optionsstorm-control interface
all bandwidth 10000

user@switch# set groups qfabric vlans qfabric vlan-id 100
user@switch# set groups qfabric vlans qfabric dot1q-tunneling
user@switch# set groups qfabric-int interfaces <*>mtu 9216
user@switch#setgroupsqfabric-int interfaces<*>unit0 familyethernet-switching
port-mode access

user@switch#setgroupsqfabric-int interfaces<*>unit0 familyethernet-switching
vlanmembers qfabric

user@switch# set groups qfabric-ae interfaces <*> aggregated-ether-options
link-speed 1g

user@switch# set groups qfabric-ae interfaces <*> aggregated-ether-options lacp
active

user@switch# set apply-groups qfabric

2. Configure interfaces for theQFabric systemcontrol planenetwork. Set the interface

ranges where Node devices (0 through 15), Interconnect devices (18 and 19), and

Director devices (22 and 23) connect to the control plane network through the

Virtual Chassis. Configure the inter-Virtual Chassis LAG connections for the ae8

interface and apply the ae-interfaces configuration group to the Director group

aggregated Ethernet interfaces (ae0 and ae1).

[edit]
user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Node_Device_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-7]/0/[0-15]"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-rangeNode_Device_Interfaces apply-groups
qfabric-int

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Node_Device_Interfaces description
"QFabric Node Device"

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeInterconnect_Device_Interfacesmember
"ge-[0-7]/0/[18-21]"
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user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces
apply-groups qfabric-int

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces
description "QFabric Interconnect Device"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-7]/0/22"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG0"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae0

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces
member "ge-[0-7]/0/23"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Director Device - DG1"

user@switch# set interfaces interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae1

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces
member "xe-[0-7]/1/0"

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces
description "QFabric Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)"

user@switch#set interfaces interface-rangeControl_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces
ether-options 802.3ad ae8

user@switch# set interfaces ae0 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae0 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae0 description "QFabric Director Device - DG0"
user@switch# set interfaces ae1 apply-groups qfabric-int
user@switch# set interfaces ae1 apply-groups qfabric-ae
user@switch# set interfaces ae1 description "QFabric Director Device - DG1"
user@switch#set interfacesae8description"QFabricControlPlane(Inter-VCLAG)"
user@switch# set interfaces ae8mtu 9216
user@switch# set interfaces ae8 aggregated-ether-options link-speed 10g
user@switch# set interfaces ae8 aggregated-ether-options lacp active
user@switch# set interfaces ae8 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlanmembers
qfabric

3. Configure settings to enable the Virtual Chassis to interoperate with your

management network. Set a hostname, system services (such as Telnet and SSH),

system log thresholds, management interface parameters, default routes, Virtual

Chassis preprovisioning, and any additional preferences youmight have.

[edit]
user@switch# set system host-name qfabric-control-plane
user@switch# set system services ssh
user@switch# set system services telnet
user@switch# set system services web-management http
user@switch# set system syslog user * any emergency
user@switch# set system syslog file messages any notice
user@switch# set system syslog file messages authorization info
user@switch# set system syslog file messages archive world-readable
user@switch# set system syslog file messages explicit-priority
user@switch# set systemsyslog file interactive-commands interactive-commands
any

user@switch# set system syslog file secure authorization info
user@switch# set system syslog file default-log-messages any any
user@switch# set system syslog file default-log-messages structured-data
user@switch# set system syslog file console any error
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user@switch# set system syslog time-formatmillisecond
user@switch# set interfaces vme unit 0 family inet address 192.168.157.26/24
user@switch# set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 192.168.157.1
user@switch# set virtual-chassis preprovisioned
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 0 role routing-engine
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 0 serial-number abc123
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 1 role routing-engine
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 1 serial-number def456
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 2 role line-card
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 2 serial-number ghi789
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 3 role line-card
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 3 serial-number jkl012
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 4 role line-card
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 4 serial-numbermno321
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 5 role line-card
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 5 serial-number pqr654
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 6 role line-card
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 6 serial-number stu987
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 7 role line-card
user@switch# set virtual-chassis member 7 serial-number vwx210

Results To view the configuration, issue the show command in configuration mode or the show

configuration command in operationalmode. If the output does not display the intended

configuration, repeat the configuration instructions in this example to correct it.

The following configuration is the standard configuration that applies universally to both

Virtual Chassis in your QFabric system control plane network.

groups {
qfabric {
system {
commit {
synchronize;

}
}
chassis {
redundancy {
graceful-switchover;

}
aggregated-devices {
ethernet {
device-count 10;

}
}
fpc 0 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 1 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;
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}
}

}
fpc 2 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 3 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 4 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 5 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 6 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
fpc 7 {
pic 1 {
sfpplus {
pic-mode 10g;

}
}

}
alarm {
management-ethernet {
link-down ignore;

}
}
lcd-menu {
fpc 0 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
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fpc 1 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 2 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 3 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 4 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 5 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 6 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}
fpc 7 {
menu-item {
maintenance-menu disable;

}
}

}
}
protocols {
rstp {
interface ae8.0 {
mode point-to-point;

}
interface all {
edge;
no-root-port;

}
bpdu-block-on-edge;

}
lldp {
interface all;

}
}
class-of-service {
classifiers {
ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier {
forwarding-class class_3 {
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loss-priority low code-points [ 110 111 ];
}
forwarding-class class_2 {
loss-priority low code-points 100;
loss-priority high code-points 101;

}
forwarding-class class_0 {
loss-priority low code-points 010;
loss-priority high code-points 001;

}
}
inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier {
forwarding-class class_3 {
loss-priority low code-points [ 110 111 ];

}
forwarding-class class_2 {
loss-priority low code-points 100;
loss-priority high code-points 101;

}
forwarding-class class_0 {
loss-priority low code-points 010;
loss-priority high code-points 001;

}
}

}
forwarding-classes {
class class_3 queue-num 7;
class class_2 queue-num 2;
class class_0 queue-num0;

}
interfaces {
ge-*/0/* {
scheduler-map cpe_network_smap;
unit 0 {
classifiers {
ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier;
inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier;

}
}

}
ae* {
scheduler-map cpe_network_smap;
unit 0 {
classifiers {
ieee-802.1 onep_qfabric_classifier;
inet-precedence IP_qfabric_classifier;

}
}

}
}
scheduler-maps {
cpe_network_smap {
forwarding-class class_3 scheduler scheduler_3;
forwarding-class class_2 scheduler scheduler_2;
forwarding-class class_0 scheduler scheduler_0;

}
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}
schedulers {
scheduler_3 {
buffer-size percent 30;
priority strict-high;

}
scheduler_2 {
transmit-rate percent 75;
buffer-size percent 30;
priority low;

}
scheduler_0 {
transmit-rate percent 25;
buffer-size percent 40;
priority low;

}
}

}
ethernet-switching-options {
nonstop-bridging;
storm-control {
interface all {
bandwidth 10000;

}
}

}
vlans {
qfabric {
vlan-id 100;
dot1q-tunneling;

}
}

}
qfabric-int {
interfaces {
<*> {
mtu 9216;
unit 0 {
family ethernet-switching {
port-mode access;
vlan {
members qfabric;

}
}

}
}

}
}
qfabric-ae {
interfaces {
<*> {
aggregated-ether-options {
link-speed 1g;
lacp {
active;

}
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}
}

}
}

}
apply-groups [qfabric];
interfaces {
interface-range Node_Device_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-7]/0/[0-15]";
description "QFabric Node Device";
apply-groups qfabric-int;

}
interface-range Interconnect_Device_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-7]/0/[18-21]";
description "QFabric Interconnect Device";
apply-groups qfabric-int;

}
interface-range Director_Device_DG0_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-7]/0/22";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG0";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae0;

}
}
interface-range Director_Device_DG1_LAG_Interfaces {
member "ge-[0-7]/0/23";
description "QFabric Director Device - DG1";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae1;

}
}
interface-range Control_Plane_Inter_VC_LAG_Interfaces {
member "xe-[0-7]/1/0";
description "QFabric Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)";
ether-options {
802.3ad ae8;

}
}
ae0 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG0";

}
ae1 {
apply-groups [ qfabric-int qfabric-ae ];
description "QFabric Director Device - DG1";

}
ae8 {
description "QFabric Control Plane (Inter-VC LAG)";
mtu 9216;
aggregated-ether-options {
link-speed 10g;
lacp {
active;

}
}
unit 0 {
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family ethernet-switching {
vlan {
members qfabric;

}
}

}
}

}

The following portion of the configuration applies to the specific requirements of your

management network. Modify this section to meet the needs of your network.

[edit]
system {
host-name qfabric-control-plane;
services {
ssh;
telnet;
web-management {
http;

}
}
syslog {
user * {
any emergency;

}
file messages {
any notice;
authorization info;
archive world-readable;
explicit-priority;

}
file interactive-commands {
interactive-commands any;

}
file secure {
authorization info;

}
file default-log-messages {
any any;
structured-data;

}
file console {
any error;

}
time-formatmillisecond;

}
}
interfaces {
vme {
unit 0 {
family inet {
address 192.168.157.26/24;

}
}

}
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}
routing-options {
static {
route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 192.168.157.1;

}
}
virtual-chassis {
preprovisioned;
member 0 {
role routing-engine;
serial-number abc123;

}
member 1 {
role routing-engine;
serial-number def456;

}
member 2 {
role line-card;
serial-number ghi789;

}
member 3 {
role line-card;
serial-number jkl012;

}
member 4 {
role line-card;
serial-number mno321;

}
member 5 {
role line-card;
serial-number pqr654;

}
member 6 {
role line-card;
serial-number stu987;

}
member 7 {
role line-card;
serial-number vwx210;

}
}

To verify the syntax of your configuration before committing it, enter commit check from

configuration mode. If you are done configuring the device, enter commit from

configuration mode.

Verification

Confirm that the Virtual Chassis configuration is working properly.

• Verifying the QFabric System Control Plane—Virtual Chassis VC0 on page 352

• Verifying the QFabric System Control Plane—Virtual Chassis VC1 on page 354
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Verifying the QFabric SystemControl Plane—Virtual Chassis VC0

Purpose Verify that your first Virtual Chassis is operational.

Action Connect to the Junos OS CLI of Virtual Chassis VC0, either from your management

network or from the console port of the master Virtual Chassis member. In operational

mode, enter the show virtual-chassis status and show interfaces terse commands.

Sample Output

{master:0}
user@vc0> show virtual-chassis status

Preprovisioned Virtual Chassis
Virtual Chassis ID: c809.2c5d.9f7b
Virtual Chassis Mode: Enabled
                                           Mstr           Mixed Neighbor List
Member ID  Status   Serial No    Model     prio  Role      Mode ID  Interface
0 (FPC 0)  Prsnt    BP0210471476 ex4200-24f 129  Master*      N  7  vcp-0      
                                                                 1  vcp-1      
1 (FPC 1)  Prsnt    BP0210460181 ex4200-24f 129  Backup       N  2  vcp-0      
                                                                 0  vcp-1      
2 (FPC 2)  Prsnt    BP0210458724 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  3  vcp-0      
                                                                 1  vcp-1      
3 (FPC 3)  Prsnt    BP0210477189 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  4  vcp-0      
                                                                 2  vcp-1      
4 (FPC 4)  Prsnt    BP0210471467 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  5  vcp-0      
                                                                 3  vcp-1      
5 (FPC 5)  Prsnt    BP0210460118 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  6  vcp-0      
                                                                 4  vcp-1      
6 (FPC 6)  Prsnt    BP0210458742 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  7  vcp-0      
                                                                 5  vcp-1      
7 (FPC 7)  Prsnt    BP0210477198 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  0  vcp-0      
                                                                 6  vcp-1

{master:0}
user@vc0> show interfaces terse
Interface               Admin Link Proto    Local                 Remote
ge-0/0/0                up    up  
ge-0/0/0.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/1                up    up  
ge-0/0/1.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/2                up    up
ge-0/0/2.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/3                up    up
ge-0/0/3.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/4                up    up
ge-0/0/4.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/5                up    up
ge-0/0/5.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/6                up    up
ge-0/0/6.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/7                up    up
ge-0/0/7.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/19               up    up  
ge-0/0/19.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/22               up    up  
ge-0/0/22.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-0/0/23               up    up  
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ge-0/0/23.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae1.0
xe-0/1/0                up    up  
xe-0/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-0/1/2                up    up  
ge-1/0/19               up    up  
ge-1/0/19.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-1/0/22               up    up  
ge-1/0/22.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-1/0/23               up    up  
ge-1/0/23.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae1.0
xe-1/1/0                up    up  
xe-1/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-1/1/2                up    up  
ge-2/0/19               up    up  
ge-2/0/19.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-2/0/22               up    up  
ge-2/0/22.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-2/0/23               up    up  
ge-2/0/23.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae1.0
xe-2/1/0                up    up  
xe-2/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-2/1/2                up    up  
ge-3/0/19               up    up  
ge-3/0/19.0             up    up   eth-switch
xe-3/1/0                up    up  
xe-3/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-3/1/2                up    up  
xe-4/1/0                up    up
xe-4/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-4/1/2                up    up
xe-5/1/0                up    up
xe-5/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-5/1/2                up    up
xe-6/1/0                up    up
xe-6/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-6/1/2                up    up
xe-7/1/0                up    up
xe-7/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-7/1/2                up    up
vcp-0                   up    up  
vcp-0.32768             up    up  
vcp-1                   up    up  
vcp-1.32768             up    up  
ae0                     up    up  
ae0.0                   up    up   eth-switch
ae1                     up    up  
ae1.0                   up    up   eth-switch
ae2                     up    down
ae3                     up    down
ae4                     up    down
ae5                     up    down
ae6                     up    down
ae7                     up    down
ae8                     up    up  
ae8.0                   up    up   eth-switch
ae9                     up    down
bme0                    up    up  
bme0.32768              up    up   inet     128.0.0.1/2     
                                            128.0.0.16/2    
                                            128.0.0.32/2    
                                   tnp      0x10            
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bme0.32770              up    up   eth-switch
bme0.32771              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32772              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32773              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32774              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32775              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32776              down  up   eth-switch
dsc                     up    up  
gre                     up    up  
ipip                    up    up  
lo0                     up    up  
lo0.0                   up    up   inet     10.255.195.96      --> 0/0
                                   iso      
47.0005.80ff.f800.0000.0108.0001.0102.5519.5096
                                   inet6    abcd::10.255.195.96
                                            fe80::21f:120f:fc39:6d80
lsi                     up    up  
me0                     up    up  
mtun                    up    up  
pimd                    up    up  
pime                    up    up  
tap                     up    up  
vlan                    up    up  
vme                     up    up  
vme0.0                  up    up   inet     192.168.157.26/24

Meaning In the output of the show virtual-chassis status command, if all eight members appear,

the Virtual Chassis is operational.

In the output of the show interfaces terse command, if all interfaces that connect to the

QFabric system devices are listed as up (such as ge-0/0/0 through ge-0/0/7 for the

Node devices; ge-0/0/19, ge-1/0/19, ge-2/0/19, and ge-3/0/19 for the Interconnect

devices; ge-0/0/22, ge-0/0/23, ge-1/0/22, ge-1/0/23, ge-2/0/22, and ge-2/0/23 for the

Director devices; andxe-0/1/0, xe-1/1/0, xe-2/1/0, xe-3/1/0, xe-4/1/0, xe-5/1/0, xe-6/1/0,

and xe-7/1/0 for the inter-Virtual Chassis connections), the control plane is properly

connected.

Verifying the QFabric SystemControl Plane—Virtual Chassis VC1

Purpose Verify that your second Virtual Chassis is operational.

Action Connect to the JunosOSCLIofVirtualChassisVC1, either fromyourmanagementnetwork

or from the console port of the master Virtual Chassis member. In operational mode,

enter the show virtual-chassis status and show interfaces terse commands.

Sample Output

{master:0}
user@vc1> show virtual-chassis status

Preprovisioned Virtual Chassis
Virtual Chassis ID: c809.2c5d.9f8a
Virtual Chassis Mode: Enabled
                                           Mstr           Mixed Neighbor List
Member ID  Status   Serial No    Model     prio  Role      Mode ID  Interface
0 (FPC 0)  Prsnt    BP0210471477 ex4200-24f 129  Master*      N  7  vcp-0      
                                                                 1  vcp-1      
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1 (FPC 1)  Prsnt    BP0210460182 ex4200-24f 129  Backup       N  2  vcp-0      
                                                                 0  vcp-1      
2 (FPC 2)  Prsnt    BP0210458725 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  3  vcp-0      
                                                                 1  vcp-1      
3 (FPC 3)  Prsnt    BP0210477180 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  4  vcp-0      
                                                                 2  vcp-1      
4 (FPC 4)  Prsnt    BP0210471478 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  5  vcp-0      
                                                                 3  vcp-1      
5 (FPC 5)  Prsnt    BP0210460128 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  6  vcp-0      
                                                                 4  vcp-1      
6 (FPC 6)  Prsnt    BP0210458752 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  7  vcp-0      
                                                                 5  vcp-1      
7 (FPC 7)  Prsnt    BP0210477108 ex4200-24f   0  Linecard     N  0  vcp-0      
                                                                 6  vcp-1      

{master:0}
user@vc1> show interfaces terse
Interface               Admin Link Proto    Local                 Remote
ge-0/0/0                up    up  
ge-0/0/0.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/1                up    up  
ge-0/0/1.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/2                up    up
ge-0/0/2.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/3                up    up
ge-0/0/3.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/4                up    up
ge-0/0/4.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/5                up    up
ge-0/0/5.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/6                up    up
ge-0/0/6.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/7                up    up
ge-0/0/7.0              up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/19               up    up  
ge-0/0/19.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-0/0/22               up    up  
ge-0/0/22.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-0/0/23               up    up  
ge-0/0/23.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae1.0
xe-0/1/0                up    up  
xe-0/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-0/1/2                up    up  
ge-1/0/19               up    up  
ge-1/0/19.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-1/0/22               up    up  
ge-1/0/22.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-1/0/23               up    up  
ge-1/0/23.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae1.0
xe-1/1/0                up    up  
xe-1/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-1/1/2                up    up  
ge-2/0/19               up    up  
ge-2/0/19.0             up    up   eth-switch
ge-2/0/22               up    up  
ge-2/0/22.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae0.0
ge-2/0/23               up    up  
ge-2/0/23.0             up    up   aenet    --> ae1.0
xe-2/1/0                up    up  
xe-2/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-2/1/2                up    up  
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ge-3/0/19               up    up  
ge-3/0/19.0             up    up   eth-switch
xe-3/1/0                up    up  
xe-3/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-3/1/2                up    up  
xe-4/1/0                up    up
xe-4/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-4/1/2                up    up
xe-5/1/0                up    up
xe-5/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-5/1/2                up    up
xe-6/1/0                up    up
xe-6/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-6/1/2                up    up
xe-7/1/0                up    up
xe-7/1/0.0              up    up   aenet    --> ae8.0
xe-7/1/2                up    up
vcp-0                   up    up  
vcp-0.32768             up    up  
vcp-1                   up    up  
vcp-1.32768             up    up  
ae0                     up    down
ae0.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae1                     up    down
ae1.0                   up    down eth-switch
ae2                     up    down
ae3                     up    down
ae4                     up    down
ae5                     up    down
ae6                     up    down
ae7                     up    down
ae8                     up    up  
ae8.0                   up    up   eth-switch
ae9                     up    down
bme0                    up    up  
bme0.32768              up    up   inet     128.0.0.1/2     
                                            128.0.0.16/2    
                                            128.0.0.32/2    
                                   tnp      0x10            
bme0.32770              up    up   eth-switch
bme0.32771              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32772              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32773              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32774              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32775              down  up   eth-switch
bme0.32776              down  up   eth-switch
dsc                     up    up  
gre                     up    up  
ipip                    up    up  
lo0                     up    up  
lo0.0                   up    up   inet     10.255.195.97      --> 0/0
                                   iso      
47.0005.80ff.f800.0000.0108.0001.0102.5519.5097
                                   inet6    abcd::10.255.195.97
                                            fe80::21f:120f:fc39:6d81
lsi                     up    up  
me0                     up    up  
mtun                    up    up  
pimd                    up    up  
pime                    up    up  
tap                     up    up  
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vlan                    up    up  
vme                     up    up
vme0.0                  up    up   inet     192.168.157.27/24

Meaning In the output of the show virtual-chassis status command, if all eight members appear,

the Virtual Chassis is operational.

In the output of the show interfaces terse command, if all interfaces that connect to the

QFabric system devices are listed as up (such as ge-0/0/0 through ge-0/0/7 for the

Node devices; ge-0/0/19, ge-1/0/19, ge-2/0/19, and ge-3/0/19 for the Interconnect

devices; ge-0/0/22, ge-0/0/23, ge-1/0/22, ge-1/0/23, ge-2/0/22, and ge-2/0/23 for the

Director devices; andxe-0/1/0, xe-1/1/0, xe-2/1/0, xe-3/1/0, xe-4/1/0, xe-5/1/0, xe-6/1/0,

and xe-7/1/0 for the inter-Virtual Chassis connections), the control plane is properly

connected.

NOTE: The ae0 and ae1 LAG connections on Virtual Chassis VC1 appear as
down in the output of the show interfaces terse command because they are

the backup connections to the Director devices. The active, primary LAG
connections are typically on Virtual Chassis VC0.

Related
Documentation

QFX3000-G QFabric System Installation Overview on page 93•

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I Interconnect Device on page 159

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device on page 215

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3600 or QFX3600-I Device on page 197

• Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch

• Configuring an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure)

• Understanding the QFabric System Control Plane on page 35
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Importing a QFX3000-GQFabric SystemControl Plane Virtual Chassis Configuration
with a USB Flash Drive

There are twomethods of importing the configuration file to the QFabric control plane

VirtualChassis. Youcan load the configuration file ontoaUSB flashdrive fromthe Juniper

Networks software download site before inserting the USB flash drive into the Virtual

ChassisUSBport, or youcancopyandpaste theconfiguration fromthe followingexample

(see “Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System

Control Plane” on page 282).

Before you begin:

• Rack, mount, and install your QFabric system hardware (Director group, Interconnect

devices, and Node devices). For more information, see “Installing and Connecting a

QFX3100 Director Device” on page 147, “Installing and Connecting a QFX3008-I

Interconnect Device” on page 159, and “Installing and Connecting a QFX3500 Device”

on page 215.

• Rack, mount, and install your Virtual Chassis hardware (EX4200 switches). For more

information, see Installing and Connecting an EX4200 Switch.

• Create twoVirtualChassis of fourmemberseach. Formore information, seeConfiguring

an EX4200, EX4500, or EX4550 Virtual Chassis (CLI Procedure)

• Select aUSB flash drive thatmeets theQFabric control planeVirtual Chassis USBport

specifications. See USB Port Specifications for an EX Series Switch.

• Use a computer or other device to load the configuration file from the Internet and

copy it to the USB flash drive.

To import the Virtual Chassis configuration file into a USB flash drive:

1. In a browser, go to http://www.juniper.net/support/downloads/junos.html .

The Junos Platforms Download Software page appears.

NOTE: To access the download site, youmust have a service contract
with Juniper Networks and an access account. If you need help obtaining
anaccount, complete the registration format the JuniperNetworkswebsite
https://www.juniper.net/registration/Register.jsp .

2. ClickQFX3100 in theQFX Series section.

The QFX3100 Download Software page appears.

3. From the Release list, select the number of the software version for which you want

to download the Virtual Chassis configuration file.

4. Select the Software tab and then clickQFX3000-GQFabric System - Control Plane

Virtual Chassis Configuration in theQFabric System Install Package andMedia section.

A login page appears.
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5. Enter your user ID and password and press Enter.

6. Read the EndUser License Agreement, select the I agree option button, and then click

Proceed.

7. Save theVirtualChassis configuration fileonto theUSBflashdriveusingyour computer

or other device.

8. Remove the USB flash drive from the computer or other device.

9. Insert the USB flash drive into the USB port on the EX4200 switch.

10. Save the file to /var/home/username .

11. Load the configuration file into the switch.

user@switch# load override filename

12. Commit the configuration.

user@switch# commit
Load complete

13. Remove the USB flash drive from the switch.

Related
Documentation

Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System Control

Plane on page 282

•

Generating theMACAddress Range for a QFabric System

Each QFabric system requires a range of reserved MAC addresses that is assigned by

Juniper Networks. Youmust specify the MAC address range when you perform the initial

setup of the QFX3100 Director group (see “Performing the QFabric System Initial Setup

on a QFX3100 Director Group” on page 360).

When you purchase aQFabric system, you receive an e-mail containing a software serial

number from Juniper Networks. You can use the software serial number to generate the

MAC address range for your QFabric system.

To generate the MAC address range for a QFabric system:

1. In a browser, log in to the Juniper Networks License Management System at

https://www.juniper.net/lcrs/license.do.

The Manage Product Licenses page appears.

NOTE: To access the licensing site, youmust have a service contract with
Juniper Networks and an access account. If you need help obtaining an
account, complete the registration form at the Juniper Networks website
https://www.juniper.net/registration/Register.jsp .

2. On theGenerate Licenses tab, selectQFXSeriesProduct from the drop-down list, and

click Go.
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The Generate Licenses - QFX Series Product page appears.

3. Select theQFX Series Product Fabric option button, and click Continue.

The Generate Licenses - QFX Series Product Fabrics page appears.

4. In the Software Serial No field, enter the software serial number for your QFabric

system, and press the Tab key.

The startingMAC address and number ofMAC addresses for your QFabric systemare

displayed.

5. (Optional)ClickDownload/EmailMACAddress todownloadore-mail theMACaddress

range.

The Download/Email MAC Address page appears.

To download the MAC address range:

• Select the Download to this computer option button, and clickOK.

To e-mail the MAC address range:

• Select the Send e-mail to e-mail ID option button, and clickOK.

Related
Documentation

Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360•

Performing the QFabric System Initial Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group

Youmust perform the initial setup of the QFX3100 Director group through the console

port. (Before configuring the QFX3100 Director group, see “Installing and Connecting a

QFX3100 Director Device” on page 147.)

Before you begin connecting and configuring aQFX3100Director group, set the following

parameter values on the console server or PC:

• Baud Rate—9600

• Flow Control—None

• Data—8

• Parity—None

• Stop Bits—1

• DCD State—Disregard

NOTE: When you use the SecureCRT client to connect to a Director device
for the initial setup of a QFabric system, the backspace key does not work.
As a workaround, use the Shift+Delete key combination in SecureCRT as a
backspace key equivalent or use a different UNIX client to support the
backspace key natively.
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The initial setup requires that you specify certain values for your QFabric system. These

include:

• Software serial number for your QFabric system (found in the e-mail containing the

software serial number that you received from Juniper Networks when you purchased

your QFabric system)

• IP addressesandadefault gateway IPaddress for yourQFabric systemdefault partition

• IP addresses for your Director group device management ports

• Range of reserved MAC addresses for your QFabric system (see “Generating the MAC

Address Range for a QFabric System” on page 359 for this information)

• Root password for your Director group

• Root password for the QFabric system components such as the Node devices,

Interconnect devices, and infrastructure

• Performing an Initial Setup on page 361

• Restoring a Backup Configuration on page 364

Performing an Initial Setup

The initial setup can be performed eithermanually or by using a previously saved backup

configuration.

To connect and configure the QFX3100 Director groupmanually from the console:

1. Connect the console port of one of the Director devices to a laptop or PC using an

RJ-45 to DB-9 rollover cable. An RJ-45 to DB-9 rollover cable is supplied with each

QFX3100 Director device. The console (CONSOLE) port is located on the front panel

of the device.

2. Log in as root. If the software booted before you connected to the console port, you

might need to press the Enter key for the prompt to appear.

dg0 login: root

NOTE: Theprompt iseitherdg0loginordg1 logindependingon theDirector

device to which you connected your cable.

3. Formanual configuration or for initial installation, enter nowhen prompted to specify

the backup file. The current Director device configuration is displayed.

Initial Configuration
Before you can access the QFabric system, you must complete the initial setup
of the Director group by using the steps that follow. If the initial setup
procedure does not complete successfully, log out of the Director device and
then log back in to restart this setup menu.
Continue? [y/n]: y
You may enter the configuration manually or restore from a backup.
Specify a backup file? [y/n]: n
Existing local configuration:

4. Enter the IP addresses and prefixes for both Director devices.
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NOTE: The Director group devices and QFabric system default partition
IP addressesmust be on the same subnet as yourmanagement network.

Please enter the Director Group 0 IP address and prefix: ip address/prefix
Please enter the Director Group 1 IP address and prefix: ip address/prefix
Please enter the Director Group Subnet Mask: subnet mask

5. Enter the gateway IP address for the Director group.

Please enter the Director Group gateway IP address: gateway ip address

6. Enter thedefault partition IPaddress. (Youwill use this address to log in to theQFabric

system on subsequent connections.)

Please enter the QFabric default partition IP address: ip address

7. (Optional) Enter the IPv6 addresses for both Director devices and the gateway IPv6

address for the Director group.

Would you like to input IPv6 addresses for Director Group nodes? (y/n): y
Please enter the Director Group 0 IPv6 address or 'y' to use /0: IPv6 address
Please enter the Director Group 1 IPv6 address or 'y' to use /0: IPv6 address
Please enter the Director Group gateway IPv6 address or 'y' to use /0 : IPv6
address

8. Enter the MAC address information.

Please enter the starting MAC address: mac address
Please enter the number of MAC addresses: number of mac addresses

NOTE: Theminimum number of MAC addresses accepted is 4000.

9. Enter the QFabric system software serial number.

Please enter the QFabric serial ID: serial id

10. Create the Director device root password.

Please enter a Director device root password: director-device-password
Please re-enter password: director-device password

11. Create a password for the QFabric system components.

NOTE: If you need to change the component password after the QFabric
system is operational, issue the device-authentication statement at the

[edit system] hierarchy level in the QFabric default partition CLI.

Please enter a password for QFabric components (Node devices, Interconnect
devices, and infrastructure): component-password
Please re-enter password: component-password
Note: please record your passwords for recovery purposes.

CAUTION: Carefully save your passwords for future reference, because
some cannot be recovered on a QFabric system.

12. Enter the QFabric system platform type.
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Supported platform types:
1. QFX3000-G
2. QFX3000-M
Please select product type: number corresponding to platform type

13. Confirm the initial configuration. Ensure that the information is accurate before

proceeding.

Does the following configuration appear correct?
    Director Group 0 IP/Prefix              [10.49.214.74/24]
    Director Group 1 IP/Prefix              [10.49.214.75/24]
    Director Group Gateway                  [10.49.214.254]
    Starting MAC address                    [00:11:00:00:00:00]
    Number of MAC addresses                 [4000]
    QFabric Default Partition IP            [10.49.214.150]
    QFabric serial ID                       [qfsn-123456789]
    Director Device Password                [********]
    QFabric component Password              [********]
    Product Type:                           [QFX3000-G]

14. Confirm the initial setup.

[y/n]: y

CAUTION: Resetting this initial configuration requires assistance from
Juniper Networks customer support or “Performing a QFabric System
Recovery InstallationontheDirectorGroup”onpage577.Asa result,make
sure you are certain the values you entered are correct before you enter
yes.

15. The director device displays the configuration.

Saving temporary configuration...
Configuring peer...
Configuring local interfaces...
Configuring interface eth0 with [10.49.214.74/24:10.49.214.254]
Configured interface eth0 with [10.49.214.74/24:10.49.214.254]
Configuring QFabric software with an initial pool of 4000 MAC addresses
[00:11:00:00:00:00 - 00:11:00:00:0f:3b]
Configuring QFabric address [10.49.214.150]
Reconfiguring QFabric software static configuration
Applying the new Director device password
Applying the QFabric component password
First install initial configuration, generating and sharing SSH keys.
First install initial configuration, generating SSH keys.
Configuration complete. Director Group services will auto start within 30
seconds.
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Restoring a Backup Configuration

Before you restore a backup configuration for the Director group:

• Youmust have a backup configuration file. You create the backup file with the request

system software configuration-backup command and save it on an external USB flash

drive.

• If you need to reinstall the system software, perform that operation first (see

“PerformingaQFabricSystemRecovery Installationon theDirectorGroup”onpage577).

To connect and configure the Director group with a backup configuration:

1. Log in as root. If the software booted before you connected to the console port, you

might need to press the Enter key for the prompt to appear.

dg0 login: root

NOTE: Theprompt iseitherdg0loginordg1 logindependingon theDirector

device to which you connected your cable.

2. To use a previously saved backup configuration, enter yeswhen prompted to specify
the backup file and then enter the path and filename of the backup configuration.

Specify a back up file? [y/n]: y
Please specify the full path of the configuration backup file: path/filename

3. Confirm the restoration of the configuration from the backup. Ensure that the

information is accurate before proceeding.

Does the following configuration appear correct?
    Director Group 0 IP/Prefix              [10.49.214.74/24]
    Director Group 1 IP/Prefix              [10.49.214.75/24]
    Director Group Gateway                  [10.49.214.254]
    Starting MAC address                    [00:11:00:00:00:00]
    Number of MAC addresses                 [4000]
    QFabric Default Partition IP            [10.49.214.150]
    QFabric serial ID                       [qfsn-123456789]
    Director Device Password                [********]
    QFabric component Password              [********]
    Product Type:                           [QFX3000-G]

4. Confirm the backup restoration.

[y/n]: y

The Director device displays the configuration.

Saving temporary configuration...
Configuring peer...
Configuring local interfaces...
Configuring interface eth0 with [10.49.214.74/24:10.49.214.254]
Configured interface eth0 with [10.49.214.74/24:10.49.214.254]
Configuring QFabric software with an initial pool of 4000 MAC addresses
[00:11:00:00:00:00 - 00:11:00:00:0f:3b]
Configuring QFabric address [10.49.214.150]
Reconfiguring QFabric software static configuration
Applying the new Director device password
Applying the QFabric component password
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Configuration complete. Director Group services will auto start within 30
seconds.

Related
Documentation

• Generating the MAC Address Range for a QFabric System on page 359

• Gaining Access to the QFabric System Through the Default Partition on page 371

• QFabric System Initial and Default Configuration Information on page 277

• Installing and Connecting a QFX3100 Director Device on page 147

• Performing a QFabric System Recovery Installation on the Director Group on page 577

• request system software configuration-backup

• device-authentication on page 420
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CHAPTER 17

QFabric System Configuration

• Understanding QFabric System Administration Tasks and Utilities on page 367

• Gaining Access to the QFabric System Through the Default Partition on page 371

• Example: Configuring QFabric System Login Classes on page 372

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600 Node Devices on page 391

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• Example: Configuring SNMP on page 399

• Configuring Graceful Restart for QFabric Systems on page 401

Understanding QFabric SystemAdministration Tasks and Utilities

The following itemsdescribeQFabric systemcomponents, commonadministration tasks

that you perform on the QFabric system, or utilities that help you tomanage the QFabric

system and its components.
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• Converting the devicemode (QFX3500 andQFX3600 devices)—Enables you to
convert aQFX3500orQFX3600device intoaNodedevice so it canbedeployedwithin

a QFabric system. By default, QFX3500 and QFX3600 devices operate in standalone

mode. Before the devices can participate within a QFabric system environment, you

must change the device mode for the switch to node-devicemode. To convert a

QFX3500 or QFX3600 device from standalonemode to Node device mode, connect

to the console port of the device, issue the request chassis device-mode node-device

command, verify the futuredevicemodewith the showchassisdevice-modecommand,

connect themanagement port of the device to the QFabric system control plane, and

reboot the device.

NOTE:
• Before you convert the devicemode, youmust upgrade the software on
your standalone device to a QFabric systemNode and Interconnect
device software package that matches the QFabric system complete
software package used by your QFabric system. For example, if the
complete software package for your QFabric system is named
jinstall-qfabric-11.3X30.6.rpm, you need to install the

jinstall-qfx-11.3X30.6-domestic-signed.tgz package on your standalone

device. Matching the two software packages ensures a smooth and
successful addition of the device to the QFabric system inventory.

• Converting the devicemode erases the switch configuration. We
recommend that you save your configuration to an external server or
USBflashdrivebeforeexecuting thedevicemodeconversioncommands
and rebooting the switch.

• QFabric system control plane Ethernet network (EX4200 switches to support the
QFabricsystem)—Providesaseparatecontrolplanenetworkwithin theQFabric system
to handle management traffic. This design enables the data plane network to focus

on efficient, low-latency delivery of data, voice, and video traffic.

• TheQFX3000-GQFabric systemcontrolplaneuses twosetsof fourEX4200switches

each, configured as a pair of Virtual Chassis to connect all components within the

QFabric system. The dual Virtual Chassis architecture provides redundancy and high

availability to ensure reliable QFabric system operation for the Director group, the

Interconnect devices, and the Node devices.

• TheQFX3000-MQFabric systemcontrolplaneuses twoEX4200switches toconnect

all components within the QFabric system. The two EX4200 switches provide

redundancy and high availability to ensure reliable QFabric system operation for the

Director group, the Interconnect devices, and the Node devices.

Because the level of detail necessary to fully understand thecontrol planeconnections,

cabling, topology, and configuration is beyond the scope of this topic, see:

• “Example:Configuring theVirtualChassis for theQFX3000-GQFabricSystemControl

Plane” on page 282 for information about a QFX3000-G QFabric systemwith a

copper-based control plane
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• Example: Configuring EX4200Switches for theCopper-BasedQFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane for information about a QFX3000-MQFabric systemwith a

copper or fiber-based control plane

• QFabric system data plane network—Provides a separate network to handle rapid
delivery of data plane traffic. The data plane uses QSFP+ interfaces and fiber-optic

cabling to connect QFabric system components at speeds of 40 Gbps. By creating a

redundant set of connections between the Node devices and the backplane-like

Interconnect devices, the data plane enables the Node devices to appear as if they are

directly connected to one another in a single tier. To view the connection status of the

QFabric system data plane, issue the show chassis fabric connectivity command.

• Director group (QFX3100 Director devices within a QFabric system)—Provides a
redundant, resilient platform that manages the QFabric system components. Two

QFX3100 Director devices work together to ensure high availability of the system and

load-balance systemprocesses, such as the command-line interface (CLI) and shared

storage. To configure the Director group for operation, install and cable two Director

devices as a Director group, connect to the console port of one of the Director devices,

and perform the initial setup. The setup script starts automatically the first time you

poweron theDirectordevice. Formore information, see “Performing theQFabricSystem

Initial Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group” on page 360. Tomonitor the status of the

Director group, log in to the QFabric system default partition and issue the show fabric

administration inventory director-group status command.

• Automatic detection and configuration of QFabric system components—Enables
QFabric system components to join the QFabric system automatically. When you

install the QFabric system, activate the control plane and Director group, and power

on the Node and Interconnect devices, the Director group recognizes these devices,

sends each device its own portion of the Junos OS configuration, and adds them to

the QFabric system inventory. By default, each individual Node device is placed into a

unique server Node group that contains only that single Node device. No configuration

is required for the default assignments. The default settings can be overridden when

you add Node devices into a redundant server Node group (containing a pair of Node

devices) or a network Node group (that can contain up to eight Node devices, run

routing protocols, and connect to external networks).

• QFabric systemRouting Engines—Support the QFabric system by providing virtual,

redundant instances of Junos OS that run on the Director group. The Routing Engines

performfabricmanagement tasks,maintaincontrol of the fabric, andhost theoperation

of routing protocols for network Node groups. Because they are generated in pairs, the

Routing Engines provide additional high availability for the QFabric system. No

configuration is required. To view the status of the QFabric system Routing Engines,

issue the show fabric administration inventory infrastructure command.

• QFabric system command-line interface—Enables you to configure all components
of the QFabric system from a single location by using the Junos OS CLI. To access this

central location, you need to log in to the QFabric system default partition (an IP

address you specify during the initial setupof theDirector group). Formore information,

see “Performing the QFabric System Initial Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group” on

page 360.
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Most existing Junos OS configuration statements and operational mode commands

are supported (for example, interfaces, VLANs, protocols, and firewall filters).

To view QFabric system components and check connectivity of the system, issue the

show fabric administration inventory commands.

• Alias configuration for Director devices, Interconnect devices, and Node
devices—Enables you to set user-defined aliases for QFabric system Director devices,

Interconnect devices, and Node devices to facilitate usability of the QFabric system

as it scales. Aliased names appear in the output of many QFabric system operational

commands, such as show fabric administration inventory. To map the hardware serial

number of a Director device, Interconnect device or Node device to a user-defined

name, see “Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System” on page 380.

• Node group configuration—Enables you to cluster several Node devices together to
provide redundancy, resiliency, and high availability at the ingress and egress points

of the QFabric system. There are two types of Node groups you can configure:

• Redundant server Node group—Enables the grouped Node devices to connect the
QFabric system to local servers and storage devices. A redundant server Node group

can contain a maximum of two Node devices and supports LAG connections that

can span both devices.

NOTE: The Node devices in a redundant server Node groupmust be of
the same type, either aQFX3500Node or aQFX3600Node. You cannot
add a QFX3500 and a QFX3600 Node device to the same redundant
server Node group.

• Network Node group—Enables the grouped Node devices to connect the QFabric
system to external networks and run routing protocols such as BGP and OSPF. A

network Node group can contain up to eight Node devices and supports LAG

connections.

NOTE:
• Thenameof thenetworkNodegroup in thedefaultpartition,NW-NG-0,
is preset. Youmust use this namewhen adding Node devices to the
network Node group. You cannot specify a different name.

• Whenyouconfigure routingprotocolsontheQFabricsystem,youmust
use interfaces from the Node devices assigned to the network Node
group. If you try to configure routing protocols on interfaces from the
NodedevicesassignedtoserverNodegroups, theconfigurationcommit
operation fails.

To configure a redundant server Node group, include two Node devices with the

node-device node-device-name statement at the [edit fabric resources node-group

node-group-name] hierarchy level.

To configure anetworkNodegroup, include thenetwork-domain statement at the [edit

fabric resources node-group NW-NG-0] hierarchy level. In addition, include between
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two and eight Node devices with the node-device node-device-name statement at the

[edit fabric resources node-group NW-NG-0] hierarchy level.

Related
Documentation

Converting the Device Mode for a QFabric System Component on page 280•

• Example: Configuring the Virtual Chassis for the QFX3000-G QFabric System Control

Plane on page 282

• Example: Configuring EX4200 Switches for the Copper-Based QFX3000-MQFabric

System Control Plane

• show chassis fabric connectivity on page 541

• Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360

• show fabric administration inventory director-group status on page 553

• show fabric administration inventory infrastructure on page 558

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

Gaining Access to the QFabric System Through the Default Partition

This topic explainshowto log in to theQFabric systemdefault partition so youcanaccess

the Junos OS command-line interface (CLI) and configure the system.

Before you access the QFabric system default partition:

• Install the QFabric system hardware components, including connecting the network

and power cables.

• Convert any QFX3500 and QFX3600 standalone devices to node-devicemode.

• Connect all components to the control plane Ethernet network.

• Turn on the Director group and run the initial setup script. Remember to write down

the IP address of the default partition, whichmust be on the same subnetwork as your

management network.

To access the default partition:

1. Open an SSH connection to the QFabric default partition. Use the IP address you set

for the default partition as part of theQFabric initial setup procedure. In your network,

you can simplify access to the QFabric system bymapping the default partition IP

address to a name.

[root@customer ~]# ssh root@192.168.1.49
Last login: Fri Sep  2 21:34:54 2011 from customer
Juniper QFabric Director 11.3.5043 2011-08-26 18:05:21 UTC

RUNNING ON DIRECTOR DEVICE : dg1
root@qfabric>
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NOTE: The QFabric system is load balanced, so the CLI sessionmight be
hosted on either Director device DG0 or DG1.

2. Enter configurationmode(thedefaultmode in theQFabric system is configureprivate),

configure a root password and hostname for the default partition, and assignQFabric

administrator privileges to the root user.

root@qfabric> configure
warning: Using private edit on QF/Director
warning: uncommitted changes will be discarded on exit
Entering configuration mode

[edit]

root@qfabric# set system root-authentication plain-text-password
New password: My-Password 
Retype new password: My-Password

root@qfabric# set system root-authentication remote-debug-permission qfabric-admin
root@qfabric# set system host-namemy-qfabric

[edit]

root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

[edit]
root@my-qfabric#

3. Configure your QFabric system as needed. You can configure routing protocols,

interfaces, VLANs, and other features as needed. Keep inmind that interfaces require

the four-level interface naming convention (device-name:fpc/pic/port).

Related
Documentation

Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360•

• QFabric System Initial and Default Configuration Information on page 277

• Understanding Interfaces on the QFabric System on page 11

•

Example: Configuring QFabric System Login Classes

This example shows you how to assign the correct login class to users so they can access

components within a QFabric system.

• Requirements on page 373

• Overview on page 373

• Configuration on page 374

• Verification on page 376
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Requirements

This example uses the following hardware and software components:

• One QFX3000-G QFabric system containing:

• Two QFX3100 Director devices

• Two QFX3008-I Interconnect devices

• Eight QFX3500 Node devices

• Junos OS Release 12.2 for these QFX Series components

• EightEX4200switches, used tomake two redundantVirtualChassiswith fourmembers

apiece

• Junos OS Release 12.1R1.9 for the EX Series switches used in the Virtual Chassis

Before you begin:

• Perform the initial setup of the QFabric system on the Director group, which includes

the creation of a username and password for the QFabric system components. See

“PerformingtheQFabricSystemInitialSetuponaQFX3100DirectorGroup”onpage360.

Overview

The QFabric system offers three special preset login classes that provide different levels

of access to individual components within a QFabric system (such as Node devices and

Interconnect devices). The qfabric-admin class provides the ability to log in to individual

QFabric system components andmanage them. The qfabric-operator class enables the

user to log in to individual components and view component-level operations and

configurations. The qfabric-user class prevents access to individual QFabric system

components.

You include these classes in your configuration at the [edit system login user username

authentication remote-debug-permission] hierarchy level. The key task is to decidewhich

class you should apply to users based on their need to access QFabric system

components.

NOTE: To set QFabric system login classes for a root user, include the
remote-debug-permission statement at the [edit system root-authentication]

hierarchy level and specify the qfabric-admin class.

If youassign theqfabric-adminor theqfabric-operator class toauser, theQFabric system

maps the user to a list of authorized users who are permitted to access components. To

facilitate ease of use, the QFabric system uses the component password you specified

during the initial setup of the Director group. When users assigned the qfabric-admin or

the qfabric-operator class log in to a component by issuing the request component login

operational mode command, the QFabric system verifies the class and sends the
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username and password to the component. The component accepts these credentials

and permits access.

NOTE:

• The three QFabric system login classes give access to the components
only. To provide access to the QFabric system as a whole through the
default partition command-line interface (CLI), youmust configure the
usual JunosOS login classesor permissions (suchas the super-user class).
For more information about login classes, see Junos OS Login Classes
Overview.

• If you have completed the QFabric system initial setup and the system is
operational, you can change the component password by issuing the
device-authentication statement at the [edit system] hierarchy level in the

QFabric default partition CLI.

Topology

This example defines three users: Adam,Oscar, andUlf. Adamneeds tomanageQFabric

system components, Oscar needs read-only access, and Ulf should not have access to

thecomponents.Asa result, assign theqfabric-adminclass toAdam, theqfabric-operator

class to Oscar, and the qfabric-user class to Ulf. However, all three users should have all

permissions to access the QFabric system CLI.

Configuration

CLI Quick
Configuration

To quickly configure this example, copy the following commands, paste them into a text

file, remove any line breaks, change any details necessary to match your network

configuration, and then copy andpaste the commands into theCLI at the [edit]hierarchy

level.

set system login class all-qfabric permissions all
set system login user Adam class all-qfabric
set system login user Adam authentication encrypted-password
"$1$aoYSFkvE$G/dYqsTV5iSvVW2sND69U."

set system login user Adam authentication remote-debug-permission qfabric-admin
set system login user Oscar class all-qfabric
set system login user Oscar authentication encrypted-password
"$1$3e.3wJQ8$31SrzV0.efdRbk.ZJncKm0"

set system login user Oscar authentication remote-debug-permission qfabric-operator
set system login user Ulf class all-qfabric
set system login user Ulf authentication encrypted-password
"$1$qt9Ncm0o$okNYSN8O4fVITE/SHBdYj0"

set system login user Ulf authentication remote-debug-permission qfabric-user
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Step-by-Step
Procedure

The following example requires that you navigate various levels in the configuration

hierarchy. For instructions on how to do that, see Using the CLI Editor in Configuration

Mode in the Junos OS CLI User Guide.

To provide the same access to the QFabric systemCLI for all users, but different QFabric

system component-level access to different users:

1. Define and provide all-qfabric access and passwords to all three users. This

administrator-defined class provides full permissions, enabling the users to log in

to theQFabric systemdefault partitionanduse theCLI. Alternatively, you canassign

the super-user class to these users to accomplish the same goal.

[edit]
user@qfabric# set system login class all-qfabric permissions all
user@qfabric# set system login user Adam class all-qfabric
user@qfabric# set system login user Adam authentication encrypted-password
"$1$aoYSFkvE$G/dYqsTV5iSvVW2sND69U."

user@qfabric# set system login user Oscar class all-qfabric
user@qfabric# set system login user Oscar authentication encrypted-password
"$1$3e.3wJQ8$31SrzV0.efdRbk.ZJncKm0"

user@qfabric# set system login user Ulf class all-qfabric
user@qfabric# set system login user Ulf authentication encrypted-password
"$1$qt9Ncm0o$okNYSN8O4fVITE/SHBdYj0"

2. Provide qfabric-admin component access to Adam so he canmanage QFabric

system components.

[edit]
user@qfabric#setsystemloginuserAdamauthenticationremote-debug-permission
qfabric-admin

3. Provide qfabric-operator component access to Oscar so he can view the CLI at the

QFabric system components.

[edit]
user@qfabric#setsystemloginuserOscarauthenticationremote-debug-permission
qfabric-operator

4. Assign qfabric-user component restrictions to Ulf to prevent him from accessing

the QFabric system components.

[edit]
user@qfabric# set system login user Ulf authentication remote-debug-permission
qfabric-user

Results From configuration mode, confirm your configuration by entering the show command. If

the output does not display the intended configuration, repeat the configuration

instructions in this example to correct it.

For brevity, this show command output includes only the configuration that is relevant

to this example.

[edit]
system {
login {
class all-qfabric {
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permissions all;
}
user Adam {
class all-qfabric;
authentication {
encrypted-password "$1$aoYSFkvE$G/dYqsTV5iSvVW2sND69U."; ##
SECRET-DATA

remote-debug-permission qfabric-admin;
}

}
user Oscar {
class all-qfabric;
authentication {
encrypted-password"$1$3e.3wJQ8$31SrzV0.efdRbk.ZJncKm0";##SECRET-DATA
remote-debug-permission qfabric-operator;

}
}
user Ulf {
class all-qfabric;
authentication {
encrypted-password "$1$qt9Ncm0o$okNYSN8O4fVITE/SHBdYj0"; ##
SECRET-DATA

remote-debug-permission qfabric-user;
}

}
}

}

If you are done configuring the device, enter commit from configuration mode.

Verification

Confirm that the QFabric system and component-level access configuration is working

properly for all three users. Adam, Oscar, andUlf should have equivalent, full-permission

access to the QFabric system CLI. Adam should havemanagement-level access to

components. Oscar should have read-only access to components. Ulf should have no

component-level access.

• Verifying qfabric-admin Access on page 376

• Verifying qfabric-operator Access on page 378

• Verifying qfabric-user Access on page 379

Verifying qfabric-admin Access

Purpose Verify that Adamcan access theQFabric systemCLI at the default partition andmanage

QFabric system components.

Action From amanagement station on your network, issue the ssh user@qfabric command and

enter the password to open an SSH session for Adam to the QFabric system. Issue the

? command to view the CLI operational mode commands that Adam has permission to

use on the QFabric system default partition.

> ssh Adam@qfabric.network.net
Warning: Permanently added 'qfabric.network.net' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
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Adam@qfabric.network.net's password: 
Last login: Sun Nov 20 14:12:29 2011 from 192.168.28.19
Juniper QFabric Director 11.3.5510 2011-10-21 16:31:44 UTC

RUNNING ON DIRECTOR DEVICE : dg0
Adam@qfabric> 

Adam@qfabric> ?  
Possible completions:
  clear                Clear information in the system
  configure            Manipulate software configuration information
  file                 Perform file operations
  help                 Provide help information
  load                 Load information from file
  op                   Invoke an operation script
  ping                 Ping remote target
  quit                 Exit the management session
  request              Make system-level requests
  restart              Restart software process
  save                 Save information to file
  set                  Set CLI properties, date/time, craft interface message
  show                 Show system information
  telnet               Telnet to another host
  test                 Perform diagnostic debugging
  traceroute           Trace route to remote host

Issue the request component login ? command to view the components that Adam can

access. Next, issue the request component login component-name command to log in to

a Node device without being prompted for a username or password.

Adam@qfabric> request component login ?
Possible completions:
  <[Enter]>            Execute this command
  <node-name>          Inventory name for the remote node
  BBAK0372             Node device
  BBAK0394             Node device
  DRE-0                Diagnostic routing engine
  EE3093               Node device
  FC-0                 Fabric control
  FC-1                 Fabric control
  FM-0                 Fabric manager
  NW-NG-0              Node group
  WS001/RE0            Interconnect device control board
  WS001/RE1            Interconnect device control board
  |                    Pipe through a command

Adam@qfabric> request component login EE3093    
Warning: Permanently added 'qfnode-ee3093,169.254.128.14' (RSA) to the list of 
known hosts.
--- JUNOS 11.3I built 2011-11-04 12:46:16 UTC
{master}

Finally, issue the ? command to view the CLI operational mode commands that Adam

has the permission to use on the Node device. Notice that the CLI prompt now indicates

Adam’s component access level (qfabric-admin) as the username and the Node device

identifier (EE3093) as the host.

qfabric-admin@EE3093> ?
Possible completions:
  clear                Clear information in the system
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  file                 Perform file operations
  help                 Provide help information
  load                 Load information from file
  monitor              Show real-time debugging information
  mtrace               Trace multicast path from source to receiver
  op                   Invoke an operation script
  ping                 Ping remote target
  quit                 Exit the management session
  request              Make system-level requests
  restart              Restart software process
  save                 Save information to file
  set                  Set CLI properties, date/time, craft interface message
  show                 Show system information
  ssh                  Start secure shell on another host
  start                Start shell
  telnet               Telnet to another host
  test                 Perform diagnostic debugging
  traceroute           Trace route to remote host

Meaning The output shows that Adamhas received the proper permissions to access theQFabric

system CLI and log in to individual components with management-level access.

Verifying qfabric-operator Access

Purpose Verify that Oscar can access the QFabric system CLI at the default partition and view

the CLI on the QFabric system components.

Action From amanagement station on your network, issue the ssh user@qfabric command and

enter the password to open an SSH session for Oscar to the QFabric system. Issue the

? command to view the CLI operational mode commands that Oscar has permission to

use on the QFabric system default partition. Notice that these permissions are the same

as those given to Adam.

> ssh Oscar@qfabric.network.net
Warning: Permanently added 'qfabric.network.net' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
Oscar@qfabric.network.net's password: 
Last login: Sun Nov 19 19:21:29 2011 from 192.168.28.14
Juniper QFabric Director 11.3.5510 2011-10-22 18:33:41 UTC

RUNNING ON DIRECTOR DEVICE : dg1
Oscar@qfabric>

Oscar@qfabric> ?  
Possible completions:
  clear                Clear information in the system
  configure            Manipulate software configuration information
  file                 Perform file operations
  help                 Provide help information
  load                 Load information from file
  op                   Invoke an operation script
  ping                 Ping remote target
  quit                 Exit the management session
  request              Make system-level requests
  restart              Restart software process
  save                 Save information to file
  set                  Set CLI properties, date/time, craft interface message
  show                 Show system information
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  telnet               Telnet to another host
  test                 Perform diagnostic debugging
  traceroute           Trace route to remote host

Issue the request component login component-name command to log in to aNode device

without being prompted for a username or password.

Oscar@qfabric> request component login EE3093    
Warning: Permanently added 'qfnode-ee3093,169.254.128.14' (RSA) to the list of 
known hosts.
--- JUNOS 11.3I built 2011-11-04 12:46:16 UTC
{master}

Finally, issue the ? command to view the CLI operational mode commands that Oscar

has permission to use on the Node device. Notice that the CLI prompt now indicates

Oscar’s componentaccess level (qfabric-operator)as theusernameandtheNodedevice

identifier (EE3093) as the host. Additionally, Oscar has fewer CLI commands available

than Adam because of Oscar’s read-only qfabric-operator login class.

qfabric-operator@EE3093> ?
Possible completions:
  file                 Perform file operations
  help                 Provide help information
  load                 Load information from file
  op                   Invoke an operation script
  quit                 Exit the management session
  request              Make system-level requests
  save                 Save information to file
  set                  Set CLI properties, date/time, craft interface message
  show                 Show system information
  start                Start shell
  test                 Perform diagnostic debugging

Meaning The output shows that Oscar has full permissions to access the QFabric system CLI, but

only read-only access when he logs in to individual components. Oscar’s permissions on

theQFabric systemare the sameasAdam’s, butOscar has fewerpermissions thanAdam

on the Node device.

Verifying qfabric-user Access

Purpose Verify thatUlf has full access to theQFabric systemCLIat thedefaultpartitionbutcannot

access the QFabric system components.

Action From amanagement station on your network, issue the ssh user@qfabric command and

enter the password to open an SSH session for Ulf to the QFabric system. Issue the ?

command to view the CLI operational mode commands that Ulf has permission to use

on the QFabric system default partition. Notice that these permissions are the same as

those given to Adam and Oscar.

> ssh Ulf@qfabric.network.net
Warning: Permanently added 'qfabric.network.net' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
Ulf@qfabric.network.net's password: 
Last login: Sun Nov 17 17:12:24 2011 from 192.168.28.22
Juniper QFabric Director 11.3.5510 2011-10-23 19:23:31 UTC

RUNNING ON DIRECTOR DEVICE : dg0
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Ulf@qfabric>

Ulf@qfabric> ?  
Possible completions:
  clear                Clear information in the system
  configure            Manipulate software configuration information
  file                 Perform file operations
  help                 Provide help information
  load                 Load information from file
  op                   Invoke an operation script
  ping                 Ping remote target
  quit                 Exit the management session
  request              Make system-level requests
  restart              Restart software process
  save                 Save information to file
  set                  Set CLI properties, date/time, craft interface message
  show                 Show system information
  telnet               Telnet to another host
  test                 Perform diagnostic debugging
  traceroute           Trace route to remote host

When Ulf issues the request component login component-name command, the Node

device denies his access attempt.

Ulf@qfabric> request component login EE3093 
error: User Ulf does not have sufficient permissions to login to device EE3093

Meaning The output shows that Ulf has full permissions to access the QFabric system CLI in the

same way as Adam and Oscar. However, unlike Adam and Oscar, Ulf cannot access

individual components because of the qfabric-user login class assigned to him.

Related
Documentation

Understanding QFabric System Login Classes on page 67•

• remote-debug-permission on page 439

• request component login on page 481

• device-authentication on page 420

• Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360

• Junos OS Login Classes Overview

Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System

This topic explains how to configure aliases for components of theQFabric system, such

asDirector devices, Interconnectdevices, andNodedevices. Aliases replace thehardware

serial numbers of components, making it easier to identify system devices and simplify

configuration tasks.

Before you create aliases in a QFabric system:
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• Issueoneof theshowfabricadministration inventorycommandstoviewthecomponents

that are available for aliasing and their hardware serial numbers.

NOTE: The following rules apply to QFabric component alias naming:

• Alias namesmust use alphabetic (A through Z and a through z), numeric
(0 through 9), or dash (-) characters.

• Themaximum length of an alias name is 30 characters.

• Alias names are case sensitive. For example, MY-NG-1 andmy-ng-1 refer
to different components.

• You cannot use the reserved names all, fabric, or director-group as an alias

name.

To create an alias for a Node device:

1. Discover the serial number of the Node device you wish to rename by issuing the set

fabric aliases node-device ? context-sensitive help command.

root@qfabric# set fabric aliases node-device ?
Possible completions:
  <aliasable-item-name>   The name of the item to be aliased 
  BBAK8309             Node device
  BBAK8283             Node device
  BBAK8891             Node device
  BBAK8868             Node device
  BBAK8276             Node device
  BBAK8273             Node device
[edit] 

As an alternate way to discover the serial number for a Node device, issue the show

fabricadministration inventorynode-devicescommand. In this case, the serial numbers

for the Node devices are BBAK8309BBAK8283BBAK8891BBAK8868BBAK8276 and

BBAK8273.

root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory node-devices
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node device
  BBAK8309                                      Connected
  BBAK8283                                      Connected
  BBAK8891                                      Connected
  BBAK8868                                      Connected
  BBAK8276                                      Connected
  BBAK8273                                      Connected

2. Specify the serial number of the Node device and the desired alias name by including

the node-device statement at the [edit fabric aliases] hierarchy level.

[edit fabric aliases]
root@qfabric# set node-device BBAK8309Node0
root@qfabric# set node-device BBAK8283 Node1
root@qfabric# set node-device BBAK8891 Node2
root@qfabric# set node-device BBAK8868Node3
root@qfabric# set node-device BBAK8276 Node4
root@qfabric# set node-device BBAK8273 Node5
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3. Review your configuration and issue the commit command.

[edit]
root@qfabric# show fabric
aliases {
    node-device BBAK8309 {
        Node0;
    }
    node-device BBAK8283 {
        Node1;
    }
    node-device BBAK8891 {
        Node2;
    }
    node-device BBAK8868 {
        Node3;
    }
    node-device BBAK8276 {
        Node4;
    }
    node-device BBAK8273 {
        Node5;
    }
}

[edit]
root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

4. Toview that your aliasesareoperational, issue the showfabricadministration inventory

node-devices command.

root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory node-devices
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node device
  node0                 BBAK8309                Connected
  node1                 BBAK8283                Connected
  node2                 BBAK8891                Connected
  node3                 BBAK8868                Connected
  node4                 BBAK8276                Connected
  node5                 BBAK8273                Connected

NOTE: If you attempt to commit all configuration settings for a newNode
group (such as the Node group itself, aliasing, and other features) at the
sametime, thecommitoperationmightappear tosucceedwhen itactually
has failed. For this reason, we recommend configuring and verifying Node
groups and aliases first, followed by configuring and verifying other
features.EstablishingtheNodegroupsandaliases firstenables theQFabric
system to reject any potentially unsupported configuration. The resulting
commit errors indicatewhere the configuration problem lies. To verify the
establishment of Node groups and aliases before configuring other
features, issue the show fabric administration inventory command.
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To create an alias for a Node group:

• Specify a name for the Node groupwhen you include the node-group statement at the

[edit fabric resources] hierarchy level.

NOTE: You cannot use the aliases statement at the [edit fabric] hierarchy

level to create an aliased name for a Node group.

To create an alias for a Director device:
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1. Discover the serial number of the Director device you wish to rename by issuing the

set fabric aliases director-device ? context-sensitive help command.

root@qfabric# set fabric aliases director-device ?
Possible completions:
  <aliasable-item-name>   The name of the item to be aliased 
  0281052011000001     Director device 
  0281052011000032     Director device 
[edit] 

As an alternateway to discover the serial number for a Director device, issue the show

fabric administration inventory director-group status command. In this case, the serial

number for Director device DG0 is 0281052011000001 and the serial number for

Director device DG1 is 0281052011000032.

root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status
Director Group Status Tue Jun  5 15:11:26 UTC 2012

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg0    online master   10.49.215.38    8%  17363152k   4   3 days, 20:55 hrs

 dg1    online backup   10.49.215.39    6%  20157440k   3   3 days, 20:55 hrs

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg0    0281052011000001 online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:4                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.4G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  7.3G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
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  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg1    0281052011000032 online  backup   

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:8                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.5G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot            
  93G  7.3G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
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  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     backup                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

2. Specify theserial numberof theDirectordeviceand thedesiredaliasnameby including

the director-device statement at the [edit fabric aliases] hierarchy level.

[edit fabric aliases]
root@qfabric# set director-device 0281052011000001 Director0
root@qfabric# set director-device 0281052011000032 Director1

3. Review your configuration and issue the commit command.

[edit]
root@qfabric# show fabric
aliases {
    director-device 0281052011000001 {
        Director0;
    }
    director-device 0281052011000032 {
        Director1;
    }
}

[edit]
root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

4. Toview that your aliasesareoperational, issue the showfabricadministration inventory

director-group status command. In this case, the serial numbers in the Device Id/Alias

field have been replaced with the Director0 and Director1 aliased names.

root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status
Director Group Status Tue Jun  5 15:11:26 UTC 2012

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg0    online master   10.49.215.38    8%  17363152k   4   3 days, 20:55 hrs

 dg1    online backup   10.49.215.39    6%  20157440k   3   3 days, 20:55 hrs
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 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg0    Director0        online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:4                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.4G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  7.3G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
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  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg1    Director1        online  backup   

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:8                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.5G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot            
  93G  7.3G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     backup                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        
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To create an alias for an Interconnect device:

1. Discover the serial number of the Interconnect device you wish to rename by issuing

the set fabric aliases interconnect-device ? context-sensitive help command.

root@qfabric# set fabric aliases interconnect-device ?
Possible completions:
  <aliasable-item-name>   The name of the item to be aliased 
  IC-F1249             Interconnect device  
  IC-F4912             Interconnect device
[edit] 

As an alternate way to discover the serial number for an Interconnect device, issue

the show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices command. In this case,

the serial numbers for the Interconnect devices are IC-F1249 and IC-F4912.

root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Interconnect device
  IC-F1249                                      Connected       Configured   

    F1249/RE0                                   Connected                    

  IC-F4912                                      Connected       Configured   

    F4912/RE0                                   Connected                    

2. Specify the serial number of the Interconnect device and the desired alias name by

including the interconnect-device statement at the [edit fabric aliases] hierarchy level.

[edit fabric aliases]
root@qfabric# set interconnect-device IC-F1249 Interconnect0
root@qfabric# set interconnect-device IC-F4912 Interconnect1

3. Review your configuration and issue the commit command.

[edit]
root@qfabric# show fabric
aliases {
    interconnect-device IC-F1249 {
        Interconnect0;
    }
    interconnect-device IC-F4912 {
        Interconnect1;
    }
}

[edit]
root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

4. Toview that your aliasesareoperational, issue the showfabricadministration inventory

interconnect-devices command.

root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Interconnect device
  Interconnect0         IC-F1249                Connected       Configured   

    F1249/RE0                                   Connected                    

  Interconnect1         IC-F4912                Connected       Configured   
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    F4912/RE0                                   Connected                    

Related
Documentation

aliases on page 416•

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

• show fabric administration inventory director-group status on page 553

• show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices on page 561

• show fabric administration inventory node-devices on page 563

• Understanding the Director Group on page 18

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24
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Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600Node Devices

The QFX3600 Node device provides 16 40-Gbps QSFP+ ports. By default, four ports

(labeledQ0 throughQ3) operate as 40-gigabit data plane (fte) uplink ports for uplink

connections between your Node device and your Interconnect devices. Twelve ports

(labeledQ4 throughQ15) operate as 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) ports to support 48

10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces for connections to either endpoint systems or external

networks. Optionally, you can choose to configure ports Q0 through Q7 to operate as

40-gigabit data plane uplink ports, and ports Q2 through Q15 to operate as 10-Gigabit

Ethernet or 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) ports.

NOTE: You can use QSFP+ to four SFP+ breakout cables or QSFP+
transceivers with fiber breakout cables to connect the 10-Gigabit Ethernet
ports to other devices.

NOTE: When you delete the port type configuration for an individual port or
a block of ports, the ports return to operating in their default port type. For
example, when you delete the 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) port configuration
for port Q4, the port returns to operating as a 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) port.

NOTE: When the40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) ports of aQFX3600Nodedevice
carry traffic at the full line rate, loss of untagged Layer 2 or Layer 3 traffic
going across the fabricmight occur, aswell as increased latency on theNode
device. Such effects result from the addition of a 4-byte header to packets
traversing the uplink ports on the Node device. The percentage of traffic loss
depends on the size of the packets: the greater the packet size, the lower the
traffic loss and vice versa. This problem does not affect tagged traffic.

This topic explains how to configure the port type on QFX3600 Node devices.

Before you configure the port type on QFX3600 Node devices:

• Make sure your QFabric system is operational.

• Issue the show fabric administration inventory node-groups command to display the

existing Node groups and the Node devices in each Node group.

NOTE:

• Only ports Q0 throughQ7 can be configured to operate as 40-gigabit data
plane (fte) uplink ports.

• Only ports Q2 through Q15 can be configured to operate as 10-Gigabit
Ethernet (xe) or 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) ports.
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CAUTION: The Packet Forwarding Engine on the QFX3600 Node device is
restartedwhen you commit the port type configuration changes. As a result,
youmight experience packet loss on the Node device.

The followingmessagemay be displayed in the system log file when the
Packet Forwarding Engine is restarted. You can ignore this message.

Pipe write error: Broken pipe

flush operation failed

The following steps describe how to configure either a block of ports or an individual port

to operate as 40-gigabit data plane uplink (fte) ports, as well as how to delete a

40-gigabit data plane uplink (fte) port configuration.

1. To configure a block of ports to operate as 40-gigabit data plane uplink (fte) ports,

specify a port range:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 1]
root@qfabric# set fte port-range port-range-low port-range-high

For example, to configure ports Q4 through Q7 to operate as 40-gigabit data plane
uplink ports:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 1]
root@qfabric# set fte port-range 4 7

2. To configure an individual port to operate as a 40-gigabit data plane uplink (fte) port,

specify a port number:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 1]
root@qfabric# set fte port port-number

For example, to configure port Q4 to operate as a 40-gigabit data plane uplink port:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 1]
root@qfabric# set fte port 4

3. Review your configuration and issue the commit command.

[edit]
root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

4. Todelete the 40-gigabit data plane uplink (fte) port configuration for a block of ports,

specify a port range:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 1]
root@qfabric# delete fte port-range port-range-low port-range-high

For example, to delete the 40-gigabit data plane uplink port configuration for ports
Q4 through Q7:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 1]
root@qfabric# delete fte port-range 4 7
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5. To delete the 40-gigabit data plane uplink (fte) port configuration for an individual

port, specify a port number:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 1]
root@qfabric# delete fte port port-number

For example, to delete the 40-gigabit data plane uplink port configuration for port
Q4:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 1]
root@qfabric# delete fte port 4

The following steps describe how to configure either a block of ports or an individual port

tooperateas 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe)ports, aswell ashowtodeletea 10-Gigabit Ethernet

(xe) port configuration.

1. To configure a block of ports to operate as 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) ports, specify a

port range:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 0]
root@qfabric# set xe port-range port-range-low port-range-high

For example, to configureportsQ4 throughQ7 tooperateas 10-Gigabit Ethernetports:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 0]
root@qfabric# set xe port-range 4 7

2. To configure an individual port to operate as a 10-Gigabit Ethernet port, specify a port

number:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 0]
root@qfabric# set xe port port-number

For example, to configure port Q4 to operate as a 10-Gigabit Ethernet port:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 0]
root@qfabric# set xe port 4

3. Review your configuration and issue the commit command.

[edit]
root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

4. To delete the 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) port configuration for a block of ports, specify

a port range:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 0]
root@qfabric# delete xe port-range port-range-low port-range-high

For example, to delete the 10-Gigabit Ethernet port configuration for portsQ4 through
Q7:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 0]
root@qfabric# delete xe port-range 4 7

5. Todelete the 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) port configuration for an individual port, specify

a port number:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 0]
root@qfabric# delete xe port port-number
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For example, to delete the 10-Gigabit Ethernet port configuration for port Q4:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 0]
root@qfabric# delete xe port 4

The following steps describe how to configure either a block of ports or an individual port

to operate as 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) ports, as well as how to delete a 40-Gigabit

Ethernet (xle) port configuration.

1. To configure a block of ports to operate as 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) ports, specify a

port range:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 1]
root@qfabric# set xle port-range port-range-low port-range-high

For example, to configure ports Q4 through Q7 to operate as 40-Gigabit Ethernet
ports:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 1]
root@qfabric# set xle port-range 4 7

2. To configure an individual port to operate as a 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) port, specify

a port number:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 1]
root@qfabric# set xle port port-number

For example, to configure port Q4 to operate as a 40-Gigabit Ethernet port:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 1]
root@qfabric# set xle port 4

3. Review your configuration and issue the commit command.

[edit]
root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

4. To delete the 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) port configuration for block of ports, specify

a port range:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 1]
root@qfabric# delete xle port-range port-range-low port-range-high

For example, todelete the40-Gigabit Ethernetport configuration for portsQ4 through
Q7:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 1]
root@qfabric# delete xle port-range 4 7

5. Todelete the40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle)port configuration for an individual port, specify

a port number:

[edit chassis node-group name node-device name pic 1]
root@qfabric# delete xle port port-number

For example, to delete the 40-Gigabit Ethernet port configuration for port Q4:

[edit chassis node-group BBAK8281 node-device BBAK8309 pic 1]
root@qfabric# delete xle port 4
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Related
Documentation

Understanding Node Devices on page 24•

• Understanding Interfaces on the QFabric System on page 11

• pic on page 437

Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System

This topic explains how to configure Node groups for Node devices within the QFabric

system.Nodegroupsprovide redundancy forNodedevicesandmakeyourQFabric system

more resilient.

There are three types of Node groups in a QFabric system:

• Automatically generated server Node groups—By default, every Node device that
joins the QFabric system is placed within an automatically generated server Node

group that contains one Node device (the device itself). Server Node groups connect

to servers and storage devices.

• Network Node groups—You can assign up to eight Node devices to a network Node
group.Whengrouped together, theNodedeviceswithinanetworkNodegroupconnect

to other routers running routing protocols such as OSPF and BGP.

• Redundant server Node groups—You can assign two Node devices to a redundant
server Node group. When grouped together, you can create link aggregation groups

(LAGs) that span the interfaces on both Node devices to provide resiliency and

redundancy.

Before you create Node groups in a QFabric system:

• Make sure your QFabric system is operational.

• Issue the show fabric administration inventory node-devices command to display the

Node devices that are available to add to a Node group.

• Issue the show fabric administration inventory node-groups command to display the

existing Node groups.

NOTE: The following rules apply to QFabric Node group naming:

• Node group namesmust use alphabetic (A through Z and a through z),
numeric (0 through 9), or dash (-) characters.

• Themaximum length of a Node group name is 30 characters.

• Nodegroupnamesarecasesensitive.Forexample,MY-NG-1andmy-ng-1
refer to different components.

• Youcannotuse the reservednamesall, fabric, ordirector-groupasaNode

group name.
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NOTE: If you attempt to commit all configuration settings for a new Node
group (such as the Node group itself, aliasing, and other features) at the
sametime, thecommitoperationmightappear tosucceedwhen itactually
has failed. For this reason, we recommend configuring and verifying Node
groupsandaliases first, followedbyconfiguringandverifyingother features.
Establishing theNode groups and aliases first enables theQFabric system
to reject any potentially unsupported configuration. The resulting commit
errors indicate where the configuration problem lies. To verify the
establishmentofNodegroupsandaliasesbeforeconfiguringother features,
issue the show fabric administration inventory command.

To display an automatically generated server Node group:

• Issue the show fabric administration inventory node-groups command and look for

Node groups containing a singleNodedevice that has the samenameor serial number

as the server Node group.

root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory node-groups
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  BBAK8281                                      Connected       Configured    

    BBAK8281                                    Connected                     

  BBAK8835                                      Connected       Configured    

    BBAK8835                                    Connected                     

  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured    

    Node0               BBAK8309                Connected                     

    Node1               BBAK8283                Connected                     

  S1                                            Connected       Configured    

    Node2               BBAK8891                Connected                     

    Node3               BBAK8868                Connected                     
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To create a network Node group:

1. Specify the Node devices youwish to add to the network Node group by including the

node-device statement at the [edit fabric resources node-group NW-NG-0] hierarchy

level.

NOTE:
• ThenetworkNodegroupmust use thepredefinednameNW-NG-0.You
must use this namewhen adding Node devices to the network Node
group.Youcannot specify adifferent name.Also, youcanconfigureonly
one network Node group per partition.

• When you configure routing protocols on theQFabric system, youmust
use interfaces from the Node devices assigned to the network Node
group. If you try to configure routing protocols on interfaces from the
NodedevicesassignedtoserverNodegroups, theconfigurationcommit
operation fails.

[edit]

root@qfabric# set fabric resources node-group NW-NG-0 node-device Node0
root@qfabric# set fabric resources node-group NW-NG-0 node-device Node1

2. To designate the Node group as a network Node group, include the network-domain

statement at the [edit fabric resources node-group NW-NG-0] hierarchy level.

[edit]

root@qfabric# set fabric resources node-group NW-NG-0 network-domain

3. Review your configuration and issue the commit command.

[edit]

root@qfabric# show fabric
resources {
    node-group NW-NG-0 {
        network-domain;
        node-device Node0;
        node-device Node1;
    }
}

[edit]

root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

NOTE: When you add or delete Node devices from a Node group
configuration, the corresponding Node devices reboot when you commit
the configuration change.

4. To determine if your network Node group is operational, issue the show fabric

administration inventory node-groups command in operational mode.

root@qfabric>show fabric administration inventory node-groups NW-NG-0
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
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  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured   

    Node0               BBAK8309                Connected                    

    Node1               BBAK8283                Connected                    

To create a redundant server Node group:

1. Specify the two Node devices you wish to add to the redundant server Node group

by including the node-device statement at the [edit fabric resources node-group

node-group-name] hierarchy level.

NOTE: Ensure that the two Node devices are of the same type, either a
QFX3500 Node or a QFX3600 Node. You cannot add a QFX3500 and a
QFX3600 Node device to the same redundant server Node group.

[edit]

root@qfabric# set fabric resources node-group S1 node-device Node2
root@qfabric# set fabric resources node-group S1 node-device Node3

2. Review your configuration and issue the commit command.

[edit]

root@qfabric# show fabric
resources {
    node-group S1 {
        node-device Node2;
        node-device Node3;
    }
}

[edit]

root@qfabric# commit
commit complete

NOTE: When you add or delete Node devices from a Node group
configuration, the corresponding Node devices reboot when you commit
the configuration change.

3. To determine if your redundant server Node groups are operational, issue the show

fabric administration inventory node-groups redundant-server-node-group-name

command in operational mode.

root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory node-groups S1
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  S1                                            Connected       Configured   

    Node2               BBAK8891                Connected                    

    Node3               BBAK8868                Connected                    
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Related
Documentation

show fabric administration inventory node-groups on page 565•

• show fabric administration inventory node-devices on page 563

• Understanding Node Groups on page 28

• node-group (Resources) on page 436

Example: Configuring SNMP

By default, SNMP is disabled on devices running Junos OS. This example describes the

steps for configuring SNMP on the QFabric system.

• Requirements on page 399

• Overview on page 399

• Configuration on page 399

Requirements

This example uses the following hardware and software components:

• Junos OS Release 12.2

• Network management system (NMS) (running the SNMPmanager)

• QFabric system (running the SNMP agent) with multiple Node devices

Overview

Because SNMP is disabled by default on devices running Junos OS, youmust enable

SNMP on your device by including configuration statements at the [edit snmp] hierarchy

level. Ataminimum, youmust configure the communitypublic statement. Thecommunity

defined as public grants read-only access to MIB data to any client.

If no clients statement is configured, all clients are allowed. We recommend that you

always include the restrict option to limit SNMP client access to the switch.

The network topology in this example includes anNMS, aQFabric systemwith four Node

devices, and external SNMP servers that are configured for receiving traps.

Configuration

CLI Quick
Configuration

To quickly configure this example, copy the following commands, paste them into a text

file, remove any line breaks, change any details necessary to match your network

configuration, and then copy andpaste the commands into theCLI at the [edit]hierarchy

level.

set snmp name “snmp qfabric” description “qfabric0 switch”
set snmp location “Lab 4 Row 11” contact “qfabric-admin@qfabric0”
set snmp community public authorization read-only
set snmp client-list list0 192.168.0.0/24
set snmp community public client-list-name list0
set snmp community public clients 192.170.0.0/24 restrict
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set snmp trap-group “qf-traps” destination-port 155 targets 192.168.0.100

Step-by-Step
Procedure

The following example requires that you navigate various levels in the configuration

hierarchy. For instructions on how to do that, see Using the CLI Editor in Configuration

Mode in the Junos OS CLI User Guide.

To configure SNMP on the QFabric system:

NOTE: If the name, description, location, contact, or community name
contains spaces, enclose the text in quotationmarks (" ").

1. Configure the SNMP system name:

[edit snmp]
user@switch# set name “snmp qfabric”

2. Specify a description.

[edit snmp]
user@switch# set description “qfabric0 system”

This string is placed into the MIB II sysDescription object.

3. Specify the physical location of the QFabric system.

[edit snmp]
user@switch# set location “Lab 4 Row 11”

This string is placed into the MIB II sysLocation object.

4. Specify an administrative contact for the SNMP system.

[edit snmp]
user@switch# set contact “qfabric-admin@qfabric0”

This name is placed into the MIB II sysContact object.

5. Specify a unique SNMP community name and the read-only authorization level.

NOTE: The read-write option is not supported on the QFabric system.

[edit snmp]
user@switch# set community public authorization read-only

6. Create a client list with a set of IP addresses that can use the SNMP community.

[edit snmp]
user@switch# set client-list list0 192.168.0.0/24
user@switch# set community public client-list-name list0

7. Specify IP addresses of clients that are restricted from using the community.

[edit snmp]
user@switch# set community public clients 192.170.0.0/24 restrict
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8. Configure a trap group, destination port, and a target to receive the SNMP traps in

the trap group.

[edit snmp]
user@switch# set trap-group “qf-traps” destination-port 155 targets 192.168.0.100

NOTE: You do not need to include the destination-port statement if you

use the default port 162.

The trap group qf-traps is configured to send traps to 192.168.0.100.

Results From configuration mode, confirm your configuration by entering the show command. If

the output does not display the intended configuration, repeat the instructions in this

example to correct the configuration.

[edit]
user@switch# show
snmp {
name "snmp qfabric";
description "qfabric0 system";
location "Lab 4 Row 11";
contact "qfabric-admin@qfabric0";
client-list list0 {
192.168.0.0/24;

}
community public {
authorization read-only;
clients {
197.170.0.0/24 restrict;

}
}
trap-group qf-traps {
destination-port 155;
targets {
192.168.0.100;

}
}

}

If you are done configuring the device, enter commit from configuration mode.

Related
Documentation

Understanding the Implementation of SNMP on the QFabric System on page 62•

• snmp

Configuring Graceful Restart for QFabric Systems

When you configure graceful restart in the QFabric CLI, the QFabric system applies the

configuration to the network Node group to participate in graceful restart operations

with devices external to the QFabric system. Such configuration preserves routing table
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state and helps neighboring routing devices to resume routing operations more quickly

after a system restart. This also enables the network Node group to resume routing

operations rapidly if there is a restart in theQFabric system(suchasa softwareupgrade).

As a result, we recommend enabling graceful restart for routing protocols in the QFabric

CLI.

NOTE: The QFabric system also uses graceful restart internally within the
fabric to facilitate interfabric resiliency and recovery. This internal feature is
enabled by default with no configuration required.

• Enabling Graceful Restart on page 402

• Configuring Graceful Restart Options for BGP on page 403

• Configuring Graceful Restart Options for OSPF and OSPFv3 on page 404

• Tracking Graceful Restart Events on page 405

Enabling Graceful Restart

By default, graceful restart is disabled. To enable graceful restart, include the

graceful-restart statement at the [edit routing-instance instance-name routing-options]

or [edit routing-options] hierarchy level.

For example:

routing-options {
graceful-restart;

}

To configure the duration of the graceful restart period, include the restart-duration at

the [edit routing-options graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

NOTE: Helper mode (the ability to assist a neighboring router attempting a
graceful restart) is enabled by default when you start the routing platform,
even if graceful restart is not enabled. You can disable helper mode on a
per-protocol basis.

[edit]
routing-options {
graceful-restart {
disable;
restart-duration seconds;

}
}

To disable graceful restart globally, include the disable statement at the [edit

routing-options graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

When graceful restart is enabled for all routing protocols at the [edit routing-options

graceful-restart] hierarchy level, you can disable graceful restart on a per-protocol basis.
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NOTE: If you configure graceful restart after a BGP or LDP session has been
established, theBGPorLDPsession restartsandthepeersnegotiategraceful
restart capabilities. Also, the BGP peer routing statistics are reset to zero.

Configuring Graceful Restart Options for BGP

To configure the duration of the BGP graceful restart period, include the restart-time
statement at the [edit protocols bgp graceful-restart] hierarchy level. To set the length
of time the router waits to receive messages from restarting neighbors before declaring
them down, include the stale-routes-time statement at the [edit protocols bgp
graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

[edit]
protocols {
bgp {
graceful-restart {
disable;
restart-time seconds;
stale-routes-time seconds;

}
}

}
routing-options {
graceful-restart;

}

To disable BGP graceful restart capability for all BGP sessions, include the disable

statement at the [edit protocols bgp graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

NOTE: To set BGP graceful restart properties or disable them for a group,
include the desired statements at the [edit protocols bgp group group-name

graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

To set BGPgraceful restart properties or disable them for a specific neighbor
in a group, include the desired statements at the [edit protocols bgp group

group-name neighbor ip-address graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

NOTE: Configuring graceful restart for BGP resets the BGP peer routing
statistics to zero. Also, existingBGPsessions restart, and thepeers negotiate
graceful restart capabilities.
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Configuring Graceful Restart Options for OSPF and OSPFv3

To configure the duration of the OSPF/OSPFv3 graceful restart period, include the
restart-duration statement at the [edit protocols (ospf | ospf3)graceful-restart] hierarchy
level. To specify the length of time for which the router notifies helper routers that it has
completedgraceful restart, include thenotify-durationat the [editprotocols (ospf |ospf3)
graceful-restart] hierarchy level. Strict OSPF link-state advertisement (LSA) checking
results in the termination of graceful restart by a helping router. To disable strict LSA
checking, include theno-strict-lsa-checking statementat the [editprotocols (ospf |ospf3)
graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

[edit]
protocols {
ospf | ospfv3{
graceful-restart {
disable;
helper-disable
no-strict-lsa-checking;
notify-duration seconds;
restart-duration seconds;

}
}

}
routing-options {
graceful-restart;

}

To disable OSPF/OSPFv3 graceful restart, include the disable statement at the [edit

protocols (ospf | ospf3) graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

StartingwithRelease 11.3, the JunosOSsupports both the standard (basedonRFC3623,

Graceful OSPF Restart) and the restart signaling-based (as specified in RFC 4811, RFC

4812, and RFC 4813) helper modes for OSPF version 2 graceful restart configurations.

Both the standard and restart signaling-based helper modes are enabled by default. To

disable the helper mode for OSPF version 2 graceful restart configurations, include the

helper-disable <both | restart-signaling | standard> statement at the [edit protocols ospf

graceful-restart] hierarchy level. Note that the last committed statement always takes

precedence over the previous one.

[edit protocols ospf]
graceful-restart {
helper-disable <both | restart-signaling | standard>

}

To reenable the helpermode, delete thehelper-disable statement from the configuration

by using the delete protocols ospf graceful-restarthelper-disable <restart-signaling |

standard | both> command. In this case also, the last executed command takes

precedence over the previous ones.
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NOTE:

Restart signaling-based helper mode is not supported for OSPFv3
configurations. To disable helper mode for OSPFv3 configurations, include
the helper-disable statement at the [edit protocols ospfv3 graceful-restart]

hierarchy level.

TIP: Youcanalsotrackgraceful restarteventswith the traceoptionsstatement

at the [edit protocols (ospf | ospf3)] hierarchy level. For more information,

see “Tracking Graceful Restart Events” on page 405.

NOTE: If you configure BFD and graceful restart for OSPF, graceful restart
might not work as expected.

Tracking Graceful Restart Events

To track the progress of a graceful restart event, you can configure graceful restart trace
options flags for IS-IS and OSPF/OSPFv3. To configure graceful restart trace options,
include the graceful-restart statement at the [edit protocols protocol traceoptions flag]
hierarchy level:

[edit protocols]
isis {
traceoptions {
flag graceful-restart;

}
}
(ospf | ospf3) {
traceoptions {
flag graceful-restart;

}
}

Related
Documentation

• Graceful Restart Concepts

• Verifying Graceful Restart Operation
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CHAPTER 18

QFabric System Licensing

• Generating the License Keys for a QFabric System on page 407

• Adding New Licenses (CLI Procedure) on page 409

• Deleting a License (CLI Procedure) on page 410

• Saving License Keys on page 411

• Verifying Junos OS License Installation on page 412

Generating the License Keys for a QFabric System

Whenyoupurchasea JunosOSsoftware feature license for aQFabric system, you receive

ane-mail containing anauthorization code for the feature license from JuniperNetworks.

You can use the authorization code to generate a unique license key (a combination of

the authorization code and theQFabric system ID ) for theQFabric system, and then add

the license key on the QFabric system.

Before generating the license keys for a QFabric system:

• Purchase the required licenses for the QFabric system. See “Software Features That

Require Licenses on the QFX Series” on page 86.

• Note down the authorization code in the e-mail you received from Juniper Networks

when you purchased the license.

• Perform the initial setup of the QFabric system on the Director group. See “Performing

the QFabric System Initial Setup on a QFX3100 Director Group” on page 360.

• Log in to the QFabric system, issue the show version command, and note down the

software serial number and QFabric system ID for the QFabric system.

user@qfabric> show version
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx3000-g
Serial Number: qfsn-0123456789
QFabric System ID: f158527a-f99e-11e0-9fbd-00e081c57cda
JUNOS Base Version [12.2I20111018_0215_dc-builder]
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To generate the license keys for a QFabric system:

1. In a browser, log in to the Juniper Networks License Management System at

https://www.juniper.net/lcrs/license.do.

The Manage Product Licenses page appears.

NOTE: To access the licensing site, youmust have a service contract with
Juniper Networks and an access account. If you need help obtaining an
account, complete the registration form at the Juniper Networks website
https://www.juniper.net/registration/Register.jsp .

2. On theGenerate Licenses tab, selectQFXSeriesProduct from the drop-down list, and

click Go.

The Generate Licenses - QFX Series Product page appears.

3. Select theQFX Series Product Fabric option button, and then click Continue.

The Generate Licenses - QFX Series Product Fabrics page appears.

4. In theSoftwareSerialNo field, enter the software serial number for theQFabric system.

5. In theQFabric System ID field, enter the QFabric system ID for the QFabric system.

6. In theAuthorizationCode field, enter the authorization code in the e-mail you received

from Juniper Networks when you purchased the license.

7. (Optional) If you want to enter another authorization code for the same device, click

Enter More Authorization Codes to display a new authorization code field. Enter the

authorization code in this field.

8. Click Confirm.

The Confirm License Information page appears, displaying a summary of the

information you submitted to the License Management System.

9. Review the information toensureeverything is correct and thenclickGenerateLicense.

The Generate Licenses - QFX Series Product Fabrics page appears, displaying a

summary of your license keys, including a link that displays the details of your new

license keys.

10. Select the file format in which you want to obtain your new license keys.

11. Select the delivery method you want to use to obtain your new license keys.
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To download the license keys:

• Select the Download to this computer option button, and clickOK.

To e-mail the license keys:

• Select the Send e-mail to e-mail ID option button, and clickOK.

Related
Documentation

Software Features That Require Licenses on the QFX Series on page 86•

• Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360

• Adding New Licenses (CLI Procedure) on page 409

• show version

Adding New Licenses (CLI Procedure)

Before adding new licenses, complete the following tasks:

• Purchase the required licenses.

• Establish basic network connectivity with the router or switch. For instructions on

establishing basic connectivity, see the Getting Started Guide orQuick Start Guide for

your device.

To add a new license key to the device using the CLI:

1. From the CLI operational mode, enter one of the following CLI commands:

• To add a license key from a file or URL, enter the following command, specifying

the filename or the URL where the key is located:

user@host> request system license add filename | url

• To add a license key from the terminal, enter the following command:

user@host> request system license add terminal

2. When prompted, enter the license key, separating multiple license keys with a blank

line.

If the license key you enter is invalid, an error appears in theCLI outputwhen youpress

Ctrl+d to exit license entry mode.
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NOTE: If the router has twoRouting Engines, add the new license on each
Routing Engine separately. This ensures that the license key is enabled
on the backup Routing Engine during changeover of mastership between
the Routing Engines.

To add a new license key to a router with dual Routing Engines:

1. After adding thenew license keyon themaster RoutingEngine, use the
request chassis routing-enginemaster switch command to have the

backup Routing Engine become themaster Routing Engine.

2. Log in to the active Routing Engine and add the new license key,
repeating the same process.

3. Go on to “Verifying Junos OS License Installation” on page 412.

NOTE: Addinga licensekey to the routeror switchmightbedelayed if akernel
resynchronizationoperation is inprogressat that time.The followingmessage
is displayed on the CLI when the license-adding operation is about to be
delayed:
Akernel re-syncoperation is inprogress.Licenseupdatemaytakeseveralminutes

to complete.

Related
Documentation

Deleting a License (CLI Procedure) on page 410•

• Junos OS Feature Licenses on page 85

• Verifying Junos OS License Installation on page 412

• request system license add

Deleting a License (CLI Procedure)

Before deleting a license, establish basic network connectivity with the router or switch.

For instructions on establishing basic connectivity, see theGetting StartedGuide orQuick

Start Guide for your router or switch.

To delete a license key from a device using the CLI:

1. From the CLI operational mode, enter the following command for each license,

specifying the license ID. You can delete only one license at a time.

user@host> request system license delete license-id

2. Go on to “Verifying Junos OS License Installation” on page 412.
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NOTE: Deleting a license key from the router or switchmight be delayed if a
kernel resynchronization operation is in progress at that time. The following
message isdisplayedon theCLIwhen the license-deletingoperation isabout
to be delayed:
Akernel re-syncoperation is inprogress.Licenseupdatemaytakeseveralminutes

to complete.

Related
Documentation

Adding New Licenses (CLI Procedure) on page 409•

• Saving License Keys on page 411

• Junos OS Feature Licenses on page 85

• Verifying Junos OS License Installation on page 412

• request system license delete

Saving License Keys

Before saving a license, establish basic network connectivity with the router or switch.

For instructions on establishing basic connectivity, see theGetting StartedGuide orQuick

Start Guide for your router or switch.

To save the licenses installed on a device to a file using the CLI:

1. From the CLI operational mode, enter one of the following CLI commands:

• To save the installed license keys to a file or URL, enter the following command:

user@host> request system license save filename | url

For example, the followingcommandsaves the installed license keys toa file named

license.config:

• To save a license key from the terminal, enter the following command:

user@host> request system license save ftp://user@host/license.config

2. Go on to “Verifying Junos OS License Installation” on page 412.

Related
Documentation

Adding New Licenses (CLI Procedure) on page 409•

• Deleting a License (CLI Procedure) on page 410

• Junos OS Feature Licenses on page 85

• Verifying Junos OS License Installation on page 412
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Verifying Junos OS License Installation

To verify Junos OS license management, perform the following tasks:

• Displaying Installed Licenses on page 412

• Displaying License Usage on page 413

Displaying Installed Licenses

Purpose Verify that the expected licenses are installed and active on the router or switch.

Action From the CLI, enter the show system license command.

Sample Output

user@host> show system license
License usage: 
                   Licenses     Licenses    Licenses    Expiry
  Feature name         used    installed      needed 
  subscriber-acct         0            1           0    permanent
  subscriber-auth         0            1           0    permanent
  subscriber-addr         0            1           0    permanent
  subscriber-vlan         0            1           0    permanent
  subscriber-ip           0            1           0    permanent
  scale-subscriber        0         1000           0    permanent
  scale-l2tp              0         1000           0    permanent
  scale-mobile-ip         0         1000           0    permanent

Licenses installed: 
  License identifier: E000185416
  License version: 2
  Features:
    subscriber-acct  - Per Subscriber Radius Accounting
      permanent
    subscriber-auth  - Per Subscriber Radius Authentication
      permanent
    subscriber-addr  - Address Pool Assignment
      permanent
    subscriber-vlan  - Dynamic Auto-sensed Vlan
      permanent
    subscriber-ip    - Dynamic and Static IP
      permanent

Meaning The output shows a list of the license usage and a list of the licenses installed on the

router or switch. Verify the following information:

• Each license is present. Licenses are listed in ascending alphanumeric order by license

ID.

• The state of each license is permanent.

NOTE: A state of invalid indicates that the license key is not a valid license

key. Either it was entered incorrectly or it is not valid for the specific device.
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• The feature for each license is the expected feature. The features enabled are listed

by license. An all-inclusive license has all features listed.

• All configured features have the required licenses installed. The Licenses needed

columnmust show that no licenses are required.

Displaying License Usage

Purpose Verify that the licenses fully cover the feature configuration on the router or switch.

Action From the CLI, enter the show system license usage command.

Sample Output

user@host> show system license usage
            Licenses     Licenses    Licenses    Expiry
  Feature name         used    installed      needed 
  subscriber-addr         1            0           1    29 days
  scale-subscriber        0         1000           0    permanent
  scale-l2tp              0         1000           0    permanent
  scale-mobile-ip         0         1000           0    permanent

Meaning The output shows any licenses installed on the router or switch and how they are used.

Verify the following information:

• Any configured licenses appear in the output. The output lists features in ascending

alphabetical orderby licensename.Thenumberof licensesappears in the third column.

Verify that you have installed the appropriate number of licenses.

• The number of licenses usedmatches the number of configured features. If a licensed

feature is configured, the feature is considered used. The sample output shows that

the subscriber address pooling feature is configured.

• A license is installed on the router or switch for each configured feature. For every

feature configured that does not have a license, one license is needed.

For example, the sampleoutput shows that thesubscriber address feature is configured

but that the license for the feature has not yet been installed. The license must be

installed within the remaining grace period to be in compliance.
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CHAPTER 19

Configuration Statements
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aliases

Syntax aliases {
director-device director-device-name {
assigned-director-device-name;

}
interconnect-device interconnect-device-name {
assigned-interconnect-device-name;

}
node-device node-device-name {
assigned-node-device-name;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit fabric]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Options director-group and interconnect-device introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for

the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Specify the mapping of user defined names to QFabric system

components. You can reassign names for Director devices, Interconnect devices, and

Node devices.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

NOTE: The following rules apply to QFabric component alias naming:

• Alias namesmust use alphabetic (A through Z and a through z), numeric
(0 through 9), or dash (-) characters.

• Themaximum length of an alias name is 30 characters.

• Alias names are case sensitive. For example, MY-NG-1 andmy-ng-1 refer
to different components.

• You cannot use the reserved names all, fabric, or director-group as an alias

name.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24
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archive (QFabric System)

Syntax archive {
size size;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit system syslog file filename]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure the archiving properties for the systemmessage log file.

Options size size—Maximumamount of system logmessage data that theQFabric system stores

in the log file.

Syntax: xk to specify the number of kilobytes, xm for the number of megabytes, or xg

for the number of gigabytes

Range: 65 KB through 1 GB

Required Privilege
Level

system—To view this statement in the configuration.

system-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• syslog on page 441
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chassis (QFabric System)

Syntax chassis {
interconnect-device {
alarm {
(ethernet | management-ethernet) {
link-down (red | yellow | ignore);

}
}
container-devices {
device-count number;

}
craft-lockout {
alarm {
interface-type {
link-down (red | yellow | ignore);

}
}
container-devices {
device-count number;

}
fpc slot {
power (on | off);

}
routing-engine {
on-disk-failure {
disk-failure-action (halt | reboot);

}
}

}
fpc slot {
power (on | off);

}
routing-engine {
on-disk-failure {
disk-failure-action (halt | reboot);

}
}

}
node-group name {
aggregated-devices {
ethernet {
device-count number;

}
}
alarm {
interface-type {
link-down (ignore | red | yellow);

}
}
container-devices {
device-count number;

}
node-device name {
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fibre-channel {
port-range {
port-range-low port-range-high;

}
}
pic pic-number {
fte {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
xe {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
xle {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
}

}
routing-engine {
on-disk-failure {
disk-failure-action (halt | reboot);

}
}

}
}

Hierarchy Level [edit]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.1 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure chassis-specific properties for the switch.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

interface—To view this statement in the configuration.

interface-control—To add this statement to the configuration.
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device-authentication

Syntax device-authentication {
(encrypted-password "password" | plain-text-password);

}

Hierarchy Level [edit system]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure the authentication password used when accessing individual QFabric system

components with the request component login command.

NOTE: Configuring this statement overrides the password for individual
QFabric system components that was set during the initial QFabric system
setup procedure.

Options encrypted-password "password"—Specify the MD5 or other encrypted authentication

password. You can specify only one encrypted password.

You cannot configure a blank password for the encrypted-password option using blank

quotation marks (" "). Youmust configure a password of 1 through 128 characters

and enclose the password in quotation marks.

plain-text-password—Plain-text password. The CLI prompts you for the password and

then encrypts it. The CLI displays the encrypted version, and the software places the

encrypted version in its user database. You can specify only oneplain-text password.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Example: Configuring QFabric System Login Classes on page 372

• Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360
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director-device (Aliases)

Syntax director-device director-device-name {
assigned-director-device-name;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit fabric aliases]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Specify the mapping of user-defined names to QFabric system

Director devices.

NOTE: The following rules apply to QFabric component alias naming:

• Alias namesmust use alphabetic (A through Z and a through z), numeric

(0 through 9), or dash (-) characters.

• Themaximum length of an alias name is 30 characters.

• Alias names are case sensitive. For example,MY-NG-1 andmy-ng-1 refer to

different components.

• You cannot use the reserved names all, fabric, or director-group as an alias

name.

Options director-device-name—Specify a user-definedname for aQFabric systemDirector device.

assigned-director-device-name—Specify the Director device identifier or name that has

been provided. Identifiers are usually auto-generated by the Director software, and

names are usually provided by the administrator of the default partition.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Understanding the Director Group on page 18
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fabric

Syntax fabric
aliases {
director-device director-device-name {
assigned-director-device-name;

}
interconnect-device interconnect-device-name {
assigned-interconnect-device-name;

}
node-device node-device-name {
assigned-node-device-name;

}
}
resources {
node-group node-group-name {
node-device node-device-name;
network-domain;

}
}

}

Hierarchy Level [edit]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Define resources and themapping of user-defined names to

QFabric system components.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

• Understanding QFabric System Administration Tasks and Utilities on page 367
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file (QFabric System)

Syntax file filename {
explicit-priority;
facility severity;
match "regular-expression";

}

Hierarchy Level [edit system syslog]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure the logging of systemmessages to a file.

NOTE: On the QFabric system, a syslog file namedmessages is configured

implicitly with facility and severity levels of any any and a size of 100MBs.

Therefore, you cannot specify the filenamemessages in your configuration,

and automatic command completion does not work for that filename.

Options facility—Class of messages to log. To specify multiple classes, includemultiple

facility severity statements.

filename—Filename that you specify with the show log command.

Default: Filenamemessages

severity—Severity of the messages that belong to the facility specified by the paired

facility name. Messages with severities at the specified level and higher are logged.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

system—To view this statement in the configuration.

system-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• syslog on page 441
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graceful-restart (Enabling Globally)

Syntax graceful-restart {
disable;
helper-disable;
maximum-helper-recovery-time seconds;
maximum-helper-restart-time seconds;
notify-duration seconds;
recovery-time seconds;
restart-duration seconds;
stale-routes-time seconds;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit logical-systems logical-system-name routing-options],
[edit logical-systems logical-system-name routing-instances routing-instance-name
routing-options],

[edit routing-options],
[edit routing-instances routing-instance-name routing-options]

Release Information Statement introduced before Junos OS Release 7.4.

Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 9.0 for EX Series switches.

Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 12.1 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure graceful restart globally to enable the feature. You cannot enable graceful

restart for specific protocols unless graceful restart is also enabled globally.

For VPNs, the graceful-restart statement allows a router whose VPN control plane is

undergoing a restart to continue to forward traffic while recovering its state from

neighboring routers.

For BGP, if you configure graceful restart after a BGP session has been established, the

BGP session restarts and the peers negotiate graceful restart capabilities.

Default Graceful restart is disabled by default.

Options The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

routing—To view this statement in the configuration.

routing-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Enabling Graceful Restart

• Configuring Routing Protocols Graceful Restart

• Configuring Graceful Restart for MPLS-Related Protocols

• Configuring VPN Graceful Restart

• Configuring Logical System Graceful Restart

• Graceful Restart Configuration Statements

• Configuring Graceful Restart for QFabric Systems on page 401
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graceful-restart (Protocols BGP)

Syntax graceful-restart {
disable;
restart-time seconds;
stale-routes-time seconds;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit logical-systems logical-system-name protocols bgp],
[edit logical-systems logical-system-name protocols bgp group group-name],
[edit logical-systems logical-system-nameprotocolsbgpgroupgroup-nameneighboraddress],
[edit protocols bgp],
[edit protocols bgp group group-name],
[edit protocols bgp group group-name neighbor address]

Release Information Statement introduced before Junos OS Release 7.4.

Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 9.0 for EX Series switches.

Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 12.1 for the QFX Series.

Description Enable graceful restart for BGP. Graceful restart allows a routing device undergoing a

restart to inform its adjacent neighbors and peers of its condition. Graceful restart is

disabled by default.

To configure the duration of the BGP graceful restart period, include the restart-time

statement at the [edit protocols bgp graceful-restart] hierarchy level. To set the length

of time the router waits to receive messages from restarting neighbors before declaring

them down, include the stale-routes-time statement at the [edit protocols bgp

graceful-restart] hierarchy level.

NOTE: If you configure graceful restart after a BGP session has been
established, theBGPsession restartsand thepeersnegotiategraceful restart
capabilities.

For graceful restart to function properly, graceful restart must be enabled at the [edit

routing-instance instance-name routing-options] or [edit routing-options] hierarchy level

as well as in the protocol level.

For example:

protocols {
bgp {
group ext {
graceful-restart;

}
}

}
routing-options {
graceful-restart;

}
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Graceful restart is enabled both at the [edit routing-options] hierarchy level, as well as

at the routing protocol level. If graceful restart is not configured in both sections, the peer

might have its route removed after a restart, which is not the intended behavior.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

routing—To view this statement in the configuration.

routing-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Graceful Restart Options for BGP

• Configuring Graceful Restart for QFabric Systems on page 401

• Junos OS High Availability Configuration Guide
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graceful-restart (Protocols OSPF)

Syntax graceful-restart {
disable;
helper-disable (standard | restart-signaling | both);
no-strict-lsa-checking;
notify-duration seconds;
restart-duration seconds;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit logical-systems logical-system-name protocols (ospf | ospf3)],
[edit logical-systems logical-system-name routing-instances routing-instance-nameprotocols
(ospf | ospf3)],

[edit protocols (ospf | ospf3)],
[edit routing-instances routing-instance-name protocols ospf]

Release Information Statement introduced before Junos OS Release 7.4.

Support for the no-strict-lsa-checking statement introduced in Junos OS Release 8.5.

Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 9.0 for EX Series switches.

Support for the helper mode standard, restart-signaling, and both options introduced in

Junos OS Release 11.4.

Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 12.1 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure graceful restart for OSPF.

Graceful restart allows a routing device to restart with minimal effects to the network,

and is enabled for all routing protocols at the [edit routing-options] hierarchy level.

Options disable—Disable graceful restart for OSPF.

helper-disable (standard | restart-signaling| both)—Disable helper mode for graceful

restart. When helper mode is disabled, a device cannot help a neighboring device

that is attempting to restart. Beginningwith JunosOSRelease 11.4, you can configure

restart signaling-based helpermode forOSPFv2 graceful restart configurations. The

standard, restart-signaling, and both options are only supported forOSPFv2. Specify

standard to disable helpermode for standard graceful restart (based on RFC 3623).

Specify restart-signaling to disable helpermode for restart signaling-based graceful

restart (based on RFC4811, RFC 4812, and RFC4813). Specify both to disable helper

mode for both standard and restart signaling-based graceful restart. The last

committed statement takes precedence over the previously configured statement.

Default: Helper mode is enabled by default. For OSPFv2, both standard and
restart-signaling based helper modes are enabled by default.

no-strict-lsa-checking—Disable strict OSPF link-state advertisement (LSA) checking to

prevent the terminationofgraceful restartbyahelping router. LSAchecking is enabled

by default.

NOTE: Thehelper-disablestatementandtheno-strict-lsa-checkingstatement

cannot be configured at the same time. If you attempt to configure both
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statements at the same time, the routing device displays awarningmessage
when you enter the show protocols (ospf | ospf3) command.

notify-duration seconds—Estimated time needed to send out purged grace LSAs over all

the interfaces.

Range: 1 through 3600 seconds

Default: 30 seconds

restart-duration seconds—Estimated time needed to reacquire a full OSPF neighbor from

each area.

Range: 1 through 3600 seconds

Default: 180 seconds

Required Privilege
Level

routing—To view this statement in the configuration.

routing-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Example: Configuring Graceful Restart for OSPF

• Example: Configuring the Helper Capability Mode for OSPFv2 Graceful Restart

• Example: Configuring the Helper Capability Mode for OSPFv3 Graceful Restart

• Example: Disabling Strict LSA Checking for OSPF Graceful Restart

• Configuring Graceful Restart for QFabric Systems on page 401

• Junos OS High Availability Configuration Guide
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interconnect-device (Chassis)

Syntax interconnect-device {
alarm {
(ethernet | management-ethernet) {
link-down (red | yellow | ignore);

}
}
container-devices {
device-count number;

}
craft-lockout {
alarm {
interface-type {
link-down (red | yellow | ignore);

}
}
container-devices {
device-count number;

}
fpc slot {
power (on | off);

}
routing-engine {
on-disk-failure {
disk-failure-action (halt | reboot);

}
}

}
fpc slot {
power (on | off);

}
routing-engine {
on-disk-failure {
disk-failure-action (halt | reboot);

}
}

}

Hierarchy Level [edit chassis]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure properties specific to a QFabric system Interconnect device.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

interface—To view this statement in the configuration.

interface-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21
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interconnect-device (Aliases)

Syntax interconnect-device interconnect-device-name {
assigned-interconnect-device-name;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit fabric aliases]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Specify the mapping of user-defined names to QFabric system

Interconnect devices.

NOTE: The following rules apply to QFabric component alias naming:

• Alias namesmust use alphabetic (A through Z and a through z), numeric

(0 through 9), or dash (-) characters.

• Themaximum length of an alias name is 30 characters.

• Alias names are case sensitive. For example,MY-NG-1 andmy-ng-1 refer to

different components.

• You cannot use the reserved names all, fabric, or director-group as an alias

name.

Options interconnect-device-name—Specifyauser-definednameforaQFabric systemInterconnect

device.

assigned-interconnect-device-name—Specify the Interconnect device identifier or name

that has been provided. Identifiers are usually auto-generated by the Interconnect

software, andnamesareusuallyprovidedby theadministratorof thedefaultpartition.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21
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network-domain

Syntax network-domain;

Hierarchy Level [edit fabric resources node-group node-group-name]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Designate aNode group to become a network Node group, which

is used to route traffic between a QFabric system and external networks. The absence

of the network-domain configuration statement implies that the Node group is a server

Node group, which is used to group sets of Node devices that are connected to servers

or storage devices.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• Understanding Node Groups on page 28
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node-device (Aliases)

Syntax node-device node-device-name {
assigned-node-device-name;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit fabric aliases]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Specify the mapping of user-defined names to QFabric system

Node devices.

NOTE: The following rules apply to QFabric component alias naming:

• Alias namesmust use alphabetic (A through Z and a through z), numeric
(0 through 9), or dash (-) characters.

• Themaximum length of an alias name is 30 characters.

• Alias names are case sensitive. For example, MY-NG-1 andmy-ng-1 refer
to different components.

• You cannot use the reserved names all, fabric, or director-group as an alias

name.

Options node-device-name—Specify a user-defined name for a QFabric system Node device.

assigned-node-device-name—Specify the Node device identifier or name that has been

provided. Identifiers are usually autogenerated by the Director software, and names

are usually provided by the administrator of the default partition.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24
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node-device (Chassis)

Syntax node-device name {
fibre-channel {
port-range {
port-range-low port-range-high;

}
}
pic pic-number {
fte {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
xe {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
xle {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
}

}

Hierarchy Level [edit chassis node-group]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure properties specific to a Node device in a QFabric system.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

interface—To view this statement in the configuration.

interface-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Link Aggregation
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node-device (Resources)

Syntax node-device node-device-name;

Hierarchy Level [edit fabric resources node-group node-group-name]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Assign Node devices to Node groups within a QFabric system.

NOTE: Ensure that the Node devices you assign to a redundant server Node
group are of the same type, either a QFX3500 Node or a QFX3600 Node.
You cannot add a QFX3500 and a QFX3600 Node device to the same
redundant server Node group.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• Understanding Node Groups on page 28
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node-group (Chassis)

Syntax node-group name {
aggregated-devices {
ethernet {
device-count number;

}
}
alarm {
interface-type {
link-down (ignore | red | yellow);

}
}
container-devices {
device-count number;

}
node-device name {
fibre-channel {
port-range {
port-range-low port-range-high;

}
}

}
pic pic-number {
fte {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
xe {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
xle {
port port-number;
port-range port-range-low port-range-high;

}
}
routing-engine {
on-disk-failure {
disk-failure-action (halt | reboot);

}
}

}

Hierarchy Level [edit chassis]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure properties specific to a Node group.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

interface—To view this statement in the configuration.

interface-control—To add this statement to the configuration.
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Related
Documentation

• Configuring Link Aggregation

node-group (Resources)

Syntax node-group node-group-name {
network-domain;
node-device node-device-name;

}

Hierarchy Level [edit fabric resources]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Define Node groups within a QFabric system.

NOTE: The following rules apply to QFabric Node group naming:

• The network Node groupmust use the predefined nameNW-NG-0. You
mustuse this namewhenaddingNodedevices to thenetworkNodegroup.
You cannot specify a different name. Also, you can configure only one
network Node group per partition.

• Node group namesmust use alphabetic (A through Z and a through z),
numeric (0 through 9), or dash (-) characters.

• Themaximum length of a Node group name is 30 characters.

• Node group names are case sensitive. For example, MY-NG-1 andmy-ng-1
refer to different components.

• You cannot use the reserved names all, fabric, or director-group as a Node

group name.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• Understanding Node Groups on page 28
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pic (Port)

Syntax pic pic-number {
fte {
(port port-number | port-range port-range-low port-range-high);

}
xe {
(port port-number | port-range port-range-low port-range-high);

}
xle {
(port port-number | port-range port-range-low port-range-high);

}
}

Hierarchy Level [edit chassis interconnect-device name fpc slot]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Option xle introduced in Junos OS 12.2X50-D20 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFX3600 Node device only) Configure port types on QFX3600 Node devices.

CAUTION: The Packet Forwarding Engine on the QFX3600 Node device is
restartedwhen you commit the port type configuration changes. As a result,
youmight experience packet loss on the Node device.

Options pic pic-number—Number of the physical interface card (PIC) on which you want to

configure port types. Specify 0 to configure xe (10-Gigabit Ethernet) type ports.
Specify 1 to configure fte (40-gigabit data plane uplink) or xle (40-Gigabit Ethernet)
type ports.

fte—Configure a specific port or a range of ports to operate as 40-gigabit data plane

uplink ports.

xe—Configure a specific port or a range of ports to operate as four 10-Gigabit Ethernet

ports.

xle—Configure a specific port or a range of ports to operate as 40-Gigabit Ethernet ports.

port-number—Port number on which you want to configure the port type. Valid values

are 0 through 7 if the port type is fte, and 2 through 15 if the port type is xe or xle.

port-range-low—Lowest-numbered port in the range of ports. The lowest possible value

is 0 if the port type is fte. The lowest possible value is 2 if the port type is xe or xle.

port-range-high—Highest-numberedport in the rangeofports. Thehighestpossible value

is 7 if the port type is fte. The highest possible value is 15 if the port type is xe or xle.
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NOTE:

• By default, ports Q0 through Q3 operate as fte type ports, and ports Q4
through Q15 operate as xe type ports.

• Only ports Q0 through Q7 can be configured as fte type ports.

• Only ports Q2 through Q15 can be configured as xe or xle type ports.

NOTE: When you delete the port type configuration for an individual port or
a block of ports, the ports return to operating in their default port type. For
example, if you delete the 40-Gigabit Ethernet (xle) port configuration for
port Q4, the port returns to operating as a 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe) port.

Required Privilege
Level

routing—To view this statement in the configuration.

routing-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring the Port Type on QFX3600 Node Devices on page 391
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remote-debug-permission

Syntax remote-debug-permission (qfabric-admin | qfabric-operator | qfabric-user);

Hierarchy Level [edit system login user username authentication]
[edit system root-authentication]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systemsonly) Configure authentication classes that permit or deny user access

to individual components of the QFabric system.

Default qfabric-user

Options qfabric-admin—Permits a user to log in to individual QFabric system components, view

operations, and change component configurations.

qfabric-operator—Permits a user to log in to individual QFabric system components and

view component operations.

qfabric-user—Prevents a user from logging in to individual QFabric system components.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Example: Configuring QFabric System Login Classes on page 372

• request component login on page 481

• Understanding QFabric System Login Classes on page 67
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resources

Syntax resources {
node-group node-group-name {
network-domain;
node-device node-device-name;

}
}

Hierarchy Level [edit fabric]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Define resources within a QFabric system and handle a variety

of component assignments.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

admin—To view this statement in the configuration.

admin-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related
Documentation

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• Understanding Node Groups on page 28
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syslog (QFabric System)

Syntax syslog {
file filename {
archive {
sizemaximum-file-size;

}
explicit-priority;
facility severity;
match "regular-expression";

}
host hostname {
explicit-priority;
facility severity;
facility-override facility;
log-prefix string;
match "regular-expression";

}
}

Hierarchy Level [edit system]

Release Information Statement introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description Configure system logmessages for the QFabric system.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege
Level

system—To view this statement in the configuration.

system-control—To add this statement to the configuration.
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PART 4

Administration

• Software Upgrade on page 445

• Operational Mode Commands on page 475
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CHAPTER 20

Software Upgrade

• Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade on the QFabric System on page 445

• Verifying Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems on page 450

• Upgrading Software on a QFabric System on page 469

Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade on the QFabric System

Nonstopsoftwareupgradeenables you toupgradeaQFabric systemwithminimalpacket

lossandmaximumuptime.This feature introduces several highavailability improvements

to the QFabric system software upgrade process, including:

• Upgradingmembers of aDirector grouporNodegrouponeat a time so that onedevice

in the group is always operational

• SwitchingmastershipofRoutingEngineprocesses to thebackupDirector devicebefore

upgrading the master Director device

• Rebooting Interconnect devices and fabric control Routing Engines one at a time, so

that one Interconnect device or one fabric control Routing Engine is always operational

• Switching mastership of a Node group to the backup Node device before upgrading

the master Node device

• Specifying an upgrade group if you want all Node devices in a Node group to be

upgraded in parallel (which shortens the time of the upgrade)

• Rebooting devices automatically as part of the nonstop upgrade process

When performing a nonstop upgrade, start with the Director group upgrade, then issue

the fabric upgrade, and end with the Node group upgrades.

NOTE: Because there is no redundancy for Node groups containing a single
Node device, traffic loss occurswhen the device reboots during the upgrade.
Fornode-groupsdefinedwith twonode-devices,bothmustbeonline inorder
for upgrade to succeed.
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NOTE: Before you install the software,we recommend that youback up your
current configuration files by issuing the request system software

configuration-backup command.

NOTE: Before you can perform a nonstop software upgrade in your QFabric
system, youmust first upgrade your systemto JunosOSRelease 12.2 byusing
a conventional upgrademethod such as issuing the request system software

add component all command.

This topic describes the following tasks:

• Backing Up the Current Configuration Files on page 446

• Downloading Software Files Using a Browser on page 446

• Retrieving Software Files for Download on page 448

• Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade for Director Devices in a Director

Group on page 448

• Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade for Interconnect Devices and Other

Fabric-Related Components on page 448

• (Optional) Creating Upgrade Groups for Node Groups on page 449

• Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade on a Node Group on page 449

Backing Up the Current Configuration Files

To back up your current configuration files:

user@qfabric> request system software configuration-backup path

Back up the configuration files to a local directory, remote server, or removable drive (for

example, an external USB flash drive).

For example:

user@qfabric> request system software configuration-backup/media/USB/

Downloading Software Files Using a Browser

NOTE: To access the download site, youmust have a service contract with
Juniper Networks and an access account. If you need help obtaining an
account, complete the registration form at the Juniper Networks website
https://www.juniper.net/registration/Register.jsp .
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To download the software package:

1. In a browser, go to http://www.juniper.net/support/downloads/junos.html .

The Junos Platforms Download Software page appears.

2. In the QFX Series section, select the Qfabric system for which you want to download

software.

The Software Download page for the selected QFabric system appears.

3. Select the number of the software version that you want to download in the Release:

pull-down window to the right of the tabs on the Download Software page.

4. Select the Software tab and then select the install package you want to download in

the Install Package section.

A login screen appears.

5. Select the Software tab and then select the complete install package you want to

download in the QFabric System Install Package and Media section.

A login screen appears.

6. Enter your user ID and password and press Enter.

7. Read the EndUser License Agreement, select the I agree option button, and then click

Proceed.

8. Save the jinstall-qfabric-version.rpm file on your computer.
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Retrieving Software Files for Download

Retrieve the software from the location in which you downloaded it. To do this, issue the

request system software download command. The software package is copied from

where you downloaded it and is placed locally on the QFabric system.

• To retrieve the software:

user@qfabric> request system software download /path/package-name

For example:

user@qfabric> request system software download
ftp://server/files/jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm

Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade for Director Devices in a Director Group

NOTE: If you reboot any Node groups or Interconnect devices after you
performanonstopupgradeon theDirectorgroup, thesedevicesareupgraded
to the same version of software that is running on the Director group.

To upgrade the software on the Director devices in a Director group:

• Issue the request system software nonstop-upgrade director-group package-name
command.

For example:

user@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade director-group
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm

Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade for Interconnect Devices and Other Fabric-Related
Components

Before you perform a nonstop upgrade on the Interconnect devices and other

fabric-related components, verify that both Director devices in the Director group are

online. Both Director devices must be online before you attempt to perform a nonstop

upgrade. To do verify that both Director devices are online, issue the show fabric
administration inventory director-group status command.

To install the software on the Interconnect device and other components in the fabric:

• Issue the requestsystemsoftwarenonstop-upgradefabricpackage-name command.

For example:

user@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade fabric
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
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(Optional) Creating Upgrade Groups for Node Groups

Upgrade groups enable two or more Node devices in a Node group, or an entire Node

group, to be rebooted at the same time. If you do not create an upgrade group, the Node

devices are upgraded one at a time. Before performing a nonstop upgrade on a Node

group, create an upgrade group and include the devices you want to reboot at the same

time.

NOTE: If you add Node devices that have links to the same link aggregation
group (LAG), theremight be traffic loss.

• Create the upgrade group by issuing the set chassis node-group node-group-name
nssuupgrade-groupupgrade-group-namenode-devicescommandatthe [editchassis]
hierarchy.

For example:

user@qfabric# setchassisnode-groupnodegroup1nssuupgrade-groupupgrade1node-devices
[ node1 node2 ]

Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade on a Node Group

When you perform a nonstop software upgrade on a network Node group, the Node

devices in the network Node group are upgraded in a serial fashion exceptwhen upgrade

groups are configured. If you perform a nonstop upgrade on a redundant server Node

group, both Node devices must be online for a successful upgrade. If one of the Node

devices is no longer available, remove it from the configuration before you perform the

nonstop software upgrade. If you perform a nonstop upgrade on a Node groupwith only

one Node device, traffic loss occurs while the Node device is rebooting.

NOTE: You can upgrademultipleNode groupswith this command. However,
ifmore than oneNode group is specified, theremaybe traffic loss depending
on the topology of the network.

To install software on a Node group:

• Issue the request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group node-group-name
package-name command.

To perform a nonstop upgrade on one Node group:

user@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group nodegroup1
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm

To perform a nonstop upgrade onmore than one Node group:

user@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group [nodegroup1
nodegroup2 nodegroup3] jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm

Related
Documentation

Configuring Graceful Restart for QFabric Systems on page 401•
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• Understanding Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems on page 55

• Verifying Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems on page 450

• request system software nonstop-upgrade on page 491

Verifying Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems

This topic discusses how you canmonitor the progress of each of the three steps in a

nonstop software upgrade. By identifying the key actions and events that define this

process, you can track the status of the upgrade with confidence.

TIP: When performing a nonstop software upgrade, open two SSH sessions
to the QFabric CLI. Use one session tomonitor the upgrade itself and use a
second session to verify that the QFabric system components respond to
operational mode commands as expected.

• Verifying a Director Group Nonstop Software Upgrade on page 450

• Verifying a Fabric Nonstop Software Upgrade on page 463

• Verifying a Redundant Server Node Group Nonstop Software Upgrade on page 464

• Verifying a Network Node Group Nonstop Software Upgrade on page 467

Verifying a Director Group Nonstop Software Upgrade

Purpose During the Director group portion of a nonstop software upgrade, you should expect to

see the Director device that hosts the CLI session selected as the master device. When

mastership of all processes moves to the master, the QFabric system upgrades the

backupDirector device and this Director device reboots. After the backupDirector device

comes back online, the master Director device suspends CLI operations for 15 minutes,

upgrades itself, and reboots. At this point, the backup becomes the newmaster Director

device and you can issue CLI operational commands. Finally, the former master comes

back online as a backup and both devices are operational once again.

Action In one SSH session to the QFabric CLI, verify the current status of the QFabric system

by issuing the showfabricadministration inventory, showfabricadministration inventory

1.

director-group status, and show fabric session-host commands. In this case, Director

device DG0 is the master device but DG1 hosts the CLI session.

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured   

    P1507-C                                     Connected                    

  RSNG                                          Connected       Configured   

    P1550-C                                     Connected                    

    P1571-C                                     Connected                    
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Interconnect device
  IC-F4912                                      Connected       Configured   

    F4912/RE0                                   Connected                    

Fabric manager
  FM-0                                          Connected       Configured   

Fabric control
  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured   

  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured   

Diagnostic routing engine
  DRE-0                                         Connected       Configured   

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status
Director Group Status Tue Jun  5 15:11:26 UTC 2012

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg0    online master   10.49.215.38    8%  17363152k   4   3 days, 20:55 hrs

 dg1    online backup   10.49.215.39    6%  20157440k   3   3 days, 20:55 hrs

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg0    0281052011000001 online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:4                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.4G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  7.3G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
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  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg1    0281052011000032 online  backup   

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:8                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.5G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot            
  93G  7.3G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
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  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     backup                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

session1@qfabric> show fabric session-host
Identifier: 0281052011000032

2. In a second SSH session to the QFabric CLI, issue the request for the Director group

nonstop software upgrade.

root@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade director-group
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm

3. If theCLI session isbeinghostedby themasterDirectordevice, skip to step4.However,

if theCLI session is hostedby thebackupDirectordevice, theDirector groupmastership

switches to thebackupdeviceafter you issue thenonstopsoftwareupgradecommand.

In this example, mastership switches to Director device DG1.

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status
Director Group Status Tue Jun  5 15:12:20 UTC 2012

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg0    online backup   10.49.215.38    8%  31905924k   0   3 days, 21:16 hrs

 dg1    online master   10.49.215.39    6%  18010368k   3   3 days, 21:16 hrs

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg0    0281052011000001 online  backup   

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             offline   
  Network File System            offline   
  Virtual Machine Server         offline   
  Load Balancer/DHCP             offline   
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  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:4                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.4G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            offline   
  DHCP Server master             offline    backup                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         offline   
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            offline   
  SNMP Process                   offline   
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg1    0281052011000032 online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
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  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:8                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 6.0G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  7.3G 86G   8%   /pbdata          

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

session1@qfabric> show fabric session-host
Identifier: 0281052011000032

4. TheDirector group nonstop software upgrade process continues by downloading and

installing software for the fabric manager Routing Engines and the Director devices.

root@qfabric>
Validating update package jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
Installing update package jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
Installing fabric images version 12.2X50-D10.3
Performing cleanup
Package install complete
Installing update package jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm on peer
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Triggering Initial Stage of Fabric Manager Upgrade
Updating CCIF default image to 12.2X50-D10.3
Updating FM-0 to Junos version 12.2X50-D10.3
[Status   2012-06-05 15:25:29]: Fabric Manager: Upgrade Initial Stage started
[FM-0     2012-06-05 15:25:38]: FM-0 Master already running on LOCAL DG
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-05 15:25:45]: NW-NG-0 Master already running on LOCAL DG
[FM-0     2012-06-05 15:26:12]: Retrieving package
[FM-0     2012-06-05 15:27:11]: Pushing bundle to re0
[Status   2012-06-05 15:29:06]: Load completed with 0 errors...
[Status   2012-06-05 15:29:06]: Reboot is required to complete upgrade ...
[Status   2012-06-05 15:29:07]: Trying to Connect to Node: FM-0
[Status   2012-06-05 15:29:13]: Rebooting FM-0
[FM-0     2012-06-05 15:29:13]: Waiting for FM-0 to terminate ...
Starting Peer upgrade

Initiating rolling upgrade of Director peer:  version 12.2X50-D10.3

Inform CCIF regarding rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Validating install package 
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
[Peer Update Status]: Cleaning up node for rolling phase one upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Director group upgrade complete
[Peer Update Status]: COMPLETED
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling
 upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase
 one of rolling upgrade
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[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to complete phase one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Peer completed phase one of rolling upgrade

5. When the system upgrades and reboots the backup Director device DG0, notice how

this device is not displayed in the output of the show fabric administration inventory

director-group status command. Because Director device DG1 appears, this means

that the DG1 is operational and acts as the master device.

NOTE: If yoursecondSSHsession isbeinghostedby the rebootingDirector
device, your session terminates and you need to log back in to establish
a new session running on the active Director device.

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status
Director Group Status Tue Jun  5 15:41:14 UTC 2012

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg1    online master   10.49.215.39    6%  8372272k    4   3 days, 21:25 hrs

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg1    0281052011000032 online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:8                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 6.0G 395G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  7.3G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
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  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

6. The upgrade continues with master Director device DG1 suspending CLI services for

15minutes, transferringmastership toDirectordeviceDG0,and then rebootingDirector

device DG1 (which terminates the CLI session).

root@qfabric>
[Peer Update Status]: Setting peer DG node as the master SFC

Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [15
 minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [15
 minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [12
 minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [9 
minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [6 
minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [3 
minutes]
[Peer Update Status]: Check for VMs on dg0
Triggering Final Stage of Fabric Manager Upgrade:
Updating FM-0 to Junos version 12.2X50-D10.3
[Status   2012-06-05 16:10:12]: Fabric Manager: Upgrade Final Stage started
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-05 16:10:22]: Transferring NW-NG-0 Mastership to REMOTE DG
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-05 16:11:44]: Finished NW-NG-0 Mastership switch
[Status   2012-06-05 16:11:45]: Upgrading FM-0 VM on worker DG to 12.2X50-D10.3
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:12:43]: Retrieving package
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:13:46]: ------- re0: -------
[Status   2012-06-05 16:15:17]: Load completed with 0 errors...
[Status   2012-06-05 16:15:17]: Reboot is required to complete upgrade ...
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:15:22]: Waiting for DRE-0 to terminate ...
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:15:34]: Waiting for DRE-0 to come back ...
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:18:44]: Running Uptime Test for DRE-0
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:18:51]: Uptime Test for DRE-0 Passed ...
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[Status   2012-06-05 16:18:51]: DRE-0 booted successfully ...
Performing post install shutdown and cleanup

Broadcast message from root (Tue Jun  5 16:18:51 2012):

The system is going down for reboot NOW!
Director group upgrade complete

root@qfabric> Read from remote host qfabric-partition0: Connection reset by 
peer
Connection to qfabric-partition0 closed.

7. Upon reopening the SSH session, notice that Director device DG0 is now themaster

device hosting the session and Director device DG1 does not appear in the QFabric

system inventory while it is rebooting.

session1@qfabric> show fabric session-host
Identifier: 0281052011000001

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status
Director Group Status Tue Jun  5 16:21:23 UTC 2012

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg0    online master   10.49.215.38    13% 20739560k   3   36:29 mins       

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg0    0281052011000001 online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:4                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.3G 396G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  7.4G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
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  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

8. WhenDirectordeviceDG1comesbackonline, it returns to theQFabric system inventory

as a backup Director device and hosts some of the Routing Engine processes (which

should appear load balanced between themaster and backup Director devices).

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status
root@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status    
Director Group Status Tue Jun  5 16:41:02 UTC 2012

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg0    online master   10.49.215.38    15% 14759920k   6   56:09 mins       

 dg1    online backup   10.49.215.39    8%  31486680k   0   07:51 mins       

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg0    0281052011000001 online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    
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  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Volume ID:4                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.3G 396G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  7.4G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg1    0281052011000032 online  backup   

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
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  Volume ID:8                    optimal    
  Physical ID:1                  online     
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  SCSI ID:1                      100%       
  SCSI ID:0                      100%       

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 5.3G 396G  2%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot            
  93G  7.4G 86G   8%   /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     backup                           

  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory infrastructure
dg0:
   Routing Engine Type                   Hostname              PID      
CPU-Use(%)
------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------- 
-------------
 Fabric control              QFabric_default_FC-1_RE0         27906       2.5

 Network Node group          QFabric_default_NW-NG-1_RE1      20421       1.8

 Fabric manager              FM-0                             4211        1.8

 Debug Routing Engine        QFabric_DRE                      1575        3.3

dg1:
   Routing Engine Type                   Hostname              PID      
CPU-Use(%)
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------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------- 
-------------
 Fabric control              QFabric_default_FC-0_RE0         5686        2.3

 Network Node group          QFabric_default_NW-NG-0_RE0      5866        1.9

 Fabric manager              FM-1                             572         1.6

Verifying a Fabric Nonstop Software Upgrade

Purpose During the fabric portion of a nonstop software upgrade, you should expect to see both

fabric controlRoutingEnginesupgrade first, followedby theupgradeof each Interconnect

device one at a time.

Action In anSSHsession to theQFabric CLI, issue the request for the fabric nonstop software

upgrade.

1.

root@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade fabric
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
[FC-0     2012-06-05 16:48:53]: Retrieving package
[FC-1     2012-06-05 16:48:53]: Retrieving package
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:48:59]: Retrieving package
[FC-0     2012-06-05 16:49:51]: ------- re0: -------
[FC-1     2012-06-05 16:49:52]: ------- re0: -------
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:49:54]: ------- re0: -------
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:42]: Step 1 of 20 Creating temporary file system
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:42]: Step 2 of 20 Determining installation source
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:43]: Step 3 of 20 Processing format options
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:43]: Step 4 of 20 Determining installation slice
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:43]: Step 5 of 20 Creating and labeling new slices
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:44]: Step 6 of 20 Create and mount new file system
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:53]: Step 7 of 20 Getting OS bundles
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:53]: Step 8 of 20 Updating recovery media
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:51:17]: Step 9 of 20 Extracting incoming image
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:52:56]: Step 10 of 20 Unpacking OS packages
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:52:59]: Step 11 of 20 Mounting jbase package
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:53:28]: Step 12 of 20 Creating base OS symbolic links
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:54:45]: Step 13 of 20 Creating fstab
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:54:45]: Step 14 of 20 Creating new system files
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:54:46]: Step 15 of 20 Adding jbundle package
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:15]: Step 16 of 20 Backing up system data
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:18]: Step 17 of 20 Setting up shared partition data
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:18]: Step 18 of 20 Checking package sanity in 
installation
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:18]: Step 19 of 20 Unmounting and cleaning up 
temporary file systems
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:22]: Step 20 of 20 Setting da0s1 as new active 
partition
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:34]: Load completed with 0 errors...
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:34]: Reboot is required to complete upgrade ...
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:34]: Trying to Connect to Node: FC-0
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:39]: Rebooting FC-0
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:39]: Trying to Connect to Node: FC-1
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:44]: Rebooting FC-1
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:44]: Trying to Connect to Node: IC-F4912
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:50]: Rebooting IC-F4912
Success
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2. When the fabric components reboot, they appear as Disconnected in the output of

the show fabric administration inventory infrastructure fabric-controls and show fabric

administration inventory interconnect-devices commands.

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory infrastructure fabric-controls
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Fabric control
  FC-0                                          Disconnected
  FC-1                                          Disconnected

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices IC-F4912
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Interconnect device
  IC-F4912                                      Disconnected
    F4912/RE0                                   Disconnected

3. When the fabric components return to full service, they appear as Connected in the

output of the show fabric administration inventory command.

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured   

    P1507-C                                     Connected                    

  RSNG                                          Connected       Configured   

    P1550-C                                     Connected                    

    P1571-C                                     Connected                    

Interconnect device
  IC-F4912                                      Connected       Configured   

    F4912/RE0                                   Connected                    

Fabric manager
  FM-0                                          Connected       Configured   

Fabric control
  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured   

  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured   

Diagnostic routing engine
  DRE-0                                         Connected       Configured   

Verifying a Redundant Server Node Group Nonstop Software Upgrade

Purpose During the redundant server Node group portion of a nonstop software upgrade, you

should expect to see the backup Node device upgrade first, followed by the upgrade of

the master Node device. Server Node groups with a single device upgrade the device in

the same way as a standalone switch.

Action In an SSH session to the QFabric CLI, issue the request for the redundant server Node

group nonstop software upgrade.

1.
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root@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group RSNG
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
Upgrading target(s): RSNG

[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:26:44]: Starting with package 
ftp://169.254.0.3/pub/images/12.2X50-D10.3/jinstall-qfx.tgz
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:26:44]: Retrieving package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:28:56]: Pushing bundle to fpc1
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:29:26]: fpc1: Validate package...
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:35:22]: fpc0: Validate package...
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:35:49]: ------- fpc1 -------
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:25]: Step 1 of 20 Creating temporary file system
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:26]: Step 2 of 20 Determining installation source
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:26]: Step 3 of 20 Processing format options
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:26]: Step 4 of 20 Determining installation slice
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:27]: Step 5 of 20 Creating and labeling new slices
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:27]: Step 6 of 20 Create and mount new file system
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:35]: Step 7 of 20 Getting OS bundles
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:35]: Step 8 of 20 Updating recovery media
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:56]: Step 9 of 20 Extracting incoming image
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:38:07]: Step 10 of 20 Unpacking OS packages
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:38:16]: Step 11 of 20 Mounting jbase package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:38:41]: Step 12 of 20 Creating base OS symbolic links
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:39:41]: Step 13 of 20 Creating fstab
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:39:42]: Step 14 of 20 Creating new system files
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:39:42]: Step 15 of 20 Adding jbundle package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:16]: Step 16 of 20 Backing up system data
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:32]: Step 17 of 20 Setting up shared partition data
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:33]: Step 18 of 20 Checking package sanity in 
installation
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:33]: Step 19 of 20 Unmounting and cleaning up 
temporary file systems
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:36]: Step 20 of 20 Setting da0s2 as new active 
partition
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: ------- fpc0 - master -------
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 1 of 20 Creating temporary file system
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 2 of 20 Determining installation source
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 3 of 20 Processing format options
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 4 of 20 Determining installation slice
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 5 of 20 Creating and labeling new slices
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 6 of 20 Create and mount new file system
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 7 of 20 Getting OS bundles
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 8 of 20 Updating recovery media
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 9 of 20 Extracting incoming image
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 10 of 20 Unpacking OS packages
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 11 of 20 Mounting jbase package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 12 of 20 Creating base OS symbolic links
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 13 of 20 Creating fstab
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 14 of 20 Creating new system files
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 15 of 20 Adding jbundle package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 16 of 20 Backing up system data
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 17 of 20 Setting up shared partition data
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 18 of 20 Checking package sanity in 
installation
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 19 of 20 Unmounting and cleaning up 
temporary file systems
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 20 of 20 Setting da0s2 as new active 
partition
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:43:36]: Rebooting Backup RE
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:43:36]: ------- Rebooting fpc1 -------
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:50:12]: Initiating Chassis In-Service-Upgrade
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[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:50:33]: Upgrading group: 0 fpc: 0
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:52:38]: Upgrade complete for group:0
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:52:38]: Upgrading group: 1 fpc: 1
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:54:42]: Upgrade complete for group:1
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:54:42]: Finished processing all upgrade groups, last 
group :1
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:54:48]: Preparing for Switchover
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:55:38]: Switchover Completed
[Status   2012-06-05 17:55:41]: Upgrade completed with 0 errors
Success

2. During the redundant server Node group upgrade, the backup Node device (in this

case, P1571-C) is upgraded first and appears in the Disconnected state in the output

of the show fabric administration inventory command.

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured   

    P1507-C                                     Connected                    

  RSNG                                          Connected       Configured   

    P1550-C                                     Connected                    

    P1571-C                                     Disconnected
Interconnect device
  IC-F4912                                      Connected       Configured   

    F4912/RE0                                   Connected                    

Fabric manager
  FM-0                                          Connected       Configured   

Fabric control
  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured   

  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured   

Diagnostic routing engine
  DRE-0                                         Connected       Configured   

3. After the backup Node device comes back online, the master Node device (in this

case, P1550-C) appears in the Disconnected state in the output of the show fabric

administration inventorycommandwhile themasterNodedeviceupgrades its software.

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured   

    P1507-C                                     Connected                    

  RSNG                                          Connected       Configured   

    P1550-C                                     Disconnected
    P1571-C                                     Connected                    

Interconnect device
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  IC-F4912                                      Connected       Configured   

    F4912/RE0                                   Connected                    

Fabric manager
  FM-0                                          Connected       Configured   

Fabric control
  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured   

  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured   

Diagnostic routing engine
  DRE-0                                         Connected       Configured   

4. After both Node devices in the redundant server Node group come back online, both

Node devices appear asConnected to indicate the successful completion of theNode

group nonstop software upgrade step.

session1@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured   

    P1507-C                                     Connected                    

  RSNG                                          Connected       Configured   

    P1550-C                                     Connected
    P1571-C                                     Connected                    

Interconnect device
  IC-F4912                                      Connected       Configured   

    F4912/RE0                                   Connected                    

Fabric manager
  FM-0                                          Connected       Configured   

Fabric control
  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured   

  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured   

Diagnostic routing engine
  DRE-0                                         Connected       Configured

Verifying a Network Node Group Nonstop Software Upgrade

Purpose During thenetworkNodegroupportionofanonstopsoftwareupgrade, youshouldexpect

to see the backup network Node group Routing Engine upgrade first, followed by the

Node devices within the network Node group upgrading one at a time, and ending with

the upgrade of the master network Node group Routing Engine.
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NOTE: If you configure an upgrade group for Node groups containing 2 or
more Node devices, all Node devices within the upgrade group reboot at the
same time.

Action In an SSH session to the QFabric CLI, issue the request for the network Node group

nonstop software upgrade.

•

root@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group NW-NG-0
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
Upgrading target(s): NW-NG-0

[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:45:06]: Starting with package 
ftp://169.254.0.3/pub/images/12.2X50-D10.3/jinstall-qfx.tgz
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:45:06]: Retrieving package
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:46:18]: Pushing bundle to fpc0
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:46:52]: fpc0: Validate package...
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:53:26]: ------- fpc0 -------
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:01]: Step 1 of 20 Creating temporary file system
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:01]: Step 2 of 20 Determining installation source
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:02]: Step 3 of 20 Processing format options
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:02]: Step 4 of 20 Determining installation slice
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:02]: Step 5 of 20 Creating and labeling new slices
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:03]: Step 6 of 20 Create and mount new file system
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:10]: Step 7 of 20 Getting OS bundles
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:10]: Step 8 of 20 Updating recovery media
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:54:31]: Step 9 of 20 Extracting incoming image
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:55:43]: Step 10 of 20 Unpacking OS packages
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:55:46]: Step 11 of 20 Mounting jbase package
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:56:09]: Step 12 of 20 Creating base OS symbolic links
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:57:05]: Step 13 of 20 Creating fstab
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:57:05]: Step 14 of 20 Creating new system files
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:57:05]: Step 15 of 20 Adding jbundle package
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:59:30]: Step 16 of 20 Backing up system data
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:59:44]: Step 17 of 20 Setting up shared partition data
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:59:44]: Step 18 of 20 Checking package sanity in 
installation
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:59:44]: Step 19 of 20 Unmounting and cleaning up 
temporary file systems
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:59:47]: Step 20 of 20 Setting da0s1 as new active 
partition
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:59:55]: Starting with package 
ftp://169.254.0.3/pub/images/12.2X50-D10.3/jinstall-dc-re.tgz
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 09:59:55]: Retrieving package
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:01:04]: Pushing bundle to re1
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:01:35]: re1: Validate package...
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:02:56]: re0: Validate package...
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:04:45]: Rebooting Backup RE
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:08:31]: Initiating Chassis In-Service-Upgrade
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:08:52]: Upgrading group: 0 fpc: 0
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:18:33]: Upgrade complete for group:0
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:18:33]: Finished processing all upgrade groups, last 
group :0
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:18:37]: Preparing for Switchover
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-01 10:18:55]: Switchover Completed
[Status   2012-06-01 10:18:58]: Upgrade completed with 0 errors
Success
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• Verify the progress of the upgrade by issuing the show chassis nonstop-upgrade

node-group, show fabric administration inventory, show fabric administration inventory

infrastructure, and show fabric administration inventory node-groups NW-NG-0

commands. You should see the backup network Node group Routing Engine reboot

first, followed by each Node device within the network Node group, and ending with

the reboot of master network Node group Routing Engine. Restarting devices appear

as Disconnected in the output of the show fabric administration inventory command

and restartingRoutingEnginesdonotappear inoutputof the showfabricadministration

inventory infrastructure command until they return to service.

Related
Documentation

Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade on the QFabric System on page 445•

• Understanding Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems on page 55

• show chassis nonstop-upgrade node-group on page 549

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

• show fabric administration inventory director-group status on page 553

• show fabric administration inventory infrastructure on page 558

• show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices on page 561

• show fabric administration inventory node-groups on page 565

Upgrading Software on a QFabric System

The QFabric system software package contains software for all of the different

components in the QFabric system, such as the Director group, Interconnect devices,

Node devices, and other QFabric system components. You can upgrade the software on

all of theQFabric components at the same time using the request systemsoftware add
package-name component all reboot command.

This topic describes the following tasks:

• Backing Up the Current Configuration Files on page 469

• Downloading Software Files Using a Browser on page 470

• Retrieving Software Files for Download on page 471

• Installing the Software Package on the Entire QFabric System on page 471

Backing Up the Current Configuration Files

To back up your current configuration files:

user@switch> request system software configuration-backup path

Back up the configuration files to a local directory, remote server, or removable drive (for

example, an external USB flash drive).

For example:

user@switch> request system software configuration-backup /media/USB/
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Downloading Software Files Using a Browser

NOTE: To access the download site, youmust have a service contract with
Juniper Networks and an access account. If you need help obtaining an
account, complete the registration form at the Juniper Networks website
https://www.juniper.net/registration/Register.jsp .

To download the software package:

1. In a browser, go to http://www.juniper.net/support/downloads/junos.html.

The Junos Platforms - Download Software page appears.

2. In the QFX Series box, select the QFabric system for which youwant to download the

software.

The Software Download page for the selected QFabric system appears.

3. Click the Software tab and select the software release number from the Release list

that appears to the right of the Software tab.

4. Select the complete install package you want to download in theQFabric System

Install Package section:

• If youwant to upgrade the entire QFabric system, selectQFabric System -Complete

Install Package.

• If you want to upgrade either a single Node or Interconnect device for recovery

purposes, select Node and Interconnect Device Install Package. For information on

how to perform a recovery installation on either a Node or Interconnect device, see

“Performing a Recovery Installation on a QFX3008-I, QFX3600-I, QFX3600, or

QFX3500 Device” on page 584.

A login screen appears.

5. Enter your user ID and password and click Login.

6. Read the EndUser License Agreement, select the I agree option button, and then click

Proceed.

7. Save the jinstall-qfabric-version.rpm file on your computer.
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Retrieving Software Files for Download

Retrieve the software from the location in which you downloaded it. To do this, issue the

request system software download command. The software package is copied from

where you downloaded it and is placed locally on the QFabric system.

• To retrieve the software:

user@switch> request system software download /path/package-name

For example:

user@switch> request system software download
ftp://server/files/jinstall-qfabric-11.3X30.6.rpm

Installing the Software Package on the Entire QFabric System

1. Issue the request system software add package-name component all reboot
command.

For example:

user@switch> request system software add jinstall-qfabric-11.3X30.6.rpm component all
reboot

NOTE: If you receive an error message after issuing the request system
software add package-name component all reboot command that says
that the configuration file cannot be loaded as is, you will need to enter
configurationmode, make any necessary changes to the configuration
file, and then commit the changes.

NOTE: Thedefault value foraQFabric systemsoftwareupgrade isvalidate.

Thevalidationstepaddsup to 10minutes to theoverall softwareupgrade.
If thevalidation fails, theupgradedoesnotproceedandtheQFabricsystem
automatically issues the request system software rollback command to

restore the current software image. If you upgrademore than one
component (for example, by issuing the component all option), validation

failure on one device stops the upgrade process for the other devices. If
you do not want to validate the software package against the current
configuration, issue the no-validate option.

2. After the reboot has finished, verify that thenewversionof softwarehasbeenproperly

installed by issuing the show version component all command.

user@switch> show version component all
dg1:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx3100
JUNOS Base Version [11.3X30.6]

dg0:
-
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Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx3100
JUNOS Base Version [11.3X30.6]

NW-NG-0:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

FC-0:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

FC-1:
Hostname: qfabric                       
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

DRE-0:
-
Hostname: dre-0
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

FM-0:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
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JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

nodedevice1:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: QFX3500
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

interconnectdevice1:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: QFX3108
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

Related
Documentation

• Software Installation Overview

• Performing a QFabric System Recovery Installation on the Director Group on page 577

• Upgrading Jloader Software on QFX Series Devices

• request system software add

• Junos OS Installation and Upgrade Guide
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CHAPTER 21

Operational Mode Commands

• QFabric SystemOperational Mode Commands on page 475

• Filtering Operational Mode Command Output in a QFabric System on page 476

QFabric SystemOperational Mode Commands

Table 100 on page 475 summarizes the command line interface (CLI) commands that

you can use to monitor and troubleshoot the QFabric system operations.

Table 100: QFabric SystemOperational Mode Commands

CommandTask

request chassis device-modeSelect the operating mode for the device.

request chassis fabric fpcSet the Interconnect device Flexible PIC Concentrator
(FPC) offline or online for the QFabric system.

request component loginLog in to individual QFabric system components for
device level troubleshooting.

request fabric administration
director-group change-master

Select an enhanced Director device to become the new
primary device within a Director group.

request fabric administration system
mac-pool add

Add a MAC range to the MAC pool assigned to the
QFabric system.

request fabric administration system
mac-pool delete

Delete a MAC range from the MAC block assigned to the
QFabric system.

request system software
nonstop-upgrade

Upgrade the software version of the QFabric system by
using the nonstop software upgrademethod (which
preserves forwarding functionality during the upgrade
andenables components toupgradeona rotatingbasis).

show chassis device-modeDisplay information about the operating mode of the
device.

show chassis fabric connectivityDisplay the status of the data plane connections in the
QFabric system.
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Table 100: QFabric SystemOperational Mode Commands (continued)

CommandTask

show chassis fabric deviceDisplay the fabric management status of devices in your
QFabric system.

show chassis nonstop-upgrade
node-group

Display the status of a nonstop software upgrade for a
Node group.

show fabric administration inventoryDisplay all devices that belong to the QFabric system.

show fabric administration inventory
director-group status

Display the Director devices that belong to a QFabric
system Director group.

show fabric administration inventory
infrastructure

Display the services running on theDirector group for the
QFabric system.

show fabric administration inventory
interconnect-devices

Display the Interconnectdevices thatbelong toaQFabric
system.

show fabric administration inventory
node-devices

Display the Node devices that belong to the QFabric
system.

show fabric administration inventory
node-groups

Display the Node groups and the corresponding Node
devices that belong to the QFabric system.

show fabric administration system
mac-pool

Display the MAC addresses that belong to a QFabric
system Director group.

show fabric session-hostDisplay the Director device that hosts the QFabric CLI
session.

show logDisplay the system logmessages in the specified file.

Filtering Operational Mode CommandOutput in a QFabric System

Whenyou issueanoperationalmodecommand inaQFabric system, theoutputgenerated

can be fairly extensive because of the number of components contained within the

system. Tomake the output more accessible, you can filter the output by appending the

| filter option to the end of most Junos OS commands.

1. To filter operational mode command output and limit it to a Node group, include the

| filter node-group node-group-name option at the end of your Junos OS operational

mode command.

root@qfabric> show interfaces terse | filter node-group NW-NG-0

Interface               Admin Link Proto    Local                 Remote
NW-NG-0:dsc             up    up  
NW-NG-0:em0             up    up  
NW-NG-0:em1             up    up  
NW-NG-0:gre             up    up  
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NW-NG-0:ipip            up    up  
NW-NG-0:lo0             up    up  
NW-NG-0:lo0.16384       up    up   inet     127.0.0.1           --> 0/0
NW-NG-0:lo0.16385       up    up   inet    
NW-NG-0:lsi             up    up  
NW-NG-0:mtun            up    up  
NW-NG-0:pimd            up    up  
NW-NG-0:pime            up    up  
NW-NG-0:tap             up    up  
Node01:ge-0/0/10        up    up  
Node01:ge-0/0/40        up    up  
Node01:ge-0/0/41        up    up  
vlan                    up    up

2. To filter operational mode command output and limit it to a set of Node groups,

include the | filter node-group option at the end of your Junos OS operational mode

command and specify the list of Node group names in brackets.

root@qfabric> show ethernet-switching interfaces | filter node-group [NW-NG-0 RSNG-1]
Interface    State  VLAN members        Tag   Tagging  Blocking
NW-NG-0:ae0.0 up    v200                200   tagged   unblocked
                    v50                 50    tagged   unblocked
                    v51                 51    tagged   unblocked
                    v52                 52    tagged   unblocked
                    v53                 53    tagged   unblocked
RSNG-1:ae0.0  up    v200                200   untagged unblocked
RSNG-1:ae47.0 up    v50                 50    tagged   unblocked
                    v51                 51    tagged   unblocked
                    v52                 52    tagged   unblocked
                    v53                 53    tagged   unblocked

Related
Documentation

QFabric SystemOperational Mode Commands on page 475•

• Using the Pipe ( | ) Symbol to Filter Junos Command Output
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request chassis device-mode

Syntax request chassis device-mode (node-device | standalone)

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.2 for the QFX Series.

Description Select the operating mode for the device. For example, a QFX3500 or QFX3600 device

can operate either as a single switch in standalonemode or as a QFabric system Node

device in node-devicemode.

NOTE:

• Issue the request chassis device-mode command only when your

management station is connected directly to the device over a console
port connection.

• Changing the devicemode erases all configuration data on the device.
When you convert a device from standalone to Node devicemode, we
recommend that you back up your device configuration to an external
location before issuing the request chassis device-mode command.

Options node-device—Set the device to operate as a Node device within a QFabric system. To

complete the Node device mode conversion process, youmust connect the device

to the QFabric systemmanagement control plane and reboot the device.

standalone—Set the device to operate as a standalone switch. If the device is in Node

devicemode, youmust reboot the device to return to standalonemode. Standalone

mode is the factory default setting.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

Converting the Device Mode for a QFabric System Component on page 280•

• show chassis device-mode on page 497

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24

• Understanding the QFabric System Hardware Architecture on page 15

List of Sample Output requestchassisdevice-modenode-device(Starting inStandaloneMode)onpage479
requestchassisdevice-modenode-device(Starting inNodeDeviceMode)onpage479
requestchassisdevice-modestandalone(Starting inNodeDeviceMode)onpage479
request chassis device-mode standalone (Starting in StandaloneMode) on page479

Output Fields When you enter this command, you are provided feedback on the status of your request.
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Sample Output

request chassis
device-mode

user@switch> request chassis device-mode node-device
Device mode set to 'node-device' mode.
Please reboot the system to complete the process.node-device (Starting

in StandaloneMode)

request chassis
device-mode

user@switch> request chassis device-mode node-device
Device mode set to 'node-device' mode.
No reboot required.node-device (Starting

in Node DeviceMode)

request chassis
device-mode

user@switch> request chassis device-mode standalone
Device mode set to 'standalone' mode.
Please reboot the system to complete the process.standalone(Starting in

Node DeviceMode)

request chassis
device-mode

user@switch> request chassis device-mode standalone
Device mode set to 'standalone' mode.
No reboot required.standalone(Starting in

StandaloneMode)
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request chassis fabric fpc

Syntax request chassis fabric fpc interconnect-device interconnect-device-name slot slot-number
(offline | online)

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Set the Interconnect device Flexible PIC Concentrator (FPC)

offline or online for the QFabric system.When the FPC is offline, traffic is redirected to

other FPCsand is not lostwhile you removeor install an FPC.After issuing this command,

youmust issue the request chassis fpc command.

Options interconnect-device interconnect-device-name—Set the Interconnect device containing

the FPC you want to bring either offline or online.

slot slot-number—Set the specific FPC slot on the Interconnect device.

offline—Set the Interconnect device FPC to offline for removal.

online—Set the Interconnect device FPC to online after installation.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

request chassis fpc•

• show chassis fabric connectivity on page 541

• show chassis fabric device on page 547

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21

List of Sample Output request chassis fabric fpc online on page 480
request chassis fabric fpc offline on page 480

Output Fields When you enter this command, you are provided feedback on the status of your request.

Sample Output

request chassis fabric
fpc online

user@qfabric> request chassis fabric fpc interconnect-device IC-YW3781 offline slot 15
Graceful offline of the fabric card has been initiated. Please wait 20 seconds 
before offlining or removing the card.

request chassis fabric
fpc offline

user@qfabric> request chassis fabric fpc interconnect-device IC-YW3781 online slot 15
Bring the FPC online by issuing the "request chassis fpc online" command.
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request component login

Syntax request component login component-name

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Log in to a QFabric system component. To gain access to

individual components by way of the request component login command, youmust first

provide the qfabric-admin or qfabric-operator class privilege to your user (for more

information, see: remote-debug-permission).

Options component-name—Specify the QFabric system component to which you wish to log in.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

Example: Configuring QFabric System Login Classes on page 372•

• remote-debug-permission on page 439

• Understanding QFabric System Login Classes on page 67

List of Sample Output request component login (with qfabric-admin Privileges) on page 481
request component login (with qfabric-operator Privileges) on page 482
request component login (with qfabric-user Privileges) on page 482

Sample Output

The three sample output displays show the results of attempts to log in to Node device

EE3093. The results differ depending on the privilege level assigned to the user.

request component
login (with

admin@qfabric> request component login EE3093
Warning: Permanently added 'qfabric-node-ee3093,169.254.128.41' (RSA) to the list
 of known hosts.qfabric-admin

Privileges)
--- JUNOS 11.3I built 2011-11-04 12:46:16 UTC
{master}
qfabric-admin@node-ee3093> ?
Possible completions:
  clear                Clear information in the system
  file                 Perform file operations
  help                 Provide help information
  load                 Load information from file
  monitor              Show real-time debugging information
  mtrace               Trace multicast path from source to receiver
  op                   Invoke an operation script
  ping                 Ping remote target
  quit                 Exit the management session
  request              Make system-level requests
  restart              Restart software process
  save                 Save information to file
  set                  Set CLI properties, date/time, craft interface message
  show                 Show system information
  ssh                  Start secure shell on another host
  start                Start shell
  telnet               Telnet to another host
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  test                 Perform diagnostic debugging
  traceroute           Trace route to remote host{master}
qfabric-admin@node-ee3093>

request component
login (with

operator@qfabric> request component login EE3093
Warning: Permanently added 'qfabric-node-ee3093,169.254.128.41' (RSA) to the list
 of known hosts.qfabric-operator

Privileges)
--- JUNOS 11.3I built 2011-11-04 12:46:16 UTC
{master}
qfabric-operator@node-ee3093> ?
Possible completions:
  file                 Perform file operations
  help                 Provide help information
  load                 Load information from file
  op                   Invoke an operation script
  quit                 Exit the management session
  request              Make system-level requests
  save                 Save information to file
  set                  Set CLI properties, date/time, craft interface message
  show                 Show system information
  start                Start shell
  test                 Perform diagnostic debugging
{master}
qfabric-operator@node-ee3093>

request component
login (with

qfabric-userPrivileges)

user0@qfabric> request component login EE3093
error: User user0 does not have sufficient permissions to login to device ee3093
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request fabric administration director-group change-master

Syntax request fabric administration director-group change-master (director-device
director-device-name)

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systemsonly)Select aDirector device tobecome thenewprimarydevicewithin

a Director group. The specified device becomes the newmaster Director device, and the

previous master Director device becomes a backup Director device.

Options none—Change the device that controls the Director group. Assign the current backup

Director device as the newmaster and the current master Director device as the

backup.

director-device director-device-name—Specify which Director device should become the

primary device within the Director group.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

show fabric administration inventory director-group status on page 553•

• Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360

• Understanding the Director Group on page 18

List of Sample Output request fabric administration director-group change-master on page 483

Sample Output

request fabric
administration

user@qfabric> request fabric administration director-group change-master
Do you intend to switchover mastership? [yes,no] (no) yes

Cluster master successfully switched
director-group
change-master
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request fabric administration systemmac-pool add

Syntax request fabric administration systemmac-pool addmac-base starting-mac-address count
number-of-mac-address

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Add a MAC address pool to expand the initial set of MAC

addresses assigned to the QFabric system.

Options mac-base starting-mac-address—Set the starting MAC address for a pool of addresses

assigned to the QFabric system.

count number-of-mac-address—Set the total number of MAC addresses in the specified

address pool assigned to the QFabric system.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

request fabric administration systemmac-pool delete on page 485•

• show fabric administration systemmac-pool on page 567

List of Sample Output request fabric administration systemmac-pool addmac-base starting-mac-address
count on page 484

Output Fields When you enter this command, you are provided feedback on the status of your request.

Sample Output

request fabric
administration system

user@switch> request fabric administrationsystemmac-pool addmac-base02:00:00:11:22:00
count 10

mac-pool add
mac-base

starting-mac-address
count
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request fabric administration systemmac-pool delete

Syntax request fabric administration systemmac-pool deletemac-base starting-mac-address

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Delete a range of MAC addresses assignedmanually to the

QFabric system.

NOTE: You cannot delete the MAC address range assigned during the initial
setup of the QFabric system. Also, you cannot delete a MAC address range
if the MAC address block is still in use.

Options mac-basestarting-mac-address—Specify thestartingMACaddress forapoolofaddresses

you wish to remove from the QFabric system.

Additional Information After you issue the request fabric administration systemmac-pool delete command, issue

the show fabric administration systemmac-pool command to verify that the MAC
address range has been deleted.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

request fabric administration systemmac-pool add on page 484•

• show fabric administration systemmac-pool on page 567

List of Sample Output request fabric administration systemmac-pool deletemac-base on page 485

Sample Output

request fabric
administration system

user@switch> requestfabricadministrationsystemmac-pooldeletemac-base02:00:00:11:22:00

mac-pool delete
mac-base
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request system halt

Syntax request system halt
<at time>
<both-routing-engines>
<other-routing-engine>
<inminutes>
<media (compact-flash | disk | removable-compact-flash | usb)>
<message "text">

Syntax (EX Series
Switches)

request system halt
<all-members>
<at time>
<both-routing-engines>
<inminutes>
<local>
<media (external | internal)>
<membermember-id>
<message "text">
<other-routing-engine>
<slice slice>

Syntax (TXMatrix
Router)

request system halt
<all-lcc | lcc number | scc>
<at time>
<both-routing-engines>
<other-routing-engine>
<inminutes>
<media (compact-flash | disk)>
<message "text">

Syntax(TXMatrixPlus
Router)

request system halt
<all-chassis | all-lcc | lcc number | sfc number>
<at time>
<both-routing-engines>
<other-routing-engine>
<inminutes>
<media (compact-flash | disk)>
<message "text">

Syntax (MX Series
Router)

request system halt
<all-members>
<at time>
<both-routing-engines>
<inminutes>
<local>
<media (external | internal)>
<membermember-id>
<message "text">
<other-routing-engine>

Syntax (QFX Series) request system halt
<all-members>
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<at time>
<director-device director-device-id>
<inminutes>
<local>
<media >
<membermember-id>
<message "text">
<slice slice>

Release Information Command introduced before Junos OS Release 7.4.

other-routing-engine option introduced in Junos OS Release 8.0.

Command introduced in Junos OS Release 9.0 for EX Series switches.

sfc option introduced for the TXMatrix Plus router in Junos OS Release 9.6.

Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.1 for the QFX Series.

director-device option introduced for QFabric systems in Junos OS Release 12.2.

Description Stop the router or switch software.

NOTE: Whenyou issuethiscommandonan individualcomponent inaQFabric
system, youwill receive awarning that says “Hardware-basedmembers will
halt, Virtual Junos Routing Engines will reboot.” If you want to halt only one
member of a Node group, use themember option from the Node group CLI.

You cannot issue this command from the QFabric CLI.

Options none—Stop the router or switch software immediately.

all-chassis—(TXMatrix and TXMatrix Plus routers only) (Optional) Halt all chassis.

all-lcc—(TXMatrix and TXMatrix Plus routers only) (Optional) On a TXMatrix router,

halt all T640 routers (or line-card chassis) connected to the TXMatrix router. On a

TXMatrix Plus router, halt all T1600 routers (or line-card chassis) connected to the

TXMatrix Plus router.

all-members—(EX4200switchesandMXSeries routersonly) (Optional)Haltallmembers

of the Virtual Chassis configuration.

at time—(Optional) Time atwhich to stop the software, specified in one of the following

ways:

• now—Stop the software immediately. This is the default.

• +minutes—Number of minutes from now to stop the software.

• yymmddhhmm—Absolute time at which to stop the software, specified as year,

month, day, hour, andminute.

• hh:mm—Absolute time on the current day at which to stop the software.

both-routing-engines—(Optional) Halt both Routing Engines at the same time.

director-devicedirector-device-id—(QFabric systems only) Halt a specific Director device.
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lccnumber—(TXMatrix andTXMatrixPlus routers only) (Optional)OnaTXMatrix router,

halt a specific T640 router that is connected to the TXMatrix router. On a TXMatrix

Plus router, halt a specific T1600 router that is connected to the TXMatrix Plus

router. Replace numberwith a value from 0 through 3.

local—(EX4200 switches and MX Series routers only) (Optional) Halt the local Virtual

Chassis member.

inminutes—(Optional) Number of minutes from now to stop the software. This option

is an alias for the at +minutes option.

media (compact-flash | disk | removable-compact-flash | usb)—(Optional) Bootmedium

for the next boot. (The options removable-compact-flash and usb pertain to J Series

routers only.)

media (external | internal)—(EX Series and QFX Series switches and MX Series routers

only) (Optional) Halt the boot media:

• external—Halt the external mass storage device.

• internal—Halt the internal flash device.

membermember-id—(EX4200 switches andMXSeries routers only) (Optional) Halt the

specifiedmemberof theVirtualChassis configuration. ForEX4200switches, replace

member-idwith a value from 0 through 9. For an MX Series Virtual Chassis, replace

member-idwith a value of 0 or 1.

message "text"—(Optional) Message to display to all system users before stopping the

software.

other-routing-engine—(Optional)Halt theotherRoutingEngine fromwhich thecommand

is issued. For example, if you issue the command from themaster Routing Engine,

the backup Routing Engine is halted. Similarly, if you issue the command from the

backup Routing Engine, the master Routing Engine is halted.

scc—(TXMatrix routersonly) (Optional)Halt theTXMatrix router (or switch-cardchassis).

sfc number—(TXMatrix Plus routers only) (Optional) Halt the TXMatrix Plus router (or

switch-fabric chassis). Replace numberwith 0.

slice slice—(EX Series and QFX Series switches only) (Optional) Halt a partition on the

boot media. This option has the following suboptions:

• 1—Halt partition 1.

• 2—Halt partition 2.

• alternate—Reboot from the alternate partition.

Additional Information On the M7i router, the request system halt command does not immediately power down

the Packet Forwarding Engine. The power-down process can take as long as 5minutes.
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On a TXMatrix or TX Matrix Plus router, if you issue the request system halt command

on themaster Routing Engine, all the master Routing Engines connected to the routing

matrixarehalted. If you issue this commandon thebackupRoutingEngine, all thebackup

RoutingEnginesconnected to the routingmatrix arehalted. If you issue the requestsystem

halt both-routing-engines command on the TXMatrix or TX Matrix Plus router, all the

Routing Engines on the routing matrix are halted.

NOTE: If you have a router or switchwith two Routing Engines and youwant
to shut the power off to the router or switch or remove a Routing Engine, you
must first halt the backupRouting Engine (if it has been upgraded), and then
halt themaster Routing Engine. To halt a Routing Engine, issue the request

system halt command. You can also halt both Routing Engines at the same

time by issuing the request system halt both-routing-engines command.

Required Privilege
Level

maintenance

Related
Documentation

clear system reboot•

• request system power-off

• Rebooting and Halting a QFX Series Product

List of Sample Output request system halt on page 490
request system halt (In 2 Hours) on page 490
request system halt (Immediately) on page 490
request system halt (At 1:20 AM) on page 490

Output Fields When you enter this command, you are provided feedback on the status of your request.
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Sample Output

request system halt user@host> request system halt
Halt the system ? [yes,no] (no) yes

*** FINAL System shutdown message from root@section2 ***
System going down IMMEDIATELY
Terminated
...
syncing disks... 11 8 done
The operating system has halted.
Please press any key to reboot.

request system halt
(In 2 Hours)

The following example, which assumes that the time is 5 PM (1700), illustrates three

different ways to request that the system stop 2 hours from now:

user@host> request system halt at +120
user@host> request system halt in 120
user@host> request system halt at 19:00

request system halt
(Immediately)

user@host> request system halt at now

request system halt
(At 1:20 AM)

To stop the system at 1:20 AM, enter the following command. Because 1:20 AM is the

next day, youmust specify the absolute time.

user@host> request system halt at yymmdd120
request system halt at 120
Halt the system at 120? [yes,no] (no) yes
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request system software nonstop-upgrade

Syntax request system software nonstop-upgrade package-name
<fabric >
<director-group>
<node-group name>

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description Nonstopsoftwareupgradeenables you toupgradeaQFabric systemwithminimalpacket

lossandmaximumuptime.Youshouldupgrade thedevices in the followingorder:Director

group, fabric controls and Interconnect devices, and network and server Node groups.

Options package-name—Location fromwhich the software is to be installed. For example:

• protocol://hostname/pathname/package-name—Forasoftwarepackageorbundle

that is to be downloaded and installed from a remote location. Replace protocol

with one of the following:

• ftp—File Transfer Protocol.

Use ftp://hostname/pathname/package-name. To specify authentication

credentials, use

ftp://<username>:<password>@hostname/pathname/package-name. To have

the system prompt you for the password, specify prompt in place of the

password. If a password is required, and you do not specify the password or

prompt, an error message is displayed.

• http—Hypertext Transfer Protocol.

Use http://hostname/pathname/package-name. To specify authentication

credentials, use

http://<username>:<password>@hostname/pathname/package-name. If a

password is required and you omit it, you are prompted for it.

• scp—Secure copy (available only for Canada and U.S. version).

Use scp://hostname/pathname/package-name. To specify authentication

credentials, use

scp://<username>:<password>@hostname/pathname/package-name.

NOTE:

• The pathname in the protocol is the relative path to the user’s home

directory on the remote system and not the root directory.

director-group—Install software package on the Director group and Fabric managers.

fabric—Install software package on the Interconnect devices and Fabric controls.

node-group name—Install software package on the redundant server Node group, server

Node group, or network Node group.
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Required Privilege
Level

maintenance

Related
Documentation

Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade on the QFabric System on page 445•

• Verifying Nonstop Software Upgrade for QFabric Systems on page 450

• show chassis nonstop-upgrade node-group on page 549

List of Sample Output request system software nonstop-upgrade director-group on page 492
request system software nonstop-upgrade fabric on page 494
request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group (Redundant Server Node
Group) on page 494
requestsystemsoftwarenonstop-upgradenode-group(ServerNodeGroup)onpage495

Output Fields When you enter this command, you are provided feedback on the status of your request.

Sample Output

request system
software

user@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade director-group
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
Validating update package jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
Installing update package jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm

nonstop-upgrade
director-group Installing fabric images version 12.2X50-D10.3

Performing cleanup
Package install complete
Installing update package jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm on peer
Triggering Initial Stage of Fabric Manager Upgrade
Updating CCIF default image to 12.2X50-D10.3
Updating FM-0 to Junos version 12.2X50-D10.3
[Status   2012-06-05 15:25:29]: Fabric Manager: Upgrade Initial Stage started
[FM-0     2012-06-05 15:25:38]: FM-0 Master already running on LOCAL DG
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-05 15:25:45]: NW-NG-0 Master already running on LOCAL DG
[FM-0     2012-06-05 15:26:12]: Retrieving package
[FM-0     2012-06-05 15:27:11]: Pushing bundle to re0
[Status   2012-06-05 15:29:06]: Load completed with 0 errors...
[Status   2012-06-05 15:29:06]: Reboot is required to complete upgrade ...
[Status   2012-06-05 15:29:07]: Trying to Connect to Node: FM-0
[Status   2012-06-05 15:29:13]: Rebooting FM-0
[FM-0     2012-06-05 15:29:13]: Waiting for FM-0 to terminate ...
Starting Peer upgrade

Initiating rolling upgrade of Director peer:  version 12.2X50-D10.3

Inform CCIF regarding rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Validating install package jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
[Peer Update Status]: Cleaning up node for rolling phase one upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Director group upgrade complete
[Peer Update Status]: COMPLETED
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
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upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to reboot and start phase one of rolling 
upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to return after reboot and start phase one
 of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Waiting for peer to complete phase one of rolling upgrade
[Peer Update Status]: Peer completed phase one of rolling upgrade
Setting peer DG node as the master SFC

Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [15 
minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [15 
minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [12 
minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [9 
minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [6 
minutes]
Delaying start of local upgrade to allow peer services time to initialize [3 
minutes]
[Peer Update Status]: Check for VMs on dg0
Triggering Final Stage of Fabric Manager Upgrade:
Updating FM-0 to Junos version 12.2X50-D10.3
[Status   2012-06-05 16:10:12]: Fabric Manager: Upgrade Final Stage started
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-05 16:10:22]: Transferring NW-NG-0 Mastership to REMOTE DG
[NW-NG-0  2012-06-05 16:11:44]: Finished NW-NG-0 Mastership switch
[Status   2012-06-05 16:11:45]: Upgrading FM-0 VM on worker DG to 12.2X50-D10.3
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:12:43]: Retrieving package
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:13:46]: ------- re0: -------
[Status   2012-06-05 16:15:17]: Load completed with 0 errors...
[Status   2012-06-05 16:15:17]: Reboot is required to complete upgrade ...
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:15:22]: Waiting for DRE-0 to terminate ...
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:15:34]: Waiting for DRE-0 to come back ...
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:18:44]: Running Uptime Test for DRE-0
[DRE-0    2012-06-05 16:18:51]: Uptime Test for DRE-0 Passed ...
[Status   2012-06-05 16:18:51]: DRE-0 booted successfully ...
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Performing post install shutdown and cleanup

Broadcast message from root (Tue Jun  5 16:18:51 2012):

The system is going down for reboot NOW!
Director group upgrade complete

root@qfabric> Read from remote host qfabric-partition0: Connection reset by peer
Connection to qfabric-partition0 closed.

request system
software

user@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade fabric
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
[FC-0     2012-06-05 16:48:53]: Retrieving package
[FC-1     2012-06-05 16:48:53]: Retrieving package

nonstop-upgrade
fabric [IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:48:59]: Retrieving package

[FC-0     2012-06-05 16:49:51]: ------- re0: -------
[FC-1     2012-06-05 16:49:52]: ------- re0: -------
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:49:54]: ------- re0: -------
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:42]: Step 1 of 20 Creating temporary file system
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:42]: Step 2 of 20 Determining installation source
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:43]: Step 3 of 20 Processing format options
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:43]: Step 4 of 20 Determining installation slice
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:43]: Step 5 of 20 Creating and labeling new slices
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:44]: Step 6 of 20 Create and mount new file system
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:53]: Step 7 of 20 Getting OS bundles
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:50:53]: Step 8 of 20 Updating recovery media
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:51:17]: Step 9 of 20 Extracting incoming image
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:52:56]: Step 10 of 20 Unpacking OS packages
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:52:59]: Step 11 of 20 Mounting jbase package
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:53:28]: Step 12 of 20 Creating base OS symbolic links
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:54:45]: Step 13 of 20 Creating fstab
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:54:45]: Step 14 of 20 Creating new system files
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:54:46]: Step 15 of 20 Adding jbundle package
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:15]: Step 16 of 20 Backing up system data
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:18]: Step 17 of 20 Setting up shared partition data
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:18]: Step 18 of 20 Checking package sanity in 
installation
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:18]: Step 19 of 20 Unmounting and cleaning up temporary
 file systems
[IC-F4912 2012-06-05 16:58:22]: Step 20 of 20 Setting da0s1 as new active partition
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:34]: Load completed with 0 errors...
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:34]: Reboot is required to complete upgrade ...
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:34]: Trying to Connect to Node: FC-0
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:39]: Rebooting FC-0
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:39]: Trying to Connect to Node: FC-1
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:44]: Rebooting FC-1
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:44]: Trying to Connect to Node: IC-F4912
[Status   2012-06-05 16:58:50]: Rebooting IC-F4912
Success

request system
software

user@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group RSNG
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
Upgrading target(s): RSNGnonstop-upgrade

node-group [RSNG     2012-06-05 17:26:44]: Starting with package 
(Redundant Server

Node Group)
ftp://169.254.0.3/pub/images/12.2X50-D10.3/jinstall-qfx.tgz
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:26:44]: Retrieving package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:28:56]: Pushing bundle to fpc1
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:29:26]: fpc1: Validate package...
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:35:22]: fpc0: Validate package...
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:35:49]: ------- fpc1 -------
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[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:25]: Step 1 of 20 Creating temporary file system
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:26]: Step 2 of 20 Determining installation source
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:26]: Step 3 of 20 Processing format options
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:26]: Step 4 of 20 Determining installation slice
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:27]: Step 5 of 20 Creating and labeling new slices
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:27]: Step 6 of 20 Create and mount new file system
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:35]: Step 7 of 20 Getting OS bundles
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:35]: Step 8 of 20 Updating recovery media
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:36:56]: Step 9 of 20 Extracting incoming image
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:38:07]: Step 10 of 20 Unpacking OS packages
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:38:16]: Step 11 of 20 Mounting jbase package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:38:41]: Step 12 of 20 Creating base OS symbolic links
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:39:41]: Step 13 of 20 Creating fstab
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:39:42]: Step 14 of 20 Creating new system files
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:39:42]: Step 15 of 20 Adding jbundle package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:16]: Step 16 of 20 Backing up system data
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:32]: Step 17 of 20 Setting up shared partition data
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:33]: Step 18 of 20 Checking package sanity in 
installation
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:33]: Step 19 of 20 Unmounting and cleaning up temporary
 file systems
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:36]: Step 20 of 20 Setting da0s2 as new active partition
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: ------- fpc0 - master -------
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 1 of 20 Creating temporary file system
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 2 of 20 Determining installation source
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 3 of 20 Processing format options
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 4 of 20 Determining installation slice
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 5 of 20 Creating and labeling new slices
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 6 of 20 Create and mount new file system
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 7 of 20 Getting OS bundles
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 8 of 20 Updating recovery media
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 9 of 20 Extracting incoming image
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 10 of 20 Unpacking OS packages
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 11 of 20 Mounting jbase package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 12 of 20 Creating base OS symbolic links
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 13 of 20 Creating fstab
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 14 of 20 Creating new system files
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 15 of 20 Adding jbundle package
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 16 of 20 Backing up system data
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 17 of 20 Setting up shared partition data
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 18 of 20 Checking package sanity in 
installation
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 19 of 20 Unmounting and cleaning up temporary
 file systems
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:42:51]: Step 20 of 20 Setting da0s2 as new active partition
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:43:36]: Rebooting Backup RE
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:43:36]: ------- Rebooting fpc1 -------
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:50:12]: Initiating Chassis In-Service-Upgrade
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:50:33]: Upgrading group: 0 fpc: 0
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:52:38]: Upgrade complete for group:0
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:52:38]: Upgrading group: 1 fpc: 1
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:54:42]: Upgrade complete for group:1
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:54:42]: Finished processing all upgrade groups, last group
 :1
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:54:48]: Preparing for Switchover
[RSNG     2012-06-05 17:55:38]: Switchover Completed
[Status   2012-06-05 17:55:41]: Upgrade completed with 0 errors
Success

request system
software

user@qfabric> request system software nonstop-upgrade node-group P1507-C
jinstall-qfabric-12.2X50-D10.3.rpm
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Upgrading target(s): P1507-Cnonstop-upgrade
node-group (Server

Node Group)
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:02:44]: Retrieving package
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:03:21]: ------- P1507-C: -------
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:03:59]: Step 1 of 20 Creating temporary file system
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:03:59]: Step 2 of 20 Determining installation source
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:03:59]: Step 3 of 20 Processing format options
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:03:59]: Step 4 of 20 Determining installation slice
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:04:00]: Step 5 of 20 Creating and labeling new slices
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:04:00]: Step 6 of 20 Create and mount new file system
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:04:08]: Step 7 of 20 Getting OS bundles
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:04:09]: Step 8 of 20 Updating recovery media
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:04:29]: Step 9 of 20 Extracting incoming image
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:05:42]: Step 10 of 20 Unpacking OS packages
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:05:49]: Step 11 of 20 Mounting jbase package
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:06:14]: Step 12 of 20 Creating base OS symbolic links
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:07:15]: Step 13 of 20 Creating fstab
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:07:15]: Step 14 of 20 Creating new system files
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:07:16]: Step 15 of 20 Adding jbundle package
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:09:52]: Step 16 of 20 Backing up system data
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:10:07]: Step 17 of 20 Setting up shared partition data
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:10:07]: Step 18 of 20 Checking package sanity in 
installation
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:10:08]: Step 19 of 20 Unmounting and cleaning up temporary
 file systems
[P1507-C  2012-06-26 14:10:11]: Step 20 of 20 Setting da0s2 as new active partition
[Status   2012-06-26 14:10:25]: Trying to Connect to Node: P1507-C
[Status   2012-06-26 14:10:32]: Rebooting P1507-C
[Status   2012-06-26 14:10:32]: Upgrade completed with 0 errors
Success
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show chassis device-mode

Syntax show chassis device-mode

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.2 for the QFX Series.

Description Display information about the operating mode of the device. For example, QFX3500

devices operate either as a single switch in standalonemode or as a QFabric system

Node device in node-device mode.

NOTE: Issue the show chassis device-mode command only when your

management station is connected directly to the device over a console port
connection.

Options There are no options for this command.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

Converting the Device Mode for a QFabric System Component on page 280•

• request chassis device-mode on page 478

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24

List of Sample Output show chassis device-mode (StandaloneMode) on page 498
showchassis device-mode (StandaloneMode, but NodeDevice-Ready) on page 498
show chassis device-mode (Node DeviceMode) on page 498
showchassis device-mode (NodeDeviceMode, but Standalone-Ready) on page 498

Output Fields Table 101 onpage497 lists the output fields for the showchassisdevice-mode command.

Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they appear.

Table 101: show chassis device-mode Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Existing operationalmode for thedevice. Thedevice canbe in either node-devicemodeor standalone
mode.

Current device-mode

Future operational mode for the device after you reboot it. The device can be in either node-device
mode or standalonemode.

NOTE: To set the future mode of the device, issue the request chassis device-mode command.

Future device-mode
after reboot
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Sample Output

show chassis
device-mode

(StandaloneMode)

user@switch> show chassis device-mode
Current device-mode : Standalone 
Future device-mode after reboot : Standalone

show chassis
device-mode

user@switch> show chassis device-mode
Current device-mode : Standalone 
Future device-mode after reboot : Node-device(StandaloneMode,but

Node Device-Ready)

show chassis
device-mode (Node

DeviceMode)

user@switch> show chassis device-mode
Current device-mode : Node-device
Future device-mode after reboot : Node-device

show chassis
device-mode (Node

user@switch> show chassis device-mode
Current device-mode : Node-device
Future device-mode after reboot : StandaloneDeviceMode, but

Standalone-Ready)
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show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device cb

Syntax show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device name cb
<detail>
<port number>
<slotnumber>

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFX3000-GQFabric systems only) Display Ethernet switch information for the Control

Board (CB) ports in an Interconnect device.

Options none—Display Ethernet switch information about each connected port on each online

CB in the Interconnect device.

detail—(Optional) Display detailed status information for all CBs or for the CB in the

specified slot in the Interconnect device.

port number—(Optional) Display Ethernet switch information about a specific port on a

CB in the Interconnect device.

slotnumber—(Optional) Display Ethernet switch information about aCB in a specific slot

in the Interconnect device.

Required Privilege
Level

view

List of Sample Output show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device cb on page 503
show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device cb detail on page 504
show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device cb detail slot port on page 509

Output Fields Table 102 on page 499 lists the output fields for the show chassis ethernet-switch

interconnect-device cb command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in

which they appear.

Table 102: show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Information about the link between each port on the FPC's Ethernet switch and one of the following
devices:

• FWD-SWITCH-0

• FWD-SWITCH-1

• CB0

• CB1

Link is good on port n
connected to device

Speed at which the Ethernet link is running: 10MbWhen the device is RE orOther RE on the TXMatrix
router, the speed is 1000Mb.

Speed is

Duplex type of the Ethernet link: full or half.Duplex is
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Table 102: show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc Output Fields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

By default, built-in Fast Ethernet ports on a PIC autonegotiate whether to operate at 10 Mbps or 100
Mbps. All other interfaces automatically choose the correct speedbasedon thePIC type andwhether
the PIC is configured to operate in multiplexedmode (using the no-concatenate statement at the
[edit chassis] hierarchy level, as described in the Junos OS System Basics Configuration Guide).

Autonegotiate is
Enabled (or Disabled)

Flow control in the transmit direction is enabled (or disabled). Flow control regulates the flow of
packets from the switch to the remote side of the connection.

Flow Control TX is
Enabled (or Disabled)

Flowcontrol in the receivedirection is enabled (or disabled). Flowcontrol regulates the flowofpackets
from the remote side of the connection to the switch.

Flow Control RX is
Enabled (or Disabled)

Number of octets sent.TX Octets

Number of transmitted packets of size 64 octets.TX Packets 64 Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 65 through 127 octets.TX Packets 65-127
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 128 through 255 octets.TX Packets 128-255
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 256 through 511 octets.TX Packets 256-511
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 512 through 1023 octets.TX Packets 512-1023
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 1024 through 1518 octets.TX Packets 1024-1518
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 1519 through 2047 octets.TX Packets 1519-2047
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 2048 through 4095 octets.TX Packets
2048-4095 Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 4096 through 9216 octets.TXPackets4096-9216
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 9217 through 16383 octets.TXPackets9217-16383
Octets

Number of multicast packets sent.TX Multicast packets

Number of broadcast packets sent.TX Broadcast packets

Number of packets sent after one collision.TX Single Collision
frames
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Table 102: show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc Output Fields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

Number of packets sent after multiple collisions.TX Mult. Collision
frames

Number of packets aborted during sending because of collisions after 64 bytes.TX Late Collision
Frames

Number of packets not sent because of toomany collisions.TX Excessive collisions

Number of collision packets sent.TX Collision frames

Number of Media Access Control (MAC) frames containing PAUSE commands sent.TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl
Frames

Number of MAC control packets sent.TX MAC ctrl frames

Number of frames deferred in xmilliseconds.TX Frame deferred
Xmns

Number of oversized packets sent.TX Oversize Packets

Total number of frames sent that exceed themaximum byte count and contain CRC errors .TX Jabbers

Number of packets discarded because of frame check sequence errors.TX FCS Error Counter

Number of fragmented packets sent.TX Fragment Counter

Number of bytes sent.TX Byte Counter

Number of octets received.RX Octets

Number of received packets of size 64 octets.RX Packets 64 Octets

Number of received packets of size 65 through 127 octets.RX Packets 65-127
Octets

Number of received packets of size 128 through 255 octets.RX Packets 128-255
Octets

Number of received packets of size 256 through 511 octets.RX Packets 256-511
Octets

Number of received packets of size 512 through 1023 octets.RX Packets 512-1023
Octets

Number of received packets of size 65 through 127 octets.RX Packets 1024-1518
Octets

Number of received packets of size 1519 through 2047 octets.RX Packets 1519-2047
Octets
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Table 102: show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc Output Fields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

Number of received packets of size 2048 through 4095 octets.RX Packets
2048-4095 Octets

Number of received packets of size 4096 through 9216 octets.RXPackets4096-9216
Octets

Number of multicast packets received.RX Multicast Packets

Number of broadcast packets received.RX Broadcast Packets

Number of packets discarded because of frame check sequence errors.RX FCS Errors

Number of incomplete octets received.RX Align Errors

Number of fragmented packets received.RX Fragments

Number of symbols received that the router did not correctly decode.RX Symbol errors

Number of packets received with unsupported op codes.RX Unsupported
opcodes

Number of packets received with an out of range length.RX Out of Range
Length

Number of packets received with false carrier errors.RX False Carrier Errors

Number of undersized packets received.RX Undersize Packets

Number of oversized packets received.RX Oversize Packets

Total number of frames received that exceed themaximum byte count and contain CRC errors .RX Jabbers

RX 1519-1522 Good
Vlan frms

Number of packets received that exceed the MTU.RXMTU Exceed
Counter

Number of control frames received.RX Control Frame
Counter

Number of pause frames received.RX Pause Frame
Counter

Number of bytes received.RX Byte Counter
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Sample Output

show chassis
ethernet-switch

interconnect-devicecb

user@switch> show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device IC-WS001 cb
Displaying summary for switch 0
Link is down on XE port 1 connected to device: FPC7
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled

Link is down on XE port 2 connected to device: FPC6
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled

Link is down on XE port 3 connected to device: FPC5
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled

Link is down on XE port 5 connected to device: FPC4
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled

Link is down on XE port 7 connected to device: FPC3
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled

Link is down on XE port 9 connected to device: FPC2
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled

Link is good on XE port 10 connected to device: FPC1
  Speed is 10000Mb                      
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  TX Octets                   326358
  RX Octets                   237947

Link is good on XE port 11 connected to device: FPC0
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  TX Octets                   548249
  RX Octets                   386013

Link is down on XE port 20 connected to device: SFP3
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled

Link is down on XE port 21 connected to device: SFP2
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled

Link is good on XE port 22 connected to device: SFP1
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  TX Octets                   1
  RX Octets                   11704758  

Link is good on XE port 23 connected to device: SFP0
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
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  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  TX Octets                   1500022
  RX Octets                   11629453

Link is good on XE port 24 connected to device: VCCPD
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  TX Octets                   23332467
  RX Octets                   1500023

Link is good on GE port 25 connected to device: SFI
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  TX Octets                   643918
  RX Octets                   894548

show chassis
ethernet-switch

user@qfabric> show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device IC-WS001 cb detail
Port statistics for CB switch

interconnect-devicecb
detail

Link is down on XE port 1 connected to device: FPC7

Link is down on XE port 2 connected to device: FPC6

Link is down on XE port 3 connected to device: FPC5

Link is down on XE port 5 connected to device: FPC4

Link is down on XE port 7 connected to device: FPC3

Link is down on XE port 9 connected to device: FPC2
Statistics for port 10 connected to device FPC1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   319293
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   5043
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  2072
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  6
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   326415
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1         
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             71659246
  TX Packet OK Counter        326415
  TX Pause Packet Counter     0
  TX Unicast Counter          326414
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   235428
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   2134
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  420
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  6
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
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  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   237988
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0         
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             55821504
  RX Unicast Frame Count      237988
  RX Packet OK Count          237988
Statistics for port 11 connected to device FPC0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   535483
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   9289
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  3564
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  5
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   548342
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             120498414 
  TX Packet OK Counter        548342
  TX Pause Packet Counter     0
  TX Unicast Counter          548341
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   382931
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   2762
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  386
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   386082
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
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  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             90717369  
  RX Unicast Frame Count      386082
  RX Packet OK Count          386082

Link is down on XE port 20 connected to device: SFP3

Link is down on XE port 21 connected to device: SFP2
Statistics for port 22 connected to device SFP1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  1
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms  0
  TX Octets                   1
  TX Multicast Packets        1
  TX Broadcast Packets        0
  TX Single Collision Frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision Frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision Frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0         
  TX MAC Ctrl Frames          0
  TX Frame Deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame Excessive Deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             1422
  RX Packet OK Count          1
  RX Packets 64 Octets        230013
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    174529
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   286735
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   343412
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  172152
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  10500065
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   11706906
  RX Multicast Packets        11672320
  RX Broadcast Packets        34460
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol Errors            0
  RX Unsupported Opcodes      0         
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
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  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             2379464164
  RX Packet OK Count          11706906
Statistics for port 23 connected to device SFP0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        3
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    484733
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   219112
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   129014
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  503
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  666958
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms  0
  TX Octets                   1500323
  TX Multicast Packets        794098
  TX Broadcast Packets        1040
  TX Single Collision Frames  0         
  TX Mult. Collision Frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision Frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC Ctrl Frames          0
  TX Frame Deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame Excessive Deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             1065466891
  RX Packet OK Count          1500323
  RX Packets 64 Octets        341563
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    430810
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   318279
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   347147
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  184798
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  10008993
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   11631590
  RX Multicast Packets        10878484
  RX Broadcast Packets        33420     
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol Errors            0
  RX Unsupported Opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             1720484325
  RX Packet OK Count          11631591
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Statistics for port 24 connected to device VCCPD:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1176546
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   604988
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   690561
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  356942
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  20507438
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  278
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0        
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms  278
  TX Octets                   23336753
  TX Multicast Packets        22549383
  TX Broadcast Packets        67862
  TX Single Collision Frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision Frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision Frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC Ctrl Frames          0
  TX Frame Deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame Excessive Deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             4191296788
  RX Packet OK Count          23336753
  RX Packets 64 Octets        3
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    484673
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   219074
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   129100
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  516
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  666959
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0        
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   1500325
  RX Multicast Packets        794099
  RX Broadcast Packets        1040
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol Errors            0
  RX Unsupported Opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             1071469739
  RX Packet OK Count          1500325
Statistics for port 25 connected to device SFI:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        12
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   618363
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  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   4896      
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  806
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  19950
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms  0
  TX Octets                   644028
  TX Multicast Packets        4
  TX Broadcast Packets        19954
  TX Single Collision Frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision Frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision Frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC Ctrl Frames          0
  TX Frame Deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame Excessive Deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             167039705
  RX Packet OK Count          644028
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0         
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   854776
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   14332
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  5636
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  19954
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   894698
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        19943
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol Errors            0
  RX Unsupported Opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             212658920
  RX Packet OK Count          894698

show chassis
ethernet-switch

user@qfabric> show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device IC-WS001 cb slot 1 port 1
re0:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------interconnect-devicecb

detail slot port
Port statistics for CB switch

Link is down on XE port 1 connected to device: FPC7
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Link is down on XE port 2 connected to device: FPC6

Link is down on XE port 3 connected to device: FPC5

Link is down on XE port 5 connected to device: FPC4

Link is down on XE port 7 connected to device: FPC3

Link is down on XE port 9 connected to device: FPC2
Statistics for port 10 connected to device FPC1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   319366
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   5043
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  2072
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  6
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   326488    
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             71675330
  TX Packet OK Counter        326488
  TX Pause Packet Counter     0
  TX Unicast Counter          326487
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   235481
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   2134
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  420
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  6
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   238041
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0         
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             55834224
  RX Unicast Frame Count      238041
  RX Packet OK Count          238041
Statistics for port 11 connected to device FPC0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   535606
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   9289
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  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  3564
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  5
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   548465
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0         
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             120525524
  TX Packet OK Counter        548465
  TX Pause Packet Counter     0
  TX Unicast Counter          548464
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   383018
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   2762
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  386
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   386169
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0         
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             90738249
  RX Unicast Frame Count      386169
  RX Packet OK Count          386169

Link is down on XE port 20 connected to device: SFP3

Link is down on XE port 21 connected to device: SFP2
Statistics for port 22 connected to device SFP1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  1
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms  0
  TX Octets                   1
  TX Multicast Packets        1
  TX Broadcast Packets        0
  TX Single Collision Frames  0
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  TX Mult. Collision Frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0         
  TX Collision Frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC Ctrl Frames          0
  TX Frame Deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame Excessive Deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             1422
  RX Packet OK Count          1
  RX Packets 64 Octets        230071
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    174571
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   286812
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   343500
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  172203
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  10502544
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   11709701
  RX Multicast Packets        11675110
  RX Broadcast Packets        34465
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0         
  RX Symbol Errors            0
  RX Unsupported Opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             2383079858
  RX Packet OK Count          11709701
Statistics for port 23 connected to device SFP0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        3
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    485048
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   219200
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   129053
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  503
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  667127
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms  0
  TX Octets                   1500934
  TX Multicast Packets        794300    
  TX Broadcast Packets        1040
  TX Single Collision Frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision Frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision Frames         0
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  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC Ctrl Frames          0
  TX Frame Deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame Excessive Deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             1065764997
  RX Packet OK Count          1500934
  RX Packets 64 Octets        341648
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    431183
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   318367
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   347225
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  184849
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  10011311
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   11634583  
  RX Multicast Packets        10881071
  RX Broadcast Packets        33425
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol Errors            0
  RX Unsupported Opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             1723893006
  RX Packet OK Count          11634583
Statistics for port 24 connected to device VCCPD:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1177102
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   605153
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   690727
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  357044
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  20512235
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  278      
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms  278
  TX Octets                   23342539
  TX Multicast Packets        22554760
  TX Broadcast Packets        67872
  TX Single Collision Frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision Frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision Frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC Ctrl Frames          0
  TX Frame Deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame Excessive Deferl   0
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  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             4198344167
  RX Packet OK Count          23342539
  RX Packets 64 Octets        3
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    484985
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   219164
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   129139
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  516       
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  667128
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   1500935
  RX Multicast Packets        794301
  RX Broadcast Packets        1040
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol Errors            0
  RX Unsupported Opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             1071770147
  RX Packet OK Count          1500935
Statistics for port 25 connected to device SFI:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        12
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1         
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   618503
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   4896
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  806
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  19950
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms  0
  TX Octets                   644168
  TX Multicast Packets        4
  TX Broadcast Packets        19954
  TX Single Collision Frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision Frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision Frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC Ctrl Frames          0
  TX Frame Deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame Excessive Deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
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  TX Byte Counter             167073305
  RX Packet OK Count          644168    
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   854972
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   14332
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  5636
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  19954
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   894894
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        19943
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol Errors            0
  RX Unsupported Opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan Frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0         
  RX Byte Counter             212702114
  RX Packet OK Count          894894
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show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc

Syntax show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device name fpc
<detail>
<port number>
<slot number>

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFX3000-G QFabric systems only) Display Ethernet switch information for the front

card Flexible Port Concentrators (FPCs) in an Interconnect device.

Options none—Display Ethernet switch information about each connected port on each online

FPC in the Interconnect device.

detail—(Optional) Display detailed status information for all FPCs or for the FPC in the

specified slot in the Interconnect device.

portnumber—(Optional) Display Ethernet switch information about a specific port on an

FPC in the Interconnect device.

slot number—(Optional) Display Ethernet switch information about an FPC in a specific

slot in the Interconnect device.

Required Privilege
Level

view

List of Sample Output show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc on page 519
show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc detail on page 522
show chassis ethernet-switch fpc detail slot on page 529
show chassis ethernet-switch fpc interconnect-device port on page 535
show chassis ethernet-switch fpc interconnect-device detail port on page 537

Output Fields Table 102 on page 499 lists the output fields for the show chassis ethernet-switch

interconnect-device fpc command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in

which they appear.

Table 103: show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Information about the link between each port on the FPC's Ethernet switch and one of the following
devices:

• FWD-SWITCH-0

• FWD-SWITCH-1

• CB0

• CB1

Link is good on port n
connected to device

Speed at which the Ethernet link is running: 10MbWhen the device is RE orOther RE on the TXMatrix
router, the speed is 1000Mb.

Speed is
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Table 103: show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc Output Fields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

Duplex type of the Ethernet link: full or half.Duplex is

By default, built-in Fast Ethernet ports on a PIC autonegotiate whether to operate at 10 Mbps or 100
Mbps. All other interfaces automatically choose the correct speedbasedon thePIC type andwhether
the PIC is configured to operate in multiplexedmode (using the no-concatenate statement at the
[edit chassis] hierarchy level, as described in the Junos OS System Basics Configuration Guide).

Autonegotiate is
Enabled (or Disabled)

Number of octets sent.TX Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 64 octets.TX Packets 64 Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 65 through 127 octets.TX Packets 65-127
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 128 through 255 octets.TX Packets 128-255
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 256 through 511 octets.TX Packets 256-511
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 512 through 1023 octets.TX Packets 512-1023
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 1024 through 1518 octets.TX Packets 1024-1518
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 1519 through 2047 octets.TX Packets 1519-2047
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 2048 through 4095 octets.TX Packets
2048-4095 Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 4096 through 9216 octets.TXPackets4096-9216
Octets

Number of transmitted frames of size 9217 through 16383 octets.TXPackets9217-16383
Octets

Number of multicast packets sent.TX Multicast packets

Number of broadcast packets sent.TX Broadcast packets

Number of packets sent after one collision.TX Single Collision
frames

Number of packets sent after multiple collisions.TX Mult. Collision
frames

Number of packets aborted during sending because of collisions after 64 bytes.TX Late Collision
Frames
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Table 103: show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc Output Fields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

Number of packets not sent because of toomany collisions.TX Excessive collisions

Number of collision packets sent.TX Collision frames

Number of Media Access Control (MAC) frames containing PAUSE commands sent.TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl
Frames

Number of MAC control packets sent.TX MAC ctrl frames

Number of frames deferred in xmilliseconds.TX Frame deferred
Xmns

Number of oversized packets sent.TX Oversize Packets

Total number of frames sent that exceed themaximum byte count and contain CRC errors .TX Jabbers

Number of packets discarded because of frame check sequence errors.TX FCS Error Counter

Number of fragmented packets sent.TX Fragment Counter

Number of bytes sent.TX Byte Counter

Number of octets received.RX Octets

Number of received packets of size 64 octets.RX Packets 64 Octets

Number of received packets of size 65 through 127 octets.RX Packets 65-127
Octets

Number of received packets of size 128 through 255 octets.RX Packets 128-255
Octets

Number of received packets of size 256 through 511 octets.RX Packets 256-511
Octets

Number of received packets of size 512 through 1023 octets.RX Packets 512-1023
Octets

Number of received packets of size 65 through 127 octets.RX Packets 1024-1518
Octets

Number of received packets of size 1519 through 2047 octets.RX Packets 1519-2047
Octets

Number of received packets of size 2048 through 4095 octets.RX Packets
2048-4095 Octets

Number of received packets of size 4096 through 9216 octets.RXPackets4096-9216
Octets
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Table 103: show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device fpc Output Fields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

Number of multicast packets received.RX Multicast Packets

Number of broadcast packets received.RX Broadcast Packets

Number of packets discarded because of frame check sequence errors.RX FCS Errors

Number of incomplete octets received.RX Align Errors

Number of fragmented packets received.RX Fragments

Number of symbols received that the router did not correctly decode.RX Symbol errors

Number of packets received with unsupported op codes.RX Unsupported
opcodes

Number of packets received with an out of range length.RX Out of Range
Length

Number of packets received with false carrier errors.RX False Carrier Errors

Number of undersized packets received.RX Undersize Packets

Number of oversized packets received.RX Oversize Packets

Total number of frames received that exceed themaximum byte count and contain CRC errors .RX Jabbers

Number of transmitted frames of size 1519 through 1522 octets that are good VLAN frames.RX 1519-1522 Good
Vlan frms

Number of packets received that exceed the MTU.RXMTU Exceed
Counter

Number of control frames received.RX Control Frame
Counter

Number of pause frames received.RX Pause Frame
Counter

Number of bytes received.RX Byte Counter

Sample Output

show chassis
ethernet-switch

user@qfabric> show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device IC-WS001 fpc
Summary for switch on FC0
Link is good on GE port 2 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-0interconnect-device

fpc
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
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  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   124638
  RX Octets                   86496

Link is good on GE port 4 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-1
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   82191
  RX Octets                   58979

Link is good on XE port 28 connected to device: CB0
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   145475
  RX Octets                   206828    

Link is good on XE port 29 connected to device: CB1
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   1
  RX Octets                   0

Summary for switch on FC1
Link is good on GE port 2 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-0
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   82290
  RX Octets                   59443

Link is good on GE port 4 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-1
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled           
  TX Octets                   40900
  RX Octets                   30013

Link is good on XE port 28 connected to device: CB0
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   89456
  RX Octets                   123189

Link is good on XE port 29 connected to device: CB1
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  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   1
  RX Octets                   0

root@qfabric> show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device IC-WS001 fpc    
Summary for switch on FC0
Link is good on GE port 2 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-0
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   124697
  RX Octets                   86535

Link is good on GE port 4 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-1
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   82229
  RX Octets                   59009

Link is good on XE port 28 connected to device: CB0
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   145544
  RX Octets                   206925    

Link is good on XE port 29 connected to device: CB1
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   1
  RX Octets                   0

Summary for switch on FC1
Link is good on GE port 2 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-0
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   82327
  RX Octets                   59472

Link is good on GE port 4 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-1
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
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  Flow Control RX is Disabled           
  TX Octets                   40918
  RX Octets                   30028

Link is good on XE port 28 connected to device: CB0
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   89500
  RX Octets                   123244

Link is good on XE port 29 connected to device: CB1
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   1
  RX Octets                   0

show chassis
ethernet-switch

user@host> show chassis ethernet-switch interconnect-device IC-WS001 fpc detail
Port statistics for FC0 switch
Statistics for port 2 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-0:interconnect-device

fpc detail
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   121716
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   2200
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  823
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  2
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   124742
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0         
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             27391588
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   85924
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   555
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  86
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  1
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
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  RX Octets                   86566
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0         
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             20380581
Statistics for port 4 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   80374
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   1347
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  532
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   82257
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0         
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             18146746
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   58410
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   522
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  96
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  2
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   59030
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
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  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0         
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             13882179
Statistics for port 28 connected to device CB0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   144334
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   1077
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  182
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   145596
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             34262760
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0         
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   202090
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   3547
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  1355
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  5
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   206998
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        1
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             45538262
Statistics for port 29 connected to device CB1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   0         
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
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  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   1
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             72
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   0         
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             0

Port statistics for FC1 switch
Statistics for port 2 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   80560
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   1279
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  514
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   82357     
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
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  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             18059906
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   58733
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   639
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  119
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   59494     
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             13994432
Statistics for port 4 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   39971
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   668
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  290
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0        
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   40933
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             9050841
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
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  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   29767
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   225
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  44
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0        
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   30039
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             7043738
Statistics for port 28 connected to device CB0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   88500
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   864
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  163       
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  6
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   89533
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             21038170
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   120531
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   1947
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  804
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  6
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   123289
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        1         
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
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  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             27110675
Statistics for port 29 connected to device CB1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   1
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0         
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             72
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   0
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             0         

Port statistics for FC2 switch
Empty fpc slot number 2

Port statistics for FC3 switch
Empty fpc slot number 3

Port statistics for FC4 switch
Empty fpc slot number 4

Port statistics for FC5 switch
Empty fpc slot number 5
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Port statistics for FC6 switch
Empty fpc slot number 6

Port statistics for FC7 switch
Empty fpc slot number 7

show chassis
ethernet-switch fpc

detail slot

user@qfabric> show chassis ethernet-switch fpc detail 0
re0:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Port statistics for FC0 switch
Statistics for port 2 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   121823
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   2200
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  823
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  2
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   124849
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0         
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             27414524
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   85998
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   557
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  86
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  1
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   86642
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0         
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
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  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             20398564
Statistics for port 4 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   80443
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   1347
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  532
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   82326
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0         
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             18161734
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   58460
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   523
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  96
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  2
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   59081
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0         
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             13894171
Statistics for port 28 connected to device CB0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
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  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   144458
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   1080
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  182
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   145723
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0         
  TX Byte Counter             34292735
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   202266
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   3547
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  1355
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  5
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   207174
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        1
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             45576186
Statistics for port 29 connected to device CB1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0         
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   1
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             72
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
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  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0        
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   0
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             0

Port statistics for FC1 switch
Statistics for port 2 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   80629
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   1279
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  514
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0        
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   82426
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             18074790
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   58785
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   640
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  119
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0        
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   59547
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  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             14006842
Statistics for port 4 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   40004
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   668
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  290
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3        
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   40966
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             9058102
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   29794
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   225
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  44        
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   30066
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
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  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             7050000
Statistics for port 28 connected to device CB0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   88579     
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   865
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  163
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  6
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   89613
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             21056842
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   120633
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   1947
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  804
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  6
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   123391    
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        1
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             27132820
Statistics for port 29 connected to device CB1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
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  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   1
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1         
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             72
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   0
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0         
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             0

Port statistics for FC2 switch
Empty fpc slot number 2

Port statistics for FC3 switch
Empty fpc slot number 3

Port statistics for FC4 switch
Empty fpc slot number 4

Port statistics for FC5 switch
Empty fpc slot number 5

Port statistics for FC6 switch
Empty fpc slot number 6

Port statistics for FC7 switch
Empty fpc slot number 7

show chassis
ethernet-switch fpc

user@qfabric> show chassis ethernet-switch fpc interconnect-device IC-WS001 port 2
Summary for switch on FC0
Link is good on GE port 2 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-0interconnect-device

port
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
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  TX Octets                   319466
  RX Octets                   221869

Link is good on GE port 4 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-1
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   210295
  RX Octets                   151164

Link is good on XE port 28 connected to device: CB0
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   373033
  RX Octets                   529760    

Link is good on XE port 29 connected to device: CB1
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   1
  RX Octets                   0

Summary for switch on FC1
Link is good on GE port 2 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-0
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   210760
  RX Octets                   152617

Link is good on GE port 4 connected to device: FWD-SWITCH-1
  Speed is 1000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Disabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled           
  TX Octets                   104587
  RX Octets                   77315

Link is good on XE port 28 connected to device: CB0
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   229932
  RX Octets                   315346

Link is good on XE port 29 connected to device: CB1
  Speed is 10000Mb
  Duplex is full
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  Autonegotiate is Enabled
  Flow Control TX is Disabled
  Flow Control RX is Disabled
  TX Octets                   1
  RX Octets                   0

show chassis
ethernet-switch fpc

user@qfabric> show chassis ethernet-switch fpc interconnect-device IC-WS001 detail port 2
Port statistics for FC0 switch
Statistics for port 2 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-0:interconnect-device

detail port
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   311974
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   5552
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  2084
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  2
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   319613
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0         
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             70091196
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   220284
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   1486
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  198
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  1
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   221969
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0         
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
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  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             52192002
Statistics for port 4 connected to device FWD-SWITCH-1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   205595
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   3426
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  1366
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms  0
  TX Octets                   210391
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX Single Collision frames  0
  TX Mult. Collision frames   0
  TX Late Collisions          0
  TX Excessive Collisions     0
  TX Collision frames         0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX MAC ctrl frames          0
  TX Frame deferred Xmns      0
  TX Frame excessive deferl   0         
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX Jabbers                  0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             46380018
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   149866
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   1194
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  173
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  2
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   151235
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Align Errors             0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX Symbol errors            0
  RX Unsupported opcodes      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX False Carrier Errors     0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0         
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX 1519-1522 Good Vlan frms 0
  RX MTU Exceed Counter       0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             35496911
Statistics for port 28 connected to device CB0:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   370150
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  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   2680
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  371
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  3
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   373204
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        0
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             87688913
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0         
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   517569
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   8978
  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  3450
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  5
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   530003
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        1
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             116471142
Statistics for port 29 connected to device CB1:
  TX Packets 64 Octets        0
  TX Packets 65-127 Octets    1
  TX Packets 128-255 Octets   0         
  TX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
  TX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  TX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  TX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  TX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  TX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  TX Octets                   1
  TX Multicast Packets        0
  TX Broadcast Packets        1
  TX PAUSEMAC Ctrl Frames     0
  TX Oversize Packets         0
  TX FCS Error Counter        0
  TX Fragment Counter         0
  TX Byte Counter             72
  RX Packets 64 Octets        0
  RX Packets 65-127 Octets    0
  RX Packets 128-255 Octets   0
  RX Packets 256-511 Octets   0
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  RX Packets 512-1023 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1024-1518 Octets  0
  RX Packets 1519-2047 Octets  0
  RX Packets 2048-4095 Octets  0
  RX Packets 4096-9216 Octets  0
  RX Packets 9217-16383 Octets  0
  RX Octets                   0         
  RX Multicast Packets        0
  RX Broadcast Packets        0
  RX FCS Errors               0
  RX Fragments                0
  RX MAC Control Packets      0
  RX Out of Range Length      0
  RX Undersize Packets        0
  RX Oversize Packets         0
  RX Jabbers                  0
  RX Control Frame Counter    0
  RX Pause Frame Counter      0
  RX Byte Counter             0
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show chassis fabric connectivity

Syntax show chassis fabric connectivity (device | slot)

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display the status of the data plane connections in your QFabric

system.

Options none—Display the status of all data plane connections in your QFabric system.

device—Display the status of the data plane connections for a specific device.

slot—Display the status of the data plane connections for a specific Flexible PIC

Concentrator (FPC) slot on a specific device.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

request chassis fabric fpc on page 480•

• show chassis fabric device on page 547

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21

List of Sample Output show chassis fabric connectivity on page 542
show chassis fabric connectivity device on page 545
show chassis fabric connectivity device device-name slot on page 546

Output Fields Table 104 on page 541 lists the output fields for the show chassis fabric connectivity

command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they appear.

Table 104: show chassis fabric connectivity Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Hardware serial identifier of the QFabric system component.Device ID

Model number of the QFabric system component. Values include qfxc08-3008 (QFX3008-I
Interconnect device), qfx3600-I (QFX3600-I Interconnect device, qfx3500 (QFX3500 Node device),
and qfx3600-16q (QFX3600 Node device).

Type

Displays inbound data plane (fte-) connections between Node devices and Interconnect devices,
and their status (such asOk).

Fabric: Incoming links

Displays outbound data plane (fte-) connections between Node devices and Interconnect devices,
and their status (such asOk).

Fabric: Outgoing links
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Sample Output

show chassis fabric
connectivity

user@qfabric> show chassis fabric connectivity
Device ID: ED1487, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/1                   -> ED1487:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/1                   -> ED1487:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  ED1487:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/1                    Ok
  ED1487:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/1                    Ok
Device ID: ED3683, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/2                   -> ED3683:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/2                   -> ED3683:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  ED3683:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/2                    Ok
  ED3683:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/2                    Ok
Device ID: ED3705, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/0                   -> ED3705:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/0                   -> ED3705:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  ED3705:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/0                    Ok
  ED3705:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/0                    Ok
Device ID: ED3707, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/8                   -> ED3707:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/8                   -> ED3707:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  ED3707:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/8                    Ok
  ED3707:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/8                    Ok
Device ID: ED3711, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/9                   -> ED3711:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/9                   -> ED3711:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  ED3711:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/9                    Ok
  ED3711:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/9                    Ok
Device ID: ED3702, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/10                  -> ED3702:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/10                  -> ED3702:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  ED3702:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/10                   Ok
  ED3702:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/10                   Ok
Device ID: BBAK8737, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/11                  -> BBAK8737:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8737:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/11                   Ok
Device ID: BBAK8777, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/5                   -> BBAK8777:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/6                   -> BBAK8777:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8777:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/5                    Ok
  BBAK8777:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/6                    Ok
Device ID: BBAK8866, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/3                   -> BBAK8866:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
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  A0010:fte-0/0/4                   -> BBAK8866:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8866:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/3                    Ok
  BBAK8866:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/4                    Ok
Device ID: BBAK8810, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-3/0/5                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/6                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/5                    Ok
  BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/6                    Ok
Device ID: BBAK8854, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-3/0/3                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/4                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/3                    Ok
  BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/4                    Ok
Device ID: BBAK8885, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/14                  -> BBAK8885:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/15                  -> BBAK8885:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8885:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/14                   Ok
  BBAK8885:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/15                   Ok
Device ID: BBAK8864, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-3/0/7                   -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/11                  -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/7                    Ok
  BBAK8864:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/11                   Ok
Device ID: BBAK8759, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-3/0/12                  -> BBAK8759:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/13                  -> BBAK8759:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8759:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/12                   Ok
  BBAK8759:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/13                   Ok
Device ID: BBAK8704, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/12                  -> BBAK8704:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/13                  -> BBAK8704:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8704:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/12                   Ok
  BBAK8704:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/13                   Ok
Device ID: BBAK8714, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-3/0/14                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/15                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/14                   Ok
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/15                   Ok
Device ID: A0010, Type: qfxc08-3008
  Front  Card 0   : Incoming links:
  ED3705:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/0                    Ok
  ED1487:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/1                    Ok
  ED3683:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/2                    Ok
  BBAK8866:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/3                    Ok
  BBAK8866:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/4                    Ok
  BBAK8777:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/5                    Ok
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  BBAK8777:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/6                    Ok
  ED3707:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/8                    Ok
  ED3711:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/9                    Ok
  ED3702:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/10                   Ok
  BBAK8737:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/11                   Ok
  BBAK8704:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/12                   Ok
  BBAK8704:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/13                   Ok
  BBAK8885:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/14                   Ok
  BBAK8885:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/15                   Ok
  Front  Card 0   : Outgoing links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/8                   -> ED3707:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/9                   -> ED3711:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/10                  -> ED3702:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/11                  -> BBAK8737:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/12                  -> BBAK8704:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/13                  -> BBAK8704:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/14                  -> BBAK8885:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/15                  -> BBAK8885:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/0                   -> ED3705:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/1                   -> ED1487:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/2                   -> ED3683:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/3                   -> BBAK8866:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/4                   -> BBAK8866:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/5                   -> BBAK8777:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/6                   -> BBAK8777:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Front  Card 3   : Incoming links:
  ED3705:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/0                    Ok
  ED1487:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/1                    Ok
  ED3683:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/2                    Ok
  BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/3                    Ok
  BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/4                    Ok
  BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/5                    Ok
  BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/6                    Ok
  BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/7                    Ok
  ED3707:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/8                    Ok
  ED3711:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/9                    Ok
  ED3702:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/10                   Ok
  BBAK8864:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/11                   Ok
  BBAK8759:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/12                   Ok
  BBAK8759:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/13                   Ok
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/14                   Ok
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/15                   Ok
  Front  Card 3   : Outgoing links:
  A0010:fte-3/0/8                   -> ED3707:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/9                   -> ED3711:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/10                  -> ED3702:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/11                  -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/12                  -> BBAK8759:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/13                  -> BBAK8759:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/14                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/15                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/0                   -> ED3705:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/1                   -> ED1487:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/2                   -> ED3683:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/3                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/4                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/5                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/6                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/7                   -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
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show chassis fabric
connectivity device

user@qfabric> show chassis fabric connectivity device BBAK8714
Device ID: BBAK8714, Type: qfx3500
  Fabric: Incoming links:
  A0010:fte-3/0/14                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/15                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Fabric: Outgoing links:
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/14                   Ok
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/15                   Ok

user@qfabric> show chassis fabric connectivity device A0010
Device ID: A0010, Type: qfxc08-3008
  Front  Card 0   : Incoming links:
  ED3705:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/0                    Ok
  ED1487:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/1                    Ok
  ED3683:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/2                    Ok
  BBAK8866:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/3                    Ok
  BBAK8866:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/4                    Ok
  BBAK8777:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/5                    Ok
  BBAK8777:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/6                    Ok
  ED3707:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/8                    Ok
  ED3711:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/9                    Ok
  ED3702:fte-0/1/2                  -> A0010:fte-0/0/10                   Ok
  BBAK8737:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/11                   Ok
  BBAK8704:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/12                   Ok
  BBAK8704:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/13                   Ok
  BBAK8885:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-0/0/14                   Ok
  BBAK8885:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-0/0/15                   Ok
  Front  Card 0   : Outgoing links:
  A0010:fte-0/0/8                   -> ED3707:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/9                   -> ED3711:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/10                  -> ED3702:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/11                  -> BBAK8737:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/12                  -> BBAK8704:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/13                  -> BBAK8704:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/14                  -> BBAK8885:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/15                  -> BBAK8885:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/0                   -> ED3705:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/1                   -> ED1487:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/2                   -> ED3683:fte-0/1/2                   Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/3                   -> BBAK8866:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/4                   -> BBAK8866:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/5                   -> BBAK8777:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-0/0/6                   -> BBAK8777:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  Front  Card 3   : Incoming links:
  ED3705:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/0                    Ok
  ED1487:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/1                    Ok
  ED3683:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/2                    Ok
  BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/3                    Ok
  BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/4                    Ok
  BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/5                    Ok
  BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/6                    Ok
  BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/7                    Ok
  ED3707:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/8                    Ok
  ED3711:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/9                    Ok
  ED3702:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/10                   Ok
  BBAK8864:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/11                   Ok
  BBAK8759:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/12                   Ok
  BBAK8759:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/13                   Ok
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/14                   Ok
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/15                   Ok
  Front  Card 3   : Outgoing links:
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  A0010:fte-3/0/8                   -> ED3707:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/9                   -> ED3711:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/10                  -> ED3702:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/11                  -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/12                  -> BBAK8759:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/13                  -> BBAK8759:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/14                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/15                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/0                   -> ED3705:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/1                   -> ED1487:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/2                   -> ED3683:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/3                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/4                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/5                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/6                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/7                   -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/3                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/4                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/5                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/6                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/7                   -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                 Ok

show chassis fabric
connectivity device
device-name slot

user@qfabric> show chassis fabric connectivity device A0010 slot 3
Device ID: A0010, Type: qfxc08-3008
  Front  Card 3   : Incoming links:
  ED3705:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/0                    Ok
  ED1487:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/1                    Ok
  ED3683:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/2                    Ok
  BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/3                    Ok
  BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/4                    Ok
  BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/5                    Ok
  BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/6                    Ok
  BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/7                    Ok
  ED3707:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/8                    Ok
  ED3711:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/9                    Ok
  ED3702:fte-0/1/3                  -> A0010:fte-3/0/10                   Ok
  BBAK8864:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/11                   Ok
  BBAK8759:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/12                   Ok
  BBAK8759:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/13                   Ok
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                -> A0010:fte-3/0/14                   Ok
  BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                -> A0010:fte-3/0/15                   Ok
  Front  Card 3   : Outgoing links:
  A0010:fte-3/0/8                   -> ED3707:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/9                   -> ED3711:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/10                  -> ED3702:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/11                  -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/12                  -> BBAK8759:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/13                  -> BBAK8759:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/14                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/15                  -> BBAK8714:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/0                   -> ED3705:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/1                   -> ED1487:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/2                   -> ED3683:fte-0/1/3                   Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/3                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/4                   -> BBAK8854:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/5                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/6                   -> BBAK8810:fte-0/1/1                 Ok
  A0010:fte-3/0/7                   -> BBAK8864:fte-0/1/0                 Ok
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show chassis fabric device

Syntax show chassis fabric device device-name

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display the fabricmanagement status of devices in your QFabric

system.

Options none—Display the fabric management status for all devices in your QFabric system.

device-name—Display the fabricmanagement status for a specific device in yourQFabric

system. You can enter either the alias name or the serial number of the device.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

request chassis fabric fpc on page 480•

• show chassis fabric connectivity on page 541

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21

List of Sample Output show chassis fabric device on page 547

Output Fields Table 105 onpage 547 lists the output fields for the showchassis fabric device command.

Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they appear.

Table 105: show chassis fabric device Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Hardware serial identifier of the QFabric system component.Device ID

Model number of the QFabric system component. Values include qfxc08-3008 (QFX3008-I
Interconnect device), qfx3600-I (QFX3600-I Interconnect device, qfx3500 (QFX3500Node device),
and qfx3600-16q (QFX3600 Node device).

Type

Displays keepalive status for fabric management processes on a specific device. Values include On
andOff.

Management status

Displays operational status of the device participating in fabric management (such as Ok).Hardware status

Sample Output

show chassis fabric
device

user@qfabric> show chassis fabric device

Device ID: node2, Type: qfx3500
Management status: On, Hardware status: Ok

Device ID: node3, Type: qfx3500
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Management status: On, Hardware status: Ok

Device ID: node0, Type: qfx3500
Management status: On, Hardware status: Ok

Device ID: node1, Type: qfx3500
Management status: On, Hardware status: Ok
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show chassis nonstop-upgrade node-group

Syntax show chassis nonstop-upgrade node-group node-group-name

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description Display the status of the Node group after the most recent nonstop software upgrade

(NSSU).

Required Privilege
Level

view

Related
Documentation

Performing a Nonstop Software Upgrade on the QFabric System on page 445•

• request system software nonstop-upgrade on page 491

List of Sample Output show chassis nonstop-upgrade node-group on page 549

Output Fields Table 106 on page 549 lists the output fields for the show chassis nonstop-upgrade

node-group command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they

appear.

Table 106: show chassis nonstop-upgrade node-group Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Node device slot number.Item

State of Node device:

• Error—Node device is in an error state.

• Offline—Node device is powered down.

• Online—Node device is online and running.

Status

Reason for the state (if the line card is offline).Reason

Sample Output

show chassis
nonstop-upgrade

node-group

user@qfabric> show chassis nonstop-upgrade node-group NW-NG-0
 Item           Status                  Reason
  P1550-C        Online               
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show fabric administration inventory

Syntax show fabric administration inventory
<brief | detail | terse>
<director-group (status)>
<infrastructure (fabric-controls | fabric-managers | diagnostic-routing-engines)>
<interconnect-devices interconnect-device-name>
<node-devices node-device-name>
<node-groups node-group-name>
<summary>

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display all devices that belong to the QFabric system. You can

narrow the level of output by specifying a device type.

NOTE: If your Node devices do not appear in the output of the show fabric

administration inventory command, check the cabling of your system.

Options none—Display all devices within a QFabric system.

brief | detail | terse—(Optional) Display the specified level of output.

director-group (status)—(Optional) Display the status for the Director group within a

QFabric system.

infrastructure(fabric-controls | fabric-managers |diagnostic-routing-engines)—(Optional)

Display information for the fabric control Routing Engine, fabric manager Routing

Engine, and diagnostic Routing Engine running on the Director group for the QFabric

system.

interconnect-devices interconnect-device-name—(Optional)Displayaspecific Interconnect

device within a QFabric system.

node-devices node-device-name—(Optional) Display a specific Node device within a

QFabric system.

node-groupsnode-group-name—(Optional)DisplayaspecificNodegroupwithinaQFabric

system.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360•

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• show fabric administration inventory infrastructure on page 558
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• show fabric administration inventory director-group status on page 553

• show fabric administration inventory node-devices on page 563

• show fabric administration inventory node-groups on page 565

• show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices on page 561

• show fabric inventory on page 568

List of Sample Output show fabric administration inventory on page 552

Output Fields Table 107 on page 551 lists the output fields for the show fabric administration inventory

command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they appear.

Table 107: show fabric administration inventory Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Type of QFabric system component being viewed. Possible values include Node group, Interconnect
device, Fabric control, Fabric manager, Diagnostic routing engine, and Ungrouped Node device.

Item

Hardware serial identifier of a QFabric system component. When you configure an alias name for a
component, the ID is displayed.

Identifier

Status of a QFabric system component: either Connected or Disconnected, depending on whether or
not the Director software has detected keepalive messages for the listed component.

Connection

Whether or not the configuration for a QFabric system component has been received and installed.
The configuration can be Configured, Failed (unsuccessful), Pending (in the process of being written
or retried), or Unknown.

Configuration

Name of the Node groups associated with the QFabric system, and the Node devices assigned to
each Node group. The group can be either Connected or Disconnected, depending on whether or not
the Director software has detected keepalive messages for the devices in the group. This field also
displays the serial ID for the Node group and the status for the Node group.

Node group

Nameof the Interconnectdevicesassociatedwith theNodegroup. Thedevice canbeeitherConnected
orDisconnected, dependingonwhether or not theDirector softwarehasdetectedkeepalivemessages
for thedevice. This field alsodisplays the serial ID andconfiguration status for the Interconnect device.

Interconnect device

Name of the primary virtual Junos Routing Engine associated with the QFabric system. The fabric
manager Routing Engine can be either Connected or Disconnected, depending on whether or not the
Director software hasdetected keepalivemessages for this virtual device. It alsodisplays the identifier
and configuration status for the fabric manager Routing Engine.

Fabric manager

Name of the virtual Junos Routing Engines responsible for route selection within a QFabric system
partition. The fabric control Routing Engine can be either Connected or Disconnected, depending on
whether or not the Director software has detected keepalive messages for this virtual device. It also
displays the identifier and configuration status for the fabric control Routing Engine.

Fabric control

Name of the virtual Junos Routing Engine responsible for troubleshooting and diagnostic utilities
within a QFabric system partition. The diagnostic Routing Engine can be either Connected or
Disconnected, depending on whether or not the Director software has detected keepalive messages
for this virtual device. It also displays the identifier and configuration status for the diagnostic Routing
Engine.

Diagnostic routing
engine
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Sample Output

show fabric
administration

inventory

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory

Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Ungrouped Node device
  Node6                 BBAK8979                Disconnected           
Node group
  BBAK8891                                      Connected       Configured    
    BBAK8891                                    Connected
  BBAK8868                                      Connected       Configured    
    BBAK8868                                    Connected
  RSNG-1                                        Connected       Configured    
    Node-3              BBAK8276                Connected
    Node-4              BBAK8273                Connected
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured    
    Node-0              BBAK8309                Connected
    Node-1              BBAK8283                Connected
Interconnect device
  IC-YW3781                                     Connected       Configured    
    YW3781/RE0                                  Connected       Configured    
  IC-YW3798                                     Connected       Configured    
    YW3798/RE0                                  Connected       Configured    
Fabric manager
  FM-0                                          Connected       Configured    
Fabric control
  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured    
  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured  
Diagnostic routing engine
  DRE-0                                         Connected       Configured
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show fabric administration inventory director-group status

Syntax show fabric administration inventory director-group status (target director-device-name |
all)

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display the status of Director devices that belong to a QFabric

system Director group.

Options none—Display the status of all Director devices within a QFabric system.

all—Display the status of all Director devices within a QFabric system.

target director-device-name—Display the status of a specific Director device within a

QFabric system.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

request fabric administration director-group change-master on page 483•

• Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360

• Understanding the Director Group on page 18

List of Sample Output show fabric administration inventory director-group status on page 554
show fabric administration inventory director-group status target on page 556

Output Fields Table 108 on page 553 lists the output fields for the show fabric administration inventory

director-groupstatus command.Output fieldsare listed in theapproximateorder inwhich

they appear.

Table 108: show fabric administration inventory director-group status Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Timestamp for the Director group status report.Director Group Status

Name of the Director device.Member

Current operational mode of the Director device: online or offline.Status

High availability operational role of the Director device:master or standby.Role

Management IP address of the Director device.Mgmt Address

Percentage of CPU processing memory being used by the Director device.CPU

Available storagememory on the Director device.Free Memory

Number of virtual machines operating on the Director device.VMs
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Table 108:showfabricadministration inventorydirector-groupstatusOutputFields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

Length of time the Director device has been operating.Up Time

Name or identifier of the Director device.Device Id/Alias

Operational status of the database server, load balancer, and QFabric partition address.Master Services

Operational status of the shared file system, network file system, virtual machine server, and DHCP
load balancer.

Director Group
Managed Services

Operational status of theDirector device hard drive, including information about the volume identifier,
physical identifiers, and SCSI identifiers. There is also status information for the drive partitions,
including directory size, available and used drive space, utilization, and directory locations.

Hard Drive Status

Operational status of the Director group processes, such as devicemanagers, SSH, NFS, FTP, system
logmessages, and SNMP.

Director Group
Processes

Operational status of the Director device interfaces, such as the management interface, the control
planebridge interface, thecontrol planeLAG, thecontrol plane links (where the first number represents
theEthernetmodule [0or 1] and the secondnumber represents theport [0 -3]), and the inter-Director
crossover LAG. The state of the interfaces can be up or down.

Interface Link Status

Sample Output

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status
Director Group Status Thu Aug  2 17:36:34 UTC 2012

inventory
director-group status

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg0    online master   10.94.215.38    8%  15191684k   4   6 days, 06:24 hrs
 dg1    online backup   10.94.215.39    7%  17733160k   3   6 days, 06:24 hrs

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg0    0281052011000001 online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  Physical ID:1                  online     
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  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 9.4G 391G  3%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  11G  83G   12%  /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           
  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up        

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg1    0281052011000032 online  backup   

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  Physical ID:1                  online     

  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------
  423G 9.8G 391G  3%   /          
  99M  16M  79M   17%  /boot      
  93G  11G  83G   12%  /pbdata    
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  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     backup                           
  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  down      
  CP Link [1/1]                  down      
  CP Link [1/0]                  down      
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory director-group status target
0281052011000004
Director Group Status Thu Aug 16 02:25:37 UTC 2012inventory

director-group status
target

 Member Status Role     Mgmt Address    CPU Free Memory VMs Up Time
 ------ ------ -------- --------------- --- ----------- --- -------------
 dg0    online backup   10.94.195.109   7%  10009364k   3   23:44 hrs        
 dg1    online master   10.94.195.110   9%  6120712k    4   1 day, 33:17 mins

 Member Device Id/Alias  Status  Role
 ------ ---------------- ------- ---------
 dg1    0281052011000004 online  master   

  Master Services
  ---------------
  Database Server                online    
  Load Balancer Director         online    
  QFabric Partition Address      online    

  Director Group Managed Services
  -------------------------------
  Shared File System             online    
  Network File System            online    
  Virtual Machine Server         online    
  Load Balancer/DHCP             online    

  Hard Drive Status
  ----------------
  Physical ID:0                  online     
  Physical ID:1                  online     
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  Size  Used Avail Used% Mounted on 
  ----  ---- ----- ----- ----------     
  423G 7.2G 394G  2%   /          
  99M  20M  75M   21%  /boot      
  93G  8.8G 85G   10%  /pbdata    

  Director Group Processes
  ------------------------
  Director Group Manager         online    
  Partition Manager              online    
  Software Mirroring             online    
  Shared File System master      online    
  Secure Shell Process           online    
  Network File System            online    
  DHCP Server master             online     master                           
  FTP Server                     online    
  Syslog                         online    
  Distributed Management         online    
  SNMP Trap Forwarder            online    
  SNMP Process                   online    
  Platform Management            online    

  Interface Link Status
  ---------------------
  Management Interface           up        
  Control Plane Bridge           up        
  Control Plane LAG              up        
  CP Link [0/2]                  up        
  CP Link [0/1]                  up        
  CP Link [0/0]                  up        
  CP Link [1/2]                  up        
  CP Link [1/1]                  up        
  CP Link [1/0]                  up        
  Crossover LAG                  up        
  CP Link [0/3]                  up        
  CP Link [1/3]                  up 
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show fabric administration inventory infrastructure

Syntax show administrator inventory infrastructure
<brief | detail>
(fabric-controls | fabric-managers | diagnostic-routing-engines)

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systemsonly) Display the services running on theDirector group for theQFabric

system. These services can include external Routing Engines that are used to support

QFabric system operations, such as partitioning and fabric control.

Options none—Display all services running on the Director group, which are used to support the

QFabric system.

brief | detail—(Optional) Display the specified level of output.

fabric-managers—Display information for the fabric manager Routing Engine running on

the Director group, which is used to support all partitions in the QFabric system.

fabric-controls—Display information for the fabric control Routing Engine running on the

Director group, which is used to support route information in the QFabric system.

diagnostic-routing-engines—Display information for thediagnosticRoutingEngine running

on theDirector group,which is responsible for troubleshootinganddiagnostic utilities

within a QFabric system partition.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

show fabric administration inventory on page 550•

List of Sample Output show fabric administration inventory infrastructure on page 559
show fabric administration inventory infrastructure fabric-controls on page 560
show fabric administration inventory infrastructure fabric-managers on page 560
show fabric administration inventory infrastructure
diagnostic-routing-engines on page 560

Output Fields Table 109 on page 558 lists the output fields for the show fabric administration inventory

infrastructure command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they

appear.

Table 109: show fabric administration inventory infrastructure Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Type of virtual Junos Routing Engine being viewed. Examples include the network Node group, fabric
control, fabric manager, and diagnostic Routing Engines.

Routing Engine Type

Name of the QFabric system component.Hostname
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Table 109: show fabric administration inventory infrastructure Output Fields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

Process identifier for the component.PID

Percentage of CPU processing memory being used by the component.CPU-Use (%)

Name of the virtual Junos Routing Engines responsible for route selection within a QFabric system
partition.

With the fabric-controls option, the fabric control Routing Engine can be either Connected or
Disconnected, depending on whether or not the Director software has detected keepalive messages
for this virtual device. This field also displays the identifier and configuration status for the fabric
control Routing Engine.

Fabric control

Name of the virtual Junos Routing Engine that manages the QFabric system.

With the fabric-managers option, the fabric manager Routing Engine can be either Connected or
Disconnected, depending on whether or not the Director software has detected keepalive messages
for this virtual device. This field also displays the identifier and configuration status for the fabric
manager Routing Engine.

Fabric manager

Nameof the virtual Junos Routing Engine instance that handles routing processes for a networkNode
group.

Network Node group

Name of the virtual Junos Routing Engine responsible for troubleshooting and diagnostic utilities
within a QFabric system partition.

With the diagnostic-routing-engines option, the diagnostic Routing Engine can be either Connected or
Disconnected, depending on whether or not the Director software has detected keepalive messages
for this virtual device. It also displays the identifier and configuration status for the diagnostic Routing
Engine.

Diagnostic

Type of QFabric system component being viewed.Item

Hardware serial identifier of a QFabric system component.Identifier

Status of a QFabric system component: either Connected or Disconnected, depending on whether or
not the Director software has detected keepalive messages for the listed component.

Connection

Whether or not the configuration for a QFabric system component has been received and installed.
The configuration can be Configured, Failed (unsuccessful), Pending (in the process of being written
or retried), or Unknown.

Configuration

Sample Output

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory infrastructure
dg0:
Routing Engine Type     Hostname                      PID      CPU-Use(%)inventory

infrastructure
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fabric manager          FM-0                          9832      1.0
Network Node group      QFabric_default_NW-NG-1_RE1   24633     4.2
Fabric control          QFabric_default_FC-1_RE0      25374     1.8
Diagnostic              QFabric_DRE                   6789      1.3
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dg1:
Routing Engine Type     Hostname                      PID      CPU-Use(%)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fabric manager          FM-1                          572       1.6
Network Node group      QFabric_default_NW-NG-0_RE0   19217     7.8
Fabric control          QFabric_default_FC-0_RE0      20071     1.9

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> showfabricadministration inventory infrastructure fabric-controls fabric-controls
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Fabric controlinventory
  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured    
  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured    infrastructure

fabric-controls

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory infrastructure fabric-managers
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Fabric manager
  FM-0                                          Connected       Configured 

inventory
infrastructure

fabric-managers

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory infrastructure diagnostic-routing-engines
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Diagnostic routing engine
  DRE-0                                         Connected       Configured    

inventory
infrastructure

diagnostic-routing-engines
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show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices

Syntax show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices interconnect-device-name

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systemsonly)Display the Interconnectdevices thatbelong toaQFabric system.

Options none—Display all Interconnect devices within a QFabric system.

interconnect-device-name—Displayaspecific InterconnectdevicewithinaQFabric system.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

request chassis fabric fpc on page 480•

• show chassis fabric connectivity on page 541

• show chassis fabric device on page 547

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

• Understanding Interconnect Devices on page 21

List of Sample Output show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices on page 562
show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices device-name on page 562

Output Fields Table 110 on page 561 lists the output fields for the show fabric administration inventory

interconnect-devicescommand.Output fieldsare listed in theapproximateorder inwhich

they appear.

Table 110: show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Name of the Interconnect devices associated with the partition.Interconnect device

Type of QFabric system component being viewed.

Interconnect devices either display the alias name (if configured) or the hardware serial identifier and
Control Board Routing Engine numbers.

Item

Hardware serial identifier of a QFabric system component. When you configure an alias name for a
component, the ID is displayed.

Identifier

Status of a QFabric system component: either Connected or Disconnected, depending on whether or
not the Director software has detected keepalive messages for the listed component.

Connection

Whether or not the configuration for a QFabric system component has been received and installed.
The configuration can be Configured, Failed (unsuccessful), Pending (in the process of being written
or retried), or Unknown.

Configuration
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Sample Output

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Interconnect deviceinventory

interconnect-devices
  IC-YW3781                                     Connected       Configured    
    YW3781/RE0                                  Connected
    YW3781/RE1                                  Connected
  IC-YW3798                                     Connected       Configured    
    YW3798/RE0                                  Connected
    YW3798/RE1                                  Connected

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory interconnect-devices IC-YW3781
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Interconnect deviceinventory
  IC-YW3781                                     Connected       Configured    

interconnect-devices
device-name

    YW3781/RE0                                  Connected
    YW3781/RE1                                  Connected
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show fabric administration inventory node-devices

Syntax show fabric administration inventory node-devices node-device-name

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display the Node devices that belong to the QFabric system.

NOTE: If your Node devices do not appear in the output of the show fabric

administration inventory node-devices command, check the cabling of your

system.

Options none—Display all Node devices within the QFabric system.

node-device-name—Display a specific Node device within the QFabric system.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380•

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• show fabric administration inventory node-groups on page 565

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

• Understanding Node Devices on page 24

List of Sample Output show fabric administration inventory node-devices on page 564
show fabric administration inventory node-devices device-name on page 564

Output Fields Table 111 on page 563 lists the output fields for the show fabric administration inventory

node-devices command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they

appear.

Table 111: show fabric administration inventory node-devices Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Name of the Node devices associated with the Node group. The device can be either Connected or
Not Connected, depending onwhether or not the Director software has detected keepalivemessages
for the device. This field also displays the serial ID and configuration status for the Node device.

Node device

Type of QFabric system component being viewed.Item

Hardware serial identifier of a QFabric system component.Identifier

Status of a QFabric system component: either Connected or Not Connected, depending on whether
or not the Director software has detected keepalive messages for the listed component.

Connection
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Table 111: show fabric administration inventory node-devices Output Fields (continued)

Field DescriptionField Name

Whether or not the configuration for a QFabric system component has been received and installed.
The configuration can be Configured, Failed (unsuccessful), Pending (in the process of being written
or retried), or Unknown.

Configuration

Sample Output

show fabric
administration

inventorynode-devices

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory node-devices
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node device
  Node0                 BBAK8309                Connected       Configured    
  Node1                 BBAK8283                Connected       Configured    
  Node2                 BBAK8891                Connected       Configured    
  Node3                 BBAK8868                Connected       Configured    
  Node4                 BBAK8276                Connected       Configured    
  Node5                 BBAK8273                Connected       Configured  

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory node-devices node0
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node deviceinventorynode-devices

device-name
  Node0                 BBAK8309                Connected       Configured    
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show fabric administration inventory node-groups

Syntax show fabric administration inventory node-groups node-group-name

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display the Node groups and the corresponding Node devices

that belong to the QFabric system.

Options none—Display all Node groups within the QFabric system.

node-group-name—Display information for a specific Node group within the QFabric

system.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395•

• show fabric administration inventory node-devices on page 563

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

List of Sample Output show fabric administration inventory node-groups on page 566
show fabric administration inventory node-groups node-group-name on page 566

Output Fields Table 112 on page 565 lists the output fields for the show fabric administration inventory

node-groups command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they

appear.

Table 112: show fabric administration inventory node-groups Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Name of the Node groups associated with the partition.Node group

Type of QFabric system component being viewed.

• Autogenerated Node groups display the hardware serial identifier for both the name of the Node
group and the name of the included Node device.

• User-configured Node groups either display the alias name (if configured) or the hardware serial
identifier for each Node device contained in the Node group.

Item

Hardware serial identifier of a QFabric system component. When you configure an alias name for a
component, the ID is displayed.

Identifier

Status of a QFabric system component: either Connected or Disconnected, depending on whether or
not the Director software has detected keepalive messages for the listed component.

Connection

Whether or not the configuration for a QFabric system component has been received and installed.
The configuration can be Configured, Failed (unsuccessful), Pending (in the process of being written
or retried), or Unknown.

Configuration
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Sample Output

show fabric
administration

inventorynode-groups

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory node-groups
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  BBAK8891                                      Connected       Configured    
    BBAK8891                                    Connected
  BBAK8868                                      Connected       Configured    
    BBAK8868                                    Connected
  RSNG-1                                        Connected       Configured    
    Node-3              BBAK8276                Connected
    Node-4              BBAK8273                Connected
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured    
    Node-0              BBAK8309                Connected
    Node-1              BBAK8283                Connected

show fabric
administration

user@qfabric> show fabric administration inventory node-groups RSNG-1
Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node groupinventorynode-groups

node-group-name
  RSNG-1                                        Connected       Configured    
    Node-3              BBAK8276                Connected
    Node-4              BBAK8273                Connected
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show fabric administration systemmac-pool

Syntax show fabric administration systemmac-pool

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.3 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display the MAC addresses that belong to a QFabric Director

group.

Options There are no options for this command.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

request fabric administration systemmac-pool add on page 484•

• request fabric administration systemmac-pool delete on page 485

List of Sample Output show fabric administration systemmac-pool on page 567

Output Fields Table 113 on page 567 lists the output fields for the show fabric administration system

mac-pool command. Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they

appear.

Table 113: show fabric administration systemmac-pool Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Starting MAC address for the pool assigned to the QFabric system.MAC Block Base

Total number of MAC addresses assigned to the QFabric system.Total MACs

Number of available MAC addresses from the total.Available MACs

Sample Output

show fabric
administration system

mac-pool

user@qfabric> show fabric administration systemmac-pool
 Mac Block Base         Total MACs      Available MACs
         00:11:00:00:00:00       4096            4084
         02:00:00:11:22:00       10              10
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show fabric inventory

Syntax show fabric inventory
<brief | detail | terse>
<infrastructure fabric-controls (FC-0 | FC-1)>
<node-devices node-device-name>
<node-groups node-group-name>

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display Node devices, Node groups, and fabric control Routing

Engines that belong to the QFabric system. You can narrow the level of output by

specifying a device type.

NOTE:

• If you have administrator privileges, issue the show fabric administration

inventory command to view all devices in your QFabric system (including

Interconnect devices and Director devices).

• If yourNodedevicesdonotappear in theoutputof theshowfabric inventory

command, check the cabling of your system.

Options none—Display all devices within a QFabric system.

brief | detail | terse—(Optional) Display the specified level of output.

infrastructure fabric-controls (FC-0 | FC-1)—(Optional) Display information for the fabric

control Routing Engines running on the Director group for the QFabric system.

node-devices node-device-name—(Optional) Display a specific Node device within a

QFabric system.

node-groupsnode-group-name—(Optional)DisplayaspecificNodegroupwithinaQFabric

system.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360•

• Configuring Aliases for the QFabric System on page 380

• Configuring Node Groups for the QFabric System on page 395

• show fabric administration inventory on page 550

List of Sample Output show fabric inventory on page 569
show fabric inventory infrastructure fabric-controls on page 569
show fabric inventory node-devices on page 570
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show fabric inventory node-groups on page 570

Output Fields Table 114onpage569 lists theoutput fields for theshowfabric inventorycommand.Output

fields are listed in the approximate order in which they appear.

Table 114: show fabric inventory Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Type of QFabric system component being viewed. Possible values include Node device, Node group,
Fabric control, and Ungrouped Node device.

Item

Hardware serial identifier of a QFabric system component.Identifier

Status of a QFabric system component: either Connected or Disconnected, depending on whether or
not the Director software has detected keepalive messages for the listed component.

Connection

Whether or not the configuration for a QFabric system component has been received and installed.
The configuration can be Configured, Failed (unsuccessful), Pending (in the process of being written
or retried), or Unknown.

Configuration

Name of the Node groups associated with the QFabric system, and the Node devices assigned to
each Node group. The group can be either Connected or Disconnected, depending on whether or not
the Director software has detected keepalive messages for the devices in the group. This field also
displays the serial ID for the Node group and the status for the Node group.

Node group

Name of the Node devices associated with the Node group. The device can be either Connected or
Disconnected, depending on whether or not the Director software has detected keepalive messages
for the device. This field also displays the serial ID and configuration status for the Node device.

Node device

Name of the virtual Junos Routing Engines responsible for route selection within a QFabric system
partition. The fabric control Routing Engine can be either Connected or Disconnected, depending on
whether or not the Director software has detected keepalive messages for this virtual device. It also
displays the identifier and configuration status for the fabric control Routing Engine.

Fabric control

Sample Output

show fabric inventory user@qfabric> show fabric inventory

Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Ungrouped Node device
  P3747-C                                       Disconnected
Node group
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured    
    Node-1              P4093-C                 Connected                     
  RSNG-1                                        Connected       Configured    
    Node-2              P4514-C                 Connected                     
    Node-3              P3917-C                 Connected                     
Fabric control
  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured    
  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured  

show fabric inventory
infrastructure
fabric-controls

user@qfabric> show fabric inventory infrastructure fabric-controls

Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Fabric control
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  FC-0                                          Connected       Configured    
  FC-1                                          Connected       Configured  

show fabric inventory
node-devices

user@qfabric> show fabric inventory node-devices

Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node device
  Node-1                P4093-C                 Connected                     
  Node-2                P4514-C                 Connected                     
  Node-3                P3917-C                 Connected                     

show fabric inventory
node-groups

user@qfabric> show fabric inventory node-groups

Item                    Identifier              Connection      Configuration
Node group
  NW-NG-0                                       Connected       Configured    
    Node-1              P4093-C                 Connected                     
  RSNG-1                                        Connected       Configured    
    Node-2              P4514-C                 Connected                     
    Node-3              P3917-C                 Connected                     
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show fabric session-host

Syntax show fabric session-host

Release Information Command introduced in Junos OS Release 12.2 for the QFX Series.

Description (QFabric systems only) Display the Director device within the Director group that hosts

the QFabric CLI session.

Options none—Display the Director device hosting the QFabric CLI session.

Required Privilege
Level

admin

Related
Documentation

Understanding the Director Group on page 18•

• show fabric administration inventory director-group status on page 553

List of Sample Output show fabric session-host on page 571

Output Fields Table 115 on page 571 lists the output fields for the show fabric session-host command.

Output fields are listed in the approximate order in which they appear.

Table 115: show fabric session-host Output Fields

Field DescriptionField Name

Hardware serial identifier of the Director device that hosts the SSH QFabric CLI session.Identifier

Sample Output

show fabric
session-host

user@qfabric> show fabric session-host
Identifier: 0281052011000032
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show log

Syntax show log
<filename | user <username>>

Syntax (QFabric
System)

show log <filename>

Syntax (TXMatrix
Routers)

show log
<all-lcc | lcc number | scc>
<filename | user <username>>

Release Information Command introduced before Junos OS Release 7.4.

Command introduced in Junos OS Release 9.0 for EX Series switches.

Command introduced in Junos OS Release 11.1 for the QFX Series.

Description List log files, display log file contents, or display information about userswhohave logged

in to the router or switch.

Options none—List all log files.

<all-lcc | lccnumber | scc>—(TXMatrix routersonly)(Optional)Display logging information

about all T640 routers (or line-card chassis) or a specific T640 router (replace

numberwith a value from 0 through 3) connected to a TXMatrix router. Or, display

logging information about the TXMatrix router (or switch-card chassis).

filename—(Optional) Display the log messages in the specified log file. For the routing

matrix, the filenamemust include the chassis information.

user<username>—(Optional)Display logging information about userswhohave recently

logged in to the router or switch. If you include username, display logging information

about the specified user.

Required Privilege
Level

trace

List of Sample Output show log on page 572
show log filename on page 573
show log filename (QFabric System) on page 573
show log user on page 574

Sample Output

show log user@host> show log
total 57518
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin      211663 Oct  1 19:44 dcd
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin      999947 Oct  1 19:41 dcd.0
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin      999994 Oct  1 17:48 dcd.1
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin      238815 Oct  1 19:44 rpd
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin     1049098 Oct  1 18:00 rpd.0
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin     1061095 Oct  1 12:13 rpd.1
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin     1052026 Oct  1 06:08 rpd.2
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin     1056309 Sep 30 18:21 rpd.3
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-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin     1056371 Sep 30 14:36 rpd.4
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin     1056301 Sep 30 10:50 rpd.5
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin     1056350 Sep 30 07:04 rpd.6
-rw-r--r--  1 root  bin     1048876 Sep 30 03:21 rpd.7
-rw-rw-r--  1 root  bin       19656 Oct  1 19:37 wtmp

show log filename user@host> show log rpd
Oct  1 18:00:18 trace_on: Tracing to ?/var/log/rpd? started
Oct  1 18:00:18 EVENT <MTU> ds-5/2/0.0 index 24 <Broadcast PointToPoint Multicast
Oct  1 18:00:18
Oct  1 18:00:19 KRT recv len 56 V9 seq 148 op add Type route/if af 2 addr 
13.13.13.21 nhop type local nhop 13.13.13.21
Oct  1 18:00:19 KRT recv len 56 V9 seq 149 op add Type route/if af 2 addr 
13.13.13.22 nhop type unicast nhop 13.13.13.22
Oct  1 18:00:19 KRT recv len 48 V9 seq 150 op add Type ifaddr index 24 devindex 
43
Oct  1 18:00:19 KRT recv len 144 V9 seq 151 op chnge Type ifdev devindex 44
Oct  1 18:00:19 KRT recv len 144 V9 seq 152 op chnge Type ifdev devindex 45
Oct  1 18:00:19 KRT recv len 144 V9 seq 153 op chnge Type ifdev devindex 46
Oct  1 18:00:19 KRT recv len 1272 V9 seq 154 op chnge Type ifdev devindex 47
...

show log filename
(QFabric System)

user@qfabric> show logmessages
Mar 28 18:00:06 qfabric chassisd: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:06 ED1486
 chassisd: CHASSISD_SNMP_TRAP10: SNMP trap generated: FRU power on 
(jnxFruContentsIndex 8, jnxFruL1Index 1, jnxFruL2Index 1, jnxFruL3Index 0, 
jnxFruName PIC: 48x 10G-SFP+ @ 0/0/*, jnxFruType 11, jnxFruSlot 0, 
jnxFruOfflineReason 2, jnxFruLastPowerOff 0, jnxFruLastPowerOn 2159)
Mar 28 18:00:07 qfabric chassisd: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:07 ED1486
 chassisd: CHASSISD_SNMP_TRAP10: SNMP trap generated: FRU power on 
(jnxFruContentsIndex 8, jnxFruL1Index 1, jnxFruL2Index 2, jnxFruL3Index 0, 
jnxFruName PIC:  @ 0/1/*, jnxFruType 11, jnxFruSlot 0, jnxFruOfflineReason 2, 
jnxFruLastPowerOff 0, jnxFruLastPowerOn 2191)
Mar 28 18:00:07 qfabric chassisd: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:07 ED1492
 chassisd: CHASSISD_SNMP_TRAP10: SNMP trap generated: FRU power on 
(jnxFruContentsIndex 8, jnxFruL1Index 1, jnxFruL2Index 1, jnxFruL3Index 0, 
jnxFruName PIC: 48x 10G-SFP+ @ 0/0/*, jnxFruType 11, jnxFruSlot 0, 
jnxFruOfflineReason 2, jnxFruLastPowerOff 0, jnxFruLastPowerOn 242726)
Mar 28 18:00:07 qfabric chassisd: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:07 ED1492
 chassisd: CHASSISD_SNMP_TRAP10: SNMP trap generated: FRU power on 
(jnxFruContentsIndex 8, jnxFruL1Index 1, jnxFruL2Index 2, jnxFruL3Index 0, 
jnxFruName PIC:  @ 0/1/*, jnxFruType 11, jnxFruSlot 0, jnxFruOfflineReason 2, 
jnxFruLastPowerOff 0, jnxFruLastPowerOn 242757)
Mar 28 18:00:16 qfabric file: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:16 ED1486 
file: UI_COMMIT: User 'root' requested 'commit' operation (comment: none)
Mar 28 18:00:27 qfabric file: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:27 ED1486 
file: UI_COMMIT: User 'root' requested 'commit' operation (comment: none)
Mar 28 18:00:50 qfabric file: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:50 
_DCF_default___NW-INE-0_RE0_ file: UI_COMMIT: User 'root' requested 'commit' 
operation (comment: none)
Mar 28 18:00:50 qfabric file: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:50 
_DCF_default___NW-INE-0_RE0_ file: UI_COMMIT: User 'root' requested 'commit' 
operation (comment: none)
Mar 28 18:00:55 qfabric file: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:00:55 ED1492 
file: UI_COMMIT: User 'root' requested 'commit' operation (comment: none)
Mar 28 18:01:10 qfabric file: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:01:10 ED1492 
file: UI_COMMIT: User 'root' requested 'commit' operation (comment: none)
Mar 28 18:02:37 qfabric chassisd: QFABRIC_INTERNAL_SYSLOG: Mar 28 18:02:37 ED1491
 chassisd: CHASSISD_SNMP_TRAP10: SNMP trap generated: FRU power on 
(jnxFruContentsIndex 8, jnxFruL1Index 1, jnxFruL2Index 1, jnxFruL3Index 0, 
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jnxFruName PIC: 48x 10G-SFP+ @ 0/0/*, jnxFruType 11, jnxFruSlot 0, 
jnxFruOfflineReason 2, jnxFruLastPowerOff 0, jnxFruLastPowerOn 33809)

show log user user@host> show log user
darius   mg2546                    Thu Oct  1 19:37   still logged in
darius   mg2529                    Thu Oct  1 19:08 - 19:36  (00:28)
darius   mg2518                    Thu Oct  1 18:53 - 18:58  (00:04)
root     mg1575                    Wed Sep 30 18:39 - 18:41  (00:02)
root     ttyp2    jun.site.per    Wed Sep 30 18:39 - 18:41  (00:02)
alex     ttyp1    192.168.1.2      Wed Sep 30 01:03 - 01:22  (00:19)
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PART 5

Troubleshooting

• QFabric System Troubleshooting on page 577
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CHAPTER 22

QFabric System Troubleshooting

• Performing a QFabric System Recovery Installation on the Director Group on page 577

• PerformingaRecovery InstallationonaQFX3008-I,QFX3600-I,QFX3600,orQFX3500

Device on page 584

• Creating an Emergency Boot Device for a QFX Series Device on page 585

Performing a QFabric SystemRecovery Installation on the Director Group

If thesoftwareonyourQFabric system isdamaged insomeway thatprevents thesoftware

from loading correctly, or you need to upgrade the software on your QFabric system, you

may need to perform a recovery installation on the Director group.

If possible, perform the following steps before you perform the recovery installation:

1. Ensure that you have an emergency boot device (for example, an external USB flash

drive) for each of your Director devices to use during the recovery installation.

You can either use the external USB flash drive containing the software supplied by

Juniper Networks, or you can use an external USB flash drive supplied by Juniper

Networks on which you install the QFabric system install media.

2. Because the recovery installation process completely overwrites the entire contents

of the Director device, make sure you back up any configuration files and initial setup

information on a different external USB flash drive before you begin a recovery

installation. You will need to restore this information as part of recovery process.

Use the request system software configuration-backup command to back up your

configuration files and initial setup information:

user@switch> request system software configuration-backup path
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NOTE: To recover theDirectorgroup, youmustupgradebothDirectordevices
in parallel. If you are recovering only one Director device in a Director group,
and the software version will remain the same between the two Director
devices, make sure that the other Director device is powered on and
operational. If the software version of the Director device you are recovering
will be different, make sure that the other Director device is powered off and
is not operational.

• (Optional) Creating an Emergency Boot Device Using a Juniper Networks External

Blank USB Flash Drive on page 578

• Performing a Recovery Installation Using a Juniper Networks External USB Flash Drive

with Preloaded Software on page 579

(Optional) Creating an Emergency Boot Device Using a Juniper Networks External Blank USB
Flash Drive

If you do not have an external USB flash drive preloaded with the software from Juniper

Networks to use as an emergency boot device, you can create your own, using a blank

external USB flash drive provided by Juniper Networks. Download the install media from

the Juniper Networks Support website onto your UNIX workstation, uncompress and

untar thesoftware, and thenburn thesoftware imageontoyour JuniperNetworksexternal

USB (4-gigabyte) flash drive. Make sure you create two emergency boot devices, one

for each Director device, so you can perform a recovery installation in parallel.

1. In a browser, go to http://www.juniper.net/support/downloads/junos.html.

The Junos Platforms Download Software page appears.

2. In theQFXSeries section of the JunosPlatforms -DownloadSoftware download page,

select the QFX Series platform software you want to download.

3. Select the number of the software version that you want to download in the Release:

pull-down window to the right of the tabs on the Download Software page.

4. Click the Software tab and select the complete install media you want to download

in theQFabric System Install Media section.

A login screen appears.

5. Enter your name and password and press Enter.

6. Read the End User License Agreement, click the I agree radio button, and then click

Proceed.

7. Log in and save the install media file to your UNIX workstation.

8. Use FTP to access the UNIX workstation where the install media resides.

ftp ftp://hostname/pathname install-media-qfabric-<version>.img.tgz

9. When prompted, enter your username and password.

10. Make sure you are in binary mode by entering binary at the prompt.

binary
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11. Use the get command to transfer the installation package from the FTP host to your

UNIX workstation.

get install-media-qfabric-<version>.img.tgz

12. Close the FTP session:

bye

13. Untar the install-media-qfabric-<version> .img.tgz file on your UNIX workstation.

tar -xvzf install-media-qfabric-11.3X30.6.img.tgz

14. Insert a blank external USB (4-gigabyte) flash drive supplied by Juniper Networks into

your UNIX workstation.

15. Burn the software image you just downloaded to your UNIX workstation onto your

external USB flash drive using the dd command:

dd if=install-media-qfabric-11.3X30.6.img of=/dev/sdb bs=16k
250880+0 records in
250880+0 records out
4110417920 bytes (4.1 GB) copied, 5.10768 seconds, 805 MB/s

16. Perform the steps in “Performing a Recovery Installation Using a Juniper Networks

External USB Flash Drive with Preloaded Software” on page 579 to continue with the

recovery installation.

Performing a Recovery Installation Using a Juniper Networks External USB Flash Drive with
Preloaded Software

This procedure describes how to perform a recovery installation using an external USB

flash drive that contains Junos OS software.

NOTE: Since the recovery installation process completely overwrites the
entire contents of the Director device, you will need to restore the required
configuration files and initial setup information. The following procedure
assumes you previously saved these backup files with the request system
softwareconfiguration-backupcommand.Ensurethatyouhavethesebackup
filesavailableonanexternalUSBflashdrivebefore youperformthe following
steps.

1. Insert the external USB flash drive into the Director device.

2. Perform one of the following tasks:

• If you have access to the default partition, reboot the Director device by issuing the

request system reboot director-group command.

• If you do not have access to the default partition, power cycle the Director device.

The followingmenu appears on the Director device console when the Director device

boots up:

Juniper Networks QFabric Director Install/Recovery Media
-  To boot from the local disk, wait 10 seconds or press the Enter key.
-  To reinstall the QFabric software on this Director device, type: install

3. Type install and then press Enter to install the software on the Director device.
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Once the installationprocess is complete, theDirectordevice reboots, and the following

menu appears on the Director device console:

Juniper Networks QFabric Director Install/Recovery Media
-  To boot from the local disk, wait 10 seconds or press the Enter key.
-  To reinstall the QFabric software on this Director device, type: install

4. Press Enter.

TheDirectordevice reboots fromthe localdiskonwhich thesoftwarewas just installed.

5. Log in as root on the Director device.

The following menu appears on the Director device console:

Before you can access the QFabric system, you must complete the initial setup
 of the Director group by using the steps that follow.
If the initial setup procedure does not complete successfully, log out of the
 Director device and then log back in to restart
 this setup menu.

Continue?[y/n]

6. Enter n to bypass the initial setup script and enter the Director device root directory,
where you canmount the external USB flash drive containing the configuration files

and initial setup information.

7. Issue the ls /mnt command to list themount directory.

root@dg0 ~]# ls /mnt

8. Issue themkdir command to create a directory within the mount directory.

root@dg0 ~]# mkdir /mnt/myusb

9. Issue themount /dev/sdb2 /mnt/myusb/ command tomount the external USB
flash drive to the local drive of the Director device.

root@dg0 ~]# mount /dev/sdb2 /mnt/myusb/

10. Issue the ls -la /mnt/myusb/ command to verify the contents of your mounted
external USB flashdrive.

root@dg0 ~]# ls -la /mnt/myusb/
total 1770884
drwxr-xr-x 2 root root       4096 Sep  7 05:16 .
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root       4096 Sep  7 10:15 ..
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root       4249 Sep  7 03:52 mybackup-20110907

11. Exit the Director device and log back in as root on the Director device.

The following menu appears:

Before you can access the QFabric system, you must complete the initial setup
 of the Director group by using the steps that follow.
If the initial setup procedure does not complete successfully, log out of the
 Director device and then log back in to restart
 this setup menu.

Continue?[y/n] y
Initial Configuration

You may enter the configuration manually or restore from a backup.

Specify a backup file? [y/n] : y
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Please specify the full path of the configuration backup file. : 
/mnt/myusb/mybackup-20110907

12. Enter y to continue.

13. Enter y and specify the path to the backup configuration file located on the external
USB flash drive.

/mnt/myusb/mybackup-20110907

The following messages appear:

Saving temporary configuration...
Configuring peer...
connect error for 1.1.1.2:9001
Configuring local interfaces...
Configuring interface eth0 with [10.49.213.163/24:10.49.213.254]
Configured interface eth0 with [10.49.213.163/24:10.49.213.254]
Configuring QFabric software with initial pool of 4000 MAC addresses 
[00:10:00:00:00:00 - 00:10:00:00:0f:3b]
Configuring QFabric address [10.49.213.50]
Reconfiguring QFabric software static configuration
Applying the new Director Device password
Applying the QFabric component password
First install initial configuration, generating and sharing SSH keys.
First install initial configuration, generating SSH keys.
connect error for 1.1.1.2:9001
Shared SSH keys.
Configuration complete. Director Group services will auto start within 30 
seconds.

TheDirectordevice reboots fromthe localdiskonwhich thesoftwarewas just installed.

Exit the Director device session and log in to the QFabric default partition CLI.

14. Issue the request system software configuration-restore command and specify the
path to the backup configuration file located on the external USB flash drive to load

the previously saved QFabric system configuration.

15. Fromthedefault partition, issue the requestsystemrebootnode-groupallcommand
to reboot all of theNode groups in theQFabric system to ensure that all Node devices

are running the same version of software as the Director-group.

user@switch> request system reboot node-group all

16. Fromthedefault partition, issue the requestsystemreboot fabriccommand to reboot
the Interconnectdevicesand theother components in the fabric in theQFabric system

to ensure that Interconnect devices are running the same version of software as the

Director group.

user@switch> request system reboot fabric

17. Log in to the default partition and issue the show version component all command
to verify that all components are running the same version of software.

user@switch> show version component all
dg1:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx3100
JUNOS Base Version [11.3X30.6]

dg0:
-
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Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx3100
JUNOS Base Version [11.3X30.6]

NW-NG-0:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

FC-0:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

FC-1:
Hostname: qfabric                       
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

DRE-0:
-
Hostname: dre-0
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

FM-0:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: qfx-jvre
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
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JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

nodedevice1:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: QFX3500
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]

interconnectdevice1:
-
Hostname: qfabric
Model: QFX3108
JUNOS Base OS boot [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Base OS Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Kernel Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Crypto Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Online Documentation [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Enterprise Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Packet Forwarding Engine Support (QFX RE) [11.3X30.6]
JUNOS Routing Software Suite [11.3X30.6]
warning:  from interconnectdevice0: Disconnected

Related
Documentation

Performing theQFabricSystem Initial SetuponaQFX3100DirectorGrouponpage360•

• Upgrading Software on a QFabric System on page 469

• request system software configuration-backup

• request system software configuration-restore
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PerformingaRecovery InstallationonaQFX3008-I,QFX3600-I,QFX3600,orQFX3500
Device

If Junos OS on your device is damaged in some way that prevents the software from

loading correctly, youmay need to perform a recovery installation using an emergency

boot device (for example, a USB flash drive) to restore the default factory installation.

Once you have recovered the software, you need to restore the device configuration. You

can either create a new configuration as you did when the device was shipped from the

factory, or if you saved the previous configuration, you can simply restore that file to the

device.

If at all possible, you should try to perform the following steps before you perform the

recovery installation:

1. Ensure that you have an emergency boot device to use during the installation. See

“Creating an Emergency Boot Device for a QFX Series Device” on page 585 for

information on how to create an emergency boot device.

2. Copy the existing configuration in the file /config/juniper.conf.gz from the device to a

remote system, such as a server, or to an emergency boot device. For extra safety,

you can also copy the backup configurations (the files named /config/juniper.conf.n,

where n is a number from 0 through 9) to a remote system or to an emergency boot

device.

WARNING: The recovery installation process completely overwrites the
entire contents of the internal flash storage.

3. Copy any other stored files to a remote system as desired.

To reinstall Junos OS:

1. Insert the emergency boot device into the QFX Series device.

2. Reboot the QFX Series device.

NOTE: Do not power off the device if it is already on.

[edit system]
user@device> request system reboot

If you do not have access to the CLI, power cycle the QFX Series device.

The emergency boot device (external USB installmedia) is detected. At this time, you

can load the JunosOS fromtheemergencybootdeviceonto the internal flash storage.

3. The software prompts you with the following options:

External USB install media detected.
You can load Junos from this media onto an internal drive.
Press 'y' to proceed, 'f' to format and install, or 'n' to abort.
Do you wish to continue ([y]/f/n)? f
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4. Type f to format the internal flash storage and install the Junos OS on the emergency
boot device onto the internal flash storage.

If you do no want to format the internal flash storage, type y.

The following messages are displayed:

Installing packages from external USB drive da1
Packages will be installed to da0, media size: 8G

Processing format options 
Fri September  4 01:18:44 UTC 2012

-- IMPORTANT INFORMATION --
Installer has detected settings to format system boot media.
This operation will erase all data from your system.

Formatting installation disk .. this will take a while, please wait
Disabling platform watchdog - threshold 12 mins

Determining installation slice 
Fri September  4 01:27:07 UTC 2012

5. The device copies the software from the emergency boot device, occasionally

displaying status messages. Copying the software can take up to 12 minutes.

When thedevice is finishedcopying thesoftware, youarepresentedwith the following

prompt:

*** Fri September  4 01:19:00 UTC 2012***
Installation successful..
Please select one of the following options:
Reboot to installed Junos after removing install media (default) ... 1
Reboot to installed Junos by disabling install media ............... 2
Exit to installer debug shell ...................................... 3
Install Junos to alternate slice ................................... 4
Your choice: 4
NOTE: System installer will now install Junos to alternate slice
Do not power off or remove the external installer media or
interrupt the installation mechanism.

6. Select4 to install JunosOS to the alternate slice of the partition, and then press Enter.

7. Remove the emergency boot devicewhenprompted and then press Enter. The device

then reboots from the internal flash storage onwhich the software was just installed.

When the reboot is complete, the device displays the login prompt.

8. Create a new configuration as you did when the device was shipped from the factory,

or restore the previously saved configuration file to the device.

Related
Documentation

Creating an Emergency Boot Device for a QFX Series Device on page 585•

Creating an Emergency Boot Device for a QFX Series Device

If Junos OS on the QFX Series is damaged in some way that prevents the software from

loading properly, you can use an emergency boot device to repartition the primary disk

and load a fresh installation of Junos OS. Use the following procedure to create an

emergency boot device.
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Before you begin, you need to download the installation media image for your device

and Junos OS release from http://www.juniper.net/customers/support/ .

NOTE: In the following procedure, we assume that you are creating the
emergency boot device onaQFX3500device. You can create the emergency
bootdeviceonanother JuniperNetworks switchor router, or anyPCor laptop
that supports Linux. The steps you take to create the emergency boot device
vary, depending on the device.

To create an emergency boot device from a QFX3500 device:

1. Use FTP to copy the installation media image into the /var/tmp directory on the

QFX3500 device.

2. Insert a USB device into the USB port.

3. From the Junos OS command-line interface (CLI), start the shell:

user@device> start shell
%

4. Switch to the root account using the su command:

% su
Password: password

NOTE: The password is the root password for theQFX3500device. If you
logged in to the device as root, you do not need to perform this step.

5. Enter the following command:

root@device% dd if=/var/tmp/filename of=/dev/da1 bs=16k

The device writes the installation media image to the USB device:

root@device% dd if=/var/tmp/install-media-qfx3500.junos_11.1 of=/dev/da1 bs=16k
11006+1 records in
11006+1 records out
180332544 bytes transferred in 71.764266 secs (2512846 bytes/sec)

6. Log out of the shell:

root@device% exit
% exit
user@device>

Related
Documentation

• USB Port Specifications for the QFX Series

• PerformingaRecovery InstallationonaQFX3008-I,QFX3600-I,QFX3600,orQFX3500

Device on page 584

• Performing a QFabric System Recovery Installation on the Director Group on page 577
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